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ABSTRACT 

This project examines the creation and implementation of sex discrimination law in the 

United States during the mid-twentieth century by examining the experiences of women 

who worked as flight attendants in the United States airline industry. The presentation of 

female bodies was a critical marketing strategy for the airline industry, and the result was 

the creation of a series of gender based discriminatory policies. Airlines manipulated 

women's sexuality through regulations such as a marriage ban, age ceiling, and 

weight/appearance regiilations. An analysis of airline ads, which presented flight 

attendants as sexually desirable to attract male customers, combined with archival sources 

that trace discrimination in the industry, reveal the manipulation and presentation of 

women's sexuality as essential to the labor market practices of the airline industry and the 

efforts made by flight attendants to combat both the image and the discrimination. 

This dissertation reveals the constructed nature of women's sexuality by exploring 

the relationship between cultural representations of women's bodies, labor market 

practices, and public policy formation. An examination of 1960s anti-discriminatory 

legislation reveals the link between the regulation of sexuality and policy formation. 

Dismantling of sex discrimination through policy was problematic because gendered and 

sexualized work patterns were central to corporate employment structures. The solution 

was the inclusion of the bona fide occupational qualification clause in Title VII of the 

1964 Civil Rights Act. This clause protected employers' ability to retain gender based 

discrimination if they demonstrated that economic loss would result from a restructuring 
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of employment practices. Flight attendants were among the earliest group of women 

workers to utilize this legislation, and as a result they contributed to the interpretation and 

development of sex discrimination law in the United States. 

This project also reveals the complex interaction of resistance to and 

internalization of sexual norms and gender discrimination. Flight attendants often 

internalized cultural constructions of sexuality and saw their ability to fulfill dominant 

cultural notions of beauty as empowering, thus they had difiBculty articulating a clear 

definition of sex discrimination. Despite this difiBculty, flight attendants became among 

the most politically active women in America during the 1960s and 1970s. 
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Introduction: **You Ain't Nothing But a Waitress 

in the 

United Air Lines, Inc., in a brief defending its discriminatory policies against flight 

attendants in 1966, claimed that "being a girl, a yomig and attractive one, has been 

universally and historically considered by the air transport industry... as 'a bona fide 

occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation of the air 

transport business."' This quote illustrates the major themes of this dissertation because it 

reveals that the airline industry sexualized female flight attendants' bodies for its own 

marketing purposes, and it does so within the context of a legal battle over the 

interpretation of sex discrimination as a legal concept. This dissertation explores the 

specific nature of sex discrimination in the airline industry, the cultural representations of 

women's bodies in the mid-twentieth century, and the development of sex discrimination 

law in the United States. 

Airlines implemented policies designed to create and maintain a sexualized image 

of flight attendants, which was then marketed for profit. Shortly after the fledgling airline 

industry turned to women as permanent members of the flight crew in a passenger service 

capacity, airline executives realized the marketing potential of their new employees. 

Pretty flight attendant f^es became the staple of airline advertisement and public relations 

activities. The realities of the airline industry, which was one of the most regulated 

' Statement of United Air Lines, Inc. (1966), p. 1, ALPA S&S Division, Box 13, Wayne 
State University Archives of Labor and Urban Afiairs (WSUA). 
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"private" industries in the United States until deregulation in the 1980s, meant that 

competition depended entirely on the type of service that an airline could oflfer its 

passengers. Female flight attendants came to embody that service and their bodies became 

literal symbols for the airlines. Flight attendant bodies, in this capacity, became as 

regulated as the industry itself. The result was that by the 1960s, the airline industry had 

created and helped perpetuate a cultural image of women that sexualized, commodified, 

and objectified white women, yet was glorified by the American public and the thousands 

of women who sought to fulfill it. This dissertation explores the power of the image and 

the mechanisms of its creation, which was accomplished through a series of policies 

enforced on the bodies of female flight attendants. This dissertation includes an extensive 

analysis of the discriminatory policies themselves, including a marriage ban, 

weight/appearance restrictions, age ceiling, and maternity restrictions. An examination of 

the experiences of flight attendants reveals the reciprocal relationship between cultural and 

institutional power over women's bodies as mechanisms to ensure the economic and social 

dependence of women. 

Institutional power over flight attendants was visibly represented by the airline 

industry itself, but airlines acted within the context of state-condoned attitudes toward 

women as workers and as sexual beings. Between 1930 and 1964, the airline industry did 

not question its power, or the state's support of that power, to treat female flight 

attendants as it saw fit. After the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, however, the 

airline industry found itself suddenly unsure that the state structure would support it in its 
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employment policies. New legislation made it at least possible for women workers to 

challenge policies, and the state (through the legal system and government agencies), the 

airline industry, and flight attendants had to renegotiate the terrain of power and 

employment practice. The situation of flight attendants during the mid twentieth century 

provides a unique opportunity to explore the gendered nature of law through an analysis 

of sex discrimination as a legal concept. 

Sex discrimination became a legally prohibited category of employment 

discrimination with the passage of Title Vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Yet, the 

simple passage of a law by no means meant that discrimination, whether based on race, 

sex, age, or any other category, would end. A law must be enforced to be effective, but 

enforcement depends upon interpretation and this study illustrates the incredibly complex 

and at time arbitrary methods of legal interpretation. Particularly salient to the 

interpretation of sex discrimination was the inclusion of the bona fide occupational 

qualification (BFOQ) clause of the Civil Rights Act (CRA). The insertion of the BFOQ 

clause into Title VII complicated the definition of sex discrimination because it protected 

the right of employers to discriminate in situations in which "religion, sex, or national 

origin is a bona fide occupational qualification necessary to the normal operation of that 

particular business."^ The debate surrounding the BFOQ clause revealed the varying 

assumptions, tactics, and agendas of the multiple actors, including industry, women 

^Robert Stevens Miller, "Sex Discrimination and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964," Minnesota Law Review 51 (1967), 879. 
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workers, and the judicial system, who sought to create and influence legal discourse. Title 

Vn was designed to eliminate employment discrimination based on race, sex, national 

origin, and religion. Congress realized that the new antidiscriminatory legislation was an 

assault on deeply embedded employment practices in the United States. Law makers 

hoped that the anti-discrimination law would create employment opportunities without 

necessarily challenging the ways in which employment was gendered; to accomplish this 

agenda they wrote in the BFOQ clause. The BFOQ clause was designed to allow 

employers to maintain certain traditional discriminatory practices if they could 

demonstrate that economic losses would result from restructuring employment policies. 

Legal suits brought by flight attendants were among the best examples of legal 

development in the interpretation of the BFOQ clause. 

By examining flight attendants, this dissertation also broadens the concept of sex 

discrimination in employment because it reveals that sex discrimination is manifested 

within female dominated occupations through policies that regulate women's appearance 

(strict weight regulations) and limit their social choices (the ability to marry and remain 

employed). Many scholars who consider sex discrimination have traced women's 

atten^ts to gain access to higher paid, male dominant, often blue collar wage work.^ 

^For example, Barbara Reskin and Patricia Roos, Job Queues, Gender Queues: 
Explaining Women's Inroads into Male Occupations (Philadelphia: Tenc^le University 
Press, 1990); Ruth Milkman, Gender at Work: The Dynamics of Job Segregation by Sex 
During World War //(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1987); Myra Strober and 
Francine Gordon, Bringing Women into Management (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975). 
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Other scholars examine sex discrimination within an economic context, attempting to 

explain the market-driven reasons for the existence and continuation of unequal pay for 

women and the "glass ceiling" that kept women from progressing up the hierarchical 

ladder of corporate America/ Few scholars have considered the elements of sex 

discrimination present in the relatively small number of female dominated occupations in 

which the largest number of women have labored throughout the twentieth century. 

Works that explore these female dominated occupations, such as Dorothy Sue Cobble's 

Dishing It Out: Waitresses and Their Unions in the Twentieth Century, provide valuable, 

path breaking insight into the personal and workplace lives of women workers, but these 

works have been largely labor and cultural histories, and have not explicitly considered the 

discriminatory effect of employer policies on women's work experiences/ Scholars' lack 

of analysis of sex discrimination in female dominated occupations explains why the BFOQ 

clause and its ramifications for women workers have been poorly examined. The BFOQ 

defense most effectively protected employers engaged in this form of sex discrimination 

because there was no male wage or labor participation with which to contrast female 

positions. 

''For example, Samuel Cohn, The Process of Occupational Sex-Typing: The 
Feminization of Clerical Labor in Great Britain (Philadelphia; Temple University Press, 
1985); Claudia Goldin, Understanding The Gender Gap: An Economic History of 
American Women (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990); Cynthia Lloyd, Sex 
Discrimination and the Division of Labor (New York: Columbia University Press, 1975). 

^Dorothy Sue Cobble, Dishing It Out: Waitresses and Their Unions in the 
Twentieth Century (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1991). 
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Flight attendants were among the earliest women workers to insist that the 

gendering of their occupation was itself discriminatory, and to utilize the new tools 

provided by Title VII to challenge their workplace conditions. Scholars who examine 

women's influence on the defining of sex discrimination as a discriminatory category focus 

on the activities of organized women's groups, who were often middle class and 

connected to "traditional" political structures. Title Vn itself is often analyzed as an 

impetus ft)r the new women's movement, but less often for its impact on the realities of 

women's workplace experiences.^ An analysis of flight attendants highlights the agency of 

women workers who seized the opportunity to influence the definition of this new legal 

concept through workplace and judicial activism, not just political lobbying. Flight 

attendants represent a working class activism among women, largely unconnected to 

organized women's movements, who influenced the creation and implementation of public 

policy and resisted the cultural and institutional structures that limited their opportunities 

in the workplace. 

While it is true that a majority of "rank and file" flight attendants did not 

participate in an organized women's political group while they articulated and 

implemented challenges to the airline industry's discriminatory policies, an examination of 

flight attendants reveals the complicated nature of political awareness and activism. This 

®Cynthia Harrison, On Account of Sex: The Politics of Women's Issues, 1945-
1968 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988); Susan Hartmann, From Margin to 
Mainstream: American Women and Politics Since 1960 (Philadelphia: Temple University 
Press, 1989). 



dissertation dismantles the traditional historiographical divide created between organized, 

politically active women and "average" women who acted politically in a non-organized, 

"personal" way through their everyday resistence and through simply interacting in the 

world/ Flight attendants did both, and the path that led them to engage in one of the most 

intense and successful battles against sex discrimination included some participation in 

organized movements, though most flight attendants considered themselves non-political. 

Flight attendants actively and loudly protested when they individually experienced the 

ramifications of discriminatory policies, for instance when they were disciplined for being 

over a weight maximum or when they decided to marry and lost their job as a result, but 

until the 1970s, they rarely considered themselves part of a broader movement to end 

discrimination. Nevertheless, flight attendant unions were led by particular flight 

attendants who did conceptualize themselves as political actors, and who, by the 1960s, 

had a significant network of organized groups and political allies on whom they could call 

in their efforts to gain more favorable employment conditions. These women led the flight 

attendant rank and file effectively, and created an active political movement among flight 

'Early women's history scholars found that women in the eighteenth, nineteenth, 
and twentieth centuries had participated in many organized, social and p)olitical movements 
through which they had engaged in politics as surely as their male counterparts. In the 
1980s "the personal as political" scholars began to give agency to women who had no 
opportunity, as a result of their class and/or race status, to engage in middle class political 
activities. The result, while profoundly important for redefining politics and for 
recognizing the contribution of fer more women to the political development of the United 
States, was that scholars largely considered these two types of political activism as 
separate, with relatively little overlap. 



attendants by the late 1960s, drawing on the personal experiences of individual flight 

attendants, where one might never have existed but for their efforts. As a result, flight 

attendants became the unlikely leaders of a movement among women workers to gain and 

then enforce laws to in^jrove wages and conditions in an economic marketplace and 

cultural atmosphere that existed based on deeply entrenched inequalities between the 

sexes. 

The dissertation also explores the interaction between cultural reproduction and 

labor market organization in the maintenance of a sex/gender system that limited women 

as workers and structured the ways in which women's bodies were deployed to maintain a 

hegemonic system that is gendered, raced, and classed in particular ways. Work patterns 

that rely on assumptions about appropriate gender roles and "natural" characteristics in 

service industries are central to this interaction. These patterns reflected and maintained 

the cultural reproduction of particular social assumptions about gender, work, and 

sexuality. The airlines' use of gender in the flight attendant occupation provides a unique 

and particularly useful case study for this broader theoretical issue because airlines 

blatantly manipulated female sexuality and assumptions about women's "natural" roles 

through hiring practices, employment regulations, and advertising images. Airlines in the 

United States provided gendered service to their customers, a majority of whom were 

middle class business men, and packaged that service in the bodies of young, attractive, 

white, middle-class women. Flight attendants, however, resisted this gendered 

construction of the occupation and the objectification of their bodies. Weight standards, 
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for instance, which dictated the maximum weight a particular flight attendant could be, 

were a highly contested domain of struggle between flight attendants and airlines both 

before and after the passage of Title Vn. By the 1980s flight attendants challenged the 

gendered assiunption that, as women, they should be subservient, docile, and smiling 

during all of their encounters with passengers. 

Scholars examining the deployment of gender in the labor market have focused on 

analyzes of the sex-segregated nature of paid work and the "ghettoization" of women in 

low paid, low status jobs. They concluded that employers created and maintained a pool 

of low paid workers by acting on assumptions about the "natural" abilities, desires, and 

needs of women, and about normative gender roles that assigned domestic duties to 

women.* My examination of flight attendants fiuthers the literature on occupational sex 

typing and its connection to cultural processes because it recognizes that service industries 

deployed gender and sexuality, not only to maintain low wages, but also to attract and 

maintain a customer base. The ability to manipulate and deploy gender became a central 

component of the marketing strategy of airline companies. This dissertation will also 

analyze the relationship between service industry and cultural processes by viewing 

women as objects and actors in the cultural contestation over representations. Cultural 

representations of women's bodies in the discourse of popular media and advertisements 

reflect, reinforce, and influence the ways in which women define themselves and are 

*Works in this vein include Susan Hartmann, From Margin to Mainstream', Ruth 
Milkman^ Gender At Work; and Samuel Cohn, Process of Occupational Sex-Typing. 
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defined within society. Historian Sonya Rose argues that representations, or what she 

calls cultural productions are "shared cultural assumptions" that, as rhetorical devises, 

persuade members of a culture to interpret experiences in a particular way.' 

Representations of flight attendants became important cultural productions during the mid 

twentieth century as gender, and women's domestic and economic roles in particular, 

underwent a period of instability and flux. The images of flight attendants diuing the mid 

twentieth century illuminates, in part, the power of sexual objectification in the world of 

multimedia and its influence of women's perceptions of their bodies. Popular images of 

flight attendants at a particular historical moment are connected to cultural constructions 

of white womanhood at that moment. As middle class (or rural working class aspiring to 

enter the middle class), white women, flight attendants were sexualized in certain ways 

through popular culture and advertisements designed to attract male customers. The 

practical result of this objectification was a series of polices designed by the airlines to 

ensure a young, pretty, white work force. The cultural pervasiveness of this sexualized 

image of flight attendants also created a reluctance on the part of the state, the judicial 

system, and society itself to see these women as the victims of gender-based 

discrimination. 

As actors in the process of cultural representation, flight attendants personified the 

complexity of women's resistance to and internalization of sexual objectification. Flight 

'Sonya Rose, Limited Livelihoods: Gender and Class in Nineteenth-Century 
England (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 8. 
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attendants cannot be removed from the cultural context of their socialization, and thus it is 

not surprising that they often internalized social norms about sexuality. In many cases 

flight attendants felt en^wered by their ability to fulfill a dominant, heterosexual notion 

of beauty. As a result of airline marketing, the public envisioned flight attendants as 

beautiful and glamorous. The occupation appealed to young women because it promised 

freedom from parental control, the ability to travel, and an afSrmation of their beauty and 

sexual appeal Flight attendants, who along with movie stars, models, and Playboy 

Buimies personified beauty and sexual allure in mid-twentieth century society, had 

difQculty articulating a challenge to the appearance policies that created this image. Yet, 

initially for economic reasons (loss of employment when individual flight attendants could 

no longer meet appearance standards) and later as a conscious effort to end the 

objectification of their bodies, female flight attendants took advantage of anti

discrimination law to challenge the gendered nature of their occupation and the 

presentation of a sexualized image. By fighting to tum the job that airlines envisioned as 

short-term and appearance based into a career that denoted a set of skills that were 

valuable to the airlines and the public, flight attendants undermined the glamor of their 

jobs in &vor of professionalization. 

The historical period investigated in this project, which covers the years between 

1930 and 1980, but focused most intensely on the 1960s and 1970s, was one of 

destabilization in cultural and political structures, as well as a period of changing sexual 

and gender relations. This study examines women's lives with a historical perspective that 
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acknowledges the "constant interplay between experience and meaning in a context in 

which both experience and meaning are shaped by inequality and domination."'" A 

historical analysis, which examines flight attendants' resistance over time, reveals that 

during the late 1960s a combination of structural changes, including the passage of Title 

Vn, and the "aging" of the flight attendant population (those affected by the age ceilings 

were all hired after 1952, and hit that ceiling in the 1960s) resulted in a well articulated 

challenge to the dominant discourses of sexuality that had objectified women's bodies. It 

was also the moment of the sexual revolution, however, in which women's relationship to 

their bodies and sexuality became more complex. Women challenged employment policies 

with antidiscrimination law, but airlines were increasingly able to legitimately present a 

highly sexualized image of flight attendants' bodies for consimiption by male passengers. 

Women's sexual objectification by the airline industry occurred within a cultural context 

that assumed women's sexuality to be available for public (male) gaze and the nature of 

that objectification was tied to economic, cultural, and political structures. Women who 

contested the sexualization of their bodies could no longer depend on middle class 

"Victorian" notions of respectability to defend themselves, in the context of the late 1960s 

and 1970s part of the discourse of "women's liberation" was a "comfort" with their own 

sexuality, and a supposed willingness to share it. Flight attendants quickly rejected the 

'"Roger N. Lancaster and Micaela di Leonardo, "Introduction: Embodied 
Meanings, Carnal Practices," in The Gender Sexuality Reader: Culture, History, and 
Political Econon^, eds. Roger N. Lancaster and Micaela di Leonardo (New York: 
Routledge, 1997), 4. 
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cultural context of the sexual revolution, even as they eagerly grasped other elements of 

the feminist movement of this period, and actively contested the increasingly sexual nature 

of airline advertisements. 
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Chapter I 

Flying the Friendly Skies: The Creation of the Flight Attendant Occupation 

in the United States 

On March 21, 1970, Beverley Emge attempted to become the second female 

purser at Northwest Airlines, and ^ed. Emge, a stewardess at Northwest since 1961, 

sought the purser position because it paid approximately one hundred dollars per month 

more than she was earning, and required no additional duties beyond those that she 

already completed as a senior stewardess." Emge filed a timely bid for the posted purser 

position, in fact, it was the only bid for that position. Emge's home base, or domicile, was 

Washington D.C., and she bid for that particular purser position because it was for an 

opening at the Washington D.C. domicile. Acquiring the position would simply mean that 

she had a new title, a new rate of pay, and the potential to earn significantly more over the 

course of her career, because the purser pay scale maximum was greater than the 

stewardess pay scale maximum. Since she possessed the requirements for the job, and she 

was the only bidder. Northwest invited her to be interviewed for the position at their 

' 'During most of the scope of this study the terms used to refer to the men and 
women who worked in the cabin of an airplane were usually stewardess, hostess, and 
steward; for the most part, however, I will refer to them as flight attendants because it is a 
gender neutral term that came into common use during the late 1970s. In the case of 
Northwest Airlines, however, I have retained the company's ofiScial designations of 
stewardess, flight service attendant, and purser because the airline's categori2:ation is 
central to the story. 



offices in Minneapolis, Minnesota. At that interview, James Robertson, the Director of In

flight Services, warned Emge that if she accepted the purser position she would almost 

certainly be moved to the Honolulu domicile. Emge, who valued the privileges that nine 

years as a stewardess afforded her, hesitated, indicated that she did not want to be 

transferred to Honolulu, and said she would like to think about it. Robertson told her that 

she had to accept or reject the position immediately, and when she decided she would 

rather not take the position, he produced a pre-written, personalized letter of withdrawal 

that she had to sign. 

Robertson intimidated Emge into withdrawing her bid that day in Minneapolis, but 

Emge had a change of heart and three days later she renewed her attempt to become the 

second female purser at Northwest. After assuring her that the Washington D.C. domicile 

was being reduced, and therefore she would almost certainly be transferred, Robertson 

posted a second purser opening at the D.C. domicile on April 20''', and Emge bid again. 

The bidding process was governed by very strict rules. A bid had to be received by the 

deadline, being even one minute late disqualified a bid, and the person with the greatest 

seniority who submitted a timely bid won the position. The bid deadline for this position 

was noon. Pacific Daylight Time, on May 1, 1970, and Emge's seemed to be the only bid 

for the position. On the morning of May P, however, a purser at the Honolulu base 

called an In-Flight Supervisor and indicated that he would like to transfer to the 

Washington D.C. domicile. The Supervisor told him of the posted opening, and that he 

had two hours to submit the bid to the Seattle office in order to meet the deadline. The 
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purser, Chalmers Hunter, argued that he could not possibly get his bid there in that 

amoimt of time, so the Supervisor called the Honolulu oflBce to authorize the use of the 

teletype machine by Hunter. The unusual authorization allowed the purser to submit his 

bid, which was received at 11:53 a.m.. Hunter won the position, and once again Emge 

&iled to become a purser.'* 

The idiosyncracies in Northwest's policy that allowed Hunter, a purser with less 

than a year's seniority, to win a bid over Emge, a stewardess with almost nine years 

seniority, are reflective of a broader pattern of discrimination that pervaded the airline 

industry and affected every woman who worked as a flight attendant in the United States 

imtil the 1980s. Northwest Airlines created a convoluted categorization process that 

ensured that flight service personnel were divided by gender, and that women earned less 

money, submitted to more restrictive policies, and had less career advancement 

opportunity, than their male counterparts. No two airlines in the United States developed 

flight service policy in exactly the same fashion, and Northwest was, in fact, unique in 

several ways, yet the experiences of women who became flight attendants at various 

airlines were remarkably similar. An examination of Northwest's relationship to its flight 

attendants sets the stage for understanding the legal battles that marked the relationship 

between all airlines and their flight attendants during the 1960s and 1970s. 

'̂ Information about Beverley Emge is from Laffey v Northwest Airlines, Inc, 366 
F.Supp. 763, 771-772 (Discrimination. D.C. 1973), affirmed in part, vacated in part, 567 
F.2d 429, remanded, 481 F. Supp. 199. 
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Northwest Airlines was founded in 1926, with its headquarters at MinneapoUs-St. 

Paul, and like all other U.S. airline companies. Northwest benefitted fi-om very lucrative 

mail contracts during the 1920s and early 1930s. The Coolidge and Hoover presidencies 

favored corporate development, and their policies led to the passage of the Watres Act on 

April 29, 1930, which provided generous government subsidies to £urlines based on the 

amoimt of space available to carry mail, not on the actual poundage of mail carried.'̂  The 

act also gave the postmaster general the power to create, consolidate, and award airline 

routes. The practical result of the Watres Act was that small airlines merged quickly into 

large conglomerate corporations, and the thirty-eight airlines that existed in 1930 were 

reduced to just sixteen by 1940. Airlines focused on mail delivery, not passenger travel, 

but each airline included some space for passengers in the early years. The election of 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt as President sharply shifted this focus. Senator Hugo Black, 

with the Roosevelt administration's support, accused the "big four" airlines. United 

(UAL), Eastern, Trans World, and American, of contract collusion, and the federal 

government canceled their mail contracts and banned the leaders of these airlines fi-om 

holding airline industry jobs for five years. Forced to change their names (to be eligible 

for mail contracts again), and reeling from a significant decrease in government subsidy for 

mail transport, these airlines turned to passenger sales as a major source of revenue in the 

'̂ Georgia Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant: Women and the Making of 
a Union (New York; IRL Press, 1982), 6-8. 
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mid 1930s.''' 

Northwest Airlines began small scale passenger service in 1927, and after 1930 it 

followed UAL's lead in hiring young women to accompany each flight and provide inflight 

service to passengers. As early as 1928, a German airline had hired a man to serve simple 

meals to passengers and to help them achieve some comfort in the unpressurized, cold, 

noisy airplanes of the period.'̂  Between 1930 and 1947, however. Northwest employed 

only women as flight attendants. When, in 1947, the airline began flying routes to Asia, it 

created the male purser position to accompany those flights." In its first collective 

bargaining agreement with a union, the Air Line Stewards and Stewardesses Association 

(ALSSA), Northwest labeled its female cabin attendants "stewardesses," and defined them 

as employees who were "responsible for ... all enroute cabin service .. . and shall include 

the responsibility for the welfare, comfort, enjoyment and safety of the passengers,"'' A 

flight purser, an exclusively male category, was defined in a 1949 bargaining agreement as 

"an employee on the international division whose work includes performing ... all enroute 

cabin service, attending to passenger comfort, responsibility for the preparation and 

•''Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 13-15. The name changes were 
superficial; United did not have to change its name because it had been called Boeing Air 
Transport in 1930, American Airways became American Airlines, Eastern Air Transport 
became Eastern Airlines, and Transcontinental and Western Air added the word 
Incorporated to its name. 

''Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 11. 

'®A11 information concemii^ the history of Northwest Airlines is fi-om Laffey v 
Northwest Airlines, Inc., 366 F. Supp. 763. 

Laffey v Northwest Airlines, Inc., 366 F.Supp. at 766. 
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conqjletion of passenger, crew, and cargo manifests. .Northwest employed male 

pursers on international routes because it assumed that Asian passengers would accept the 

authority of men in the event of an emergency, and because acquiring safe 

accommodations for male employees in international cities seemed easier than for female 

ones, but the duties of these men replicated those of stewardesses. 

Assumptions about female passivity and fragility led Northwest to employee men 

as pursers in 1947, but its assumptions about appropriate gender roles became even more 

obvious in 1949, when the company introduced a third category of inflight server, the 

flight service attendant (FSA). Northwest hired only men as FSAs, and initially their only 

assignment was to fly on a new airplane, the Boeing Stratocruiser. FSAs were included in 

collective bargaining agreements under the category of "stewardess," and their duties 

exactly replicated that of stewardesses. Northwest created the FSA category because the 

Boeing Stratocruiser had a sunken lounge and bar, and airline ofiQcials felt that 

stewardesses should not be bartenders." Northwest was not alone in being uneasy about 

associating female employees with the service of alcohol. In the early 1950s, UAL refiised 

to allow its flight attendants to serve drinks to passengers. Pat Patterson, the president of 

^*Lqffey v Northwest Airlines, Inc., 366 F.Supp. at 766. 

''Cobble found that legal restrictions against women serving liquor had been 
largely dismantled by the early twentieth century, and that in the face of male waiters' 
attempts to reinstate the ban after Prohibition was repealed, waitresses vocally, 
vehemently, and successfully fought the reinstatement. However, that there weis still a 
significant cultural stigma associated with women who served liquor was evidenced by 
waitress unions' refusal to grant cocktail waitresses membership. Cobble, Dishing It Out, 
156-160. 
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UAL, did not want his "girls" treated like "barmaids," but he was losing business to 

American and TWA, which did allow alcohol service, so he created small, individual 

serving size bottles of alcohol that flight attendants provided to passengers, who then had 

to mix their own drinks.^" Northwest's FSAs completed exactly the same duties as its 

stewardesses, except that one of them on each Stratocruiser flight was placed behind the 

bar in the simken loimge. 

For employment and union purposes, the FS A category replicated the stewardess 

category, but in reality, it reinforced the discriminatory policies that Northwest had 

designed to polarize the flight service occupation between male, permanent workers and 

female, temporary workers. Seniority policy illustrates one mechanism of this polarization. 

The seniority system determined the salary, assignment, vacation, and promotion of flight 

attendants at all airlines in the United States. A flight attendant's position on the seniority 

list eflFectively determined his or her employment experience, and seniority policy was 

always high on a union's list of important issues. In the 1949 collective bargaining 

agreement between ALSSA and Northwest, it was stipulated that pursers and 

stewardesses would have separate seniority lists. The company defined the job categories 

and duties as different, with no crossover between the two jobs possible, and the separate 

lists did not appear to be problematic for flight attendants or pursers. 

In terms of duties and job categorization, FSAs should have been placed on the 

^°Carol Herburger Pollard, "Sky Goddess: The Cost of an Image" (M. A. thesis, 
Sonoma State University, August 7, 1991), 30-31. 
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stewardess seniority list, but by virtue of their sex, they were placed on the purser list. 

This placement had profound implications that illustrate the ways in which Northwest 

gendered its expectations concerning the careers of its flight service personnel. The 

number of male pursers and FS As was always significantly smaller than the number of 

female stewardesses, for instance, in May 1965, Northwest employed 724 stewardesses 

and only 51 pursers/FSAs. '̂ A high seniority nvunber was easier to attain on the purser list 

than on the flight attendant list, so a male FSA who was hired on the same day as a 

stewardess more quickly attained the benefits of seniority. For a stewardess, longevity in 

the occupation meant incremental pay increases, security from involuntary transfers to 

other domiciles, and successful bidding of flight time and route preferences. For a FSA, it 

meant that he was able to bid for and attain a purser position, with its greater authority, 

prestige, and better pay. Stewardesses could not become pursers, FSAs could; and in 

feet, purser openings could be filled only from the FSA ranks, not from "street hires." 

FSAs who accepted a purser position retained accrued seniority. If, for personal reasons, 

an FSA had not chosen to bid for a purser position, and other FSAs, with less seniority 

had moved into the purser ranks, when the first FSA did become a purser he still had more 

seniority than his colleagues who had worked as pursers longer than he had, but had not 

worked for the company as long as he had. The combination of a purser/FS A seniority list 

was a form of salary and authority protection that male cabin attendants valued. In its 

Laffey V Northwest Airlines, Inc. 366 F.Supp. at 767. 
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creation of the seniority system. Northwest institutionalized its belief that stewardesses 

were temporary employees who would not advance in the company, and FSAs were 

permanent en^iloyees whose longevity could be assured by the promise of fixture 

promotions and better pay. Yet the only diflference between the two groups of employees, 

in terms of duties, qualifications at the time of hire, and training, was their sex. 

The seniority system at Northwest created a disparate set of rules and employment 

expectations for men and women that were carried over into other employment policies 

affecting the experiences of male and female cabin attendants at the airline. The airline 

sought to control female employees through policies that regulated their personal, social, 

and appearance choices in ways that did not apply to men. Northwest had a sense of 

possession over stewardesses' bodies that it apparently did not feel over male bodies. 

Stewardesses signed an en^loyment contract that stipulated that "among the qualifications 

and requirements of a stewardesses' position are ... weight in proportion to height."^ 

Northwest advised new stewardesses that failure to comply with the height/weight policy 

was grounds for termination. No male cabin attendant was subject to either the 

employment contract or to having his weight monitored. Stewardesses could not wear 

glasses; they had to purchase contact lenses if their eyesight was a problem, but Northwest 

£dlowed FSAs and pursers to wear glasses. Stewardesses had to purchase a particular type 

of luggage for use when in uniform, male attendants could use any luggage they chose. 

^Laffey v Northwest Airlines, Inc., 366 F.Supp. at 773. 
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Northwest provided single accommodations for its male flight service personnel, whereas 

it gave women double accommodations on layovers. And finally, until 1967, stewardesses 

could not remain employed at Northwest Airlines after they married or reached the age of 

thirty-two. FSAs and pursers were allowed to marry and remain employed, and could 

continue flying until they chose to retire. These myriad poUcies served to manage the lives 

of stewardesses, who experienced the threat of termination for a variety of personal 

choices that had no impact on the enqjloyment opportunities of their male counterparts. 

Northwest Airlines was not unique in its treatment of female flight attendants, aU 

of the above described poUcies were in effect at most U.S. airlines. Northwest was 

imusual in its continued enqiloyment of men to do what had become "women's work," but 

because it excluded men fi-om these restrictive policies and used labeling to differentiate 

them fi-om their female colleagues. Northwest managed to sustain a parallel system that 

reconciled a masculinized version with a feminized occupation. Many airlines hired men, 

yet by the mid 1960s the airline industry could claim that the occupation was "naturally" a 

woman's occupation, could call upon cultural assumptions about women's work and 

nature to justify the restrictive policies described above, and could render men in the 

occupation invisible. Yet, interestingly, despite an overwhelmingly minority status, men in 

the flight attendant occupation were masculinized in ways that allowed them to reap 

benefits fi"om an industry that had consciously developed the occupation in ways that 

made it low paid, sexualized, and deskilled for women. 

In 1966, at a hearing before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, a 
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representative of the airline industry asserted that "everybody sitting in this room . . . 

knows that this [the flight attendant occupation] is a girl's job, and that what makes it a 

girl's job makes it a young and pretty girl's job."" At that very moment there were men 

flying in the capacity of flight attendants at Pan American, Northwest, Eastern, UAL, and 

Trans World Airlines (TWA); put another way, five of the twelve major trunk carriers in 

the United States hired men as well as women to accomplish flight service duties. While 

the airline industry, in 1966, created a narrative that naturalized the presence of women as 

flight attendants and rendered the employment of men invisible, in fact the airline industry 

had a long history of hiring male flight attendants. UAL, the company credited with 

pioneering the flight attendant occupation, began hiring Hawaiian men in 1948 as part of 

the "atmosphere" on its Hawaiian routes.^" Pan American hired only men until the mid 

1940s, when it reluctantly added women on some routes, but restricted its Latin American 

flights to men until the late 1940s. Pan American began hiring men as stewards in the 

1920s because it flew seaplanes over water routes and needed flight crew members who 

could help dock the plane. As passenger service became more important. Pan American 

proudly advertised the culinary and service talents of its stewards. Though it began hiring 

women during World War n. Pan American continued to hire men as stewards until 1965, 

^Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), testimony of Jesse Freidin, WSUA, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, 72. 

^^Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 99-100. 
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and at no point in its history did it en:q>loy exclusively women as cabin attendants.^^ 

Eastern hired only men until 1944, and hired both men and women until 1959. TWA 

began hiring women in 1935, but continued to hire men as pursers. By the 1960s, these 

airlines had tapered off their en:q)loyment of male flight attendants, but the presence of 

men in the flight cabin was well established, as were the policies that treated male flight 

attendants better than women. 

Northwest Airlines was most explicit in its differential treatment, and the impact of 

gender on the employment experience was most pronoxmced on this airline. In 1957 

Northwest ceased utilizing the Boeing Stratocniiser, and stopped hiring FSAs. Between 

1957 and 1964, the airline filled all purser vacancies by promoting FSAs to the position, 

but by mid 1965, all but three FSAs had been pronaoted. Domiciled in Honolulu and 

flying on military flights that required men, those three FSAs could not be utilized to fill 

purser vacancies. The company had to reformulate its purser policy. Rather than drawing 

pursers fi-om its ranks of almost eight hundred stewardesses. Northwest began hiring 

pursers "off the street." Men with no previous flight service experience became pursers, 

and under the chain of authority, automatically gained authority over stewardesses with 

greater seniority. In its 1967 collective bargaining contract, ALSSA, now afiOliated with 

the Transport Workers Union (TWU), negotiated a clause that allowed stewardesses to 

^Information about Pan American World Airways is firom its public relations files 
housed at the Pan American Collection, Richter Library Special Collections, University of 
Miami. 
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bid for purser vacancies. The union, however, was unable to protect the employment 

rights of stewardesses to the degree that men had been protected. Under the old 

FSA/purser system, the FSA with the highest seniority who bid on a vacancy was always 

awarded the position. The company never engaged in "off the street hires" and was 

contractually prohibited from doing so. Under the 1967 contract, however, the company 

retained the right of "selectivity" with regard to stewardess bids for purser vacancies.^^ 

The company could chose to hire new male employees rather than accept stewardess bids 

if it determined that the stewardess was not "qualified" for the job. 

When the company acquiesced in accepting stewardess bids for purser positions, it 

simultaneously shifted the definition of the purser job, with a new stress on "supervisory 

capacity and leadership ability."-' The probation period for pursers, which had always 

been four months, became six months in the 1967 contract. Stewardesses could not bid 

for purser jobs until they had been employed for at least four years, whereas FSAs had 

become eligible, in order of seniority, the moment Northwest hired them. Northwest 

indicated that it was going to establish and administer tests to determine the supervisory 

capacity of purser applicants, though it had never done so in the past. An finally, and most 

egregiously. Northwest left the FSA/purser seniority list intact, which meant that 

stewardesses who became pursers lost all previously accumulated seniority and went to 

the bottom of the purser list. The practical result would be that a stewardess with four or 

^^Lqffey, 366 F. Supp. at 768. 

^^Lqffey, 366 F. Supp. at 769. 
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more years of seniority in 1967, who became a purser, would be forced to fly a "reserve" 

schedule and subject to involimtary transfers because pursers hired off the street after 

1965 had higher seniority numbers on the purser list. No FSA had ever been subjected to 

this type of treatment. 

Through its negotiation of the 1967 contract. Northwest bowed to the threat of 

accusations of sex discrimination that accompanied the passage of Title VII of the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964, but did so in a manner clearly designed to dissuade stewardesses from 

bidding for purser positions. Most stewardesses with four years of seniority, a point at 

which they could depend on a regular schedule, as opposed to a "reserve" schedule that 

left them unsure throughout each month when they would fly, were unwilling to go to the 

bottom of another seniority list. Since the duties of pursers and stewardesses were the 

same, and a purser with no seniority did not earn more money than a senior stewardess. 

Northwest assiuned that though it had to allow women to become pursers, its 1967 

contract ensured that none would. It was a miscalculation that led to one of the longest 

flight attendant Title Vn legal suits injudicial history. In 1970, Mary P. Lafifey and her 

union filed a suit against Northwest that clogged the court system for almost fourteen 

years, and in the process revealed a great deal about the nature of sex discrimination in the 

airline industry. 

Northwest hoped that its new policies would deter stewardesses fi"om bidding for 

purser vacancies, but it took one ftirther precaution just in case; it simply did not post 

vacancies. Instead, it advertised for male applicants "off the street" and hired them. In 
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the past, notices addressed to FSAs had been placed in the employee lounges at 

Northwest's domiciles, but when the company became obligated to at least consider 

women's bids for purser positions, the notices were nowhere to be found. In August 

1967, Northwest hired five men to fill purser vacancies in October and started them in the 

training program. These five men convicted their training and assumed purser positions 

on October 4*. Mary Laflfey, a stewardess with nine years seniority, learned of the five 

men and complained to the company's Director of Labor Relations that under the 

collective bargaining agreement. Northwest should have posted the vacancies. The 

director. Homer Kinney, agreed that there had been an error and posted five vacancies to 

be filled by bids submitted by November 10, 1967. Laflfey and one other stewardess, 

Shirley Linburgh, who had fifteen years seniority, bid for the positions. Linburgh's bid 

was received several hours after the deadline and was disqualified. Northwest received 

Laflfey's timely bid, but &iled to notify her whether or not she would be awarded the 

position. 

Northwest underestimated Lafifey's determination to force them to fulfill the labor 

agreement, and throughout November she inquired as to why her bid was being delayed. 

Kinney finally replied that the company had not awarded the position because it was 

"obtaining new tests to be administered to purser applicants."^* Between November 1967 

and April 1968 the con^)any did nothing, finally in April it contacted a testing specialist to 

^^Lqffey, 366 F.Supp. at 770. 
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request a short test that would identify supervisory potential in purser candidates. 

Between November and April, Northwest hired two more men as pursers and allowed 

them to begin flying. Laflfey waited six months after she filed her bid, and during that time 

seven men, with no previous flight service experience, were hired, trained, and placed on 

the seniority list without having to take the "supervisory potential" test. '̂ This incident 

illustrates the depth of Northwest's commitment to restricting the purser position to men, 

and its belief that it took only one characteristic to ensure supervisory potential: manhood. 

Finally, in May 1968, Laffey took the personality test and in June she became the first 

female purser for Northwest Airlines. 

Finally winning a purser position was a considerable step for Laflfey, and the feet 

that she was the only woman to do so speaks to her tenacity, but her battle with the 

company for fair treatment was by no means over. Northwest, following its new policy, 

discounted all of Laflfey's previously accrued seniority (ten years at this point), and placed 

her at the bottom of the purser list, with a seniority date in June 1968. Laflfey protested 

that she had been placed below the seven men whom Northwest had hired between 

October 1967 and April 1968, and whose employment had not been delayed by the 

development of personality tests. Again, her fortitude paid oflf and the company awarded 

her an October 4, 1967 seniority date on the purser list, the same as the five men hired in 

August. The company also erred when it assigned her to the lowest step of the purser pay 

'̂̂ Lqffey, 366 F.Supp. at 770. 
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scale, because Laflfey knew her collective bargaining contract. She immediately filed a 

grievance with her union based on her new pay, which was lower than the salary she had 

received as a stewardess. The contract stated that "no reduction in pay shall be suffered 

by an employee by virtue of his accepting a purser assignment," and Laflfey won her 

grievance.^" Still, Laflfey gained no benefits fi-om her new position because the company 

re-awarded her the salary she had received as a stewardess and then moved her up the 

purser pay scale at a rate of one step per six months of purser service, which resulted in 

her working two and one half years as a purser before she earned more than she had as a 

stewardess. Additionally, her low seniority on the purser list meant that she had to fly 

reserve status, which meant that for most of each month she had to be near her telephone 

and prepared to take a flight with only two hours notice. 

Despite the fact that the purser position appeared to be more trouble than it was 

worth for Laflfey, she persevered and made history at Northwest Airlines. Laflfey's 

victory, however, did not change the experiences of other stewardesses at Northwest. 

Between 1967 and 1970 at least four other women bid for posted purser vacancies and all 

of them &iled to attain the position. Alice Bemhard, a stewardess with eight and one half 

years seniority, bid for a December 1967 vacancy and was advised by the company that 

her "qualifications at the time [were] not suflBcient" for the position of purser. '̂ She was 

not interviewed or given the personality test that Laflfey was waiting to take, but she did 

^Lqffey, 366 F.Supp. at 770. 

^^Laffey, 366 F.Supp. at 771. 
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not challenge the company's decision. In October 1969, stewardess Carolyn Blair's bid 

was rejected for the same reason, though her employment file "reflected that she was 

mature, unusually intelligent, and a dedicated cabin attendant."^^ Blair did not file a 

grievance concerning her rejection. Janice Smith sent a bid for an April 1969 vacancy 

through company mail, and when she did not receive a response she inquired as to the 

status of her bid. Personnel officers insisted that they had received no bid fi-om her. At 

this point, she requested to be allowed to submit an application to be left on file for the 

next posted vacancy. A supervisor told her than people who were not employed by the 

company, or those employed in facets other than cabin attendant, could submit such 

applications, but stewardesses had to wait until a vacancy was posted to bid for a purser 

position. Finally, Beverley Emge, whose story opened this chapter, attempted to gain a 

purser position but failed. Despite structural changes in its policy, and the fact that one 

woman managed to gain the position. Northwest successfiilly defended the 

masculinization of the purser occupation. 

Laffey fought her battles to become a purser and achieve fair treatment within the 

constraints of her collective bargaining agreement and her union procedures, and without 

turning to the new antidiscrimination legislation that had been passed in 1964. Under this 

legislation, specifically Title VII, Laffey, and other Northwest stewardesses, may have 

been able to challenge Northwest's policies as discriminatory based sex, an illegal 

Laffey, 366 F.Supp. at 771. 
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enq)loyment practice. Yet, particularly in 1968, interpretation of the new law was in its 

infancy, and women often lost, at great personal expense, sex discrimination suits. Laffey 

may have weighed her options and chosen to avoid the lengthy and expensive judicial 

process. But in July 1970, something happened at Northwest that changed her mind. 

Groimd personnel at Northwest went out on a six month strike, and the company was 

forced to reduce its flight schedule. The company demoted male pursers who had low 

positions on the seniority list to FSAs, and Laflfey reentered the stewardess ranks. As 

purser vacancies opened after the strike ended, in December 1970, Northwest recalled 

pursers based on seniority. Laffey had been demoted only because she had lost her 

stewardess seniority, a situation that FSAs had never faced because their list was 

consolidated with the purser list. Male pursers hired in 1965 and 1966, who had actually 

served as a cabin attendant at Northwest for approximately seven years less than Laffey, 

retained or regained their purser positions before she did. This situation pushed Laffey 

into filing a Title Vn lawsuit in July 1970. 

The lawsuit placed Northwest's policy under close scrutiny, and revealed a pattern 

of sex discrimination that had not been alleviated simply by lifting the ban against marriage 

and the age ceiling that required stewardesses to resign in their early thirties. By 1970, 

female flight attendants at airlines throughout the United States had filed thousands of 

con^laints with the both the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which 

was the agency that interpreted and enforced Title Vn of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, and 

state human rights commissions. Flight attendants had also won enough sex 
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discrimination lawsuits to convince the airline industry to lift the marriage and age policies 

that had so restricted the career longevity of female flight attendants. Yet, as the 

Northwest case brought to light, sex discrimination ran much deeper in the airline industry 

than previously thought, and the effects of those discriminatory policies had severe 

implications for the earning power and job security of flight attendants. Lqffey v 

Northwest Airlines, Inc became a class action lawsuit, joined by hundreds of stewardesses. 

Northwest knew that the judicial system would find it guilty of sex discrimination 

if it had treated men and women, who worked in the same occupation, significantly 

differently. Its primary strategy for avoiding a ruling in fevor of Laffey had to be proving 

to the Court that there was no disparate treatment because pursers and stewardesses at 

Northwest Airlines performed different functions and held different jobs. The company 

argued that it placed pursers on specific tyjies of flights to accomplish specific duties that 

could not be completed by stewardesses. Pursers flew on all transpacific and interport 

flights, which are flights between foreign cities, but generally not on domestic flights. 

Stewardesses flew domestic flights and transpacific flights, but only pursers completed the 

paperwork that was required on international flights. When there was a purser on board, 

he completed his service duties in the first class cabin, whereas stewardesses served in the 

tourist section. Northwest claimed that the differences between stewardesses and pursers 

documentary and serving duties was proof that the jobs were fimdamentally different, and 

that the purser job deserved greater pay because it required more skills and greater 
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responsibility.^^ However, a carefiil examination of tiie duties revealed that the "extra" 

duties created by paperwork were minimal and that serving in the &st class section was 

slower paced and easier than serving in the tourist section. In addition, on domestic flights 

that did not utilize pursers, stewardesses completed the first class service exactly as the 

pursers did, but without the prestige or pay that being a purser brought. 

Having attempted to establish the differences between the purser position and the 

stewardess job. Northwest presented several arguments that called upon assumptions 

about male and female physical and mental traits to defend its choice of men as pursers. 

The company claimed that its policy of excluding women fi-om the purser category until 

1967 was a business decision made in good faith, not an arbitrary effort to discriminate 

against women. Northwest professed its belief that "males could more adequately 

perform the supervision and conducting job of the purser." The fact that Northwest feh 

no need to explain why it held such an assumption, since it had never tried to use women 

as pursers and found them inadequate, illustrates the power of cultural constructions of 

women as less rational and authoritative than men in the mid twentieth century. The 

company also argued that men had more appropriate physical qualities because they could 

better lift heavy cargo, food, and galleys than women, but it did not explain how these 

duties could be accomplished by stewardesses on flights that did not utilize pursers. 

Northwest also depended on "expediency" arguments designed to prove that the 

^̂ Laffey, 366 F.Supp. at 777-780. 
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gender of pursers had a direct impact on the company's economic success. Northwest 

argued that "Oriental ofScials, passengers, and cabin attendant[s] were conditioned by 

custom and mores to deal with and accept leadership and direction of males rather than 

females."^ Whether or not this assumption had elements of truth was irrelevant in this 

lawsuit because the EEOC's guidelines stated that customer or fellow employee 

preference was not a viable defense against charges of sex discrimination. Even if Asian 

passengers did prefer male flight attendants the law did not allow that as a factor in 

determining employment hiring practices or conditions. Other airlines adamantly argued 

that their passengers preferred female flight attendants and they had to be allowed to hire 

only women, but Northwest's association of foreign travel with male stewards had a long 

history in the airline industry. Pan American, which ironically fought one of the most 

influential sex discrimination suits in 1971 when it tried to prove that the essence of being 

a flight attendant was inextricably linked to femininity, had resisted adding women to its 

flight crews to Latin America because it felt that only men had enough authority to handle 

Latin American passengers. Eastern Airlines also employed men predominantly on 

international flights. However, the resonance of these arguments fade when one observes 

advertisements for a Japanese airline, which represented its flight attendants as geisha 

girls, and clearly did not feel it would lose male Japanese customers. 

Finally, in its last defense of its male only policy for pursers. Northwest revealed 

^*Lqffey, 366 F.Supp. at 773. 
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that it had imbued the positions of purser and stewardess with assumptions about 

masculinity, femininity, and workplace identity. Northwest argued that it sought to retain 

pursers as permanent, long term employees to avoid rapid turnover on international routes 

and to minimise training costs. It asserted that "males were more career oriented and 

more likely to remain with the Company" than women, because women's turnover rate 

was three times higher than that of male pursers.^^ Northwest, of course, had artificially 

created the rapid female turnover by terminating stewardesses who chose to marry, as a 

vast majority did. Stewardesses entered the occupation in their early twenties, a vast 

majority at the age of twenty-one, and by their late twenties most had chosen to marry and 

their airline careers had ended. All airlines, not just Northwest, had consciously created 

policies that ensured this rapid turnover among female flight attendants. An official at 

UAL once proudly stated that the average tenure of a UAL flight attendant was thirty-two 

months, and that "if that figure ever got up to thirty-five months I'd know we're getting 

the wrong kind of girl."^® Airlines claimed that the occupation required a level of stamina 

and enthusiasm that could not be sustained over time, and therefore flight attendant 

competency depended on youth and inexperience. The airline industry highlighted these 

arguments during the 1960s in its effort to sustain marriage bans and age ceilings. Yet 

Northwest Airlines &iled to contextualize its longevity argument in these terms when it 

presented the high turnover rate of stewardesses as "evidence" that they were not career 

^^Laffey, 366 F.Supp. at 773. 

^^New York Times April 26, 1965, 33. 
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minded. 

On November 12, 1973, the district court released its decision, which became one 

of the clearest criticisms of sex discrimination in the airline industry articulated by the 

judicial system. The district court held that Northwest had violated both Title Vn and the 

Equal Pay Act by categorizing cabin service personnel based only on gender, but not on 

skill level required or duties performed. The court dismantled the three flight service 

categories utilized by Northwest since 1949, and held that these categories had been a 

pretext for discriminatory treatment. In its published decision, the court detailed the exact 

duties of each type of cabin attendant, &om paperwork to food service, and found that in 

those few circimistances in which a purser had more responsibilities than stewardesses the 

di£ference was so small, and the duties so simple to perform, that Northwest was not 

justified in labeling the jobs dififerently. In April 1974, the Court entered its Final Order, 

which required Northwest to begin paying stewardesses according to the purser pay scale, 

to provide all female cabin attendants on layovers single accommodations, and to give the 

women uniform cleaning allowances, which had previously been restricted to pursers. The 

court then awarded the stewardesses back pay equal to the difference between their 

salaries and that of pursers with the same seniority, dating back to March 28, 1968. The 

Court ordered Northwest to dismantle its weight program and to remove all materials 

regarding weight from the flight service manual; it also mandated that stewardesses who 

'̂̂ Laffey, 366 F.Supp. at 789. 
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had been suspended for weight infractions be given back pay to cover those suspensions. 

The total monetary award exceeded $20 million. Northwest, of course, appealed the 

decision (three times), and challenged the specifications of the monetary reward. The case 

did not finally rest fi)r another ten years, but the importance of this victory in 1973 cannot 

be imderestimated. 

The Lqffey case was one of the most significant developments in sex discrimination 

law for flight attendants after the passage of Title VII, but it was only one case in a 

continuous struggle to define sex discrimination in ways that would improve the lives of 

women workers in the service sector. This sector differed from heavy and light industrial 

sectors because, in many cases, its economic success rested on its ability to market not 

only goods, but employees. Scholar Daniel Bell argued that a post-industrial society, such 

as emerged in the mid twentieth century, was defined by "services and amenities."^* 

Customer service, often packaged in an "attractive" female body, became a central 

component in the marketing of the service industry, which employed an increasing number 

of workers. By 1968, six of every ten workers was employed by the service sector, which 

included a broad range of occupations. '̂ Not all of these occupations demanded attention 

to customer service, but of those that did, women largely performed that labor. 

'̂Daniel Bell, The Coming of Post-Industrial Society: A Venture in Social 
Forecasting (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1973), 127. 

'̂Bell, The Coming of Post-Industrial Society, 129-130. Bell included 
transportation and utility workers, sales workers, financial management and insurance 
workers, and government employees among those considered service sector employees. 
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Sociologist Arlie Hochschild examined the psychological cost of the "emotion work" that 

customer service demanded, what she called the "commercialization of human feeling", 

and argued that "the emotional style of offering the service is part of the service itself."^" 

Certainly, in the development of the flight attendant occupation, the employer marketed 

customer service and profited fi^om not only the emotion work performed by flight 

attendants, but from the physical package in which that emotion work was embodied. 

Flight attendants, whose work combined elements of waitressing, modeling, and acting, 

provide an excellent view of the implications, both personal and economic, of the 

increasing role of customer service for women's work in the United States. 

The flight attendant occupation was explicitly created for customer service at its 

inception. Airlines such as Pan American utilized male stewards before the creation of the 

flight attendant occupation, but stewards performed duties, at least initially, that related to 

the mechanical operation of the seaplane, and customer service was an afterthought. 

Boeing Air Transport, the predecessor to UAL, introduced a twelve passenger plane in 

1928 that it marketed as providing comfort aloft, for which passengers paid $400 for a 

cross country flight, but in reality, passengers often became physically iU and were 

frightened of flying."*' BAT decided that it needed a third flight crew member, in addition 

to the pilot and copilot, whose primary responsibility would be to care for airsick 

Arlie Hochschild, The Managed Heart: Commercialization of Human Feeling 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), 5. 

"''Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 7. 
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passengers, assiire them of the safety of flying, and provide information and help during 

the many and lengthy ground delays that planes faced at that time. Airline oflScials 

considered employing a Filipino man for the position, but on February 23, 1930, Ellen 

Church presented Steve Stimpson, the San Francisco district manager for BAT, with the 

idea of employing white women rather than non-white men. Church had hoped to become 

a pilot, but instead became a nurse, and proposed to Stimpson that BAT place women in 

the air as regular members of the flight crew, a radical idea in an industry that was 

thoroughly dominated by men."*^ Aviation, a young industry, was a male dominion 

because it was dangerous and involved a freedom of movement that was defined culturally 

as a masculine prerogative. Airline oflBcials at BAT who initially rejected Stimpson's 

proposal to add women to the flight crew argued that women were not suited to the 

pressure and danger that flying entailed. Stimpson countered these arguments by 

emphasizing the marketing advantages that women provided, and eventually BAT officials 

reluctantly agreed to the idea, and pilots even more reluctantly accepted the eight women 

whom Church hired as the first flight attendant corp. A new occupation for women had 

been bom, but the definition of that occupation was not yet solidified. 

Stimpson envisioned the female flight attendants as a domesticating influence on a 

dangerous and often chaotic cabin space. In trying to convince his superiors that women 

'*^It is an interesting irony that Ellen Church, the first female flight attendant, had 
dreamed of becoming a pilot and Emily Howell, the first female pilot hired by a 
commercial airline, in 1973, grew up dreaming of becoming a flight attendant. 
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could accomplish the job, he emphasized that the women could serve food more neatly 

and calm anxious passengers more readily than men.'*^ Stimpson's assertion that 

employing young women would provide a "psychological punch" to calm passengers is 

evidence that flight attendants have been constructed as much more than simple servers 

since the inception of the occupation.*" Whether or not the presence of young women as 

flight attendants actually boosted the public's confidence in flyii^ is di£5cult to measure, 

but the importance of that perception to airline ofGcials was obvious and critical to the 

employment of women as flight attendants. The first eight flight attendants began flying 

on May 15, 1930 and by the end of the decade the image of a young, smiling, attractive 

flight attendant was firmly entrenched in the cultural iconography of the United States.^^ 

The first flight attendants for BAT may have been marketed by the airline as a 

"psychological pimch" to lure in passengers, and they may have been the pioneers of an 

occupation that would later be glorified as the most glamourous job a young woman could 

strive to attain, but their working conditions and duties were anything but pleasant or 

glamourous. BAT paid the women $125 per month for one hundred hours of flying, and it 

was not an easy job. A flight attendants flew half of the "main line" route, fi*om either 

''̂ Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 9. 

"'̂ Stin^son quoted in "Isle-Hoppers, Aisle-Walkers" by Horace Sutton, Saturday 
Review (May 15, 1965), 37-38. 

*^The eight women, all nurses, hired by BAT were Ellen Church, Ellis Crawford, 
Margaret Amott, Harriet Fry, Jessie Carter, Cornelia Peterson, Alva Johnson, and Inez 
Carter. 



Oakland, California to Cheyenne, Wyoming, or from Cheyenne to Chicago. The trip from 

Oakland to Cheyenne had five stops and took up to twenty-four hours, and Jessie Carter, 

one of the original eight, asserted that the job was like "going cross country on the stage 

coach.During flight, the women passed out wet cotton wads to passengers to help 

block out the noise of the engines, as well as chewing gum to easy the ear pressure caused 

by ascent and descent. They also had to memorize railroad schedules so that they could 

place passengers on trains in the event that bad weather or mechanical problems grounded 

a plane. The discomfort and rigorous schedule took its toll on the flight attendants. Carter 

quit flying after three months; Inez Keller lost her hearing in one ear four months after she 

was hired, when her plane hit severe turbulence, and quit; Harriet Fry quit in August 1931, 

and by 1936 none of the original eight women worked as flight attendants."" 

BAT, which merged National Air Transport, Vamey Air Lines, and Pacific Air 

Transport, to become United Air Lines (UAL) in 1931, deemed the female flight attendant 

experiment a success because passenger ticket sales had increased in the first three months 

of the occupation, and it hired a second class of twenty women as flight attendants. 

Technically, the duties as a flight attendant included serving a meal, which was always 

fried chicken and a biscuit, punching tickets when passengers boarded, aiding airsick 

passengers and cleaning up after them, and loading baggage onto the plane. These duties 

''̂ Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 11. 

'''Helen McLaughlin, Walking on Air: An Informal History of Inflight Service of 
Seven U.S. Airlines (Denver: State-of-the-Art, 1986), 9-10. 
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fit into the accepted sphere of domesticity that defined womanhood during the early 

twentieth century. Early flight attendants recall other, nontraditional, duties, however, 

such as taking down fences in fields when a plane had to take off again after an emergency 

landing. And, while pilots and pilots' wives continued to resist the presence of women in 

the cabin, the public immediately accepted the concept of female flight attendants. Other 

airlines quickly followed UAL's lead in hiring women; Eastern hired a class of seven 

women in 1931, American Airlines hired four nurses in 1933, and Trans World Airways 

(TWA) hired its first flight attendant class in 1935. 

The mere presence of women in the flight cabin did not alleviate the fears of 

passengers however, and the airlines had to find a marketing technique that could counter 

the alien and "unnatural" concept of flying. Scholar Suzanne Lee Kolm examined the 

construction of an image around flight attendants that was designed to ease Americans 

into flying during the 1930s. She explored the ways in which the airline industry projected 

itself and its flight attendants in the early years, and found that airlines had consciously 

manipulated images of flight attendants to reassure passengers and "normalize" the flying 

experience.'** The effects of cabin "domestication" provided by women could not 

counteract the negative press that followed a string of sixteen fatal accidents in 1936 and 

1937, and airlines began creating marketing departments to secure the place of the airline 

"'Suzaime Lee Kolm, "Women's Labor Alofl: A Cultural History of Airline Flight 
Attendants in the United States, 1930-1978" (Ph.D. dissertation. Brown University, 
1995), 44-46. 
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industry in the commercial transportation world. Kolm foimd that early airline sales 

tactics had been aimed at businessmen, with promises of eflSciency and references to the 

prestige of flying as a classed and raced prerogative. Airline sales departments found that 

they competed with a 1920s vision of flying that reflected the "carnival days of 

barnstorming and dare-deviling." '̂ Businessmen claimed that it was not personal fear that 

kept them off of airplanes, but rather their wives' fear, that restricted their business travel 

to trains and automobiles.^" Airlines accepted the claims of businessmen, labeled wives 

"Airline Enemy No. 1and set out to win over the wives. 

The result of the "Airline Enemy No. 1" campaign was a particular representation 

of flight attendants in the 1930s that was designed to sell to women, who were presumed 

to be deciding whether or not men would be allowed to fly. Airline marketing 

departments did not focus on women passengers, but instead simultaneously marketed to 

male passengers and their homebound, but powerfixl, wives. '̂ Airlines claimed that air 

travel allowed businessmen to conqjlete their business more quickly, and therefore spend 

more time at home. During the late 1930s and 1940s airlines launched an ambitious 

marketing frenzy that included advertisements, press releases, photographs, and souvenirs 

''̂ olm, "Women's Labor Aloft," 46. 

^°Kolm accepts, somewhat critically, the Beards' argument, in The Rise of 
American Civilization, that women had become the primary consumers, and the agents of 
consumer decisions, during the early twentieth century. Kolm, "Women's Labor Aloft," 
45. 

''Kolm, "Women's Labor Aloft," 45-48. 
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such as playing cards and stationery. At the heart of this frenzy was the flight attendant, 

whom the airlines constructed as a helpful and non-sexual domesticating influence on the 

airline cabin. Kolm asserts that the decision to focus on "sisterly" and "helpful" qualities 

of flight attendants rested securely on the need to convince wives to allow husbands to fly; 

a sexualized image of flight attendants, which pilot's wives had resented immediately, 

would have alienated women. A careful examination of magazine articles, advertisements, 

hiring criteria, and training courses, however, reveal that airlines, even at this early date, 

had constructed flight attendants as subservient beings who appealed to male passengers in 

a subtly sexualized manner. As one flight attendant asserted, "we were all vestal virgins," 

and this image, while on its fece was desexualized, was in fk:t a hypersexualized promise 

of allure, naivete, and possible conquest presented to male passengers. '̂ 

By the 1970s, airlines had projected an image of flight attendants as selfless, 

deferential, beautiful, and flirtatious for so long that scholars such as sociologist Arlie 

Hochschild and disaffected flight attendants themselves referred to the dissemblance of 

personality that was required to satisfy passenger expectations of flight attendants. 

Government regulation of fares and routes, and the identical nature of equipment created a 

situation in the airline industry in which customer service became the only marketable 

fecet of air travel. Flight attendants' bodies and personalities, then, became possessions 

that the airlines coveted, manipulated, and sold to the public. "Assertive friendliness" 

"Pollard, "Sky Goddesses," 30. 
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packaged in a fensale body that was rigidly monitored £ind restricted by airline policy 

became the defining characteristic of flight attendants. Advertisements made promises to 

passengers that did not reflect reality, for instance by portraying flights as "ontime" when 

delays were the norm, and by representing cabins as half-filled and roomy when in fact the 

airlines sought to overseU flights, and flight attendants bore the brunt of passenger 

disappointment." Not only did flight attendants experience hostility fi-om passengers who 

could not receive what they had been promised, airlines expected flight attendants to be so 

fiiendly and so attractive that passengers would forget their disappointment and choose 

that airline again. It was a tremendous responsibility and it mandated a tremendous 

amount of physical and psychological regulation by airlines over flight attendants. 

This regulation had a long history in the airline industry, and in the early decades of 

the occupation the airlines created paternalist policies that reinforced the youth and 

subservience of flight attendants. In January 1931, BAT created a policy designed to 

protect the "vestal virgin" image of its flight attendants, and perhaps to appease pilots' 

wives who had initiated a letter writing campaign to protest the presence of flight 

attendants. The policy stated that "at no time will stewardesses be permitted to carry on 

conversations with pilots or ground personnel on duty except on business .. 

According to the personal reminiscences of early flight attendants, recorded by a former 

flight attendant Helen McLaughlin in Walking On Air, this policy was never effective. 

"Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 93. 

'̂ Quoted in Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 12. 
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Flight attendants she interviewed remembered most pilots fondly after the first couple of 

years in which women were employed, and they often referred to being warned about 

"Casanova" pilots by more experienced flight attendants. Even if the policy was rarely 

enforced, its creation illustrates the degree to which airlines felt they could monitor and 

dictate flight attendants' lives. 

Airlines obviously "possessed" women's bodies through policies against marriage, 

weight gain, and those that regulated appearance down to the hair color. Employment 

contracts forced women to acknowledge the marriage ban at hire, but flight attendant 

training was the time when most flight attendants realized the extent to which the airline 

would dictate their personal and physical existence. Claire, a flight attendant hired in the 

1960s, recalled that during training the "dorm mother" had an uncanny sense of what her 

girls had been doing, and Claire asserted that she and her classmates were "sure that we 

were being watched both day and night and it was very clear to us at all times that if any 

of the numerous rules were broken that it was all over for us."" According to Claire, the 

trainees had to change their makeup everyday at noon, had to weigh-in daily on the scale 

(appropriately located in the cafeteria), had to wear white girdles at all times, and could 

only see men in the lobby on weekends. Twenty-three years after her experience Claire 

felt that she should have resisted this treatment, but could not because, she said, "I felt 

very small there. It was as if we were little children again. . . It was the "child" 

^^Pollard, "Sky Goddess," 69. 

'̂ Pollard, "Sky Goddess," 70. 
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mentality that early airline policies had been designed to create. Being a flight attendant 

was conceptualized as a transition period, after adolescence but before "growing up" and 

accepting the role of wife and mother. 

In the 1930s airlines specifically sought young women as flight attendants so that 

they could physically aid passengers and so that the airlines could capitalize on the 

marketing opportvmities that female flight attendants provided. The industry, however, had 

not yet created the full-blown personality demands on flight attendants that Hochschild 

and others documented during the 1960s and 1970s. By the 1960s airlines had thoroughly 

convinced the flying public that flight attendants had perpetually happy, helpful, and 

selfless attitudes that came inevitably with a smile and an attractive body. Hochschild 

found that in the 1970s flight attendants described their smiles as being "on" as an 

extension of their makeup or uniform. The smile had become "part of her work, a part 

that requires her to coordinate self and feeling so that the work seems to be effortless." '̂ 

To feil to smile, and provide the helpfiil service that accompanied it, was to fail at the 

customer service element of the job. This personality control, which Hochschild found 

took a great deal of effort and came at an emotional cost, had been institutionalized in the 

airlines industry much earlier as a primary criteria for employment. Potential flight 

attendants had to convince interviewers that they had a "way with people" and an innate 

chann. An interviewer had before him or her a detailed sheet that allowed immediate 

'̂Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 8. 
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comments based on first impressions. Categories to evaluate in potential flight attendants 

included complexion, teeth, legs, facial features, attitude, and maturity.^® At the outset of 

her interview then, a flight attendant had to control and manipulate her personality 

consciously, and her success in doing so determined her ability to be hired by an airline. 

Airlines sought flight attendants with "pleasing personalities" that could be 

exploited and sold and provided quite specific guidelines to define the concept. Flight 

attendants had to be able to control their emotions under all circumstances and to be 

"well-mannered and courteous at all times." '̂ Airlines wanted flight attendants to be good 

listeners and conversationalists, but to avoid conversations on possibly controversial 

topics such as politics and religion. Flight attendants had to have proper grammar and 

clear enunciation, with a "pleasant, lady-like tone of voice." And, perhaps most 

importantly, they had to have a "contagious enthusiasm." A former flight supervisor who 

wrote a vocational manual for potential flight attendants asserted that flight attendants had 

to be able to manipulate their personalities to fit with that of individual passengers.®' Over 

the course of three decades, airlines developed policies that demanded the complete 

obliteration of self while a flight attendant was on duty (or not on duty but in uniform). 

'̂ Braniff Airways hiring documents, AFA Collection, Box 6, Folder: Quigley v 
Braniff, WSUA. 

'̂Johni Smith, How to be a Flight Stewardess: A Handbook and Training Manuel 
for Airline Hostesses (North Hollywood, California: Pan American Navigation Service, 
Inc., 1966, 1970), 25. 

®°Smith, How to be a Flight Stewardess, 27. 
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and this development was reflected in the very diflferent attitudes about their time as 

exhibited by flight attendants from the 1930s and 1940s and those from the 1960s and 

1970s. 

Women who had been flight attendants during the early decades generally 

remembered their work fondly, though most were interviewed in the 1970s and time may 

have tempered their response to the occupation. The women interviewed by Helen 

McLaughlin most often emphasized the adventure and excitement that being a flight 

attendant entailed. In an era when few people, particularly women, experienced the 

freedom of travel and a relatively unsupervised workplace, these women recounted the 

physical discomfort of early flight, but emphasized interesting and humorous events that 

happened to them as flight attendants. By the 1970s, after decades of centralization that 

allowed airlines to control the workplace environment of flight attendants more 

completely and decades of sexually objectifying advertisements, flight attendants felt 

alienated from their companies, their at-work personalities, and the cultural 

representations of themselves in the popular media. Nevertheless, far from abandoning the 

occupation, flight attendants in this era worked to change the negative aspects of the job. 

Building on earlier union developments, changes in federal law, and their own awareness 

of discrimination and injustice, flight attendants in the United States challenged an entire 

industry, and forced significant changes. Unfortunately, just as they succeeded in many 

aspects, the nature of the airline industry was radically altered by deregulation, and flight 

attendaiits during the 1980s faced a whole new set of problems. Still, the agency that 
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flight attendants exhibited throughout the existence of the career provides important 

evidence of a type of feminism that had significant impact on women's lives in the 

twentieth century. 

The foundation of flight attendants' successes in the 1960s and 1970s was laid in 

the formation of the first flight attendant union in 1945, and in successive developments in 

the history of unionization. Flight attendant unions have a complex history that is 

illustrative of many important issues in the creation of a labor history narrative, 

particularly in analyzing gender relations within the labor movement. Flight attendant 

unions reflected an unusual amount of worker control over union policy and politics, and 

struggled for autonomy from male dominated parent unions. Flight attendants, like the 

waitresses studied by Dorothy Sue Cobble in Dishing It Out, were among the few female 

dominated occupations that successfiilly unionized and significantly challenged employer 

policies. The primary importance of the development of flight attendant unions for this 

work revolves around the major role played by the unions in improving the conditions of 

the occupation for the women who entered it, particularly through the significant amounts 

of time and money that these unions spent on forcing the airlines and the judicial system to 

take seriously the implications of Title Vn of the Civil Rights Act after it went into effect 

in 1965.®' 

'̂Cobble, in Dishing It Out, found that waitress unions played a similar function in 
the early and mid-twentieth century as the primary vehicle through which waitresses 
demanded improved working conditions; Cathleen Dooley Loucks, "Battle in the Skies: 
Sex Discrimination in the United States Airline Industry, 1930-1978" (M.A. thesis. 



The first flight attendant union emerged from a disgruntled group of UAL flight 

attendants who rallied behind Ada J. Brown, a formidable organizer who, against all odds, 

created a new relationship between the airline industry and its only large population of 

female en^loyees. Brown named her union the Air Line Stewardess Association (ALSA) 

and its creation, in 1944, represented the first time that flight attendants had seriously 

challenged airline policy. UAL hired Brown in 1940 and by 1944 she was a senior 

stewardess. As was the case with most flight attendants who flew for more than two years 

or so, UAL promoted Brown into management as a chief stewardess. She quickly became 

fi'ustrated in management because she could not secure improvements in her flight 

attendants' working conditions, and she returned to the "line" (began flying as a flight 

attendant) in 1944, specifically because she felt that the flight attendants needed to 

organize a imion. In 1944, the flight attendants at UAL received the same salary that EUen 

Church and her original eight had received in 1930, $125 per month and there was no 

maximum number of hours that the airline could demand that a flight attendant fly during 

the month. Most flight attendants flew over one hundred hours a month.®* 

Despite poor wages and dismal working conditions, unions did not consider flight 

attendants an organizable group of workers for a number of reasons. The flight attendant 

University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 1995). 

^^ielsen, in From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, traced the development of UAL's 
first flight attendant imion, and its struggles with union afSliation, to the formation of the 
largest flight attendant union during the 1970s, the Association of Flight Attendants 
(AFA). Her work provides the narrative details of union history in the flight attendant 
occupation. 
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occupation was made up of young, white women, largely from the urban middle class or 

rural families. The combination of class and gender put them in a group that was not 

heavily unionized. Airlines considered flight attendants temporary workers who needed the 

enthusiasm of youth to accomplish the job successfully, and had institutionalized a no 

marriage policy that ensured a short tenure of employment for most flight attendants. 

Temporary, low paid workers, like flight attendants, have been traditionally thought by 

labor historians (and employers) to have a weak worker identity, which does not lend itself 

to union organization. Airline ofiScials in the 1940s certainly did not expect the workforce 

that they had conceptualized as subservient, ten^wrary, and docile to create a union that 

would contest workplace conditions and employment policies. The situation at UAL in 

the mid 1940s was perhaps unique within the airline industry because, while its 

management held deeply paternalistic and condescending views toward flight attendants, 

the president of the airline, William Patterson, strongly forbade his officials from exhibiting 

antiunion sentiment. A senior vice president from the era asserted that "there was no 

antiunion campaign on United Airlines because we believed it was better to deal with a 

recognized agent."^^ As Brown and the UAL flight attendants soon discovered, however, 

acceptance of the union and successful negotiating were two diflferent things. 

Three UAL flight attendants. Brown in San Francisco, Sally Thometz in Denver, 

and Frances Hall in Chicago, began discussing the need for a union and signing up fellow 

^^Nielsen, From Shy Girl to Flight Attendant, 32. 
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flight attendants during 1945. Within two months seventy-five percent of UAL's flight 

attendants had joined Brown's fledgling organization. ALSA was oflScially established on 

Aug 22, 1945 when the membership accepted its bylaws, constitution, and officers. 

Working completely without precedent, the first step taken by Brown and Thometz was to 

hire a lawyer to help them understand the parameters of the Railway Labor Act, the 

primary piece of legislation that determined labor relations in the airline industry. Almost 

immediately the women began creating a proposed contract to present to UAL. 

Negotiations began in December 1945, and while the company had supported the 

formation of the imion, one of its own negotiators, John Hill, asserted in an interview in 

the 1970s that "all men representing the company were chauvinistic."^ The union's 

primary goal in this contract negotiation was to reduce the number of hours that the 

company expected flight attendants to fly, but UAL refused to concede this point. 

Perhaps realizing that they would win a war of attrition, the company allowed the 

negotiations to stagnate through early 1946, and the young union began running 

desperately short of money. Lack of fimds was an issue that plagued flight attendant 

unions throughout most of their existence because flight attendants earned so little that the 

union could not charge substantial dues. 

^Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 37. UAL hired John Hill in 1945, a 
lawyer who had worked at the National Labor Relations Board during the New Deal, and 
he was still representing the conqiany two decades later at Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission hearing concerning sex discrimination violations in the airline 
industry. 
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ALSA had turned, for financial support and advice, to the Air Line Pilots 

Association (ALPA), looking to its constitution and bylaws as the only available precedent 

for organization within the airline industry. A critical relationship was formed between the 

two imions almost immediately, but the tensions that marked the initial encounters in 1945 

continued to characterize pilot/flight attendant relations throughout the history of airline 

unionism. ALPA had been formed in 1931 and had achieved an outstanding amount of 

political power within the airline industry very quickly. Its leader during the 1930s, Daniel 

L. Behncke, had thrown the resources of the union behind influencing federal legislation 

and had been so successful that ALPA wrote a 1936 extension of the Railway Labor Act, 

designated Title 11, that defined the nature of collective bargaining in the airline industry.^^ 

ALPA was a powerful and necessary ally for the tiny flight attendant union, but its entirely 

male membership and vastly different workplace status made the flight attendants cautious 

about afiQliation. ALSA, on Brown's insistence, requested aid from ALPA, but asserted 

that it wanted to retain fiiU independence because it knew the pilots union would be 

paternalistic and unable to understand stewardess needs. 

ALPA responded negatively to Brown and ALSA because the union had recently 

developed a desire to unionize and control the various classes of airline employees under 

its umbrella. ALPA a£51iated with the AFL in the 1930s and in 1944, with prodding fi-om 

the AFL, it began a can^aign to organize other airline workers under the pilot union. 

®^Nielsen, From Girl to Flight Attendant, 26-30. 
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This new emphasis on organizing other "classes" within the airline industry immediately 

caused tension with Brown's union, which sought autonomy, not aflSliation.^ 

Nevertheless, an ALPA oflBcer, Orvis Nelson, unoflBcially consulted with ALSA on 

negotiation matters during 1945. By early 1946 ALPA withdrew all aid to ALSA, 

claiming later that the "girls" had refused to follow ALPA's instructions. In fact, it was 

ALSA's continued insistence on autonomy that led ALPA to withdraw because it now 

saw the flight attendant union as a threat to its own plan to unionize airline employees 

under its own wing.®' 

Despite waning financial resources and hostility from the powerful pilots' union, 

ALSA stood its ground and on April 25, 1946, the first union contract covering flight 

attendants in the airline industry was signed by UAL and ALSA. Flight attendants at 

Western Airlines joined ALSA in 1945 and soon had a contract similar to the UAL 

contract. The contract that ALSA negotiated with UAL provided flight attendants with a 

thirty dollar per month salary increase, provided a uniform allowance for the women, 

mandated rest periods during flights, limited consecutive flying hours, and established a 

grievance procedure to challenge disciplinary actions. A salary increase had been the most 

important goal of the union negotiators, but the flying time restriction, which limited 

monthly flight time to eighty-five hours, provided the most significant change in work 

conditions. This monthly restriction continued to be in effect through the 1970s, and all 

®®Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 34. 

'̂Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 34. 
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other major airlines agreed to the eighty-five hour limit.®* This first contract was an 

outstanding achievement for a group of women workers who experienced rapid turnover 

and had no previous union experience. It provided a precedent for flight attendants on 

other airlines, and soon the face of the flight attendant occupation began to change. 

Flight attendants at Pan Am joined the Transport Workers Union (TWU) in 1946, creating 

a strong union relationship that lasted well into the 1970s. 

The women at ALSA had accomplished an important feat, but the problems 

inherent with a small, unaffiliated union continued to limit the ability of the union to grow 

in size or power. Its relationship with ALPA remained tense, though ALPA claimed that 

it "should be given much of the credit" for ALSA's success.^ The relatively small number 

of flight attendants combined with low dues meant that ALSA had a very small operating 

budget, which made it difBcult to create and disseminate newsletters to the membership 

and to provide legal assistance to flight attendants who utilized the grievance procedure. 

In 1946, ALPA had formed the Air Line Steward and Stewardess Association (ALSSA) 

to counter ALSA. By 1949, ALSA could no longer sustain itself as a viable entity and it 

merged with ALSSA, becoming an afSliate of ALPA. Affiliation with ALPA was 

necessary, but only possible in part because Ada Brown, who intensely disliked ALPA and 

its president, was forced to resign her position as president of ALSA and as a flight 

^^Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 40-42. 

'̂Letter to Keith Saunders firom Wallace W. Anderson, Director Membership and 
Council Services Department of ALPA S&S (October 29,1965), ALPA S&S Collection, 
Box 13, Folder 1965, WSUA. 
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attendant when she chose to marry in 1947. ALP A, through ALSSA, iaimched an 

organizing frenzy during the late 1940s, and fourteen of nineteen groups of flight 

attendants who accepted unionization joined ALSSA. Though little had changed in 

ALPA's attitude or leadership since 1944, the union had tremendous resources, which 

made it appealing to the women at UAL and many other airlines. AfBliation, however, did 

not guarantee peace, and the flight attendants and pilots continued to battle over their 

varying concepts of autonomy and union policy.'® 

At its first convention, in June 1951, ALSSA elected a woman as its president, 

making her the first female president of an international union, and the battle for autonomy 

from the pilots' union began. As president, Mary Alice Koos, a flight attendant for Capital 

Airlines, led a union that represented approximately three thousand flight attendants. 

Irene Eastin, who had been president of ALSA when it joined ALSSA, was elected 

secretary. Members of ALPA spoke to the ALSSA convention and asserted that the flight 

attendant union needed to maintain its affiliation with ALPA. The men and women in 

ALSSA, however, disagreed, and the union immediately sought an independent charter 

with the AFL. Georgia Nielsen, who completed an indepth study of flight attendant 

unions, asserted that ALPA and ALSSA conceptualized important union issues for flight 

attendants diflFerently. ALSSA sought certification for its occupation, which allowed the 

federal government to license and monitor the flight attendant occupation, and which 

'"Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 43-49. 
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would secure the flight attendant occupation as a professional component of the flight 

crew. ALP A, led by pilots whose professional status depended in part on being set apart 

from other members of the airline industry, rejected the idea of certification for flight 

attendants. Additionally, ALSSA determined that it needed to establish union shop 

clauses in its contracts to ensure that it would have a sufBcient operating budget. Because 

flight attendants had a short tenure and were often young women with little workplace 

experience, dues paying membership on organized airlines was often low. A union shop 

would ensure that all flight attendants paid a small amount of dues so that the union that 

represented them could continue to be economically viable. '̂ ALP A, a financially solid 

union that represented a small, but well paid group of workers who had strong worker 

identities, argued that union shops were unnecessary if a union simply made itself 

attractive enough to members. 

These fundamental differences between ALPA and ALSSA prompted ALSSA to 

apply for independent afSliation with AFL every two years during the 1950s, but the 

parent union sought to minimize its charters and forced the flight attendants to remain 

imder the auspices of the pilot imion. ALPA continued its condescending and paternalist 

policies toward the flight attendant imion, including a provision in the bylaws that 

provided an ALPA appointed "assistant to the president" with the power to veto any 

decision made by an ALSSA president. Despite tensions within the union hierarchy, at the 

"Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 55-56. 
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local level the flight attendant union functioned very much like the waitress vmions 

examined by Dorothy Sue Cobble in Dishing It Out. Cobble found that the union 

structure that prevailed for waitresses was that of''worksite unionism," in which local 

groups had the ability to control union policy.'̂  Flight attendants at each member airline 

were en^)owered to negotiate contracts with their airline, resulting in different contracts at 

almost every airline and in continual negotiating processes in which ALSSA had to 

participate. 

Within ALSSA itself a gendered power struggle arose, which in many ways 

reflected the struggle between the male dominated pilots union and the female dominated 

flight attendant union, between the male flight attendants at Eastern Airlines and the rest 

of the female membership. Three major airlines during the 1950s extensively hired men as 

stewards in addition to women as stewardess. Two of these airlines. Pan American and 

Northwest, were not organized under ALSSA, but the Eastern stewards comprised a 

significant number of active ALSSA union members. Though the membership was 

overwhelmingly female, only a small percentage of the overall membership became 

activists for the union, and the fact that many of those who did were Eastern stewards 

gave men a disproportionate source of power in the union. The men, in some situations, 

had a diflferent agenda than the women. Because they were not subject to the no marriage 

rule, most of the Eastern stewards were married and had families to support, and their 

'̂ Cobble, Dishing It Out, 9. 
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goals diverged from those of young women who knew that they would fly a limited 

number of years. The men at Eastern decided to make a bid for power at the 1953 

convention, and many of the female membership allied themselves with the men because 

they felt that, in the power struggle against ALPA, a male president would be more 

efifective than a female president. 

Rowland Quinn, a male flight attendant with Eastern, became president of the 

ALSSA. As many of the membership had hoped, Quinn did bring a sense of masculinity 

to the job that even the hypermasculinzed pilots could not deny. He had a degree in 

industrial management from the University of Miami, he had been a pilot in the U.S. Air 

Force, and he had been a flight attendant and active union member for three years." Over 

the course of two terms as president, Quinn worked to establish the union's autonomy 

from ALPA, asking for a charter from the AFL, which continued to refiise the request. 

These first two terms were characterized by relative calm between ALPA and ALSSA, but 

in 1958 the situation ^damentally changed. In that year ALSSA was on the verge of a 

strike against Eastern Airlines and it wanted a guarantee that the pilots would honor the 

flight attendants' picket line. ALPA refused to make this promise and though the Eastern 

strike was averted, during a strike against Lake Central Airlines later that year, the pilots 

crossed the lines and worked with scab flight attendants. '̂* Quinn, secure in his power and 

status as the long time president of ALSSA, was prepared to make his bid for 

"Nielsen, From Sfy Girl to Flight Attendant, 60. 

'"'Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 63. 
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independence. 

In April 1959, ALSSA's membership voted to split with ALP A. The AFL-CIO 

still sought reconciliation between ALPA and ALSSA because it already had two unions 

representing flight attendants, ALPA and the TWU (which had been a CIO union and 

became a sister union to ALPA when the AFL and CIO merged in 1955), and did not 

want a third. It was clear during the 1959 convention that ALSSA was experiencing an 

extremely unstable moment, and other unions sought to take advantage of the situation. 

The TWU, which had organized Pan American fUght attendants in 1946, had since 

established Local 550 to organize flight attendants. Local 550 of the TWU quickly 

became a strong presence, and by 1965 it represented as many flight attendants as ALPA, 

including those at American, TWA, and Northwest." It and the Teamsters, who were 

making a preliminary bid to organize flight attendants, saw the breakdown in the 

ALSSA/ALP A relationship as a potential advantage. 

Despite the potential instability, in August 1960 Quinn removed all physical 

property belonging to ALSSA from ALPA's building in Chicago. ALPA responded 

quickly by ordering all ALSSA flight attendants to continue working as though nothing 

had happened, appointing temporary oflBcers, and revoking ALSSA's permanent charter 

that had been granted in 1953. As both parties sought injunctions against the other, the 

"Letter to Keith Saunders from Wallace W. Anderson, Director Membership and 
Council Services Department of ALPA S&S (October 29, 1965), ALPA S&S Collection, 
Box 13, Folder 1965, WSUA. 
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airlines deposited dues in escrow accounts, severely limiting the financial resources of 

Quinn and his allies. For the flight attendants, the situation was even more desperate. 

Airline companies, unsure who would win the legal battle for representative rights, refused 

to negotiate new contracts or process flight attendant grievances. Desperate for afiBliation 

to ward off costs, Quinn applied for a charter with the TWU. The TWU was ordered by 

its parent union, the AFL-CIO, to refuse to accept Quinn, because if the TWU extended a 

charter to ALSSA it would have essentially raided another AFL-CIO union, ALP A. The 

TWU, never comfortable with AFL-CIO leadership, refiised to do as it was told, and all 

four unions, the AFL-CIO, ALP A, ALSSA, and the TWU became mired in legal 

contestation that lasted at least four years. 

In the meantime, flight attendants on individual airlines that had been affected by 

the ALSSA split from ALPA sought to reestablish effective union representation. During 

the early 1960s flight attendants faced increasingly onerous policies from the airlines, in 

particular because the age ceilings that had been established during the early 1950s were 

beginning to affect flight attendant employment, and the women needed a union to help 

defer legal costs and challenge unfair policies. In response to Quinn and ALSSA's 

defection, the pilots union created a new division within ALPA, called the Air Line Pilot 

Association, Steward and Stewardess Division (ALPA S&S). Unlike ALSSA, ALPA 

S&S did not have a charter from ALPA, but instead was a division within the parent union 

itself. The flight attendants elected their own officers, but rather than a president, their 

top officer was labeled the Vice-President of ALPA S&S. Flight attendants voted in 
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twenty-nine elections that allowed them to choose between ALP A S&S and Quinn's new 

TWU charter. UAL flight attendants, the largest single group of flight attendants, and 

small carriers, such as Mohawk and Lake Central, chose to stay with ALFA. The large 

regional carriers, such as American, Eastern, and TWA, chose to go with ALSSA and the 

TWU7® Despite continued legal battles over access to dues and property, and an internal 

struggle between Quinn and the TWU that ultimately led to Quinn's departure from the 

union, the basic union structure with which flight attendants would enter the 1960s and 

1970s legal battles against the discriminatory policies of the airlines had been established 

by 1963. Almost evenly split for the next fifteen years, ALPA S&S and TWU Local 550 

provided flight attendants with the support they needed during the extemely volatile flight 

attendant occupation of the 1960s and 1970s. OflBcers from ALPA S&S and TWU's 

Local 550 would come together to testify at hearings and in legal cases throughout the 

1960s and 1970s, representing the interests of their flight attendants. 

The final chapter in the flight attendant union narrative between 1930 and 1980 

occurred in 1975 when ALPA S&S, amid severe tension between the pilots and the flight 

attendants, disbanded and became an autonomous union, though still afOliated with 

ALPA. The new Association of Flight Attendants (AFA) existed much as ALSSA had in 

the 1950s, but with greater autonomy from ALPA. The AFA, led by strong women A\iio 

could now combine union activism with a lengthy flight attendant career (since the 

'̂ Nielsen, From Sfy Girl to Flight Attendant, 15-11. 



marriage and age restrictions had been lifted from the airline industry by the 1970s), 

achieved phenomenal bargaining successes. The 1970s were marked by another 

development in flight attendant unionism, the virtual demise of ALP A S&S's only 

significant rival. Local 550 of the TWU. Internal dissent caused the three largest airlines 

represented by the union, American, TWA, and Pan American (which merged with 

National Airlines in 1979), to withdraw from Local 550 and form independent unions, 

much like the one Ada Brown founded in 1944. In 1980, the only major airline whose 

flight attendants were not represented by a imion was Delta." 

Despite deeply divisive internal politics and a complicated history, unions were the 

key to the flight attendants' successfril challenges to airline policies after the passage of 

antidiscrimination legislation in 1964. As a small group of flight attendants gained 

organizational experience by serving in their unions, they became the core of the 

challenges to airline policies that had been designed to exploit the bodies and images of 

flight attendants. These women, buoyed by their various unions' resources and legal 

counsels, led the charge to professionalize their occupation in the minds of the American 

public, their fellow airline employees, and the judicial system of the United States. These 

unions played a prominent role in the developments discussed in the remainder of this 

work. The specific conditions that the flight attendants challenged after the passage of 

''Arlie Hochschild chose Delta as the focus of her study of the commercialization 
of human feeling in part because it had no union, and its flight attendants were at the 
mercy of con^any policy and exploitive marketing to an even greater degree than other 
flight attendants. 
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Thie Vn should be contextualized within the history of the development of the flight 

attendant occupation. 

Drawing from the union exf)erience and the emergence of a new form of organized 

feminism during the early 1970s, some flight attendants agitated vocally for a 

reconstruction of their occupation. These women sought to undermine the idea that flight 

attendants should always be smiling and docile to customers, who were often lewd or 

extremely demanding. By the mid 1970s, even the popular media began to agree. 

Cosmopolitan, in an interview with Ann Williamson, a Pan American flight attendant, 

asserted that "air stewardesses have had the reputation of being little more than brainless 

flying waitresses. No one is more responsible for that than the airlines themselves-with 

their senseless rules."'̂  Flight attendants sought to reassert the professionalism that had 

been lost after World War II. To do so, they challenged discriminatory policies, vocally 

opposed explicitly sexualized advertisement campaigns, and lobbied government agencies 

to certify them as members of the flight crew. 

A small group of flight attendants went even further than legal cases and union 

activity, forming a political organization that catered to their specific needs. Flight 

attendants had been supported by the National Organization for Women (NOW) from the 

moment of its creation, in fact it had formed in part over anger at an EEOC ruling on the 

merits of sex discrimination charges filed by flight attendants. NOW represented a broad 

^^Cosmopolitan (September 1973). 
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attack on the structure of male dominance that restricted women's economic, social, and 

political opportunities, and some flight attendants joined it. However, others utilized what 

they learned from early 1970s feminist consciousness raising groups and formed an 

organization designed specifically to address the sexism that was inherent in the airlines 

construction of the flight attendant occupation. Two Eastern Airlines flight attendants 

founded Stewardesses For Women's Rights in 1972, designed to explore and challenge 

the objectification of women's bodies within the occupation. Sandra Jarrell and Jan 

Fulsom, the co-founders of the organization, both quit working as flight attendants 

because of the "strain of the weight restrictions," and they wanted to bring public attention 

to the physical and emotional implications of the strict grooming and appearance standards 

that the airlines had developed to maintain a sexually attractive workforce. '̂ Though they 

no longer worked as flight attendants, most of the other members of the small group did. 

SFWR retained a lawyer, held national conferences, and spoke to the media concerning 

the sexualization of women's bodies by the airline industry. In their statement of purpose, 

the members of SFWR asserted that "airlines have exploited their personnel through 

advertising.. . and through other shoddy and suggestive campaigns which depict the 

stewardess as an empty-headed Barbie doll."*° The purpose of SFWR, according to its 

''Jay Mathews, "Stewardesses Map Airline Rules Fight," Washington Post (no 
date). Pan American Collection, Richter Library, Special Collections, University of Miami. 

*®Paula Kane with Christopher Chandler, Sex Objects in the Sky: A Personal 
Account of the Stewardess Rebellion (Chicago: FoUet Publishing Company, 1974), 91. 
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manifesto, was to "meet a need created by the new consciousness among stewardesses." '̂ 

This group represented the culmination of a decade of activism on the part of flight 

attendants whose concept of sex discrimination and sexual objectification became sharper 

and more defined over time. 

Flight attendants represented a unique position among working women in the 

United States. Employed in an occupation that, like nursing, was feminized almost at its 

inception, flight attendants experienced the disadvantages of that femininization. Low 

wages, arbitrary appearance policies that allowed airlines to manipulate and exploit flight 

attendants' bodies and personal choices, and a lack of professional status rendered the 

flight attendant occupation undesirable to women who had to support families or who 

sought a lifetime career identity. Simultaneously, airline efforts to market flight attendants 

established these women as cultural icons and by the 1960s the profession had achieved a 

glamor and social status akin to movie stars and models. Personal reminiscences fi'om 

flight attendants hired during the 1950s and 1960s reveal that these women deeply valued 

their jobs and reveled in their ability to meet the exacting physical and emotional standards 

it demanded. It was these women, hired because they fit a model of attractive, docile, 

white womanhood, who became union activists and who took on a huge and powerfiil 

industry through strikes, court battles, and media campaigns, and proved not to be the 

docile workers that airlines had imagined them to be. 

"Kane, Sex Objects in the Sky, 92. 
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Chapter II 

**€0066, Tea, or Me?": Marketing the Sexuality of 

Flight Attendants 

Lake Central Airlines, in a 1968 advertisement campaign, promised its passengers 

"Love at First Flight." Passengers often asked flight attendants when the love began.' 

National Airlines, in 1974, launched a campaign that explicitly capitalized on sex with its 

"I'm Cheryl, Fly Me" slogaiL These are oiJy two examples among many that illustrate the 

ways in which the airline industry produced and sold an image of flight attendants in the 

late twentieth century that influenced and capitalized on a sexualized construction of the 

female body. Popular culture portrayed flight attendants in the United States as beautiful, 

sexy, glamorous women. Movies and books, such as Coffee, Tea, or Me?, suggested that 

sexual promiscuity was rampant among flight attendants. This overtly sexualized cultural 

manifestation of the flight attendant occupation evolved slowly over four decades. The 

image did not spring, fiill-blown, from the minds of airline executives. Rather it 

simultaneously reflected and influenced the dominant cultural and social norms about 

gender, sexuality, and women's role in the public marketplace. 

From the moment women first stepped aboard commercial aircraft as cabin 

attendants, airline companies capitalized on the psychological and physical in^lications of 

'Lake Central Airlines merged in 1968 with Allegheny Airlines and later became 
USAir. 
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their presence. Though a flight attendant's duties seemed straightforward enough— 

serving meals, caring for airsick passengers, providing comfort in a new and frightening 

situation— airlines conceptualized the female flight attendant as a much more complex 

and potentially usefiil employee than these duties implied. Beginning in the 1930s and 

continuing through the late 1970s, airlines consciously marketed flight attendants' bodies 

as well as their service. Blaine Cooke, the Vice President of Marketing at United Air 

Lines, asserted in 1966 that the employment of young, attractive women as flight 

attendants constituted a "major a feature of the advertising and public relations eflforts of 

the air transport industry."^ Citing federal regulation of feres and equipment, airline 

ofiScials claimed that competition in tlie airline industry revolved around the "warmth, 

grace, eflBciency and attractiveness of those who provide the service."^ Scholar Alan 

Hyde asserts that the female body is discursively constructed as silent, domestic, inviting, 

and possessable, and that employers "market fentasies through the specularization of 

women.'** Certainly the airline industry was engaged in such marketing, and the airlines' 

dedication to strict grooming codes, marriage bans, and age ceilings all served this 

purpose. These policies did not help a flight attendant accomplish her duties except to the 

^Statement by United Air Lines (May 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, 
WSUA, 24. 

^Brief of the Air Transport Association (ATA), submitted to the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (1966), OflSce of the Chairman: Records of 
Chairman Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., RG 403, NAII, 10. 

"^Alan Hyde, Bodies of Law (Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1997), 121-
124. 
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extent that they allowed male passengers to exist in what Hyde called a "dream state" in 

which the customer could imagine his possession of her body, which airlines had 

transformed into a commodity/ Flight attendants as a group became the focus of 

advertising, and individual flight attendants in the airplane had to live up to the "promise 

of the advertisement."^ 

The specific image of flight attendants that airlines marketed changed over time as 

the cultural construction of womanhood and feminine sexuality transformed throughout 

the twentieth century. The most radical transformation came in the late 1960s, when the 

depiction of flight attendants was increasingly sexualized. This chapter investigates the 

creation and dissemination of the image surrounding flight attendants in three pivotal 

periods: the 1930s, when the occupation was formed; the 1950s, when changes in aviation 

and the social implications of the Cold War flmdamentally altered the occupation; and the 

late 1960s and 1970s, when cultural and legal transformations collided to make flight 

attendants highly sexualized cultural icons, similar to models and Playboy Bunnies in their 

"glamorous" image and sexual objectification. The creation of these various 

representations by the airline industry illuminates the cultural, social, and economic 

restrictions on American women in the twentieth century, as well as the power of 

gendered notions of labor and industry to affect the lives of women. Yet, flight attendants 

'Hyde, Bodies of Law, 119. 

®Brief of the ATA, submitted to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(1966), OflBce of the Chairman: Records of Chairman Franklin Discrimination. Roosevelt, 
Jr., RG 403, NAH, 10-11. 
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also had agency. They both resisted and complied with this use of their bodies. 

Through their regulations regarding weight and appearance, the airline industry 

turned the flight attendant body into a text that could be read by customers and can be 

read by historians. That text broadens our understanding of the social and cultural 

construction of gendered patterns of labor and the marketing of sexualized bodies. Airline 

companies blatantly manipulated the physical bodies of flight attendants to ensure 

corporate profit, but it worked precisely because this experience was simply an 

intensification of the all-persuasive pressures that women felt to conform to certain 

physical models. Disciplinary control over the body played an important role in 

maintaining economic and social discrimination against American women in the twentieth 

century, just as it had when corsets and tight lacings immobilized elite women in the 

nineteenth century.' Methods of bodily control underwent a transition beginning in the 

IQ"* and 20"* centuries, fi-om an earlier, largely legal system of control, to an internalized, 

psychological mechanism of control.* As part of the shift in discipline and the mechanisms 

of power that philosopher Michel Foucault described, women's social and economic status 

came to depend on their ability to discipline their bodies so that they reflected a 

"normative" (Anglo, middle class) femininity. 

'Naomi Wolf, The Beauty Myth: How Images of Body are Used Against Women 
(New York: William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1991); Joan Jacobs Brumberg, The 
Body Project: An Intimate History of American Girls (New York: Vintage Books, 1997). 

®Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality: An Introduction (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1978). 
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The beauty myth, a myth that renders women's appearance the most important 

thing about her, mandated that women strive to attain a particular physical configuration, 

and became the twentieth century mechanism of control over women. Scholar Sandra 

Bartky has argued that the absence of formal, institutional control over women's bodies 

created the impression that the production of femininity and beauty was natural and 

voluntary.' Bartky inserted gender into Foucault's analysis and theorized that bodily 

discipline of women was accomplished through three categories of control: the production 

of a body of a certain size and general configuration, the creation of a specific set of 

gestures, postures, and movements, and the display of the body as an ornamented surface. 

Women who did not strive to meet the norm in each of these categories of discipline 

became defined as deviant and morally flawed.'" Like all women, the ability of flight 

attendants to produce femininity was central to their social status and acceptance, but for 

them, economic and professional success also depended on that production. 

The airline industry demanded that flight attendants successfully embody normative 

femininity, and tied it to a woman's worth as a worker and a person. Jerri Miller, the 

feminist scholars interested in the cultural construction of womanhood have 
looked at women's bodies as a surface on which gender, race, and class have been 
encoded. Scholars such as Joan Brumberg, Kathy Peiss, and Susan Bordo illustrate that 
over time, women have increasingly internalized the identification of their own self-worth 
with their use of products that "enhance" natural beauty. Brumberg, The Body Project, 
Kathy Peiss, Hope in a Jar: The Making of America's Beauty Culture (New York: 
Metropolitan Books, 1998); Bordo, Unbearable Weight: Feminism. Western Culture, and 
the Body (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993). 

'"Sandra Lee Bartky, "Foucault, Femininity, and the Modernization of Patriarchal 
Power" in Feminism and Foucault, 74. 
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&shion coordinator at National Airlines, summed up the dominant, Anglo construction of 

womanhood in the mid twentieth century as she described grooming training at National. 

Miller wrote that 

"In today's world, which places such a high premium on physical 
attractiveness, we who teach the art of being lovelier are often asked which 
is paramount to being a stewardess— fk:ial and figure assets or the rich 
inner qualities one may possess. Both are desirable, of course. A beautiful 
girl is only a mannequin if she lacks inner kindness and empathy. A girl 
who &ils to take advantage of her best physical blessings dwarfe her full 
potential. The stewardess, then, at her best is a synthesis, the epitome of 
fine womanhood. She, perhaps more than any of her contemporaries in 
other careers, has cultivated charm, poise, grace, loveliness— qualities that 
will greatly enhance her role at National, as a wife, as a mother, as a 
citizen."" 

The airline industry, as Miller's words indicate, strove to sell flight attendants as the 

epitome of white womanhood, and this construction emphasized beauty and charm as the 

core elements of a patriotic, marriageable American woman. Society defined women's 

entire identity by their ability to master bodily discipline, and flight attendants became 

models for other women as airlines created an image around their bodies. Airlines 

mandated a particular body size and configuration through weight standards that flight 

attendants had to meet in order to retain their jobs. During flight attendant training, 

women learned to internalize deferential gestures toward all customers, and a smiling face 

came to symbolize the flight attendant occupation. Finally, flight attendant bodies were 

""Beauty .. .Illusion to Reality," National Airlines recruitment brochure, 4. Pam 
American Airlines Collection, Richter Library, Special Collections, University of Miami. 
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ornamented sur&ces that had to be decorated with makeup and uniforms. Flight 

attendants could not achieve success without a particular physical appearance, an 

appearance that had to be cultivated through strict diet, the art of make-up, and the facial 

presentation of deference. 

Flight attendants complied with the image that airlines created on their bodies 

because they had an economic and social stake in their ability to perform femininity 

successfiilly, but their success came at a price for individual flight attendants and women 

in general. Airlines demanded that flight attendants regulate and manipulate their bodies 

through diet and makeup, which taught women that their bodies were naturally deficient 

and needed to be disguised and altered to attain the ideal form. The inability to achieve a 

particular bodily image forced women into a position of shame, self-disgust, and guilt. 

Flight attendants, compelled by the social power of the beauty myth and the economic 

power of the airlines to participate in the sexualized construction of their own bodies, 

simultaneously became a model of bodily discipline for other women and an "ornamented 

surfece" that the airline industry attempted to manipulate and punish in the service of the 

gaze of male consumers. An examination of flight attendants provides evidence to support 

Bartky's assertion that the "production of'docile bodies' requires uninterrupted 

'Evidence fi^om grievance hearings on weight-related discipline record the 
embarrassment women felt at being "overweight." They document the diets, drugs, £md 
costly exercise clubs to which the women turned as they tried to meet the airlines' weight 
standards. This issue is discussed in detail in chapter six. 
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coercion.'"^ Airlines portrayed the beauty, youth, and sexual allure of flight attendants as 

voluntary and inherent, yet the plethora of policies and disciplinary procedures enacted to 

create this "reality" illustrates the contrived and contested nature of the image. 

The specific nature of the image sold by airlines changed over time, but it always 

depended on the performance of normative femininity. Throughout the twentieth century, 

the feminine ideal was embodied by youth, so the airlines strove to maintain a young 

group of flight attendants. In the 1930s and 1940s, flying was uncomfortable and 

exhausting enough to ensure that most women would not remain flight attendants for 

more than a couple of years, but as conditions improved, airlines implemented an age 

ceiling to ensure the youth of flight attendants. As a representative of the airline testified 

in 1966, "for more than thirty years [the airline] industry has employed girls, young and 

pretty girls, as stewardesses.""* In addition, airlines always marketed the sexual 

availability of flight attendants, and this marketing concept, combined with assumptions 

about marriage and domesticity, restricted the flight attendant corps to single women. 

Youth and availability were constants, but the ideal of attractiveness changed throughout 

the decades between 1930 and 1980. The specific image and the enforcement of 

appearance regulations also transformed during this time. 

The image surroimding flight attendants that was generated and sold to the public 

'̂ Bartlqf, "Foucault, Femininity, and the Modernization of Patriarchal Power," 64. 

'''Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Eqxial Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 70. 
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in the 1930s was that of sensible, helpful care-giver, carefully packaged in the body of a 

young, white, professional woman. When Steve Stimpson of Boeing Air Transport 

(precursor of United Air Lines) convinced the company to try women as cabin attendants 

in 1930, he articulated a well thought out plan designed to lure a greater portion of the 

traveling public onto airplanes. The public in the 1930s was reluctant to take to the skies, 

preferring familiar modes of transportation, such as railroads. As airlines sought to make 

air travel more comfortable and ^pealing to travelers, they decided to create a passenger-

focused member of the flight crew, a cabin attendant. Female nurses, some airline 

executives thought, presented the best choice for cabin attendant because they could 

combine their professional discipline, needed in a difi5cult and often dangerous 

environment, with the feminine, deferential nurturing that came "naturally" to women. 

Women could domesticate the adventurous nature of flying, making it seem ^miliar. 

What Stimpson and other airline executives most definitely did not want was the "flapper 

type of girl." Female cabin attendants had to be nurses, not only because their medical 

training prepared them for needy, airsick passengers, but because it was thought to ensure 

that they would be serious-minded, professional women. 

The image created and disseminated during the 1930s was distinctly gendered, but 

not highly sexualized. Professional women as flight attendants provided airlines with a 

'̂ The account of Steve Stin^son and Ellen Church convincing Boeing Air 
Transport to hire the first U.S. female cabin attendants is retold in many manuscripts, and 
the memo fi-om Stimpson to BAT executives was reprinted in Horace Sutton, "Isle-
Hoppers, Aisle Walkers" Saturday Review (May 5, 1965), 37-38. 



key marketing advantage in the 1930s, when male businessmen were afraid to fly, and 

their wives were afraid to let them. Women on the airplane as members of the flight crew 

convinced the flying public that aviation had became a domesticated, safe place. 

Marketing female flight attendants was psychologically brilliant because the flying public 

simultaneously assumed that nurses would ensure in-flight comfort and that paternalistic 

airlines would not allow women in the airplane if it were not safe. Airline companies 

enthusiastically seized the marketing potential of their new employees and circulated 

pictures of female flight attendants in the popular media. Newly created sales departments 

emphasized the professional attitude of flight attendants, including the warmth and friendly 

service that these women would provide.'̂  

The uniform created for the first flight attendants reflected the gendered but non-

sexualized nature of the image that the airlines wished to promote. Boeing Air Transport 

(BAT) was the first to utilize female cabin attendants, and its militaristic uniform, 

combined with a long green cape, perfectly merged the professional, disciplined, yet 

feminine image that the airline hoped would help sell passenger seats. It was an efiBcient 

uniform: the long green wool cape helped flight attendants stay warm during the many 

stops across the northern part of the country and had large, deep pockets so that they 

'̂ Suzanne Lee Kolm, in "Women's Labor Aloft" has carefully examined the 
motives behind the employment of women as flight attendants in the 1930s. She found 
that airlines were anxious to alleviate the fears of wives and mothers who were 
discouraging men from flying, and the introduction of female flight attendants and sales 
departments were designed to make flying seem safe to all involved. 
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could carry a wrench, a screwdriver, and a railroad timetable.'̂  The professional, eflScient 

nature of early flight attendant uniforms can most likely be attributed to the fact that the 

airlines allowed the flight attendants input in their design. When National Airlines hired its 

first flight attendant in 1937, she was asked to design and sew a uniform for herself. The 

finished product was a suit skirt and single button jacket with a man's tie. Designed to 

withstand the long flights, usually around twelve hours, the labor of loading and unloading 

baggage, and the rigors of in-flight meal service in bumpy and unpressurized cabins, flight 

attendant uniforms in the 1930s were not a focal point of image creation. In the 1940s, 

airlines began changing the uniforms every few years so that flight attendants reflected 

culturally dominant notions of feshion. Nevertheless, these changes were small and the 

uniforms remained conservative in style and often militaristic in appearance.'* 

UAL and other airlines advertised the presence of flight attendants through 

promotional articles, such as one in Life Magazine in 1938 that stated that "stewardesses 

are pretty... [and] give the impression always of being a helpfiil big sister to everyone."" 

The "helpfixl big sister" image was designed to alleviate passenger fears and yet not 

alienate the wives of male businessmen. Friendly, helpful, yet sexually restrained, flight 

•'Helen E. McLaughlin, Walking on Air, 8. 

'*Most of my knowledge of flight attendant uniforms comes fi-om the extensive 
photograph collection in the Pan American Airlines Collection at the Richter Library, 
Special Collections, University of Miami. Other sources include photographs and 
commentary in airline histories and flight attendant memoirs. 

Magazine (August 22, 1938). 
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attendants domesticated the cabin space and made it a "home away from home" for 

passengers. Flight attendant Olette Hasle iinderstood herself in this way, asserting in a 

1932 interview that "by taking our home-making into the cabins of commercial airliners, 

we can lend ^miliar aspects to which passengers may cling."^" It was feminine 

professionalism, charm, and domestic skill that airline companies sought to market in the 

1930s. 

Beauty, though not the primary marketing concept of the era, was still part of the 

image constructed around flight attendants. As Ellen Church searched hospitals for nurses 

who would consider flying in 1930, she and BAT established hiring guidelines that ensured 

a young, white, and attractive workforce. Only nurses in their early twenties, who 

weighed 115 pounds or less, were 5'4" tall or shorter, and single could be employed by 

BAT. Other airlines instituted similar requirements as they began hiring women as cabin 

attendants. Hired for their profession and their "horse sense," as Steve Stimpson put it, 

they were also hired for their ability to fulfill an Anglo-American, middle class ideal of 

attractiveness. Some women embodied it more than others, and this often gained them 

center stage in the publicity efforts of their airlines. Mildred "Tommie" Heck, for 

instance, literally became the poster girl of Continental Airlines. Hired in Continental's 

first stewardess class, in 1941, Heck was twenty-two years old, a college graduate, and a 

beneficiary of the feet that the nursing requirement had to be dropped during World War 

^"Olette Hasle, in W.B. Courtney, "High-Flying Ladies," Collier's (August 20, 
1932, 30) cited in Kolm, Women's Labor Aloft, 54. 
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n. The president of Continental Airlines, Robert Six, wanted the airline's first stewardess 

class to be "not only beautifiil, but to have intelligence, poise, personality, and charm as 

well." '̂ Heck seems to have personified this list, since Six picked her out of the class and 

asked her to participate in a public relations campaign. She signed a release for the use of 

her picture and was trained for publicity interviews. Heck was one of the first flight 

attendants who was explicitly marketed to the public by an airline company. Continental 

placed her picture in advertisements for the airline, including desk calendars and posters. 

Between 1941 and 1946, Heck was the most recognizable employee of Continental 

Airlines. Other airlines similarly discovered that they could capitalize on the beauty of 

their flight attendants to provide publicity for the company.^ 

The beauty that flight attendants personified was one based on Anglo notions of 

attractiveness. The racialized nature of the flight attendant occupation, which was as 

thoroughly raced white as it was gendered female, resulted fi*om a conscious decision 

made by airline executives in the 1930s. Scholar Suzanne Lee Kolm examined the motives 

behind this decision in her dissertation. Women's Labor Aloft, and concluded that it was a 

marketing strategy. Airlines, she asserts, did not choose white women because their 

wages would be low— Afiican-American nurses received lower wages than white nurses, 

and could have been paid less as flight attendants as well. Afiican-American men 

presented another possible employment pool for the occupations because they were the 

'̂McLaughlin, Walking on Air, 42. 

^McLaughlin, Walking on Air, 43. 



primary employees of the Pullman cars, a comparable occupation that would have 

provided a sense of continuity for air travelers. Finally, Filipino men had been the &st 

choice of Steve Stimpson, until Ellen Church convinced him that female nurses were a 

better idea. All three of these groups of workers could have been paid wages equal to or 

lower than white women. The choice of white women was more complex than simply a 

desire to pay low wages, it also represented a decision to oflfer a particular type of 

gendered service. Kolm argues that the airlines rejected African-Americans as flight 

attendants in an effort to lure passengers away from the industry's primary rival, the 

railroads. White skin in the cabin became a symbol of superiority, a symbol marketed by 

the airlines. In a further effort to distinguish their service from the service provided by 

African-American porters on the railroads, airlines forbade flight attendants from 

accepting tips.^ The conscious exclusion of African-Americans, both men and women, 

from the air in the 1930s had broad and lasting implications for the ways in which the 

airlines would market and sell service, and resulted in a particular sexualization of flight 

attendant bodies in the 1950s and 1960s. 

As the United States and the airline industry entered the post World War II period, 

the flight attendant occupation transformed. The airline industry, and the American public, 

simultaneously de-professionalized and glamorized flight attendants. A lack of available 

nurses during World War II led the airline industry to drop nursing as a hiring 

^Kolm, Women's Labor Aloft, 63-65. 
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requirement. Though airlines continued to ensure that flight attendants belonged to the 

middle class by requiring two years of college education, professional status was 

increasingly lost as fewer nurses became flight attendants. Both the airline industry and 

the public minimized the skills that competent flight attendants needed to complete their 

duties successfully and en^hasized instead the glamour and beauty that flight attendants 

embodied. The 1950s marked a period in flight attendant history in which the women 

became cultural icons and the job became the highest aspiration of thousands of American 

girls. The American public imagined that flight attendants were pretty, glamorous, yet 

adventurous women who personified notions of femininity, which included smiling, 

deferential attention to male needs, and charm. Life dedicated most of its August 25, 

1958 issue to the "Glamor Girls of the Air," claiming that "for the lucky ones being a 

hostess is the mostest." '̂' It was in this period that the airlines firmly institutionalized 

policies designed to keep the flight attendant population young and attractive. 

As Cold War culture demanded that women return to the home, airlines sought to 

maintain the legitimacy of the flight attendant occupation, which clearly removed women 

firom the home and allowed them to fly litereilly all over the world. To do so, the airline 

industry glamorized the occupation at the same time that it assured the American public 

that no "girl" would fly too long. The 1958 Life article asserted that thousands of women 

sought employment as flight attendants because the "chance to fly, to see the world and 

^*Life (August 25, 1958), 68. 
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meet all sorts of people— mostly the kind of men who can afford to travel by plane— 

gives the job real glamor."^ Ignoring the possibility that flight attendants had a 

professional interest in their work and that they gained fulfillment firom successfiiUy 

accomplishing their duties, the article implied that adventurous women were simply 

looking for a rich man to marry. Promotional articles written in the 1950s and 1960s 

always pointed out the airline industry's favorite statistic: that flight attendants flew an 

average of only eighteen months, because, as the Life article claimed, "being so attractive, 

they soon get proposals of marriage."^® 

Airlines constructed an image around flight attendants that emphasized youth, 

beauty, subtle sexuality, and eillure and sold it to the public in an effort to attract 

customers. Airline ofBcials believed that the marketing of flight attendants' attractive 

appearance was essential to the airline industry's survival. '̂ By the i950s, airlines had 

created three major policies to ensure that flight attendants would embody the qualities 

needed for marketing the sexual image: a marriage ban, an age ceiling, and 

weight/appearance restrictions. Airline companies did not uniformly enforce these 

restrictions, but in general, the airline industry sought to provide passengers with an 

^^Life (August 25, 1958), 68. 

^^Life (August 25, 1958), 68. 

"Statement by United Air Lines (May 1966), ALFA S&S Collection, Box 13, 
WSUA; Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal En^jloyment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflScials" (May 
10, 1966), ALFA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA. 
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inflight experience that reflected the image created in advertisements. These images 

promised a safe and warm environment, one in which a passenger's every need would be 

anticipated and fiilfilled by a smiling flight attendant. In a Cold War atmosphere that 

glorified domestic life and rendered single men and women socially deviant, possibly even 

subversive, UAL tapped into a deep cultural current when it asserted that flying the 

friendly skies would bring passengers "warmth, friendliness, and extra care." The message 

was completed by a promise that seemed aimed at flight attendants as well as passengers: 

"and someone may get a wife."^® 

Airlines walked a delicate line in the formation of these images: flight attendants 

had to be young and attractive, with subtle sex appeal that made them seem marriageable, 

but they could not be seen as overly flirtatious or disreputable. The airline industry relied 

on cultural assumptions about the meanings of class and race to ensure the latter, since 

white middle class women's bodies were coded as respectable. Dxiring the 1930s and 

1940s, airlines designed policies against on-duty fraternization with other airline 

employees, particularly pilots, to protect the image of respectability and to keep flight 

attendants focused on passengers. As "respectable" women, airlines heavily advertised 

flight attendants as participants in the marriage market, emphasizing continuously that 

flight attendants made great wives. One advertisement, entitled "Old Maid," asserted that 

^*UAL advertisement in the Ely Daily Times (January 17, 1967). This 
advertisement was part of a long running advertisement campaign launched by UAL that 
emphasized the domesticated nature of the cabin. 
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flight attendants did not need to worry as they con^eted for husbands, because they were 

among the feminine elite who could "serve cocktails and dinner for 35 without losing their 

composure," and, perhaps most important in a culture that emphasized female sacrifice 

and deference, who could "smile the whole time like they mean it." Though the airline 

was clearly in the business of selling its flight attendants in addition to its seats, it softened 

the blatant message in the advertisement by inserting, in tiny print, a caption that read 

"Billy, I think you're keen too. But you're only eight years old." This advertisement 

brilliantly combined sex appeal, respectability, and humor to convince the flying public that 

UAL was indeed the "friendly skies" airline. '̂ 

An American Airlines advertisement from the same period utilized a similar theme 

to assure passengers that their in-fiUght experience would be filled with conscientious 

service and beautiful women. Alice, a fictional flight attendant, had disappeared, causing 

stress for the regular passengers who had come to rely on her service; after all, she knew 

how they liked their coffee. But, American asserted, these passengers had no one but 

themselves to blame, because "one or another of you has married practically every 

stewardess we've ever had." The beauty, charm, and service skills that American flight 

attendants possessed were a benefit to passengers, according to the company, and for male 

passengers the time spent on an airplane could also be time spent finding a wife.^° Eastern 

^Ely Daily Times (January 17, 1967). 

^"American Airlines advertisement, reproduced from ALPA S&S Collection, Box 
13, WSUA. 
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Airlines proudly asserted that its training school for flight attendants was "the most 

successful school for brides in the country." '̂ Airlines assumed that male passengers 

chose an airline based on the promise of quality in-flight service that could only be 

provided by a pretty young woman whose skills paralleled those of a good "corporate 

wife" and who exuded personal warmth, reflecting the &miliar environs of home and 

family, as well as subtle sex appeal. 

Airline companies depended on hiring criteria, training schools, and restrictive 

policies to guarantee that the image they had constructed around flight attendants was a 

reality. During the postwar period, the airline industry experienced hundreds of mergers, 

which empowered and enlarged the few companies that remained. Corporate 

bureaucracies exerted fer greater control over individual flight crews after World War II 

than had been possible in the 1930s. Mechanisms were now in place that allowed airlines 

to package and sell the image of flight attendant service systematically, and to ensure that 

flight attendants met the appearance standards demanded by the company. Flight 

supervisors became primarily responsible for ensuring that individual flight attendants 

complied with appearance standards. Both men and women served as flight supervisors, 

the women emerging from the flight attendants ranks and the men from other low 

management positions. Supervisors had ofiSces at the airport and checked flight 

attendants' appearance before each flight. They also did check-rides on flights to assess 

^^Sterwardess News (February 1967), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 2. 
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the performance and appearance of flight attendants in-flight. Though individual flight 

supervisors wielded power at each domicile, and therefore flight attendant experiences 

varied by location, each airline published flight attendant manuals that standardized 

appearance criteria and provided a description of duties. 

By the late 1940s, as part of the new standardization throughout the airline 

industry, airlines focused attention on standardizing customer service, and to this end 

developed strict policies concerning flight attendants' activities in flight and their 

demeanor to passengers. Most companies established detailed and specific duties— 

including food service, personal attention to passengers, safety regulations, and 

appearance policies— for flight attendants to accomplish in flight. Flight attendant 

manuals made it clear to flight attendants that their main fimction was as customer service 

agents, and their primary goal was to offer gracious service and a smiling, pretty face to 

customers. In 1945, a National Airlines manual asserted that since "no passenger service 

rendered by an employee of National Airlines is considered of more potential value than 

that of its stewardesses," the company was justified in strictly regulating the conduct and 

appearance of its flight attendants.^^ Similarly, a New York Airways manual reminded 

flight attendants of their inqMrtance by asserting that "tact, charm, poise, tolerance, and 

politeness are assets in selling our service to our passenger."'̂  

^^"National Airlines Employee Manual, Stewardess Section" (1945), Pan American 
Collection, Special Collections, Miami University, 1. 

^^"New York Airways Stewardess Manual" (February 1, 1962), ALPA S&S 
Collection, Box 4, WSUA, 15:20:1. 
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By the 1950s, flij^t attendant duties were clearly both physical, including serving 

food and maintaining an attractive appearance, and emotional, including smiling, 

deferential attitudes toward customers. Airlines ordered flight attendants to "keep 

physically and psychologically fit for duty."^ Airlines in this period maintained the image 

of flight attendants as kind, helpfiil, and deferential. Though the airlines wanted the flying 

public to believe that this domesticated femininity came naturally to flight attendants, the 

detailed nature of "passenger handling" and "in-flight duties" sections in flight attendants' 

manuals indicated that it was learned behavior that had to be reinforced continually. The 

manuals provided flight attendants with instructions for every type of passenger encounter, 

fi-om heating baby bottles and disposing of diapers, to how to strike up a politically neutral 

conversation.^^ A "cheerfiil and gracious" attitude was required of flight attendants so 

that passengers would know that they were guests, "not just another payload." Airlines 

consistently ordered flight attendants to avoid argimientation and to "never be bossy or 

give orders to a passenger."^® 

As airlines came to rely more and more on a portrait of sweet, submissive flight 

attendants, and as the flying public internalized the idea that flight attendants were 

gracious, glamorous, but unskilled servers, flight attendants' ability to control emergency 

^"National Airlines Employee Manual, Stewardess Section," 102. 

'̂"National Airlines Employee Manual, Stewardess Section," 607; "New York 
Airways Stewardess Manual," 15:20:1. 

^®"National Airlines En^loyee Manual, Stewardess Section," 102. 



situations eroded and safety training was sacrificed for an image. In the name of passenger 

service, airlines demanded that flight attendants dissemble facets of their actual 

personalities in fevor of an artificial, deferential facade that allowed passengers to feel that 

the sole purpose of a flight attendant was to provide individual comfort/' Sociologist 

Arlie Hochschild observed this process and argued that airlines commodified the 

emotional labor of their flight attendants through "feeling management,"which required 

flight attendants to control any emotional responses they might have felt toward di£5cult, 

demanding, or oflfensive customers.^* As airlines commodified the deference of flight 

attendants, they weakened the women's authority, which could be extremely detrimental 

in the event of an emergency, when passengers needed to respect and obey all orders from 

flight attendants. 

Attentive personal service and an attractive appearance became the defining 

features of the flight attendant occupation, and exacted a heavy emotional toll from the 

women who embodied these features. Chapter six examines the physical and 

psychological impact of the airline industry's focus on appearance, particularly weight 

regulation. However, evidence gathered by scholars of deep resentment and 

disillusionment among former flight attendants is a persuasive indicator that the service 

'̂The separation of "real" self from a workplace personality among flight 
attendants was studied in detail by Arlie Hochschild in The Managed Heart. The 
Association of Flight Attendants also examined the problem in the 1970s and subsidized a 
study. This fecet of the flight attendant occupation a^tII be examined in greater detail in 
other chapters. 

Arlie Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 14. 
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component of the job was, in many cases, as detrimental to the well being of flight 

attendants as the appearance criteria. '̂ Hochschild examined flight attendants in the 

context of the emotion work that airlines demanded as an integral component of the 

occupation. Emotion work was clearly gendered in its definition and expectations. Airline 

ofBcials asserted that the job of flight attendant required "the ability to establish a quick 

rapport with passengers, conversational grace and tact, warmth and syn^athy and 

understanding." It also required a "sparkling extroversion that will permit a ready 

personal contact without giving offense."^ The airlines claimed that these traits were 

distinctly feminine and were singly manifestations of women's natural personalities. 

Clearly, however, deference and tact required emotional management that was at times 

psychologically exhausting for women. At initial flight attendant training, airlines trained 

the yoimg women hired as flight attendants to smile at all times, to anticipate passenger 

needs, and to engage customers in an interesting conversation."' The emotional toll of this 

work and the need to reinforce it mandated something that Delta Airlines called 

"Recurrent Training," an annual class in which veteran flight attendants "releamed" how 

to provide smiling service and how to channel anger at passengers into positive 

'̂Hochschild, The Managed Heart; Pollard, "Sex Goddesses in the Sky;" Kane, 
Sex Objects in the Sky. 

^Air Transport Association brief to the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 20. 

'""New York Airways Stewardess Manual." 
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manifestations/^ Included in the emotion work that was demanded as a component of 

passenger service was the expectation that only beautiful servers could satisfy customers. 

Combining Hochschild's analysis of emotion work with Naomi Wolfs concept of 

the beauty myth reveals that for flight attendants "beauty work," the presentation of 

beauty and sex for consumption by male passengers, was both a physical and 

psychological requirement of the job. The airline industry exerted detailed control over its 

female flight attendants' personalities and appearance to accomplish its advertising goals. 

Representatives of the Air Transport Association, a group of airline ofiBcials, claimed that 

because the flight attendant "typifies the airline to her passengers," the airlines "carefully 

prescribe ... her height and weight, her uniform, even some of her intimate garments, the 

way she wears her hair and make-up, the way she looks and walks and talks."^^ By 

acknowledging the extent of their control over flight attendants' bodies, these airline 

officials illuminated the deeply gendered assumptions about the nature of inflight service. 

Female flight attendants in the cabin were engaged in a particular kind of work, beauty 

work, that required them to mold and remake their bodies at the same time that it 

demanded that they personify submissive womanhood. 

By the 1950s, airline companies had developed training schools to standardize 

flight attendant appearance and behavior and to inculcate both the physical and 

''̂ Hochschild, The Managed Heart. 

^^ATA brief submitted to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (1966), 
ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 19. 
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psychological duties required of flight attendants. Centralizing the training process was a 

key component of the creation of a large corps of flight attendants who embodied the 

image that airlines sought to sell. In a scathing critique of the airline industry written in 

1974, a former flight attendant astutely observed that to turn the image of flight attendants 

portrayed by the airlines into a reality, the industry had to model its training courses after 

Army basic training. Women did not become good flight attendants until they had been 

turned into "entirely different people," and airlines used the training period to alter the 

appearance and attitudes of new flight attendants thoroughly. Their hair was cut, makeup 

styles changed, posture and walking classes mandated, and a "camp" atmosphere created 

to infuse trainees with enthusiasm for the company. Discipline during training was swifl 

and harsh, and any infraction or apparent lack of enthusiasm for the training process 

resulted in expulsion."" 

The new "stewardess schools" allowed companies to mold the bodies and minds of 

newly hired women to fit the image that had been marketed. These facilities isolated 

trainees within a single complex and subjected them to about five weeks of training. The 

fecility provided classroom space for all of the courses flight attendants had to take, as 

well as room and board for trainees. Airlines hired women from all over the country, and 

the purpose of the centralized training fecility was in part to mute regional differences and 

^Kane, Sex Objects in the Slty, 35. Christian Appy, Working Class War: American 
Combat Soldiers and Vietnam (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1993) has 
a discussion of boot camp that remarkably resembles Kane's perception of flight attendant 
training as a period of deconstruction and rebuilding of personalities. 
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to create a standardized, unified workforce. Through the early 1970s trainees had early 

curfews and airlines built the schools fairly far from the host cities, which meant that 

trainees often spent five weeks or so surroimded only by each other and airline instructors. 

At least one airline, BranifT International Airways, created an alarm and phone system that 

allowed the dormitory supervisor to be instantly aware if a door or window was 

imexpectedly opened. Braniff claimed that it was a safety mechanism for the "girls," but it 

reinforced the theme of confinement, compliance, and insolation that characterized 

stewardess training. Airlines glorified the modem, resort-like quality of their stewardess 

colleges, and magazine articles portrayed the period of training as exciting, challenging, 

and rewarding. For many women it most likely was, but individual flight attendant 

memoirs often recount this training period as one in which they lost their personal identity 

in fevor of the personality and appearance demanded by the airline."*^ 

Airlines designed the training to accomplish two goals; remaking the physical 

appearance of new hires to fit the company's standards, and teaching the women how to 

please passengers. In a statement defending airline policies, an attorney for the airline 

industry asserted that the primary objective of stewardess college was to teach new flight 

attendants "how to be most appealing and most attractive to the passengers."^® In order 

to meet this goal, all airlines subjected new hires to the scrutiny of an appearance 

''̂ Kane, Sex Objects in the Sky, Pollard, Sky Goddesses. 

"•^Equal En^)loyment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 89. 
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counselor who assessed facial features, hair style, posture, and weight. National Airlines, 

in a recruitment brochure entitled "Beauty ... Illusion to Reality," asserted that because 

passengers had come to "expect airline stewardesses to be poised and pretty.. . [the 

airline] goes to great effort and expense to fiilfiU those expectations." '̂ As evidence of 

their success, the brochure presented before and after pictures of three flight attendants. 

Virginia Crater's hair was too long, so the beauty experts restyled it, and Virginia came to 

"exemplify the wholesome, natural look stressed for stewardesses at National." The 

brochure quoted Shelli Rothenberg as "delighted with the results" of a drastic hair style 

change, from a mid-back length to an ear length cut. Former flight attendant Paula tCane 

presented a less enthusiastic reaction to the stewardess school make over, asserting that 

grooming day, the day that the grooming instructor inspected each trainee and told the 

hair stylists what to do with each woman's hair, was the most traumatic day of training for 

many women. She recalled that "several of the women who had hair down their backs 

cried that night."^* 

Pleasing passengers, the second goal of the training program, was a complicated 

task that required a multitude of skills from meal preparation and service, to the 

psychology of passenger interaction, to the maintenance of a pleasing and attractive 

appearance. UAL provided its flight attendants with hundreds of pages of information on 

'̂"Beauty ... Illusion to Reality," National Airlines brochure, Richter Library 
Special Collections, Pan American Collection. 

"•^Kane, Sex Objects in the Sky, 36. 
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safety techniques and aviation basics, but devoted a majority of its class time to grooming, 

meal preparation, and liquor service. Students at UAL's "Cloud College" in Chicago 

learned not only how to use an airplane's public announcement system, but also how to 

walk without allowing any light to show between their legs. They learned how to walk 

gracefully up and down stairs, how to sit on a diagonal line in a chair, and how to tweeze 

their eyebrows properly."' Pan Am assured prospective flight attendants that "by the time 

a girl graduates she is a talented miss, capable of whipping up a seven-course gourmet 

dinner... or discussing the merits of the Chateau Haut Brion with the wine connoisseur 

in the aisle seat."'° Publicity pictures displayed trainees as the smiling, happy beneficiaries 

of a program that enhanced their appearance and their cooking and serving skills. Safety 

training did take place in all flight attendant programs, but its importance was downplayed 

in favor of public relations and smiling service. An article about Pan Am's stewardess 

college mentioned safety training, asserting that "evacuation and survival techniques are 

drummed into the girls along with first aid," but even here it was connected to image as 

the author claimed, "the airline wants its stewardesses not only to project an appealing 

image for the conqiany, but it also insists that they stand ready to splint a fracture or to 

assist on the rare occasions when the stork overtakes the Jet CUpper." '̂ 

""Richard Joseph, "A Down-to-Earth Look at 'Stews' of Cloud College,"ALPA 
S&S Collection, Box 13, Folder 1964, WSUA. 

'®Don Bedwell, "Pan Am's Finishing School," Airways (June 1969), Richter 
Library Special Collections, Pan American Collection, University of Miami, 14. 

'̂"Pan Am's Finishing School," va. Airways, 14. 
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Because airlines constructed flight attendants' appearance as their most marketable 

quality, training schools en^>hasized weight control and appearance tecliniques. After the 

initial make over, flight attendants attended classes that taught them how to apply "natural 

looking" makeup, how to cleanse their feces to maintain a "youthful look," and how to 

reduce weight. The "course in slimming" that was part of the standard curriculum at 

American Airlines' stewardess school taught the women how to sit on the ground and 

"roll away excess hippage."" At National Airlines' training school in Miami, trainees 

completed a course taught by National's fashion coordinator, Jerri Miller, who asserted 

that the "grooming class is an integral part of our whole stewardess training program at 

National, which aims at developing a trainee's total personality." Miller argued that 

"girls" could only project personality and concentrate fiilly on passengers when they knew 

that they looked their best, and since "customers often judge an entire airline by the 

^pearance, personality and behavior displayed by stewardesses," National had to ensure 

that their girls were at their best at all times. If passengers did judge an airline by its 

flight attendants, it was because they were what the airline marketed, rather than its safety 

or reliability records. National claimed to be molding not only the appearance, but the 

personality of their flight attendants by teaching women how to look their best, evidence 

that in the twentieth century women's personality, morality, and economic worth became 

inextricably linked to their physical appearance. 

^^Life (August 25, 1958), 74. 

'̂"Beauty ... Illusion to Reality," National Airlines recruitment brochure. 
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Throughout the 1950s, policies such as marriage bans and age restrictions, as well 

as rigid hiring criteria that enqihasized an attractive appearance and an ambiguously 

defined trait called "personality," ensured that passengers found the embodiment of the 

image they had been sold by the airlines when they boarded an airplane. Airlines 

competed with each other primarily through the sale of flight attendant images. Each 

airline created a particular image, a specific construction of beauty within the dominant 

white, middle class fi-amework, and careflilly created a flight attendant population that 

embodied that image. UAL flight attendants, for instance, were "wholesome girls," 

American Airlines preferred the "fiatemity sweetheart," and TWA flight attendants looked 

like "glamour girls."^ Alaska Airlines dressed its flight attendants in fiiU-length, red 

velour skirts, black velvet cummerbunds, and white blouses, reminiscent of the nineteenth 

century Gibson girl, which symbolized a pre-aviation era when women's mobility was fer 

more restricted. Whatever the specific image that an airline company promoted on the 

bodies of its flight attendants, it always included smiling, deferential service. 

The early 1960s were characterized by both a continuity in the image and 

definition of the flight attendant occupation of the 1950s, and a gradual transformation 

that laid the groundwork for the highly sexualized image of the late 1960s and 1970s. The 

uniform and advertising changes of the early 1960s revealed that the airline industry 

anticipated a cultural transformation in the construction of women's sexuality. When 

""Coffee, Tea—But Not Me!" Newsweek Qdnoiary 1, 1968), 55. 
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flight attendants challenged the industry's sexual representation of their bodies in the late 

1960s, the airlines defended their marketing images as essential for economic survival. 

Government regulation of the airline industry fixed prices, and according to airline 

ofBcials, left only one arena of competition between airline companies: "sex in the 

cabin.'"^ Airlines argued that having hired, or purchased the time and bodies of flight 

attendants, they could then market and sell gender and sexuality in whatever ways would 

appeal most to passengers, and as the 1960s progressed the sale came to depend more 

overtly on sex. 

The late 1950s and early 1960s did bring a slight glimmer that the deeply racialized 

nature of "attractiveness" was being undermined when a few airlines began hiring Afiican-

American women. Mohawk Airlines hired the first Afiican-American flight attendant, 

Ruth Carol Taylor, in 1957 and TWA followed soon thereafter.^® The breakthrough for 

Afiican-American women, however, came only after years of lobbying by the NAACP, 

who at least as early as 1955 had met with American Airlines to establish a plan for the 

recruitment and hiring of Afiican-American women by the airline industry. Despite the 

positive nature of the new willingness of airlines to hire Afiican-American women, the 

racist construction of attractiveness as modeled after an Anglo norm limited the number of 

Afiican-American flight attendants. In 1965 there were over 14,000 flight attendants in 

^^UAL statement "Sex as a Bona Fide Occupational Qualification for Airline 
Stewardesses," (1966) ALP A S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA. 

^®Judy Klemesrud, "Meet the Girl Who Wears the Silver Wings and the Big 
Smile," The Des Moines Register (October 18, 1965), 11. 
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the United States, and only about fifty of them were Afiican-American.^^ 

Airline policy now allowed for the hiring of Afiican-American women, but these 

women were held to the same appearance, personality, and educational standards that 

dictated the employment of white women. Women who successfiilly gained employment 

as flight attendants often embodied Anglo featvffes and came from the relatively small 

African-American middle class. Veronica Gonzales, the first African-American flight 

attendant hired by UAL, for example, was the daughter of an Afiican-American woman 

and a "part Mexican fether." Her identity was not that of a southem Afiican-American 

woman; she, in ftict, was from Seattle, Washington and had attended college in Mexico 

City. She was very petite, almost too small to be hired, at 5'3" tall and 104 lbs. Gonzales 

spoke fluent Spanish, and by the age of twenty, when she was hired, had been a secretary, 

a photographer's assistant, a college student, and a singer in a Mexican hotel. UAL found 

her an attractive addition to its flight attendant corp because of her diverse experience. 

The article extolling her en^jloyment at UAL was entitled "Open Skies for Negro Girls," 

but throughout the piece her Mexican-American heritage was highlighted while her 

Afiican-American heritage was virtually immentioned.^* Jenny Teal, an Afiican-American 

woman, apparently did not have the appearance "advantages" that Gonzales had; in 1971 

Teal applied for a flight attendant position with National Airlines and was rejected, despite 

'̂Klemesrud, "Meet the Giri,"ll; New York Times (April 26, 1965), 33. 

'*UAL Exhibit 16a, attached to UAL Statement to the EEOC (May 10, 1966), 
ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA. 
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her five semesters of college and her previous work as a secretary. Teal filed race 

discrimination charges against National and won because her qualifications clearly 

exceeded those required for the position of flight attendant. Maria Pena, a woman of 

Cuban descent, applied for a position with National in 1973 and during the interview, an 

airline o£5cial suggested that she apply to Pan American, since they "have a more 

international image." '̂ The racial barrier had clearly not been dismantled for minority 

women seeking flight attendant positions with the airline industry. 

Even when certain airlines, as a result of publicity and efforts by Afiican-American 

organizations, became determined to increase their number of Afiican-American flight 

attendants, the job, as it was defined during the 1960s, did not interest a large number of 

Afiican-American women. The need to resemble white people culturally and physically 

most likely dissuaded some women from becoming flight attendants. Those who did 

found that they had to weaken their ties to Afiican-American cultural conventions to 

maintain their employment. For instance, UAL suspended Deborah Renwick in 1969 for 

wearing an Afro hairstyle.®" Pan American hired an Afiican-American flight attendant, 

Sharon Taylor, in 1970, who was described as "pretty" and "petite." Taylor moved 

quickly through the ranks, becoming a part-time purser, a senior flight attendant, a 

recruiter, and an instructor within three years. One of her primary fimctions was to 

''Equal Employment Opportunity Commission "Consolidated Decision in the case 
of National Airlines" (1975), AFA Collection, Box 10, Folder NAL TVn Pattern, WSUA, 
41-43. 

^Fair Employment Reporter, (September 28, 1970), 8. 
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attempt to recruit other African-American flight attendants, a job that she found 

surprisingly difficult. Taylor contacted student organizations, various Urban Leagues, and 

other African-American organizations, but reported that African-Americans "don't seem 

to want to come aboard." '̂ Taylor offered jobs to 105 African-Americans in 1972, but 

only fifty-seven of those finished flight attendant training school. Taylor expressed her 

"disappointment" that only a total of 100 of Pan American's 4,000 flight attendants were 

African-American. She believed that the lack of money to sustain themselves through the 

training period, as well as a less developed "positive attitude" in Afiican-American 

interviewees, were the most likely culprits for the low numbers." Neither Pan American 

nor Taylor (at least not publically) seemed to consider seriously the cultural barriers for 

African-American women that were inherent in the flight attendant occupation. For 

instance, sustained "flirtatious" contact with male passengers, which was only marginally 

coded respectable for white women, might have been assumed a sign of sexual 

promiscuitj' for African-American women, who had been constructed as hypersexualized 

beings by Anglo societ>' since the eighteenth century, may have deterred potential African-

American flight attendants. The cultural iconography of the airline industry remained 

focused on young, "beautifiil," white women. 

By the late 1960s, the marriage ban and age ceilings had largely been dismantled 

®'Neil Leibowitz, "Minority Recruiting Difficult at Pan P\m,"Travel Management 
Da/7>'(March 28, 1973). 

''̂ Leibowitz, "Minority Recruiting." 
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through legislation and judicial decisions, limiting to some degree the ability of airlines to 

ensure a particular demographic makeup of flight attendants. Nevertheless, airlines 

continued to market flight attendants' bodies, and in &ct focused more on physical 

appearance because they could no longer control the marital status and age of flight 

attendants. The 1960s marked the emergence of a new, more sexualized image of flight 

attendants for marketing purposes, expressed through the parade of colorfiil and 

increasingly impractical uniforms to which airlines subjected their flight attendants and 

new sex-focused advertising campaigns. National Airlines, in a 1970s recruitment article, 

asserted that "to the everlasting gratitude of male passengers... [flight attendants] have 

shed their dowdy para-military uniforms for chic, tailored ensembles. Advertising 

genius Mary Wells, who introduced the "end of the plain plane" campaign for Braniff, 

asserted in 1967 that she "wanted to spare him [the average passenger] the terrible Kafka

like monotony of flying. When a tired businessman gets on an airplane, we think he ought 

to be allowed to look at a pretty girl."^ To reduce monotony, the airlines increasingly 

turned to physical presentation, of planes, flight attendants, and food, during the late 

1960s. Airlines had always competed with each other for the prettiest and most gracious 

servers, but in the 1960s uniforms became an arena of competition. 

In 1959, Pan Am requested that Don Loper, a &mous Beverly Hills couturier, 

^^National Airlines Press Release (July 30, 1970), Pan American Collection, 
Richter Library, Special Collections, University of Miami. 

'̂More Blue in Braniff s Yonder," Business Week (January 21, 1967), 102-110. 
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design a new flight attendant uniform. The goal, the company said, was to create a "softer 

silhouette than the former strictly tailored uniforms." The uniform was still a suit 

ensemble, traditional for flight attendants since 1930 when BAT introduced the first 

female flight attendant uniform, but Loper's suit featured a pencil skirt and a jacket that 

defined the waist. Loper designed the new uniform to "emphasize femininity as well as 

utility."^® Pan Am retained the Tunis-blue color (almost a cornflower blue) and the robin 

hood hat that had always been their trademark. As part of a new marketing scheme. Pan 

Am turned the introduction of the new uniform, and the women in it, into a spectacle. 

Four flight attendants wore the uniforms for the first time on an intercontinental flight that 

was carrying Vice-President Richard Nixon to Moscow. The choice of flight attendants 

for this grand introduction is interesting because, although Pan Am employed a large 

number of non-U. S. flight attendants (their international routes required their flight 

attendants to be fluent in at least two languages), the four women chosen for this "honor" 

were American. 

Pan Am was one of the most conservative airlines, in large part due to its long 

history and emphasis on international flying. It was one of the few airlines in the 1960s 

who retained the pseudo-military look while many of the other major airlines resorted to 

complicated, colorful, and at times bizarre uniform ensembles. Pan Am changed its 

uniform in 1965 to another suit designed by Loper. This suit de-emphasized the waist and 

"Pan American World Airways Press Release (August 12, 1959), Pan American 
Collection, Richter Library, Special Collections, University of Miami. 
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shortened and tightened the skirt. This uniform, worn by Pan Am flight attendants 

between 1965 and 1969, was topped off by a redesigned hat that took a pill box, rather 

than a Robin Hood, shape. Finally, in 1969, Pan Am departed from the classic look and 

introduced the "Go-Go Girls." Still a suit, this uniform, designed by Evan-Picone, had 

much shorter skirts and new bowler hat. The introduction of the new uniform coincided 

with the first flights of the "Supeijet," the Boeing 747. The greatest departure from 

tradition in this uniform was the abandonment of Tunis-blue, the color that all female Pan 

Am flight attendants had worn since the 1940s. Flight attendants now had a choice 

between the "Supeijet blue"(a brighter blue than Tunis) skirt and jacket or the "Galaxy 

gold" jun^jer dress and jacket. The skirts were looser than the old uniform, but mini-

length. By the early 1970s, Pan Am, experiencing financial losses, had joined other major 

airlines in explicitly utilizing flight attendant uniforms to market itself and attract 

customers. 

Pan Am, with only three significantly revamped uniforms between 1959 and 1975, 

made a subdued use of uniforms in marketing, but other airlines seized upon the uniform 

as a primary tool to manipulate the image of their flight attendants. In the 1960s the flight 

attendant occupation maintained the aura of glamor, but became increasingly sexualized. 

Airlines competed to have the most colorful, &shionable, and at times sexualized 

uniforms. BranifT Airways claimed that it was the forerunner in the development of 

&shionable uniforms. In 1965 Emilio Pucci "revolutionized the look of airline hostesses 

around the world" with the introduction of his new BraniflF "couture" wardrobe. Braniflf 
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was exceedingly proud of what it had done for flight attendants' uniforms, claiming that 

the new look "discarded airline industry uniform traditions that had existed since the first 

hostess boarded her first plane back in 1930, looking as if she could probably fly the plane 

herself."^ The airline promoted itself by asserting its flight attendants' femininity and by 

ridiculing the apparent lack of femininity that early flight attendant uniforms had 

embodied— after all, the airline seemed to be saying, what woman in 1965 would want to 

look as though she could fly a plane? Pucci's look replaced, he asserted, the "severe, 

mannish" uniforms of the past with an array of uniform con^nents, whose eflSciency and 

comfort were doubtful. The 1965 Braniff imiform included culottes, leotards, wraparound 

skirts, and derby hats, all in shades of raspberry. Based on this con^Iicated uniform, 

Braniff laimched a new advertising campaign. 

Braniff s "Air Strip" campaign not only made use of the new uniforms, it 

symbolically reinforced the idea that flight attendants were sexually available and 

performing in the cabin for the male gaze. The Pucci ensemble was made up of four fiiU 

uniforms that flight attendants were to wear at difierent stages of every flight. The "Air 

Strip" advertisement capitalized on the numerous uniform changes in flight and, as a 

double page spread, presented a flight attendant twirling into each uniform. The caption 

informed the reader that the advertisement was designed to "show you just what's coming 

off at Braniff International." The advertisement gave Pucci credit for the air strip and 

"RranifFrecruitment brochure (1969), AFA Collection, Box 6, exhibit A in folder 
Quigley v Braniff, WSUA. 
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claimed that he "believes that even an airline hostess should look like a girl."^^ With this 

uniform and the advertisement canq)aign that accompanied it, it became clear that the de-

professionalizing trend that began in the 1940s had culminated in a conceptualization of 

the flight attendant occupation as frivolous and sexual in nature. And, from an economic 

stance, this transformation was important. Braniffhad steadily declined economically 

during the early 1960s, but when Mary Wells took over its advertising campaign, 

commissioned Pucci to create the new uniform, and painted its planes bright orange, 

BraniflPs fortunes rose again.^* 

National Airlines, a domestic carrier that struggled to compete on the same routes 

with larger airlines such as Pan American, mastered the art of advertising as a survival 

technique. In 1967, National launched its "Our Sun's Bursting Out All Over" theme. In a 

massive image change. National sought to turn each airplane into a mini Florida, 

emphasizing sun and citrus in honor of the airline's home state. The new National logo 

was a profiled sun god in gold and orange, and its jet interiors were redone in Florida sun 

colors. To promote its new theme and transformation. National launched an advertising 

campaign that included scheduled magazine runs in Playboy and The New Yorker, as well 

as television spots. A majority of these advertisement campaigns focused on flight 

attendants, sporting new uniforms that debuted in 1968. National abandoned its classic 

suit uniform, which from 1966 to 1968 had featured a full, knee-length skirt and hiplength 

'̂Braniff Airways advertisement (1966), ALP A S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA. 

®®"More Blue in BranifPs Yonder,"102-110. 
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fitted jacket, in khaki/curry for summer and black/white for winter, in favor of dresses. 

The company employed Hollywood designer William Travilla to create "new ^hions for 

National's girls to make them look like girls." '̂ 

And look like girls they did. The new uniform completely abandoned any vestiges 

of the professionalism that had been embodied in a military style suit. The dress was of 

mini-skirt length, with short sleeves, a delicate stand-up collar, and a fluid skirt with four 

sets of pleats. It came in three colors: orange, lime, and lemon. The fluid shape of the 

skirts made the dresses easy to move in, with no concern about blouses coming untucked, 

but the short length meant that stretching and bending, movements necessitated by flight 

attendants' duties, would be very revealing. The cut of the dress, in addition, was fitted 

aroimd the breasts and tapered in at the waist and against the abdomen, which meant that 

this dress could only have fit well and looked good on very thin women. National's flight 

attendants wore this uniform until 1971, when a mini-length, Carmel-colored suit was 

introduced, but with the flair of a tiger-skin patterned hat and overcoat. 

Though the new uniform of 1971 was more sophisticated in appearance than the 

1968 uniform, it by no means marked a re-pro fessionalization of the image marketed by 

National. The feline theme indicated by the introduction of the tiger skin overcoat and hat 

was reinforced through advertisements and brochures. National had a history of 

representing women as cats; a television advertisement in 1965 had a female cat purring 

®'"We've Soared to the Sun for a Whole New Look," National Reporter 
(November 1967), 3-4. 
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about the quality of service provided by flight attendants and concluding that "If they'll do 

that for a woman, dahling, just imagine what they'll do for a man."™ 

The new uniforms marked one fecet of the increasing sexualization of the flight 

attendant occupation, and a review of airline advertisements from the 1960s and early 

1970s reveals a second. A Continental Airlines advertisement that ran in 1965 presented a 

flight attendant feeing away from the camera smiling back over her shoulder at the reader. 

The caption next to her mouth says, "Let's get together sometime." The advertisement is 

drawing the potential male passenger's attention to the beauty and seductiveness of the 

flight attendants who will serve him, implicitly promising a sexualized encounter. Another 

Continental advertisement was even more explicit in its sexualization of flight attendants. 

This advertisement also ran in 1965 and portrayed a flight attendant from the waist down, 

walking away from the camera. Her legs, enhanced by high heels, are the primary focus of 

the advertisement. Her fiice is absent from the picture, depersonalizing and increasing the 

focus on her as a sex object. The caption reads, "Our first run movies are so interesting 

we hope you're not missing the other attractions aboard." '̂ Continental promised its male 

passengers more than simply transportation and a meal; it promised the availability of 

beautiful, sexually appealing, women. 

Pan American, always a conservative airline with respect to the image it sought to 

sell, did not create explicitly sexualized advertisements, but it did utilize its female flight 

^National Reporter (November 1965), 7. 

^^Los Angeles Times 
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attendants as living promotions for the company. In 1970, as the airline prepared to 

introduce the Boeing 747 on its routes. Pan Am chose three women as the "Going Great 

Girls." The airline sent these three women, Ingrid Bekkelund, Jennifer Feij, and Pamela 

Hanlon, on a nationwide tour to promote the new airplane. At twenty-three years of age 

(all three of them), they were centered in a media spotlight, representing Pan American in 

television and radio spots and at speaking engagements. Pictures of them in their uniforms 

and often draped over the staircase of the 747 were featured in newspapers all over the 

country throughout the summer of 1970. The newspaper articles written about their tour 

reflected the American public's fascination with flight attendants, but they also repeatedly 

minimized the professional status of the women. An article in the Statesman newspaper of 

Salem, Oregon, was entitled "Three Little Maids Do Things in a Big Way." These words 

imply that flight attendants were trivial, "little girls" whose primary function was to serve 

passengers as "maids" in a domestic capacity, and perhaps a sexual one, as well as 

highlighting the idea that as "maidens" these women were young and unmarried.'̂  In an 

article entitled "Plane Facts from Three Beauties," Dick Farrell of the Sacramento Union 

asserted that the Pan Am Public Relations representative who was chaperoning 

Bekkelund, Feij, and Hanlon was one of the luckiest men alive. Farrell describes each of 

the three flight attendants, providing his readers with weights, heights, and even hair 

colors. The purpose of the tour, and supposedly the article, was to promote the luxury. 

''^Statesman, (Salem, Oregon, June 19, 1970), 20. 
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safety, and size of the new 747s, but Farrell disregarded all of the information about the 

airplane provided by the flight attendants and casts his vote for Pan Am's new plane 

because the "best thing about the 747 is that it carries 16 stewardesses almost as pretty as 

Ingrid Bekkelund, Jennifer Feij, and Pamela Hanlon."" 

During the mid-to-late 1960s airlines intensified their use of flight attendants' 

sexual appeal to market their companies, but the trend did not reach its height until the 

1970s when National Airlines and Continental Airlines separately launched two highly 

sexual advertisement campaigns. National proudly announced its new campaign in 1971, 

and by the end of the year it had created a storm of controversy, applause, and increased 

revenue for National Airlines. National struggled economically in the late 1960s, having 

invested too much money in large planes that it could not consistently fill with passengers. 

Its salvation seemed assured when, in October 1971, the F. William Free Advertising 

Agency created a massive advertisement campaign centered around the slogan "Fly Me." 

The Free agency designed the campaign as a "person-to-person" concept that, according 

to National's director of advertising, signified a "refi-eshing attitude toward its 

passengers." The entire campaign depended on portrayals of actual National employees in 

an attempt to "personalize the people-visible or behind-the-scenes-who are National."'" 

National hoped to sell itself as a fun airline whose focus was on personal service. 

The earliest advertisements pictured flight attendant Cheryl Fioravante smiling into 

""Plane Facts fi-om Three Beauties," The Sacramento Union, (June 25, 1970). 

National Now (SeptenAier 21, 1971), 1. 
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the camera, with the cation "I'm Cheryl, Fly Me" above her. In smaller print, placed 

next to her face, Cheryl asked, "You think I'm just another pretty face? I'm not. I'm a 

fresh attitude towards air travel." Fioravante's picture apjjeared in magazines, billboards, 

and television advertisements. In 1972, the Cheryl advertisement was joined by others 

picturing National employees. The "I'm Marisa. Fly my Florida Weekends" 

advertisement pictured a freckle &ced blonde flight attendant, with copy that explained 

National's Florida promotions. "I'm Margie. Fly Me to London" presented another 

blonde flight attendant who assured readers that National provided great service to 

London. Flight attendants were not the only employees represented, National's cargo 

manager, O. M. Foxworth, an older, slightly balding man, was pictured smoking a cigar, 

with the caption, "I'm Foxy. And I'm the Cuddly Type. Ship Me." The Foxy 

advertisement, unlike the Cheryl advertisement, included copy that detailed National's 

cargo system and the promise of "TLC" for cargo of all typ>es, from "jet compressors to 

tree trimmers."'̂  Foxy's advertisement ran primarily in trade magazines, whereas the 

advertisements that featured flight attendants were placed in popular magazines. The Fly 

Me campaign was multi&ceted, including the release of single records of the music that 

accompanied television and radio versions of the Fly Me advertisements. And as part of 

the campaign, National began naming its airplanes after female en^loyees. 

""I'm Foxy" advertisement, created by the F. William Free & Co. Agency for 
National Airlines, placed in Traffic World (September 11, 1972); Jet Cargo News 
(September 1, 1972). 
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Public response to the new advertising can::^aign was intense and varied. National 

claimed, in its 1972 Annual Report to stockholders, that the campaign had contributed to 

passenger growth by heightening public awareness of National. Flight attendants quoted in 

popular media claimed that passengers loved the advertisements. The 1973 Annual 

Report announced that 1973 had earned the company its highest revenues ever, and paid 

homage to the advertisement canq^aign that made it possible with the Report's black and 

white cover that had only the words "Fly Me" on it.™ National received hundreds of 

letters from people asking for Fly Me posters and suggesting names for the airplanes. One 

letter from an eight-year-old girl became part of phase two of the campaign. This letter 

reflected the pervasive image of flight attendants as glamorous women, and sheds light on 

the socialization process by which young girls learned to define themselves and their future 

aspirations. The letter was sent by Eileen Salyer, who proclaimed that she loved National's 

stewardesses and wanted to be one when she grew up. She asked if she could be in a 

commercial and said "I hope to become a stewardess and that they will fly Eileen."'̂  

National created a newspaper advertisement around Eileen, presenting a large picture of 

the blonde girl smiling widely, with the slogan "I'm Eileen. Fly Me." above her head. 

Next to her was a reproduction, adorable errors and all, of the letter that she sent to the 

'̂ National Airlines Annual Report (1972,1973), Pan American Collection, Richter 
Library, Special Collections, University of Miami. 

''"I'm Eileen" advertisement, created by the F. William Free & Co. Agency for 
National Airlines (September 1972), Pan American Collection, Richter Library, Special 
Collections, University of Miami. 
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company. National made a brilliant move when it created this advertisement because it 

softened the blatantly sexual tone of the early advertisements, and added childish humor. 

National, though it claimed it was not, may have been reacting to the deep resentment and 

anti-National activism that had accompanied its Fly Me CampaigiL 

Women's organizations, such as the National Organization for Women (NOW), 

quickly mobilized to challenge National's campaign, which they saw as sexist and 

objectifying. NOW picketed National Airlines oflBces in Washington D.C., New York, 

and Philadelphia and published leaflets that asserted that National was using its female 

en:q)loyees "as sexual come-ons in a flying meat market."^^ NOW also filed a legal suit 

against National in an attempt to force the airline to abandon the advertisement campaign, 

but a Miami Circuit Court judge dismissed the case. William Free, whose agency created 

the campaign, claimed that the advertisements "weren't trying to put down women ... we 

think it's a warm and friendly way of selling our product."'' NOW was joined in its 

protest by Senator George McGovem, who wrote National's president, L.B. Maytag Jr., 

to assert that he found the advertisements "tasteless and suggestive" and would patronize 

a different airline if National did not end the campaign.*" Despite the criticism. National 

remained dedicated to its Fly Me advertisements between 1971 and 1973. 

Julie McCabe, "Protest Persisting Over Airline's Ad," Daily Press Newport News 
(April 21, 1972, 20. 

''McCabe, Daily Press Newport News, 20. 

*°McCabe, Daily Press Newport News, 20. 
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Flight attendants fonnd their central role in airline advertisements both 

objectionable and empowering. One flight attendant, Cindy, stated in an interview that 

"we're basically public-relations girls. I mean, let's fece it. We can make or break the 

airline."*' The flight attendants who were portrayed in the National campaign claimed to 

the press that they foimd nothing objectionable about the use of the Fly Me slogan, and 

some asserted that they enjoyed the public attention that participation in the campaign had 

afforded them. Any enqwwerment that flight attendants gained from this role, however, 

was countered by the fact that they had very little control over the ways in which airlines 

manipulated their bodies and images in advertisements. Flight attendants were not unified 

in their responses to advertisement campaigns that presented them as sexually available, 

but many expressed their resistence to the company. In a letter from flight attendants who 

served as union oflBcers, the women stated that "we like flirtations when we have the 

freedom of choice, but do not like to believe that just because we are Hostesses we must 

endure the reputation of professional flirts."®^ 

By the mid-1970s some flight attendants mobilized media and women's groups 

contacts to resist, publically and vocally, the objectification of their bodies. In 1974, 

Continental Airlines, following on the heels of the immensely successfril National Airlines 

"Fly Me" campaign, launched a campaign around the slogan "We'll Move Our Tail for 

*'Reinholz, 31. 

*^Letter from Rickey Stevens, Master Executive Council Chairperson, to Harold 
W. Bell, Vice President of Personnel Relations Continental Airlines (February 22, 1965), 
AFA Dallas Collection, Box 7, WSUA. 
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You." The union representing Continental flight attendants, the Association of Flight 

Attendants, pledged financial support for six Continental flight attendants who filed sex 

discrimination charges with the EEOC and launched a lawsuit to end the campaign. 

Women's organizations, such as NOW and Stewardesses for Women's Rights (SFWR), 

supported the flight attendants and their union. SFWR, quoting a United Nations report, 

criticized the advertisement can:q)aign and emphasized the power of advertising images to 

further the objectification of women's bodies: "Advertising is the most insidious form of 

mass media perpetuation of the derogatory image of women as sex symbols. Flight 

attendants argued that the production and sale of such explicitly sexualized images 

reduced the professionalism of their occupation and destroyed morale among workers. 

The Continental case illustrates the complex responses of flight attendants to the 

sexualization of their bodies for advertisement purposes. Though many supported the 

actions of the unions and politically active groups, others felt that their ability to personify 

the company's projected image was not degrading, and had no desire to change the nature 

of that image. Continental defended its campaign, asserting that the slogan was simply an 

extension of the "proud bird" theme that Continental used in all of its advertising 

campaigns. At the same time. Continental acknowledged that it had been influenced by 

the National campaign, which had created a nineteen percent increase in sales for the 

airline by utilizing sexual connotations. In an effort to get the sex discrimination charges 

"Bob Donath, "New National Ads Spark Attacks against 'Sexist' Airline 
Caxapsa^as" Advertising Age (June 24, 1974), 74. 
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dropped. Continental's attorneys collected aflBdavits from flight attendants who claimed 

that they were not ofiended by the slogan. Marlis Popovich, a flight attendant for 

Continental with thirteen years of experience, contended that it was "absurd" to argue that 

female flight attendants had "suffered any severe emotional distress or mental ang:uish as a 

result of the campaign." She went on to assert that "when a flight attendant acts 

professionally and like a lady, she is treated with respect [by passengers]."*^ Popovich 

implicitly criticized the flight attendants who filed the suit as not being "ladylike" enough 

to fend off rude and obscene comments, and this theme was repeated by several of the 

flight attendants who supported Continental. Despite this support, and the success 

enjoyed by National Airlines, by 1976 the negative attention caused by these sex-based 

campaigns was undermining their usefulness for airlines. 

National Airlines ignored attacks by flight attendants and women's organizations, 

and successfully ran the can^aign for several years. In 1974 the airline created a new 

campaign aroimd the slogan "I'm going to fly you like you've never been flown before." 

Flight attendants at National more clearly expressed their resistance to this campaign 

through formal protests and in some instances, strikes. Members of SFWR immediately 

launched a protest in the popular press when National released the details of the new 

can:q>aign as it screened flight attendants for the advertisements.*® Over the course of its 

**AfiBdavit of Marlis Popovich, Continental flight attendant (March 6, 1976), AFA 
Collection, accession date 3-27-85, Box 13, Folder CAL TVU Slogan Suit, WSUA. 

Advertising Age, 74. 
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controversial campaign National's sales increased over four percent more than the average 

for the airline industry, but the airline experienced losses as a result of strike activities. 

Flight attendants went out on strike twice in 1975. The second strike was 127 days long 

and seriously decreased the con^any's profits for the year.^ By 1976 Advertising Age, a 

major advertising journal, criticized the airline's sexist canqiaigns by asking: "does it seem 

unreasonable to suggest that a campaign warrants reevaluation when it so inflames the 

company's own employees that morale plummets, a prolonged strike takes places, and 

when employees return to work, they mutter objections to the offending campaign?"®' 

Flight attendants, influenced by women's rights groups and an awareness of sex 

discrimination as a legal concept, increasingly imderstood airline advertisements as a 

manipulation of sexuality for company profit, and were willing to challenge their 

companies. 

Flight attendants articulated resistance to the advertising campaigns that 

capitalized on the gendered and sexualized image that airlines designed on the bodies of 

women. This parceled and was closely tied to their resistance to the policies that airlines 

created to ensure that the population of flight attendants could fulfill and perpetuate the 

image. As flight attendants challenged marriage bans, age ceilings, weight regulations, and 

maternity restrictions, they revealed the constructed nature of the flight attendant image as 

a glamorous, promiscuous, beautiful woman. Initially utilizing the new legal concept of 

* '̂Employees: A Key Axxdiemtx,^'' Advertising Age, January 19, 1976. 

"Advertising Age, January 19, 1976. 
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sex discrimination to challenge these specific policies, flight attendants increasingly sought 

to influence the definition of sex discrimination. They did not accept sex discrimination as 

a "bread and butter issue" that only addressed parity in pay and opportunity, instead they 

asserted that discrimination based on sex occurred whenever an occupation was 

deliberately gendered in its nature and expectations. The airlines' desire to create and 

market gendered service was played out on the bodies of female flight attendants and 

made possible through particular cultural assumptions about women's work roles and 

sexuality. At times flight attendants themselves internalized these assumptions, especially 

with regard to weight expectations, but throughout the 1960s and 1970s flight attendants 

increasingly sought to challenge and eradicate the presentation of women's bodies as 

objects for public consumption and capitalist profit. 
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Chapter III 

'*A Young, Pretty Girl's Job**: Flight Attendants and 

the Development of Sex Discrimination as a Legal Concept 

During Congressional debate over the passage of a 1964 omnibus civil rights bill, 

Virginia Representative Howard Smith introduced a new word into the employment 

discrimination section: "sex." This bill, which became the Civil Rights Act of 1964, was 

the most comprehensive civil rights legislation passed in the United States. Title Vn of 

the act provided equal employment opportunity to millions of members of minority 

groups, who had experienced widespread, institutionalized discrimination in the 

workplace. Designed to provide flmdamental rights of citizenship to minorities. Title VH 

became a vehicle for women only at the last moment and with great reluctance on the part 

of the legislators who passed it. Scholars have often recounted the tale of Howard Smith, 

a reluctant hero of women's rights who sought not to protect women as workers, but 

rather to kill the entire bill. Smith, the story goes, hoped that the addition of "sex" to the 

clause that prohibited employment discrimination based on "race, color, religion, and 

national origin" would be so onerous to Congress that the pillars supporting the bill would 

come tumbling down. Though certainly there is truth in this tale, it minimizes the 

organization and preparation by women's groups that made equal employment protection 

for women a &cet of the legislation, and it assumes that having lost his bid to undermine 
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the entire bill. Smith did in feet ensure protection for women.' An examination of the 

legislative history of the bill, the case law concerning sex discrimination, and the activities 

of the Equal En^loyment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) reveals that the simple 

inclusion of the word "sex" in no way guaranteed that women workers would be granted 

employment protection as the law seemed to promise. 

This chapter explores the experiences of female flight attendants, who were among 

the first women workers to seize the opportunity provided by Title VII of the Civil Rights 

Act of 1964. Their successes and failures with the law, however, cannot be understood 

without careful attention to the development of sex discrimination as a legal category. 

The legislation left the term ambiguous, and throughout the 1960s and 1970s multiple 

interpretations of sex discrimination emerged. Various actors, such as business owners, 

women workers, EEOC commissioners, and district court judges, sought to influence the 

legal definition of sex discrimination, and in the process they created and deployed 

historical narratives to defend particular interpretations. These narratives reveal deeply 

embedded assumptions about the cultural construction of womanhood as well as the 

'Joan Hofl^ Law, Gender, and Injustice: A Legal History of U.S. Women (New 
York: New York University Press, 1991), 233. Hoflf asserts that white male indifference, 
rather than organized women's groups, made the addition of sex to TVn possible. While 
this is in part true, the continuous pressure of women legislators such as Martha GrifGths 
and members of the National Women's Party, provided the grassroots work to ensure that 
"indifferent" white men would find the word "sex" in the legislation. See also Cynthia 
Harrison, On Account of Sex; Jo Freeman, The Politics of Women's Liberation: A Case 
Study of an Emerging Social Movement and its Relation to the Policy Process (New 
York: David McKay Con^any, Inc, 1975), 64. 
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malleable, gendered nature of the law. 

Laws embody the state's authority and power. In a democratic state, to retain 

legitimacy, most citizens must see laws as feir, neutral, rational, and objective. The claim 

to rationality and neutrality depends upon a legal structure that applies the law, at least in 

theory, equally on the bodies of all members of societ>' and on slow, careful, seemingly 

non-political change. As a mark of conservatism, our legal system interprets the law based 

on precedent, the lessons handed down by theoretically objective, trained judges over the 

course of many years. Yet, any examination of the creation and implementation of the law 

exposes it not as a neutral discourse, but as a deeply political discourse that limits and 

forms social choices based on political motives." Those political motives are often, though 

not always, the maintenance of structures that protect the privileges and prerogatives of 

the dominant minority within a society. In the case of many western societies, this 

dominant minority is raced, classed, and gendered in particular ways— it is largely white, 

elite, and male. The legal system specific to the United States was formed, as scholar Joan 

Hoflf argues, in the moments of Constitutional debate in late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries and reflected the limits imposed by the institutionalization of 

"androcentric texts" that were dedicated to maintaining capitalism and patriarchy.^ 

The legal system through which all state policy reform must occur in the United 

^Zillah Eisenstein, The Female Body and the Law (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1988), 43-51. 

^Hofl^ZoH', Gender, and Injustice, 1. 
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States, then, was androcentric at its formation and continues to be so. The state's claim 

that law is neutral is false; in fact laws are engendered and racialized at inception, 

throughout enforcement, and as interpreted by agents of the state. Unable to alter the 

nature of the legal system fundamentally, some proponents of feminist jurisprudence and 

critical legal studies debate whether or not true legal equality for women can develop 

within the existing ^stem."* An examination of the case law around the sex discrimination 

category of Title VII illuminates the political and gendered nature of the law, but it also 

reveals that law does provide a vehicle for the agency of non-dominant groups. Despite 

ambiguities and constraints built into the legislation, despite reluctant judges, powerful 

industries, and an incredulous media, women workers in the United States seized and 

interpreted Title Vn in ways that benefitted themselves. Though the position of working 

women in the United States is by no means equal to that of men, in terms of wages, 

occupational sex-typing, or amount of reproductive labor performed beyond wage labor, it 

has improved since the passage of Title VII, and it is in^jortant to recognize that it was 

women themselves who ensured that improvement. 

Throughout the post-World War II period, activist women in the United States 

continued to be engaged in the quest to improve the legal, economic, and social status of 

^Scholars who debate this point include: HoflF, Law, Gender, and Injustice-, 
Eisenstein, The Female Body and the Law, Katharine T. Bartlett and Rosanne Kennedy, 
eds.. Feminist Legal Theory: Readings in Law and Gender (San Francisco: Westview 
Press, 1991); Deborah L. ^ode. Justice and Gender: Sex Discrimination and the Law 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989) 
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women, but they also remained divided on goals and tactics. Cynthia Harrison, in On 

Account of Sex, pro\'ides a detailed examination of the varying agendas and tactics taken 

by organized women's groups to gain equal opportimity and equal rights in the Cold War 

period. Harrison focused on the women who worked within the political system, as 

members of presidential administrations and party structures. She concluded that through 

the early 1960s, many of these women remained dedicated to the idea of protective labor 

legislation, which provided "protection" through limiting the number of hours that women 

could work, night work in some places, and physical exertion engaged in by women 

workers. They also sought equal pay laws to ensure the rights of working women.^ When 

Howard Smith introduced sex discrimination as a category for protection in Title VII, 

many members of this core group of political women opposed the addition. The Women's 

Bureau coalition, made up of women active in both national parties who had been 

appointed to various government posts, strongly opposed the amendment because they 

believed that sex and race discrimination had different roots and needed to be attacked 

separately, and because they feared that Title VII would undermine protective labor 

legislation. When the airline industry defended itself from charges of discrimination under 

Title Vn, it often pointed out to the media and state agencies that the Women's Bureau 

coalition had opposed the inclusion of sex discrimination as evidence that women did not 

desire anti-sex discrimination law and that it did not have legitimacy. 

^Harrison, On Account of Sex, 177-179. 
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Some politically active women came to the defense of the addition of sex to Title 

Vn and viewed this moment as pivotal in the creation of state policy to ensure equal rights 

for women. Eleven of the twelve women members of the House of Representatives 

supported the inclusion of sex as a category.® Lobbyists from the National Women's Party 

(NWP), who had long sought an Equal Rights Amendment, adamantly championed 

protection for women workers against discrimination in the labor market. Female 

dominated unions, such as the Air Line Pilots Association, Steward and Stewardess 

Division (ALPA S&S) and the Women's Division of the United Auto Workers supported 

the amendment, as did members of groups such as the National Federation of Business 

and Professional Women's Clubs.' One of the most vocal supporters of the bill with the 

sex amendment was Congresswoman Martha GriflBths (Discrimination-Mich). GriflSths 

was among the most important and most aggressive supporters of women's equal rights in 

this period, and she not only fought for the inclusion of sex in antidiscrimination law, she 

continually pushed the government to enforce its policy toward sex discrimination in the 

years immediately following the passage of Title VII. 

The efforts of organized, politicized women to enact a state policy that prohibited 

sex-based discrimination were important; however, the activism of working women, 

largely uncoimected to organized women's movements, should not be overlooked. 

^Congresswoman Edith Green (D-OR) did not support the amendment, but by 
1970 she chaired the Special Subcommittee on Education, which held hearings to consider 
the extent and effects of sex discrimination. 

On Account of Sex, 181. 
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Working women, such as flight attendants, sought to influence the creation and 

implementation of public policy and resisted the cultural and institutional structures that 

limited their opportunities in the workplace. In the case of flight attendants, women could 

and did turn to their unions for institutional support in challenging discrimination, but 

many working women did not have the benefit of a union and still contested workplace 

inequities. Their efforts included lobbying state and federal government agencies for 

protection against arbitrary workplace regulations. Martha Griffiths had a long-standing 

relationship with the unions that represented flight attendants, having supported the 

lobbying efforts of flight attendants in the late 1950s to enact an age discrimination law 

that would protect workers firom arbitrary termination dates. GrifBths advised union 

members such as Colleen Boland and Dusty Road as they made their earliest forays into 

political activism.® Her activities and political support for Title VII were important not 

just because she helped pass a major civil rights bill, but because she provided a link 

between the traditional political system and the activities of working women who did not 

necessarily belong to organized women's groups. 

Though flight attendants and other women workers more often failed than 

succeeded in their political efforts, and though the passage of Title VII may be attributable 

to "white male indifference" as Joan Hoff asserts, it is vital to acknowledge that working 

women defined and challenged sex discrimination before it was a legally prohibited 

*Flora Davis, Moving the Mountain: The Women's Movement in America since 
1960 (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1991). 
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category of employment discrimination. Working women actively utilized the protection 

promised by the passage of federal legislation, but they did not need white male 

legislators, or middle class women activists, to identify, define, and understand sex 

discrimination. As a result of a convergence of political agendas. Title VII with the word 

sex in it was passed into law on July 2, 1964. Though the basic structure was now in 

place to combat sex discrimination, it quickly became clear to women workers that the 

battle had barely begun, and that the abolition of workplace sex discrimination in the 

United States was &r fi'om being accomplished. 

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, in its final form, was designed to 

eliminate employment discrimination. Specifically, Title VII prohibited private en^iloyers 

from refiising to hire, forming alternative compensation policies, or creating different 

employment conditions on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.' 

Congress realized that the new antidiscrimination legislation was an assault on deeply 

embedded employment practices and created the Equal Employment Opportunity 

Commission (EEOC) to monitor compliance. Title VII's effectiveness for women 

workers was limited by two major fecets of the legislation: the lack of enforcement powers 

given to the EEOC and the inclusion of the bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ) 

clause. A discussion of the development of sex discrimination law, both in general and 

specific to the airline industry, can not be complete without carefiil attention to both of 

880. 
'Miller, "Sex Discrimination and Title VTI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964," 879-
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these institutionalized impediments for women workers. 

At the time Title VII went into effect, in July 1965, the EEOC existed as a 

relatively small but fiiUy flmctioning agency whose primary mission was to receive and 

process charges of discrimination from the classes of workers protected by the new law. 

Congress created the Commission to interpret Title Vn, create and publish guidelines on 

employment discrimination, investigate and rule on charges of discrimination, and 

conciliate charges. Both Congress and the newly formed Commission believed that the 

focus of its activities would be charges of race discrimination. Five Commissioners made 

up the policymaking body of the EEOC, one of whom the President appointed Chairman. 

The Chairman was the "chief executive, charged with administrative operations of the 

Commission."'* The Chairman, the first of whom was Franklin Discrimination. Roosevelt, 

Jr., engaged in public af^s through speeches and media appearances and acted as a 

liaison between the Commission and Congress. The five commissioners were supported 

by various compliance and conciliation ofBces, as well as field investigative ofiSces. 

The structure and powers of the EEOC, as it was initially created, revealed 

Congress' limited commitment to forced con^liance with Title Vn. Though this piece of 

"Infonnation about the early activities and internal politics at the EEOC during the 
1960s and 1970s was accumulated from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
collection (Record Group 403) housed at the National Archives in College Park, MD. 
This collection, largely unprocessed, contains files of the directors and chairmen of the 
EEOC. 

""Equal Employment Opportunity Commission," OflBce of the Chairman: Records 
of Chairman Franklin Roosevelt, 1965-1966, Box 2, RG 403, NAII. 
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legislation gave government an unprecedented role in determining employment patterns 

and practices, an older commitment to freedom of contract and unimpeded private 

markets was not easy to abandon.'̂  Congress publicly sought volimtary compliance with 

the new antidiscrimination law, and structured the EEOC around the concept of 

conciliation. Individual commissioners investigated charges of discrimination and 

compiled statistics to support such complaints if cause was found. A commissioner then 

notified the complaining party that conciliation was being offered. The object of 

conciliation was to "achieve the maximum opportunity for minority group employment, 

and the personal presence of a Commissioner can result in broader agreements than 

otherwise attainable."'̂  Congress hoped that an agent of the state could press private 

businesses into compliance with Title VII. An "aflBrmative action" approach was 

preferable even to the conciliation process, and individual commissioners were ordered to 

provide technical assistance to industries, which Congress hoped would then move to 

'̂ Legal scholar Richard Epstein argues that, in fact, antidiscrimination law is an 
interventionist policy based on a collective social judgement that should be abandoned in 
favor of a free market economy based on a common law model. He believes that the 
principle of free entry and multiple enq)loyers provides adequate protection against 
discrimination. He concludes, and at least some Congressmen in 1964 would have agreed, 
that "the modem civil rights laws are a new form of imperialism that threatens political 
liberty and intellectual freedom." Richard Epstein, Forbidden Grounds: The Case Against 
Employment Discrimination Laws (Cambridge; Harvard University Press, 1992), 505. 

""Equal Employment Opportimity Commission," OflBce of the Chairman; Records 
of Chairman Franklin Roosevelt, 1965-1966, Box 2, RG 403, NAII, 2. 
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eliminate discriminatory structures. 

Congress assumed that the number of discrimination complaints would be small in 

the first years of EEOC operation; this was, perhaps, an indication that members of 

Congress believed that they knew what discrimination was, but the workers experiencing 

it would have to be exposed to the concept before they sought help firom the EEOC. In 

1965, the budget for the Commission's first year was established on the premise that it 

would receive about 2000 complaints. By June 1966, 7000 complaints had been filed. 

In the first one hundred days of operation, the EEOC received 1383 complaints, 70% of 

them firom southem states.'̂  Chairman Roosevelt interpreted the huge number of 

complaints as "striking testimony to the confidence minority persons have in this 

Commission," yet soon the operational integrity of the Commission would be called into 

question as a result of internal resignations, including Roosevelt himself, a rapidly 

accumulating backlog of cases, and a lack of enforcement powers that rendered EEOC 

" '̂Equal Employment Opportunity Commission," Office of the Chairman: Records 
of Chairman Franklin Roosevelt, 1965-1966, Box 2, RG 403, NAII, 2. 

Newsletter Jrom the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (May-June 
1966) Office of the Chairman: Commission Meeting Files, 1965-1966, Box 1, RG 403 
NAH, 1. 

'̂ Letter fi-om Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr to Lyndon B. Johnson (October 29, 1965), 
Office of the Chairman: Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman, 1966-1968, Box 4, RG 
403, NAH. The geographic location of complaints and nature of offensive broke down as 
follows (for the 966 complaints received over which the EEOC had jurisdiction): 135 
con^laints fi-om Alabama; 131 fi'om North Carolina; 76 fi-om Louisiana; and 68 fiY>m 
Mississippi; 706 charged race discrimination (with 680 filed by Afiican-Americans); 152 
charged sex discrimination; and 12 charged discrimination based on national origin. Less 
than 1% charged discrimination based on religion. 
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decisions virtually meaningless.'' When Commissioner Aileen Hernandez resigned in 

October 1966, the EEOC was left with only three of five Commissioners, and the agency 

was without a Chairman for several months after Roosevelt resigned in May 1966. At the 

same time, the positions of deputy executive director, director of compliance, director of 

public af&irs, and technical director were all unfilled. 

Despite what in hindsight appears to be the ineflSciency of the Commission in 1965 

and 1966, Roosevelt claimed that the seventy charges that had ended in successfiil 

conciliation by June 1966 provided evidence that "major segments of business, industry 

and labor have shown that they are anxious to comply with the new law." Roosevelt 

asserted that employment discrimination would be eradicated as "this Commission and this 

Administration continue to pursue their convictions with dedication and resolve."'® 

Evidence reveals, however, that despite dedication and conviction, the EEOC was far 

fi-om able to fiilfill its promise. Correspondence between members of the EEOC and 

between the EEOC and Congressional budget committees throughout the 1960s reveal 

that the overriding concern of the Commission in those years was not the eradication of 

discrimination, but the eradication of the agency's backlog. Executive Directors and 

Chairmen of the EEOC often encouraged Commissioners and field oflBcers to conciliate 

and close cases at a rate of several hundred per month, prompting civil rights 

"Newsletter from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (May-June 
1966), Box 1, RG 403, NAH. 

^*Newsletter from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, (May-June 
1966), Box 1, RG 403, NAH. 
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organizations and individual members of the Commission to complain that the agency was 

inadequately investigating charges." 

The EEOC had no enforcement powers until 1972, so even when it did investigate 

and rule on a charge of discrimination, it could only depend upon conciliation and 

publicity to ensure compliance. Title VII established a legal basis for allowing individual 

employees to litigate if an employer was in violation of the law, but it did not empower a 

state agency to alter employment practices forcibly.^" The Attorney General of the United 

States had the power to litigate cases in which he found a "pattern or practice" of 

discrimination, and the EEOC could recommend grievous cases to the Attorney General's 

ofBce. However, legal scholar Herbert Hill found that not only was the EEOC reluctant 

to recommend cases for litigation, the .Attorney General's ofSce was even more reluctant 

to sue a private employer. Of the 115 cases referred by the EEOC for litigation between 

July 1968 and May 1970, only eight suits were filed. '̂ The practical result of these Title 

VII technicalities was that a worker who experienced employment discrimination could 

file a charge with an agency whose backlog mandated that it investigate and find cause in 

as few cases as possible. 1^ in fact, this worker's situation was grievous enough to make 

''Herbert Hill's article, "The Equal En^loyment Opportunity Commission: Twenty 
Years Later" The Journal of Intergroup Studies XI (Winter 1983), claims that this 
phenomenon had occurred by 1976, but EEOC records fi"om the 1960s reveals that the 
situation was just as bleak in the 1960s as it was in the late 1970s. 

^"Hill, "The Equal Enqjloyment Opportunity Commission," 46. 

"The Equal En^loyment Opportunity Commission," 46. 
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it through the EEOC's investigation process, the Commission would offer to mediate 

conciliation with the company. If conciliation was unsuccessful and the EEOC believed 

that the employment policy was widespread enough to be considered a "pattern or 

practice"of discrimination, the agency could refer the case to the Attorney General's 

oflBce, which would refuse to litigate in a vast majority of cases. The sole remaining 

solution for this employee was to bear individually the cost of suing the company. Until 

1972, then, the cost of enforcing Title VII fell on individuals, and the civil rights 

organizations that helped them.^ 

With a backlogged case load of over 23,000 unresolved charges by 1971, and 

hampered by a weak federal mandate and no enforcement powers, members of the EEOC 

nevertheless took their jobs seriously and sought to eliminate racial discrimination 

whenever possible. Yet, it was in this climate, in which the EEOC was underfunded and 

overworked, that the agency realized that it would have to address itself to the "sex" 

category of Title VII. 

To members of Congress, the EEOC itself, and the media, the most shocking 

element of the first year of the Commission's existence was that almost one third of 

discrimination charges involved sex discrimination. Internal correspondence between 

commissioners and members of their support staff in 1965 reveals that there was initial 

confusion as to what to do with sex discrimination cases, and in &ct, as to how seriously 

^^Hill, "The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission," 47. 
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these complaints needed to be addressed. One of the earliest opportunities the 

Commission had for discussing sex discrimination was the Mengelkoch case, which arose 

from an attempt by the United Auto Workers to dismantle protective labor laws that 

restricted opportunities for women workers. Richard Berg, an attorney in the EEOC's 

General Counsel office, argued, with respect to EEOC intervention in the case, that the 

issue would divert "efforts and attention from other projects ... deserving of higher 

priority."^ Women at the EEOC, particularly in 1965 and 1966, tried to convince their 

male colleagues that sex discrimination was a real phenomenon. Pauli Murray, a 

prominent African-American scholar and attomey, and a consultant in the Office of 

Research, responded to Berg's memo by asserting that "Congress indicated no intention 

that any one class protected by Title VII was to receive higher priority than another."-"* 

Companies ultimately charged with sex discrimination, of course, would argue that 

Congress did intend discrimination based on race to be a more protected category than 

that based on sex. At least some Congressmen agreed. When Senator Jacob Javits 

proposed, in March 1966, that Title VII be expanded to cover private employees at firms 

employing more than eight people (it was initially 100 and then was dropped to 25), he 

^Memo by Richard Berg, member of the General Counsel Office, to Sonia 
Pressman, (1966), Office of the Chairman: Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman, 1966-
1968, Box l,RG403,NAn. 

^^Letter from Pauli Murray, Consultant in the Office of Research, to Richard Berg 
(1966), Office of the Chairman: Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 
l,RG403,NAn. 
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also omitted the word "sex" from his proposal.^^ Fortvmately, the EEOC opposed the 

omission, as did many members of Congress, and the word was reinserted. 

Though in October 1965 the EEOC created and approved guidelines for the 

interpretation of the sex discrimination category of Title Vn, the Commission was 

tentative and conservative in its application of Title Vn in sex discrimination cases. 

Clearly, the Commission saw race discrimination as its mandate, and on October 14, 1965, 

it decided that an Interdepartmental Committee on the Status of Women should handle 

public relations in the area of sex discrimination so that the EEOC's public relations 

oflBcers could devote more time to race publicity.In a letter written on October 29, 

1965, Chairman Roosevelt reported to President Johnson on the first one hundred days of 

EEOC operations. In a section entitled "Discrimination Because of Sex," Roosevelt 

outlined the problems facing the EEOC concerning sex discrimination enforcement. He 

wrote that: 

"Implementation of Title VII's prohibition against discrimination on account of sex 
has been a particularly challenging assignment for the Commission. Such 
discrimination, unlike race, creed, or national origin, has generally been regarded 
as a frequently reasonable and occasionally necessary basis for personnel decisions 
and for differences in the terms and conditions of employment. Certain traditional 
ideas of what is or is not appropriate work for women must be dramatically revised 

"Letter from Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr. to Senator Jarvits. Roosevelt outlined the 
EEOC's position on many aspects of the proposed Senate Bill 1026, arguing in three 
sentences for the inclusion of sex as a protected category. He wrote six long, detaUed 
sentences concerning the coverage of federal en^loyees. Office of the Chairman: Records 
of Chairman Franklin Roosevelt, 1965-1966, Box 2, RG 403, NAII. 

^^Minutes of the Oct. 14, 1965 meeting of Commissioners, Office of the Chairman: 
Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman, 1966-1968, Box 4, RG 403, NAII. 
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- . .  H o w e v e r ,  t o  t r a n s l a t e  t h i s  b r o a d  b u t  g e n e r a l  m a n d a t e  i n t o  c o m p r e h e n s i v e  
standards for employer conduct has occupied and continues to occupy a great deal 
of the Commission's time and eflFort."" 

In addressing the earliest sex discrimination charges and major issues, it was clear that the 

Commission had to train itself to see sex discrimination, before it could hope to identify 

and eradicate sex discrimination in the labor market. At a public hearing in May 1966, 

Commissioner Luther Holcomb, speaking for the Commission, asserted that the EEOC 

would "move ahead cautiously" on matters of sex discrimination, "since in effect many of 

our decisions would represent a sharp departure from the old way of doing things."^* His 

&ilure to acknowledge that the Commission moved ahead more rapidly on race-based 

decisions indicated the agency's ambivalence about improving women's workplace status 

and opportunities. 

The earliest sex discrimination issues &ced by the Commission revolved around 

whether or not Title Vn would override state protective labor laws, the legality of 

advertising employment opportunities in columns segregated by sex, and the equalization 

of pension plans in industries that employed both men and women. Chairman Roosevelt 

pointed out to the President, seemingly to reassure him, that despite predictions and 

jocularity from the media, a majority of sex discrimination cases did not reflect women 

'̂Letter from Franklin D. Rooseveh, Jr. to President Lyndon B. Johnson (October 
29, 1965), Office of the Chairman: Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman, 1966-1968, 
Box4,RG403,NAn. 

^^Transcript of the EEOC Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and 
Union Officials (May 10, 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 6-7. 
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attempting to gain employment in fields traditionally dominated by men?' 

To an outcry by organized women's groups and politically active women such as 

Pauli Murray, the EEOC consistently held that it would not dismantle state protective laws 

based on Title Vn. In its Guidelines on Discrimination because of Sex published in 1965, 

the Commission stated that it did not believe that "Congress intended to disturb such laws 

and regulations which are intended to, and have the effect o^ protecting women against 

exploitation and hazard."'" The EEOC acknowledged that state protective labor laws 

limited women's opportunities in the labor market, but felt both that it had no 

Congressional mandate to undo state laws, and that women workers did at times need the 

protection offered by these laws.'' In a case concerning the exclusion of young women as 

newspaper carriers, the General Counsel of the EEOC argued that Congress had not 

intended to disturb reasonable en^loyment policies that were designed for the protection 

and health of minors. The General Counsel's ofQce believed that newspapers should be 

able to restrict the carrier job to young men because it was "reasonable to believe that 

such female minors would be exposed to physical and moral hazards to which male minors 

'̂Letter fi*om Franklin Discrimination. Roosevelt, Jr. to President Lyndon B. 
Johnson (October 29, 1965), OflSce of the Chairman: Records of Chairman Stephen 
Shulman, 1966-1968, Box 4, RG 403, NAH. 

'̂ ^EOC Guidelines 30 F.R. 14927. 

''"Statement Adopted by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission" 
(August 19, 1966), OflSce of the Chairman: Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman, 1966-
1968, Box 1, RG 403, NAH. 
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would not similarly be exposed."^^ The EEOC was willing to accept discrimination based 

on sex if the policy was for the protection of women. Of course, the need for protection 

was based on assumptions about women's frailty and victimization. 

Many politically active women were disappointed with the EEOC's early 

interpretation of sex discrimination, and publically challenged the agency to change its 

policies. One of the EEOC's rulings that was most offensive to women's organizations, 

made in 1966, was its stance on job advertisements. EEOC guidelines indicated that 

employers who classified jobs as male or female were guilty of sex discrimination, but that 

it was allowable for newspaper editors to run employment ads in sex segregated columns 

to indicate to readers that "some occupations are considered more attractive to persons of 

one sex than the other.In December 1966, the newly created National Organization for 

Women (NOW) petitioned the EEOC to convince it to amend these guidelines. NOW 

asserted that the EEOC's ruling that segregation of employment opportunity ads by race 

constituted discrimination provided evidence that its own guidelines embodied a double 

standard with regard to sex. The Interdepartmental Committee on the Status of Women 

and the Citizens Advisory Council, two appointed federal advisory committees, 

recommended that the EEOC alter its guidelines and argued that "the lack of a strong 

Federal position on advertising may hamper effective implementation of advertising 

^^General Counsel Legal Opinion #3 (May 27, 1966), OflSce of the Chairman: 
Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman, 1966-1968, Box 2, RG 403, NAII. 

^^Fed Reg 31 No 82, 6414. EEOC Rules and Regulations, Amendments to 
Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex, (April 28, 1966). 
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provisions of State feir employment laws."^ A similar resolution was published by the 

Washington D.C. Federation of Business and Professional Women's Club in May, 1966. 

All of these groups prodded the EEOC to interpret sex discrimination more liberally. 

Forced by the sheer number of sex discrimination complaints and the public 

criticism by women's groups. Commissioners gained a greater understanding of sex 

discrimination and the EEOC did come to defend a broader definition of women's 

employment rights. By the late 1960s and early 1970s, the Chairm£ui of the EEOC, 

William H. Brown III, often addressed the issue of sex discrimination in speeches and 

television appearances. He asserted to his audiences that stereotypes about women 

workers were not just personal belief by individual male members of management, but 

were "basic principles of management which operate against a woman trying to succeed in 

the business world."^® In speeches he often exposed the situation faced by women 

workers by quoting statistics that proved that women remained segregated in low skill 

level, low paying jobs. By 1970, the EEOC had changed its policy on state protective 

labor legislation and ruled that Title VII superseded state laws whenever the two were in 

^Memo of the Citizens Advisory Council on the Status of Women, October 1, 
1965 quoted in National Organization for Women Organization of Women, "Petition to 
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to Amend the Commission's Rule Set 
Forth in Sec. 1604.4 of 29 Code of Federal Regulations," (December 19, 1966), OflBce of 
the Chairman: Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman, 1966-1968, Box 1, RG 403, NAII, 
9. 

William H. Brown IQ, speech to the International Association of Personnel 
Women (May 15, no year), OflBce of the Chairman: Chronological Files, 1969-1979, Box 
3,RG403,NAn. 
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conflict. Brown and the EEOC made significant progress in the late 1960s in broadening 

its interpretation of Title VII, and in the 1970s the EEOC participated as amicus curiae in 

a number of crucial sex discrimination cases that determined the limits and advantages of 

Title Vn for women workers. 

Title vn and the EEOC provided reactive solutions to employment discrimination. 

In other words, individuals had to charge employers with discrimination before any effort 

to interpret and enforce the law could take place. Flight attendants and the airline industry 

entered this process at a critical juncture and became a valuable test case for determining 

the meaning of the most ambiguous clause in Title Vn, the bona fide occupational 

qualification clause. The most valuable weapon that employers had to defend their 

discriminatory practices, the BFOQ clause protected the right of employers to 

discrimination in situations in which "religion, sex, or national origin is a bona fide 

occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation of that particular 

business."^® The clause was the crux of a majority of sex discrimination cases because the 

phrase "reasonably necessary" created £in intense debate between business, women 

workers, and the EEOC. This debate revealed the assumptions held by all parties about 

the nature of womanhood, the biological differences between sexes, and the fundamental 

relationship between employers and employees. The exclusion of race as a category of 

^Sec 703 (e) Title Vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the Equal 
Employment Opportimity Act of 1972 and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978, 
printed in Herma Hill Kay, Texts, Cases and Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination, 2"^ 
ed., (St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishing Co, 1981) 953-972. 
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exception under the BFOQ clause prompted employers to claim that Congress had meant 

to institutionalize dif^ent interpretations of sex and race discrimination. Women workers 

continued to battle the limitations posed by the BFOQ clause throughout the 1970s, but 

flight attendants were among the earliest and most important groups whose protests 

launched significant conflicts over the meaning of this clause. 

On October 25, 1965 Judith Evenson, a former flight attendant with Northwest 

Airlines filed a charge of sex discrimination with the EEOC. Evenson claimed that 

Northwest's policy of terminating flight attendants upon marriage, when male employees 

were not subject to the same policy, constituted sex discrimination under Title Vn. In 

September 1965, Charles Duncan, General Counsel of the EEOC had issued the opinion 

that if sex was a "bona fide occupational qualification for the job of airline stewardess, it 

would follow that an airline company could impose fiirther qualifications" such as being 

single and under a certain age. '̂ So the key issue for Everson was whether or not the 

EEOC decided that sex was a BFOQ for her occupation. Aileen Hernandez, the sole 

female Commissioner, was assigned Everson's case and at the completion of her 

investigation ruled that Northwest's policy of terminating stewardesses upon marriage, but 

not Flight Service Attendants (who were exclusively male but engaged in exactly the same 

duties as stewardesses) was sex discrimination.^* In her decision she implicitly rejected the 

'̂Charles T. Duncan, General Counsel of the EEOC, quoted in a letter to the 
Chairman of the EEOC by Northwest Airlines (March 25, 1966), AFA CoUection, box 11, 
WSUA, 4. 

'̂Commissioner Decision (December 16, 1965), AFA Collection, Box 11, WSUA. 
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idea that being female was a BFOQ for the position of flight attendant. Eight United 

Airlines (UAL) flight attendants filed charges soon thereafter. Details in the Everson case 

are sparse, but it was resolved through conciliation. It was the first charge by a flight 

attendant that an EEOC Commissioner investigated, but by October 18, 1966 ninety-two 

flight attendants had filed charges of sex discrimination against the airline industry.^^ 

In response to the large number of charges being brought against the airlines 

industry, and in acknowledgment of the importance of the BFOQ clause. Northwest 

Airlines requested that the EEOC rule on whether or not sex was a bona fide occupational 

qualification for the position of flight attendant. In its letter. Northwest outlined many of 

the basic arguments that the airline industry would en^loy to defend its policies with 

regard to flight attendants. In this very early debate over sex discrimination. Northwest 

could take advantage of the lack of case law and interpretative precedents to claim that 

because there were so few men employed as flight attendants, there could be no sex 

discrimination'"'. This interpretation of discrimination assumed that without disparate 

'̂Memo from Kenneth Holbert, Acting Directory of Compliance to Commissioner 
Aileen C. Hernandez (October 18, 1966), OflBce of the Chairman: Records of Chairman 
Stephen Shulman, 1966-1968, Box 6, RG 403, NAII. This memo reported on all airline 
cases filed to that date. 25 charges had been made against American Airlines; 6 against 
Delta; 5 against Eastern; 1 against National; 17 against Northwest; 12 against Ozark; 4 
against Pan American; 1 against Southern; 6 against Trans World Airlines; 1 against Trans 
Carribean; and 14 against United Airlines. 

'*°Some airlines. Northwest included, did en^loy men as flight attendants (though 
they usually had a different job title), but less than one percent of people who performed 
flight service fiinctions were men by the 1960s. Airlines used this feet to claim that they 
should be lauded for creating a female occupation, not accused of sex discrimination. 
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treatment, that is, without employees of both sexes doing exactly the same jobs but being 

treated differently, there could be no legal discrimination. Northwest argued adamantly 

that men who worked as flight attendants had a fimdamentally different job than the 

women (the airline labeled men "pursers" and women "stewardesses), and other airlines 

attempted to render men in the occupation altogether invisible. Airlines argued, based on 

this interpretation, that since the flight attendant occupation was female dominated, no sex 

discrimination could exist, and therefore any other policies that were developed to apply 

to women because they were women (such as the marriage ban and age ceilings) could not 

be covered by Title Vn. 

The first Title VTI sex discrimination case to reach district court, Phillips v. Martin 

Marietta Corp., addressed a similar issue and set the standards for the earliest legal 

interpretations of the sex provision of Title Vn."*' Ida Phillips charged the Martin Marietta 

Corporation with sex discrimination under Title VII because the company refiised to hire 

her for a position in which 75-80% of the people employed were women. The company 

maintained a policy that prohibited the employment of women with pre-school aged 

children, though it did hire men with pre-school aged children. Martin Marietta claimed 

that since a majority of the employees in that position were women, there was clearly no 

bias against women as a class, only against women with young children. In the district 

court and the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, Phillips lost her case. The reasoning 

*^Phillips V. Martin Marietta Corp. 400 U.S. 542, 91 S.Ct. 496, 27 L.Ed.2d 613. 
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of the Court of Appeals illustrates the narrow interpretation of Title Vn that early courts 

advanced in sex discrimination cases. The Court held that "a per se violation of the Act 

[Title vn] can only be discrimination based solely on one of the categories, i.e., in the 

case of sex; women vis-a-vis men. When another criterion of employment is added to one 

of the classifications listed in the Act, there is no longer apparent discrimination.. 

This sentence established two legal interpretations that inhibited Title Vll's ability to 

provide recourse for women: the disparate treatment paradigm and the "sex-plus" 

paradigm. 

In its holding, the Court of Appeals acknowledged that in this case, there was 

disparate treatment between men with preschool aged children and women with similarly 

aged children, which could be considered discrimination based on sex. However, the 

Court interpreted Title Vn witiiin the framework of the justices' own assimiptions about 

motherhood and working women, and turned to "sex plus" to essentially render Title VII 

meaningless for working mothers. The judges asserted that they were going to rule 

against Phillips and they manipulated the law to fit their preconceived notions. The 

justices (with one dissenting) held that if they found that sex discrimination was inherent in 

Martin Marietta's policy, they would also find that it was allowable discrimination under 

the BFOQ clause. However, since the EEOC had submitted a brief denying a BFOQ 

interpretation of that particular job, the justices felt that they were precluded from 

^^Phillips y. Martin Marietta Corp., 411 F.2d 1, 3-4 (5* Cir. 1969). 
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accepting Martin Marietta's BFOQ defense. This meant that if they were to rule as they 

wanted to, in other words, if they allowed Martin Marietta's policy to stand, they could 

not define the policy as discrimination based on sex because there was no legitimate legal 

defense for the discrimination. The justices asserted that if the court acknowledged sex 

discrimination in this case it would signal that Congress had intended to "exclude 

absolutely any consideration of differences between the normal relationship of working 

&thers and working mothers to their pre-school age children, and to require that an 

employer treat the two exactly alike." The Court was unwilling to make this assumption, 

and held that there was no discrimination based on sex in this case because the justices 

knew that "the common experience of Congressmen is surely not so fer removed from that 

of mankind in general as to warrant our attributing them such an irrational purpose 

[treating mothers and lathers the same] in the formulation of this statue."^^ The Court of 

Appeals used its position as interpreter of the law to deconstruct a statute designed to 

protect women workers, and did so based on prevalent assumptions about family 

formation and women's domestic duties. 

In 1971 the Supreme Court heard the Phillips v Martin Marietta, Corp. case, and 

reversed the ruling of the Court of Appeals. The case was remanded to the trial court for 

further investigation. The Supreme Court did not rule that Martin Marietta's policy 

toward mothers with young children was imdeniably sex discrimination covered by Title 

1 F.2d 1, 3-4 (S*" Cir. 1969). 
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Vn. Rather they held that though it was sex discrimination, it had to be remanded to the 

lower court for a rehearing because it was possible that the discrimination was legal under 

the BFOQ clause. In his separate, concurring decision, Justice Marshall held vehemently 

against the possibility of a BFOQ in this case. Marshall feared that the Court had "fallen 

into the trap of assuming that the Act permits ancient canards about the proper role of 

women to be a basis for discrimination."^ By 1971 the EEOC had clearly defied the 

BFOQ clause and rejected its use in most cases, and district courts were beginning to 

follow suit, as is clear from this case, however, relief under Title VII was not easy to 

achieve for women."*^ 

Certainly the airline industry, when it asked for a ruling on BFOQ in 1966, felt that 

it was on solid ground when it discounted Title Vn as a threat to its flight attendant 

policies. The industry, throughout the late 1960s, simultaneously argued that sex was a 

BFOQ for the position of flight attendant, which protected discriminatory policies, and 

that the sex-plus standard defbed (and ultimately rejected) in the Martin Marietta case 

(sex plus one other criterion in employment policy negated Title VII) applied to the 

situation even if sex was not a BFOQ. The EEOC guidelines released in 1965, however, 

^90 S.Ct. 994, quoted in Henna H. Kay, ed., Sex-Based Discrimination: Texts, 
Cases, and Materials (St.Paul: West Publishing Co., 1981), 485. 

'•'Vicki Schultz, "Women 'Before' the Law: Judicial Stories about Women, Work, 
and Sex Segregation on the Job," in Feminists Theorize the Political, Judith Butler and 
Joan W. Scott, eds., 297-338. Schultz asserts that judicial interpretations of Title VH 
varied sharply by race and sex cases, and that the weak application of Title VII to sex 
discrimination cases is a result of cultural assumptions, by judges, about women as 
marginal workers. 
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had challenged the judicial system's "sex-plus" interpretation of Title Vll's restrictions. 

The guidelines asserted that the prohibition against marriage for women only in any 

occupation was inq)ennissible even if "the rule is not directed against all females, but only 

against married females, for so long as sex is a fector in the application of the rule, such 

application involves a discrimination based on sex."^ District courts were not bound to 

accept these guidelines since the EEOC had only advisory power. Even If the guidelines 

had had the force of law, they were weakened since the EEOC acknowledged that in 

instances in which sex could be established as a BFOQ for an employment position, then 

sex could eilso be a factor in establishing any rule that governed employees (such as 

appearance and clothing). Thus, in 1966, the key issue for the EEOC, flight attendants, 

the airline industry, and the court system was the definition of BFOQ. 

The addition of the sex category to Title VII had prompted little Congressional 

debate, but the inclusion of the bona fide occupational qualification clause had produced 

a somewhat clearer trail of Congressional intent. When the BFOQ clause was introduced 

it did not include sex as a provision, and if it had not been amended, then sex 

discrimination would never have been permitted, just as discrimination based on race or 

color were never permitted. During debate in the House of Representatives, 

Representative Goodell proposed the addition of sex to the clause, asserting "There are so 

^Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's Guidelines on Discrimination 
Because of Sex, Title 29 CFR, 1604.4 
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many instances where the matter of sex is a bona fide occupational qualification."^^ 

During debate in the Senate a memorandum was created by Senators Case and Clark that 

defined the purpose and parameters of the BFOQ clause. In it, the Senators indicated that 

legitimate discrimination could occur in cases such as the hiring of a French cook for a 

French restaurant, when the owner sought a particular atmosphere in the marketing of the 

establishment.'*^ The implication was that sex, national origin, and religion could be bona 

fide qualifications for employment if an employer sought a particular type of atmosphere. 

The wording of the BFOQ clause, despite some record of Congressional intent, was vague 

enough to instigate a fierce debate among employers, employees, and the EEOC. 

Because the EEOC had received so many charges of sex discrimination filed by 

flight attendants and the airline industry was adamant that their policies were covered by 

exceptions to Title Vn, the Commission decided to hold public hearings on the subject. 

On May 10, 1966 members of the airline industry, union officials, and flight attendants met 

with the EEOC so that the Commission would have an informed opinion when it released 

a ruling on sex as a BFOQ for the position of flight attendant. The hearing brought 

together members of the unions who represented flight attendants, including the Air Line 

Pilots Association, International (ALPA) affiliated with the AFL-CIO and the Transport 

Workers Union of America (TWU) also affiliated with AFL-CIO. Also present were 

representatives of and attorneys for United Air Lines (UAL), Trans World Airlines 

*'110 Cong.Rec. 2718 (1964). 

'"110 Cong.Rec. 7213 (1964). 
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(TWA), Delta, Northwest, American, Allegheny, Eastern, Continental, and Pan American. 

Twenty-three flight attendants from five airlines attended as well, most of whom had filed 

sex discrimination complaints with the EEOC. At this hearing the airline industry, 

represented largely by the Air Transport Association of America (ATA), presented its 

fullest case concerning the role it envisioned for flight attendants, and the legal 

interpretation of Title VII that it expected the EEOC to deploy. 

The attorney for the ATA, Jesse Freidin, called into question the very validity of 

sex discrimination as a concept, arguing that "sex in the statue [Title VII] as a 

qualification for employment, I submit to you, stands on a very, very different footing than 

does either race or color, which are absolute bans, or even creed and national origin, 

which are qualified bans." '̂ Freidin went on to list all of the prominent Congressmen who 

voted against the inclusion of sex and concluded that "if ever a statute called for restraint 

in its administration, that piece of this statute that deals with sex is such a statute."^" 

Quoting material from a report of the House Committee on Education and Labor, which 

asserted that employment distinctions based on sex were often "common circumstances 

widely accepted by contemporary standards," the ATA argued that since discriminatory 

policies were so prevalent against women in the workplace these policies must have 

'̂Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union Officials" (May 
10, 1966), testimony of Jesse Freidin, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 82. 

'"Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportvmity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union Officials" (May 
10, 1966), testimony of Jesse Freidin, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 83. 
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developed naturally, based on women's roles, and remedies for women therefore should 

not be legislated. In a memorandum to the EEOC, American Airlines echoed the 

sentiments of some members of the early EEOC when it claimed that the charges by flight 

attendants were designed "simply to divert the limited time and resources of the 

Commission from the real underprivileged." '̂ 

The ATA began its presentation with the heart of its defense, an argument that 

depended upon a naturalized historical narrative designed to prove that sex was a BFOQ 

for the flight attendant occupation. Freidin opened by asserting that "for more than 30 

years this industry has employed girls, young and pretty girls, as stewardesses. And I 

want to say we en^loy them as stewardesses because they are female and young and 

pretty."" In this statement the ATA sought to define the employment of women, 

particularly young, single women, as flight attendants as a BFOQ, but to do so it had to 

prove that hiring only women was "reasonably necessary for the normal operation" of the 

airline industry. To this end, the presentations by the ATA and airline officials emphasized 

their belief that only young, attractive women could accomplish the duties of a flight 

attendant as the job was defined by the airline industry. 

Freidin, in support of this belief, argued that "girls who are young and pretty have 

'̂Memorandum on Behalf of American Airlines, Inc. submitted to the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (June 15, 1966), Office of the Chairman: Records 
of Chairman Stephen Shulman, Box 3, RG 403, NAII, 4. 

'̂ Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal En^loyment Opportimity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), testimony of Jesse Freidin, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 70. 
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been enq)loyed as stewardesses because they are girls, and being girls, had a particular 

kind of attribute for the particular kind of job that the airlines thought ought to be 

performed by girls who are rendering in-flight service to passengers."^^ Despite the 

convoluted language of this statement, made more so by his attempt to say "girl" as often 

as possible, Freidin's primary assertion was that the flight attendant job had been 

constructed as one that required the interpersonal skills and physical appearance that only 

women possess. Having established that the airline industry consciously created the 

occupation in this manner, the ATA now had to defend that choice as economically 

necessary and unavoidable. To do so, the airline industry relied on cultural assumptions 

about women's "nature," about the prerogatives of male passengers to gaze upon the 

bodies of subservient and deferential women, and about the precedents in American law 

that protected private employers' right to contract with labor in any way that they saw fit. 

The airlines argued that it was the non-physical duties of the flight attendant 

occupation, far more than the physical duties of serving, that made flight attendants 

valuable employees of an airline. According the Title VII, if these duties were reasonably 

necessary for the airline industry and if they could only be accon^lished successililly by 

women, then the airlines would have satisfied the burden of proof. Freidin claimed that 

several Actors in the development of the occupation proved that the airlines' policies 

'̂ Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal En^loyment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), testimony of Jesse Freidin, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 70. 
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toward flight attendants were both bona fide and reasonable. First, he argued, the airline 

industry had a long history of hiring women for the job, and it was an industry-wide 

practice. He claimed that of approximately 18,000 flight attendants, less than 800 were 

men, and these men were enployed only in special circimistances, such as international 

travel. '̂* Second, Freidin asserted that an economic investment had been made in the 

business decision to hire only women because the airlines spent millions of dollars training 

female flight attendants, despite the feet that the average length of service for individual 

flight attendants was only 30 months. Freidin explained that the seemingly irrational 

practice of spending money on training schools and then structuring the occupation so that 

women could not remain enqjloyed long was evidence that the airline industry truly felt 

that flight attendants had to be young and beautiful women because "it attracts and it 

holds passengers."^^ Finally, he argued, the fact that the public accepted and applauded the 

airlines' employment of pretty young women rendered it a reasonable employment policy. 

Freidin and the ATA constructed a discourse around the flight attendant 

occupation that naturalized and historicized the sale of female flight attendants' bodies as 

part of the air travel experience. In doing so they defended the deployment of gender in 

the airline industry in particular ways. Scholars who examine sex discrimination in 

'̂ Equal En^loyment Opportimity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), testimony of Jesse Freidin, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 87. 

^^Equal En^loyment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10,1966), testimony of Jesse Freidin, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 90. 
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en^loyment have analyzed the sex segregated nature of paid work and the "ghettoization" 

of women in low paid, low status jobs and concluded that en^loyers created policies 

based on assumptions about the "natural" abilities (domestic/service labor), desires (low 

worker identity), and needs (part-time work) of women.Certainly in the case of flight 

attendants, these assumptions were made by both the public and the airlines as the job 

became gendered female. An examination of the deployment of gender in the flight 

attendant occupation reveals that service industries deployed gender not only to maintain 

low wages, but also to attract and maintain a customer base. Airlines asserted that the 

majority of their passengers, male businessmen, were only comfortable with young, 

attractive women as flight attendants. The ability of airline companies to manipulate and 

deploy gender became a central component of their marketing strategy, and thus they 

defended the exclusion of men and women who did not meet a standard of 

"attractiveness" as "necessary to the normal operation of business." 

A cornerstone of the airlines' argument in defense of sex as a BFOQ was simply 

that men could not accomplish the non-physical tasks of the job. The ATA argued that 

"we are engaged in selling is in-flight service, and because we are engaged in selling in

flight service the character and person and personality of the people engaged in selling it" 

'̂ See Heidi Hartmann, "Capitalism, Patriarchy, and Job Segregation by Sex" Signs 
(Spring 1976); Janice Fanning Madden, The Economics of Sex Discrimination (Lexington, 
MA: Lexington Books, 1973); Lloyd, Sex, Discrimination, and the Division of Labor, 
Samuel Cohen, Process of Occupational Sex-Typing-, Patricia Cooper, "The Faces of 
Gender: Sex Segregation and Work Relations at Philco, 1928-1938" in Work Engendered 
(London: Cornell University Press, 1991); Milkman, Gender at Work. 
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was essential to maintaining the business/' EEOC Commissioners at the hearing 

questioned the ATA and airline representatives in several instances about why men could 

not be expected to accomplish the task of selling inflight service. Members of the 

Commission felt that men could accomplish the basic tasks required of flight attendants 

but Freidin repeatedly reasserted that those duties were only part of the job. He claimed 

that "if the job is one of carrying a tray, the males can do it. They are great tray carriers. 

But they cannot convey to the passengers the qualities of services, the qualities of service 

that are reflected by a yoimg and pretty girl."^® The airline industry confidently argued 

that being female was a BFOQ of the flight attendant occupation because it conceptualized 

the flight attendant role as one in which the sale of sexual appeal and deferential emotional 

service to male passengers was more important than safety or food service duties. 

The airline industry constructed a discourse around its policies that was designed 

not only to preclude men's participation, but also to glorify its policies as in the best 

interests of women. Aside from the necessary business decision to restrict the occupation 

to women, the ATA claimed that "the carriers care so much about all of this not only 

because they believe that the success of their operations rests importantly on hsE and the 

atmosphere she can create but also because hsi success ultimately depends on her 

''Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Enployment Opportimity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), testimony of Jesse Freidin, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 116. 

''Equal En:^)loyment Opportunity Commission, "Equal En:^)loyment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), testimony of Jesse Freidin, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 118. 
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femininity and on the freshness and ingenuousness of its appeal." '̂ Airlines, according to 

this argument, taught young, white women how to fulfill the social and cultural ideal of 

womanhood. The ATA had questioned the very importance of sex discrimination, argued 

vehemently that the airline industry was not engaged in it (it employed thousands of 

women after all), and sought to prove that only particular women could embody the 

necessary attributes of the job. In its final arguments, the ATA called upon a more general 

view of flight attendants and implicated the entire nation in the perpetuation of this job as 

a "young girl's" job through its claim that: 

"the stewardess job is one of the country's pride and one of its most innocent 
pleasures. 

As an acceptable and useful job for young girls, as a training ground for future 
wives and mothers, as a steppingstone from school to a lifetime career, as a happy 
assistance to innumerable passengers, the stewardess corps serves an important 
social purpose and is universally recognized throughout the nation as being a very 
good thing for everyone."^ 

In this statement the ATA "gave" flight attendants to the country and caUed upon the 

EEOC's sense of social duty and patriotism. It rendered young, female, flight attendants 

as American as apple pie and protected the prerogative of male gaze on female bodies. 

The ATA sought to restrain the EEOC from taking a socially and culturally unacceptable 

position by ruling that men, older women, and married women could be flight attendants. 

''Brief of the Air Transport Association (ATA), submitted to the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (1966), OflBce of the Chairman: Records of 
Chairman Franklin Discrimination. Roosevelt, Jr., RG 403, NAII, 19. 

®°Brief of the Air Transport Association (ATA), submitted to the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (1966), OflSce of the Chairman: Records of 
Chairman Franklin Discrimination. Roosevelt, Jr., RG 403, NAII, 41. 
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Leaders of two prominent flight attendant unions represented the charging flight 

attendants at the EEOC hearing, though the women themselves were in attendance. In 

their presentations the unions sought to prove that being female could not be a BFOQ for 

the position of flight attendant since men were employed in the job, and since there was no 

physical duty that men could not perform just as well as women. Through this argument, 

the flight attendants hoped to reveal that the airlines were engaged in illegal employment 

policies designed simply to exploit the sexual appeal of women. As evidence, the unions 

provided a historical narrative that differed from the one constructed by the airlines; this 

narrative traced the slow exclusion of men from the flight attendant occupation and the 

development of marriage bans and age ceilings. In this narrative, the unions and their 

flight attendants hoped to prove that being female, young, and pretty were not "natural" 

attributes of the occupation, but rather consciously and arbitrarily constructed attributes. 

Harry Noe, the Legal Director of ALP A, pointed out that even in 1966 Piedmont Airlines 

employed stewards interchangeably with female flight attendants. Colleen Boland, a flight 

attendant and president of the Transport Workers Union (TWU) Local 550, which 

represented flight attendants on eight airlines, presented the bulk of the flight attendants' 

argimient in her statement. Boland, who had been politically active since the late 1950s 

when she met Congresswoman Martha GrifQths and lobbied to end age discrimination in 

the airlines industry, was a powerful voice on behalf of flight attendants. 

Colleen Boland herself was a living exanq>le of the arbitrary nature of the 

discriminatory policies institutionalized by the airline industry. She was over the age of 
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thirty-five, but had retained her job as a result of a "grandmother" clause that the TWU 

negotiated when her airline. Trans World Airlines, began its age ceiling policy. As a 

member of the TWU introduced her, he acknowledged the power of the continued 

employment of women who were not covered by the age rule, arguing that "this attractive 

lady, then, is one who the airline feels is no longer able to llinction as an airline flight 

attendant— though she is more than capable to serve as President of a union local having 

more than eight thousand members scattered all over the world." '̂ 

Bo land's argument concerning the arbitrary and discriminatory nature of the airline 

industry's employment policies was elaborate and detailed, and most of it will be examined 

in Chapter 4, which looks specifically at the marriage and age policies. For the purposes 

of defeating a BFOQ ruling in fevor of the airlines, however, the crux of her argument was 

that the policies designed to keep flight attendants female, young, single, and attractive 

had been developed primarily in the early 1950s and in no way reflected characteristics 

that were "reasonably necessary for the normal operation" of the airline industry. She 

acknowledged that most carriers did institute a marriage ban in the 1930s when airlines 

began hiring women, but she argued that it was a product of a period in which many 

married women were forced out of employment. As evidence that it was an outdated 

principle, she pointed out that teachers could not marry then, but could in 1966. 

®^Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal En^loyment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflScials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 15. 
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Additionally, she revealed that Pan American, which was one of the largest airlines in the 

nation, lifted its marriage ban in 1948 and continued to allow its flight attendants to marry 

and fly. TWA followed in 1957, and as a result of the size of both of these carriers, 

hundreds of married women were flying as flight attendants in the 1950s and early 

1960s.®^ Boland revealed the ambivalence of airline officials when she testified that in 

1963 American Airlines &ced grievances because, despite its marriage ban, it was using 

married instructors as flight attendants. American, she asserted, "felt that these girls were 

very capable of performing the job, and seemed to feel that it was perfectly all right as 

long as these supervisors did not wear their wedding rings, or display their name plates 

using their married names."^^ 

American's actions illustrated the true goal behind employment of single women— 

that male passengers assumed that flight attendants were sexually available. The airline 

industry was, in short, claiming that selling sex was essential to its survival. Thus, the 

airlines had to prove that the sale of sex was necessary to the survival of the airline 

industry, because if it did not, then being single, or being a woman, could not be a bona 

fide occupational qualification of the flight attendant occupation. This sale of sex, 

Roland's evidence seemed to suggest, could not have been necessary to sustain the airline 

^^Equal En^loyment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), testimony of Colleen Boland, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 17. 

^^Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), testimony of Colleen Boland, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 18. 
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industry, since in 1966 various airlines did en^jloy men, women who exceeded ages 32 or 

35, and married women. These airlines remained solvent despite their "unorthodox" and, 

as the ATA wanted the EEOC to believe, "unnatural" employment policies. 

After the May lO* hearing and consideration of the supplemental documents 

provided by the ATA, United Airlines, and American Airlines, the EEOC issued a ruling in 

the case on November 9, 1966. The official ruling was that sex was not a BFOQ for the 

position of flight attendants. The women appeared to have won their first major battle 

against sex discrimination in the airline industry. The internal dynamics within the EEOC 

as it reached this opinion, however, illustrate the malleable nature of the law. Richard 

Berg, an attorney in the General Counsel's office, produced two documents ruling on the 

issue, one in which sex was recognized as a BFOQ and the other in which it was not. 

Using the same evidence, the General Counsel's office was able to manipulate it to 

support either the flight attendants' claim that the airline industry discriminated based on 

sex, or the airlines' claim that this discrimination was protected as an exception to Title 

Vn under the BFOQ claiise. 

If the EEOC found that being female was a BFOQ for the position of flight 

attendant, it would have accepted the airlines' argument that female sexual appeal was a 

key component in the flight attendant occupation and in the airlines' ability to maintain the 

industry. In this scenario, men could not complete the requirements of the job and 

therefore only women were en^)loyable, making womanhood a bona fide qualification. 

According to the EEOC's guidelines on sex discrimination, once it was established that 
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gender was a BFOQ, other qualifications pertaining to sex, such as non-marriage and 

youth, could legally be attached to the occupatioiL^ Though this document was not 

ultimately accepted by the Commission, the assumptions about women's roles employed in 

it reveal the pervasiveness of the sexualization of women's bodies. The airlines' emphasis 

on attractiveness and personality would have been legally legitimated and the idea that 

women must "perform" their sexuality and gender to achieve economic success would 

have been entrenched even fiirther. 

In his draft denying a BFOQ ruling. Berg discoimted the idea that customer 

preference was sufQcient to warrant sex as a BFOQ. Berg upheld the idea that there were 

instances in which customer preference could be a defense for a BFOQ, such as in the 

entertainment industry. However, in the case of airlines, he argued, the EEOC did "not 

believe that the use of attractive stewardesses is reasonably necessary to the normal 

operation of an airline."^^ In this ruling the EEOC explicitly rejected the disparate 

treatment definition of sex discrimination as well. Acknowledging that ruling on sex 

discrimination charges against airlines that employed only women was more difficult than 

at those who also employed men, the Commission held that "the concept of discrimination 

"Richard Berg, "Revised Draft Recognizing B.F.O.Q." (September 19, 1966), 
Office of the Chairman: Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman, 1966-1968, Box 2, RG 
403, NAH, 23. 

"Richard Berg, "Draft: No BFOQ" (September 23, 1966), Office of the Chairman: 
Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman, 1966-1968, Box 2, RG 403, NAU, 23. 
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does not require an actual disparity of treatment among present employees."^ The only 

test was whether or not the treatment was applied to a class of employees as a result of 

their sex. This decision was important because it set a precedent for district court judges 

who could, if they desired, enlarge the definition of sex discrimination significantly. 

With the decision to release the "no BFOQ" draft, the EEOC firmly found in favor 

of flight attendants and would, throughout the next fifteen years, be allies of flight 

attendants who continued to experience discrimination by the airline industry. The weight 

of the actual ruling, however, was not sufBcient to alter significantly the policies of airlines 

in 1966. The ATA immediately challenged the validity of the EEOC's decision in court, 

seeking and receiving a preliminary injunction against the EEOC. It was another two 

years before the EEOC ruled on and published specific decisions that dealt with the age 

and marriage rules, and flight attendants were forced to take the issue into district court 

before these discriminatory policies in the airline industry were ended. 

The ATA challenged the BFOQ decision of the EEOC based on the presence of an 

outspoken feminist on the Commission. Aileen Hernandez, an Afiican-American woman 

who was one of the original Commissioners (and the only woman), had quickly become 

disillusioned with the EEOC. She had been a powerfiil force in bringing the flight 

attendants' complaints to the forefi-ont of the EEOC's early rulings, however, and when 

®®Richard Berg, "Revised Draft Recognizing B.F.O.Q" (September 19, 1966), 
OfiBce of the Chairman, Records of Chairman Stephen Shulman, 1966-1968, Box 2, RG 
403, NAn, 26. 
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she resigned in mid-1966 she made sure that her resignation went into effect the day after 

the vote on the BFOQ interpretation. When the National Organization for Women 

(NOW) organized an executive board on October 30, 1966, it chose Hernandez as the its 

executive vice president, subject to her consent. Former Commissioner and colleague of 

Hernandez, Richard Graham, was elected vice president. Hernandez was not at the 

organizational meeting, nor had she publically expressed any interest in participating as an 

ofiBcer in the new group. Nevertheless, the ATA claimed that her "membership" in NOW 

and position on its executive board (which she had not accepted) while she was still a 

Commissioner, invalidated the November 9"' BFOQ decision. Because Colleen Boland, a 

flight attendant and president of a TWU local who had been one of the key witnesses at 

the May 10* hearing was on NOW's board of directors, the ATA argued that Hernandez 

could not have been an impartial Commissioner. '̂ The EEOC defended their decision and 

refused to retract it based on the alleged conflict of interest. The case appeared before 

Judge Leonard Walsh and On February 21, 1967 he issued the injimction against the 

EEOC. 

Judge Walsh, in his decision, assumed that Hernandez, as an outspoken feminist, 

could not have been an objective member of the EEOC. Walsh asserted that because 

Hernandez was, at the time of the hearing, "considering taking a position with an 

organization which had taken an affirmative stand against plaintiff' [ATA] position," her 

Francisco Examiner and Chronicle (November 20, 1966), 18. 
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participation in the 1966 ruling "deprived plaintiffs of procedural due process in violation 

of the Constitution of the United States."^® He ordered that the EEOC set aside its 1966 

ruling, which it did without fiirther contest on March 25, 1967. The Commission decided 

that it would rule based on the material collected during 1966, but the ATA sought 

assurances that the EEOC would "not consider any memoranda emanating from the 

defendant Hernandez." '̂ The EEOC refiised to grant a rehearing and the ATA filed 

another legal suit to force them to do so. In it the ATA argued that the "earlier 

Commission proceedings were tainted by the participation of defendant Hernandez."™ 

Interestingly, Congresswoman Martha Griffiths wrote to the EEOC requesting a new 

hearing as well because she was worried that another district court judge, reluctant to 

acknowledge sex discrimination, would invalidate a second decision on the groimds that 

Hernandez's influence was corrupting. Apparently unconcerned with the possibility that 

sex discrimination in the airline industry was denying flight attendants' rights. Judge Walsh 

asserted that a new hearing was mandated because of the "denial of plaintiffs' [ATA] 

^^Order with Finding of Fact and Conclusions of the Law in Civil Action, Air 
Transport Association of America, et al v Aileen Hernandez, Stephen Shulman, Luther 
Holcomb, and Samuel Jackson and Transport Workers of America (May 1967), 3-4. 

®'Order with Finding of Fact and Conclusions of the Law in Civil Action, Air 
Transport Association of America, et alv Aileen Hernandez, Stephen Shulman, Luther 
Holcomb, and Samuel Jackson and Transport Workers of America (May 1967), 5. 

™Order with Finding of Fact and Conclusions of the Law in Civil Action, Air 
Transport Association of America, et al v Aileen Hernandez, Stephen Shulman, Luther 
Holcomb, and Samuel Jackson and Transport Workers of America (May 1967), 7. 
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rights to constitutional due process."" Forced by the district court to organize and 

complete an entirely new hearing process, an EEOC ruling on the policies of airlines 

would have to wait another year. 

Though the EEOC had no enforcement power, and district court judges were not 

bound to accept the Commission's rulings, case history of sex discrimination cases reveals 

that the published decisions of the EEOC did afifect the results of lawsuits on the issue. 

Having lost the support of an official "no BFOQ" ruling by the decision against Hernandez 

and the EEOC, flight attendants who took their cases into the courtroom in 1967 and 

1968 often lost. Eulalie Cooper was one of these flight attendants. On April 1, 1966 Delta 

Airlines terminated her because it discovered that she had married in October of 1964. 

Cooper filed a sex discrimination charge with the EEOC within the ninety day time limit 

and was given a right to sue notice by the EEOC. Because the EEOC had no power to 

litigate or contribute resources to plaintiffs at this time. Cooper privately assumed the 

costs of legal action. 

Cooper V Delta Airlines encapsulated the early legal interpretations of Title VTI as 

it applied to sex discrimination of the kind experienced by flight attendants. Both scholars 

and the legal system initially understood sex discrimination in terms of hiring, pay, or 

promotion, but the flight attendant occupation illustrates the multi-^ceted natiu-e of sex 

''Order with Finding of Fact and Conclusions of the Law in Civil Action, Air 
Transport Association of America, et at v Aileen Hernandez, Stephen Shulman, Luther 
Holcomb, and Samuel Jackson and Transport Workers of America (May 1967), 12. 
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discrimination- Scholars of sex discrimination assert that it has been manifested through 

the wage gap between men and women and through occupational segregation that 

excluded women from high status occupational roles. Economic studies and social 

theories explore the origins and ramifications of these forms of sex discrimination for 

women workers. One focus of this work had been to contrast the situation of male and 

female workers doing similar, but unequally rewarded labof-'̂  The experiences of flight 

attendants broadens the definition of sex discrimination because it reveals that it is 

manifested in female dominated occupations through policies that regulate women's 

appearances (weight restrictions) and limit their social choices (such as the ability to marry 

and remain employed). Airlines, engaged in this form of discrimination, utilized the BFOQ 

clause effectively when their policies were challenged as di^riminatory because there was 

no male wage or labor participation with which to contrast female positions, and deeply 

embedded cultural assumptions about women's bodies and nature rendered the 

discrimination invisible to many people. 

On October 17, 1967, the judge in the Cooper case held that Delta's application of 

the no-marriage rule only to its female employees was not 9- violation of the sex 

discrimination prohibition of Title VII. He accepted Delta's argument that its "single 

woman" rule for flight attendants was a reasonably necessary policy for the normal 

operation of its business, thereby creating a precedent for sex as a BFOQ for the position 

'̂ Lloyd Madden, The Economics of Sex Discrimincftion (Toronto: Lexington 
Books, 1973). 
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of flight attendant. The judge held that just as Delta had the right to require its flight 

attendants to have '"good complexions" be "neat," and have "good" moral character and 

fknily background, it had the right to hire and employ only women who were single and 

young.'̂  In this formulation. Title VII prevented sex discrimination in employment, but 

not the ability of private conq)anies to manipulate and sell cultural ideals about women.^" 

The judge, in the Cooper case, questioned the very nature of the sex category of Title Vn, 

stating that "the addition of'sex' to the prohibition against discrimination based on race, 

religion or national origin just sort of found its way into the equal employment 

opportunities section of the Civil Rights Bill."'̂  

On Jime 20, 1968, the EEOC finally published a set of definitive decisions about 

flight attendants and the airline industry. These decisions reflected hearings held by the 

EEOC, and therefore were executive agency decisions, not judicial decisions, but, 

theoretically at least, these two holdings were nevertheless important because the judicial 

system was influenced by them. June Dodd v American Airlines, Inc. addressed the issue 

of an age limitation for the position of flight attendant and Christina J. Neal v American 

^Eulalie E. Cooper v Delta Airlines, Inc. 274 F.Supp. 781 (Discrimination. La. 
1967), 782. 

'""Sex plus" was a term used to represent cases of sex discrimination in which the 
discrimination was based on sex plus one other category, generally marriage, motherhood, 
or age. Early interpretations of Title VII assumed that if a person was not experiencing 
discrimination based solely on their membership in a protected class (race, religion, 
national origin, or sex), then it could not be covered by the Act. 

Cooper V Delta, 21A F. Supp. at 783. 
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Airlines, Inc. held that the marriage ban was illegal. The decisions in these cases came 

after a second public hearing on the issue of BFOQ on September 12, 1967. The 

Commission ruled unequivocally that marriage bans and age restrictions were sex 

discrimination under Title Vn and explicitly rejected the BFOQ argument made by the 

airline industry. In the text of these decisions the Commission responded to the airlines' 

contention that the image of a young, single, attractive flight attendant was crucial to the 

industry's financial success. Concerning the age ceiling, the EEOC asserted that "the 

requirement of being under the mid-thirties in age is not related to satisfactory 

performance as a flight attendant but to the sexual identity of the incumbent."^® The 

EEOC decisions in these two cases firmly established these airline policies as "part and 

parcel of its policy of restricting the flight attendant job to women, and as a sex-based 

condition of employment,"finally defining marriage and age policies as sex discrimination. 

77 

By 1970 district courts had begun to accept the guidelines and decisions of the 

EEOC, and the decisions in these cases did help turn the tide against the airlines. When 

UAL terminated Mary Burke Sprogis in 1966 for marriage, she filed a charge of sex 

discrimination with the EEOC. UAL, unlike Delta, the airline for which Eulalie Cooper 

worked, hired both men and women as flight attendants. In October 1968 the EEOC 

'Vmwc Dodd V American Airlines, Inc. June 20, 1968. (Commerce Clearing House, 
1972), 4009. 

^June Dodd v American Airlines and Christina J. Neal v American Airlines, Inc. 
June 20, 1968. (Commerce Clearing House, 1972), 4015. 
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issued a right to sue notice to Sprogis in this case. Sprogis, with financial help from her 

union, the Air Line Pilots Association, Steward and Stewardess Division (ALPA S&S), 

sued the airline immediately. A decision in the case was released on January 21, 1970, and 

reflected a major legal victory for flight attendants. Ironically, the airlines had already 

begun to accept defeat over the marriage and age issues, sensing that judicial support for 

the EEOC rulings was likely, and UAL had eliminated its marriage ban. Nevertheless, the 

decision in Sprogis v United Air Lines, Inc. was part of an important body of case law that 

denied the BFOQ defense utilized by airlines and accepted the idea that white women in a 

"glamorous" job could experience sex discrimination. Sprogis pressed on even after UAL 

changed its policy because the airline was not reinstating terminated flight attendants. The 

Sprogis decision mandated that UAL reinstate Sprogis with fiill seniority and back pay 

from the day of her discharge. Decisions such as this one ensured that not only would 

current and future flight attendants be protected, but also that there would be some 

redress for those flight attendants terminated as a result of discriminatory policies since 

1964.'» 

1970 was an inqx)rtant turning point for flight attendants because it marked their 

first major victories over the discriminatory policies of airlines and ushered in a more 

positive response for their en^loyment situation by the legal system and general public. 

The vast amount of case law accumulated in the 1970s, however, indicates that even in 

^^Mary Burke Sprogis v United Air Lines, Inc. 308 F.Supp. 959 (C. 
Discrimination. 111. 1970). 
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their most successful decade, flight attendants had to react against nimierous policies 

designed by the airlines to maintain a particular sexualized image of flight attendants, 

policies that the women themselves considered sex discrimination. Age and marriage bans 

had been lifted on all airlines by 1970, but two of the most difficult legal battles remained 

to be fought: maternity restrictions and weight/appearance regulations. Both of these 

issues were influenced by one of the most important sex discrimination cases of the 1970s, 

Diaz V Pan American World Airways, Inc. This case attacked the fundamental goal of all 

U.S. airlines at the time, which was to keep the flight attendant force restricted to women. 

Ironically, Pan American was the only major airline that as early as 1960 had neither a 

marriage ban nor an age ceiling. 

Pan American's lawyers, in arguing this case, utilized the same arguments that had 

been made by the ATA during the 1966 and 1967 EEOC hearings; they sought to prove 

the company was protected in its policy of hiring only women by the BFOQ exception of 

Title Vn of the Civil Act. Only women, they argued, could perform the non-mechanical 

aspects of the flight attendant job, and therefore it was a reasonably necessary business 

policy. The district court decision in this case, which found for Pan American, reveals the 

continuing complexity of defining the BFOQ clause and illustrates the weakness of an 

equal employment commission that had no enforcement powers. 

Pan American's relationship to its flight attendants and its conqiany history was 

different than that of most U.S. domestic airlines. Though it fought one of the most 

important sex discrimination cases in the 1970s, on many issues its policies towards flight 
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attendants were less grievous than those of other airlines. Founded in the late 1920s, Pan 

Am's major routes were overseas flights to Latin America, later expanded to include the 

Pacific-Alaska Division. Until 1944, Pan Am hired only men as stewards. These stewards 

wore tuxedos and served meals, but also helped load baggage and row the sea planes into 

dock when necessary. In 1944, as a response to the manpower shortage caused by World 

War n. Pan Am began hiring women in its Latin American Division (LAD) and in its 

Pacific-Alaska Division (PAD) in 1946. Stewards received twice as much money, $160 

per month, as stewardesses, but it was an important breakthrough because Pan Am was 

the largest carrier at that time. By 1946 the stewardess corp had been fiilly accepted as a 

permanent feature of Pan Am's passenger service, and job categories had been divided 

into that of purser (predominantly male), stewards, and stewardesses. Pursers, regardless 

of seniority, always had authority over stewards or stewardesses. Stewards could be 

married, but stewardesses had to be single, and stewards were hired up to age 35, whereas 

stewardesses had to be under 28.^ In 1948 Pan Am altered its policy and began to allow 

its female flight attendants to marry and remain employed.®" Unlike other airlines. Pan Am 

hired many non-U.S. citizens for the position of flight attendant because they were 

required to speak at least two langtiages fluently, a qualification that was difficult to fill in 

the numbers Pan Am needed with American men and women. 

"Qualification for Probationary Stewards/Stewardesses System (1946), Pan 
American Collection, Richter Library, Box 291, University of Miami. 

female flight attendants had to be single at the time of hire. 
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Pan American continued to hire both men and women as flight attendants, but 

began to phase men out of the occupation by the late 1950s. By 1959 Pan Am no longer 

hired men except in the Latin America Division. Men already en^loyed in other divisions 

remained, so there continued to be a male presence in the cabin, but it decreased over 

time. Pan Am rationalized their policy on the Latin America Division by asserting that 

immigration procedures and flight attendant accommodations in Latin American countries 

necessitated the use of men on these flight. In 1964 Pan American oflBcially ceased hiring 

men even in the LAD. Despite this new policy, in 1966 it had submitted applications to 

the Immigration and Naturalization Service to hire male and female flight attendants from 

outside the United States.*' Pan Am was the last major United States airline to exclude 

men from its flight attendant ranks.*^ Why then, with the best record for non

discrimination against female flight attendants in the airline industry, and just as the EEOC 

became a flmctioning body, did Pan Am decide to restrict men from employment in this 

occupation? 

The answer seems to lie with the reifrcation of the glamourous, sexual image of 

flight attendants that the airline industry had produced and sold throughout the 1950s and 

early 1960s. Pan Am, though still an in^rtant and major carrier, was losing part of its 

*'Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal En^)loyment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflScials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 54. 

Diaz V Pan American World Airways, Inc. 311 F.Supp. 559, 561 (S. 
Discrimination. Fla. 1970). 
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share of the market to other U.S. airlines and to foreign airlines in the countries to which 

Pan Am flew. Always known for its conservative uniforms, high quality service, and strict 

hiring standards. Pan began in these years to follow industry wide trends. Its flight 

attendants had worn virtually the same uniform, with only minor changes, between 1944 

and 1960. In the 1960s, however, the uniform was restructured several times, and hiring 

qualifications were lowered. By the time the Diaz case came to trial. Pan Am was 

prepared to argue that its economic survival depended upon its ability to hire only women 

as flight attendants. 

The Diaz case best illustrates the changing legal interpretation of the BFOQ clause, 

coherently presents the argiiments of both the airlines and the flight attendants, and, 

because it generated media attention, makes visible social responses to sex discrimination. 

Pan Am rejected Celio Diaz's application for the position of flight attendant on April 17, 

1967. He filed charges of sex discrimination with the EEOC, claiming that Pan Am's 

female only hiring policy was discriminatory based on the Civil Rights Act. The EEOC 

attempted conciliation with Pan Am, but was unsuccessful and issued Diaz a right to sue 

notice. Diaz then filed a class action suit in the United States District Court, Southern 

District of Florida. Pan Am immediately stipulated to the court that its hiring policy was 

prohibited under Section 703 of Title VII, but that it was allowable discrimination because 

being female was a bona fide occupational qualification for the position of flight attendant. 

A key question in the trial was whether or not there was evidence that men could 

fldfill the duties of being a flight attendant. The EEOC and Diaz argued that Pan Am's 
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history of employing men as flight attendants proved that men were capable of 

satis&ctorily performing the job and being female could not, therefore, be a BFOQ. Pan 

American argued that a changing operating environment dictated that it alter its 

employment policies to maintain financial solvency. The ATA, on behalf of Pan Am, 

argued to the court that "the airline industry is characterized by continuous changes in the 

operating environment. .. [and] that in order to maintain a high level of service to the 

public, each carrier should be fi-ee to define and redefine the substantive fimctions and 

objectives of its flight attendants."*^ With the introduction of jet airplanes in 1958, Pan 

Am redefined the flight attendant occupation to provide peissengers with personalized, 

fiiendly service and to provide reassurance for the increasing number of female 

passengers. It decided that "the overall level of service provided by the females it had 

hired was superior to that provided by the males."*^ Interestingly, however, Diaz applied 

for employment in the Latin America Division, which until only two years earlier had 

continued to hire men. 

The judge in this case held that Pan Am had the right to determine hiring policies 

with regard to legitimate fimctions of the job, and he agreed that Pan Am had excluded 

men because of a rational decision based on the conqiany's extensive experience in the 

field of air transport. In this decision he disregarded the EEOC's published guidelines and 

decisions that ruled sex was not a legitimate and necessary qualification for the occupation 

"D/oz, 311 F. Supp. at 562. 

^Diaz, 311 F. Supp. at 563. 
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of flight attendant. In doing so, he accepted and supported the idea that one class could 

be excluded from the hiring process ba.sed on a statistical probability that it could not 

adequately perform the job. By allowing Pan Am to rely on statistical probably, which the 

judge acknowledged was based entirely on Pan Am's own non-scientific "study," he 

ignored legal precedents that mandated individual testing. He also disregarded the 

EEOC's guidelines that said that customer preference could not be a defense for 

discriminatory employment policies. 

The EEOC's guidelines for sex discrimination explicitly stated that "the refusal to 

hire an individual because of the preferences of co-workers, the employer, clients or 

customers" was prohibited.®^ Nevertheless, the evidence that seemed to influence the 

judge most in this case was a customer survey conducted by the ATA and presented by 

Pan Am in this case as evidence that customers overwhelmingly preferred female flight 

attendants. An independent research corporation created and administered the survey for 

the airline industry in July 1966. Results were based on interviews with 500 passengers on 

American Airlines, Eastem Airlines, TWA, and UAL. One-third of the passengers had 

*^The cases of Weeks v Southern Bell Tel.&Tel. Co., 408 F.2d 228 (5*'' Cir. 1969) 
and Bowe v Colgate-Palmolive Co., 416 F.2d 711 (C.A. Ind. 1969) mandated a test for 
sex discrimination that required individual testing. Herma Hill Kay, Text, Cases and 
Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination (St.Paul: West Publishing Co., 1981), 570-571. 

^Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Sex Discrimination Guidelines. 
Title 29 CFR, Section 1604.2 (iii). 
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first class tickets, two-thirds were in coach, and two-thirds were men.®^ Of the passengers 

who responded to the survey, 79% said they preferred female flight attendants, 3% 

preferred men, and 18% had no preference. Among the men who responded, 84% 

preferred women and 14% indicated no preference. Twenty-six percent of the women 

who responded had no preference, and 69% preferred female flight attendants. Even more 

interesting than the results of the preference question, were the results of questions that 

indicated gender preference in specific situations. Situation questions and results are 

presented in the following table: 

All Passengers; Prefer Women 
Stewardesses 

Prefer Men 
Stewards 

No Preferences 

"On welcoming you aboard 
a flight— would you prefer 
women stewardesses, or 
men stewards?" 

73% 6% 21% 

"Serving a meal or 
beverages on board?*" 

81% 4% 15% 

"Helping to relieve tension 
if the flight is rough?" 

61% 15% 24% 

Assisting you in the event of 
an airplane emergency?" 

25% 54% 21% 

"Helping you if you should 
feel ilir 76% 5% 19% 

"Helping you if you are 
traveling with young 
children^" 

92% 2% 6% 

Airline Passengers' Preferences Between Women Stewardesses and Men 
Stewards," conducted by the Opinion Research Corporation, Princeton, New Jersey for 
the Air Transport Association of America, July 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, 
WSUA. (Cited as ATA Survey hereafter) 
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"Personalizing the airline's 
interest in making your 74% 5% 21% 

flight pleasant?" 

Figure 1 

Deeply embedded assumptions about "natural" gender roles are revealed in this 

table. While 61% of the passengers surveyed felt that women could better comfort them if 

a flight experienced rough weather and was frightening, 54% of these same passengers 

thought a man would be better equipped to deal with an emergency. Interestingly, when 

passenger responses are broken down by male and female responses, it was the women 

themselves who most thought a man would be more efBcient in an accident, 66% of 

female passengers and only 48% of the male passengers preferred a male attendant in 

emergency. 

The survey was designed as a tool to present in court to challenge the EEOC's 

ruling that sex was not a BFCX3 for the position of flight attendant. The EEOC, in its 

decision against the airline industry, had argued that there was no evidence that men could 

not serve as flight attendants just as well as women. The airlines, however, consistently 

argued that men could not perform the "intangible" aspects of the job. To prove their 

point to a judge, the survey asked passengers if they preferred men or women to do the 

intangible work, which was defined as "putting passengers at ease, creating a warm 

atmosphere and being sensitive to passengers' needs."®® 82% of all passengers reported 

that they preferred a female flight attendant to do these duties. 

**ATA survey, 6. 
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To reinforce the findings of the survey. Pan Am introduced testimony from Dr. 

Eric Beme, a psychiatrist, who argued that the environment of an airline cabin was a 

unique one, which created a sense of powerlessness on the part of passengers. The nature 

of the cabin created one of three emotional states, he argued, in each passenger: 

apprehension, boredom, or excitement. Beme asserted that female flight attendants were 

better able to deal with all three than male, but that in particular, women were 

"psychologically better suited for the role than males."*' Beme argued that male 

passengers were the problem for airlines. Men would resent emotional "help" from a male 

flight attendant because it would con^romise the passengers' masculinity, and they would 

also respond negatively to the presence of male ^ght attendants, whom they would 

believe to be less masculine. Beme assimied, and he believed that male passengers would 

assume, that only less than "masculine" men would want to be flight attendants, a &llacy 

of course, but it reinforced the idea that it was sex appeal that airlines sought from 

women, rather than ability to perform "intangible" duties as defined above. If the ability 

to be warm and sensitive to passenger needs is a feminine one, and if only "feminized" 

men want to be flight attendants, then there should have been relatively little concern 

about the sex of flight attendants. However, as Beme himself pointed out when he 

asserted that "male passengers would generally feel themselves more masculine and thus 

more at ease in the presence of a young female attendant," the airlines were primarily 

^Diaz, 311 F. Supp. at 565. 
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concerned with providing male passengers with femininity housed in female bodies.''^' 

The judge in the district court case agreed that the cabin was a unique space, that 

passengers did prefer female flight attendants to male ones, and that there was a basic, 

psychological reason for that preference. The court accepted the testimony of Berne and 

of Dr. Raymond A. BCatzell, an industrial psychologist and Chairman of the Department of 

Psychology at New York University, when it held that the single best initial test for 

determining whether or not an applicant was likely to have the personal traits to be a 

successful flight attendant was that person's sex. It appeared to the court that the policy 

of restricting flight attendants to the female sex was a legitimate business practice based 

on rational assessments of customer preference and personality characteristics of men and 

women. The ability of airlines to discriminate based on sex was upheld by this case. 

The Appeals Court, in 1971, reversed the decision and held that the BFOQ clause 

had to be interpreted narrowly, rather than broadly, as the trial court had done. In its 

decision, the Appeals Court adhered to EEOC guidelines, whereas the trial court had 

essentially ignored the advisory position of the EEOC on matters of employment 

discrimination. Legally, this marked an important turning point for flight attendants. 

Though other courts had declared the marriage ban and age ceilings illegal under Title 

VII, this case definitively stated that being female was not a bona fide occupational 

qualification. As airlines were forced to consider men in the hiring process, and as 

'^Diaz. 311 F. Supp. at 566. 
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increasing number of men entered the occupation, female flight attendants could began to 

demand access to male dominated, and much better paid, purser jobs. Disparate treatment 

between men and women enq)loyees, though not necessary to prove sex discrimination, 

was still a more eflFective argument, and the presence of men in the occupation gave 

women a stronger position in the upcoming battles: maternity restrictions, appearance 

regulations, and back pay for past discriminatory policies. 

A second important, and conqilex case, which was discussed extensively in the 

Introduction, that clearly presented the gendered assimiptions of the airlines and the 

lengths to which the industry would go to protect the image that it sold, was that of Mary 

P. Lqffey, et al v Northwest Airlines, Inc. The Laflfey case parallels the Diaz case in that it 

illustrates the degree to which industry depended on and defended gendered patterns of 

employment. This case initially went to court in 1973, and did not reach completion until 

the Supreme Court refused to hear it in 1984. Because of the detailed and drawn out 

nature of this case, Laffey provided the most coherent representation of the impact that 

sex discrimination had on the women in the airline industry who experienced it. The 

narrative constructed by the airlines in arguing this case reflected the goals, assimiptions, 

and tactics utilized by airlines to deploy gender in the flight attendant occupation. 

Northwest Airlines created en^loyment policies that clearly discriminated against women 

in hiring, pay, and duty assignment, and when &ced with possible Title Vn action, it 

constructed new policies in an attenqjt to continue to discriminate. 

Northwest's complicated cabin attendant structure reveals a gendered construction 
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of skill in which the power to name and label a job category resulted in discrimination 

against women. During the late 1960s Northwest led U.S. airlines in net profits. Though 

a domestic carrier as well, its primary routes were to Asia. Northwest's cabin attendant 

employment structure differed fi-om both Pan American and strictly domestic airlines. 

Between 1927 and 1947 all of Northwest's cabin attendants were women, classified as 

stewardesses. In 1947 the airline introduced the purser classification, for which it hired 

only men until June 15, 1967. Finally, in 1949, Northwest created the flight service 

attendant (FSA) classification, whose duties exactly mirrored those of stewardesses, but 

only men were hired as FSA." The FSA category was created when Northwest began 

flying the Boeing Stratocruiser, an airplane that had a sunken bar lounge. There were 

minor dif^ences in the duties performed by pursers and other cabin attendants, but 

essentially, all of Northwest's cabin attendants functioned in the same capacity. 

Nevertheless, as Sonya Rose asserted in her study of nineteenth century gendered patterns 

of industrial labor, gender and occupational assignments were conflated into "natiiral" 

categories that created wage gaps and different expectations for advancement within the 

company.'̂  

The creation of a male cabin attendant designation, purser, was a response to 

'̂Lqffey, 366 F.Supp. 763. 

'̂ Rose, Limited Livelihoods, 22-29. See also: Cohn, Occupational Sex-Typing; 
Cobble, "'Drawing the Line': The Construction of a Gendered Work Force in the Food 
Service Industry," in Work Engendered: Toward a New History of American Labor, Ava 
Baron, ed. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991), 216-242. 
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Northwest's new routes to the "Orient." Northwest placed pursers on international flights 

because the airline believed that it needed male employees to acconq)lish the additional 

paperwork and customs activities that accompany international flights. Like Pan 

American, Northwest wanted its overseas emissaries to be men. Union agreements 

negotiated in the 1940s reveal that the three categories of cabin attendants had the same 

duties. Northwest's restriction of particular employment categories to men or women was 

driven by gendered assumptions, as we saw in the first chapter, but it was legal until the 

passage of Title VII declared sex discrimination illegal Until 1965, women at Northwest, 

whose workplace opportunities had been severely limited, could do little to affect the 

airline's seniority, pay, and advancement policies, which reflected among the most 

grievous institutionalization of sex discrimination in the entire industry. 

Mary Laflfey, who had been en^loyed as a stewardess with Northwest for nine 

years, strongly opposed the airline's policies, and provided the catalyst for ending its 

discriminatory systenL In 1967 Northwest, without posting notices of vacancy, hired five 

men off the street as pursers. Laffey seems to have conceptualized her goal in this 

situation as more than simply a promotion. Her actions indicated that she, and her 

attorneys, were consciously testing Northwest's willingness to comply with the spirit of 

Title Vn. Not only did she consis^tently challenge airline officials, she also fought for and 

accepted a purser position which, because she was placed at the bottom of the pay scale, 

paid her less than her salary had been as a senior stewardess. She filed a grievance with 

the union as a result of the pay decrease based on a clause in the contract that stipulated 
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that no reduction in pay could occur as a result of accepting a purser assignment. The 

company relented and reinstated her stewardess pay, but it was two and a half years before 

Laflfey received a raise. The result was that Laflfey was a cabin attendant employee of 

Northwest for over eleven years before she made the same salary as a purser with two and 

a half years of experience. Once she filed a sex discrimination suit against Northwest, and 

it became a class action suit, her attorneys actively recruited Northwest flight attendants to 

join the suit. Ultimately, over two thousand flight attendants became plaintiff and 

together received one of the largest monetary remedies awarded for a sex discrimination 

suit. 

Northwest Airlines spent a great deal of time, as a result of union grievances, and 

money ensuring that women would not become pursers. In the course of the Lafifey trial, 

the company asserted that between 1947 and 1967 it had employed only men for the 

position for a number of reasons. First, it felt that "males could more adequately perform 

the supervision" that was required of the job.'̂  This assertion is particularly interesting 

because domestic flights did not utilize pursers and the senior stewardess on these flights 

served in the supervisory capacity. Second, the airline argued that "Oriental ofBcials, 

passengers, and cabin attendants were conditioned by custom and mores to deal with and 

accept leadership and direction fi-om males rather than females. "Oriental" men, 

apparently, did not need the ego boost that Pan American had argued in the Diaz case, in 

"^^Laffey, F. Supp. at 773. 

"^Lqffey^Y. Supp. at 773. 
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support of its female only policy, that American men needed. Finally, the company argued 

that since "males were more career oriented and more likely to remain with the Company" 

than women, it was in the best economic interests of the company to hire only men rather 

than expend the effort to train women, who had a much higher turnover rate. The 

trial court, in the Laffey case, found Northwest guilty of sex discrimination in violation of 

Title Vn as a result of its policies both before and after the 1967 agreement that oflBcially 

opened the purser occupation to women. The case, however, was by no means over. 

Until 1984 the airline and flight attendants battled over issues of back pay, seniority, and 

benefits.'̂  It is interesting to note, however, that by 1973, when the &st decision was 

issued, the district court judge had no hesitation in labeling policies that treated female and 

male employees differently as sex discrimination. The court had a readily available and 

defined language with which to talk about sex discrimination as a phenomenon, a large 

step forward fi^om 1965 when the EEOC itself struggled to identify discrimination based 

on sex. 

The Diaz and Laffey cases were two of the most important sex discrimination suits 

for flight attendants in the 1970s. The Appeals Court decision in Diaz finally put to rest 

the idea that only women could perform the functions of the flight attendant job, opening 

Laffey, et al v Northwest Airlines 582 F.Supp. 280 (D.D.C. 1982). In this 
decision the court dealt with post-judgement interest on awarded back pay from the 
original trial. Mary Pat Laffey, et al v Northwest Airlines, Inc 740 F.2d 1071 (D.D.C. 
1984). In this lengthy decision the Court of Appeals held that Northwest only had to pay 
back pay for two years prior to the filing of the first EEOC charge, not three as the district 
court held. The Supreme Court later refused to hear the case. 
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up the occupation to men and eliminating the possibility of the BFOQ defense for 

discriminatory policies. Laflfey exposed the complexity of sex discrimination in the airline 

industry, and ensured that female flight attendants would have remedies for the lingering 

pay, hiring, and seniority disadvantages that resulted from earlier discriminatory policies. 

Despite the positive resolution in these cases, flight attendants faced two more major legal 

battles in the 1970s: maternity related issues and appearance regulations. Both of these 

topics are discussed in detail in their respective chapters. These sex discrimination cases, 

filed in the 1970s, built upon the case law and legal definitions of sex discrimination that 

had been determined by almost ten years of EEOC activism and judicial decisions. 

Nevertheless, airlines fought to maintain their remaining policies and flight attendants were 

not guaranteed victories. Though the maternity issue had been resolved, only somewhat 

fevorably, by 1980, it resulted fi*om many individual legal suits. With the passage of the 

Pregnancy Disability Act in 1978, female flight attendants won the right to keep their jobs 

upon pregnancy and to utilize vacation and sick leave for maternity leave. Flight 

attendants did not achieve significant successes in the appearance cases, primarily because 

the court system remained dubious about its ability to restrict employers' right to 

determine appearance requirements. Finally, by the late 1970s the EEOC had decreased 

its support of flight attendants and during the 1980s the agency experienced a period of 

severe backlash. 

The EEOC played a small, if at times vital, role in the eflforts by flight attendants to 

end the sex discrimination that was embedded into their profession. Initially unsure even 
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of how to deal with sex discrimination charges, the EEOC did influence case law because 

it ruled that sex was not a BFOQ for the position of flight attendant. By the early 1970s, 

most district courts deferred to the EEOC on this matter and through private litigation the 

flight attendants and their unions began to win key cases that undermined the airlines 

discriminatoiy policies. Even at the height of its activity, however, the EEOC had a less 

than stellar record. In 1972, after years of lobbying and public pleas. Congress amended 

Title Vn to give the EEOC enforcement powers and the ability to litigate "pattern or 

practice" suits (Section 707). These Section 707 suits should have allowed the EEOC to 

take on the largest and most powerftil industries, since the Attorney General had proven 

that he would not do it, and to force them to eliminate discriminatory policies. Though 

the EEOC had argued since its inception that it needed these enforcement powers, it spent 

several years after 1972 trying to organize an effective implementation plan.®® Between 

1972 and 1977 the agency litigated only three "pattern or practice" suits, and remained 

dedicated to the conciliation process, which before 1972 had only resolved about six 

percent of discrimination charges favorably for the complainant.'̂  

The EEOC did experience a revitalization under the leadership of Chairperson 

Eleanor Holmes Norton, who increased the number of field oflBces and devoted "systemic 

units" to the sole purpose of investigating pattern or practice suits. An increased number 

'̂ Hill, Text, Cases and Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination, 48-52. 

''B. Dan Wood, "Does Politics Make a Difference at the EEOC?" American 
Journal of Political Science 34 (May 1990), 507. 
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of charges were investigated, and the Commission was more stable because she remained 

Chairperson from 1977 to 1981.'® Though the airline industry seemed to have a pattern or 

practice of sex discrimination, the EEOC never litigated against it as a Section 707 case. 

In most airline cases, in feet, the EEOC filed amicus curiae briefs, but did not formally 

join the plaintiff. 

When Title Vn is viewed from the perspective of Congressional intent and EEOC 

activities, it looks like an enfeebled, half-hearted attempt at identifying, but not really 

eliminating, sex discrimination. The inclusion of and debate around the BFOQ clause 

makes it clear that most Congressmen were uneasy at in 1964 with the instability in gender 

roles that Title VII could potentially cause. The minute number of times the EEOC 

litigated against companies engaged in discrimination becomes an even bleaker testament 

to inaction when one realized that most cases involved race, not sex, discrimination. 

Ninety-three percent of the Title Vn litigation that took place between 1965 and 1983 

was initiated by private individuals. It was these people, and the civil rights organization 

and imions that helped them, who forced the state to live up to the promise of non

discrimination that it made with Title VII. Nevertheless, despite all of these limitations 

and disadvantages built into the legislation and the agency created to enforce it. Title VII 

'*Hill, Text, Cases and Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination, 56. In eighteen 
years the Commission had fifteen Chairpersons, fifteen executive directors, and fifteen 
general counsels. Holmes, who held the position of Chairperson between 6/77 and 2/81 
and William H. Brown, HI, who held the position between 5/69 and 12/73, were the only 
two until Clarence Thomas to have spent more than a few months in oflSce. 
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did have a direct and positive intact on some women workers. Flight attendants 

benefitted greatly from the opportimities it created. By the late 1970s flight attendants 

had won the right to marry and remain employed, to continue to fly until retirement age 

(65), to work next to men and receive the same pay for it, and to utilize company benefits 

for pregnancy related leaves and medical expenses. Flight attendants had taken on and 

forced one of the largest industries in the United States to reformulate policies that were 

defined to deploy and sell gender. However, it should be acknowledged that flight 

attendants, though working women who experienced severe sex discrimination, were also 

almost entirely white members of the middle class, who had access to resources that 

enabled them to use Title Vn to its fullest. Their experiences most likely differed greatly 

from those of working class women employed by other industries, who had neither the 

time nor the money to wage lengthy court battles. Still, the contributions of flight 

attendants to the development and definition of sex discrimination law are impressive. 
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Chapter IV 
*Keep 'em Flying! But How?': Flight Attendants Challenge 

the Marriage Ban and Age Ceiling 

By the 1960s the picture of a docile, smiling^ youthful, and sexually attractive flight 

attendant had attained the status of a cultural icon. Cultural icons are not challenged or 

undermined lightly, and it is a testament to the power of advertisement that in thirty years 

the airline industry had so thoroughly entrenched itself and the image of its flight 

attendants in American life, economy, and culture. In 1965, writer Alistair Cooke 

satirized flight attendants and wrote that "a TBA (a tired business man aloft), or even a 

young buck, would rather be served coffee and drinks and hot towels by nubile girls in 

their 20s than by a competent dame of 67."' The public assumed the youth and sexual 

availability of flight attendants, and this comment by Cooke certainly "made sense" to 

thousands of Americans. 

Marriage bans and age ceilings provided the framework by which the airline 

industry in the United States sustained the image that it had created around flight 

attendants. These policies, which mandated that flight attendants resign upon marriage or 

upon reaching a particular age, assured male passengers that the young, attractive, single 

flight attendant of airline advertisements was a reality on airplanes. Together, these two 

policies defined the social, economic, and personal limitations faced by mid-twentieth 

century flight attendants, whom airlines and the public defined as temporary, imskilled. 

'Alistar Cooke, "Grandmas in the Sky," Chronicle (December 9, 1965), 5. 
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and interchangeable workers. 

A careful examination of the implementation and enforcement of these two policies 

illuminates the ways in which employers in service industries deployed gender ideology for 

profit. The airline industry blatantly manipulated female sexuality and assumptions about 

women's "natural" roles so that it could sell itself by selling a promise of a particular type 

of service. Airlines marketed a pre-existing sexualized image that emerged out of the 

prevailing sex/gender system, one which represented women in the public as available for 

male gaze. They also marketed a pre-existing notion of a domesticated space, one which 

promised deferential, self-sacrificing service performed by women. The job of flight 

attendant became defined as a female one because its duties resembled women's domestic 

labor and the bodies of flight attendants became defined as young, white, and attractive 

becaiise that was the dominant image of desirable American womanhood. This 

conceptualization of flight attendants' duties and appearance represented the 

transformation of women's domestic work into a labor market commodity, yet within a 

constrained fiamework that limited the value of that commodity for the women 

themselves. Airlines, through recruitment brochures and employment policies, asserted 

that the primary benefit female flight attendants gained through their employment was not 

money and worker identity, but experiences that made them more valuable on the 

marriage market. 

The marriage ban implemented by airlines had its roots in the 1930s, and it 

remained in place imtil the late 1960s. However, the cultural meanings and economic 
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incentives of the ban changed over time. As society attached new meanings to marriage 

and domesticity, and airlines attached new importance to flight attendants as marketing 

tools, the justification for the marriage ban transformed. Similarly, the age ceiling, which 

did not exist imtil the 1950s, emerged in response to new social and economic conditions. 

To trace the changing meanings of these policies is to illuminate the definitions of white 

womanhood and women's work during the mid twentieth century. 

This chapter combines a structural analysis of the policies themselves and the limits 

they placed on flight attendants' lives with a cultural analysis of the image that the policies 

were designed to sustain. All of the sources for this chapter emerge from the contestation 

between flight attendants and airlines over the marriage ban and age ceilings, proving that 

both before and after the passage of Title VII, flight attendants identified and challenged 

the exploitive nature of their relationship with the airlines. At the same time, the long and 

intense struggle in which flight attendants engaged over these issues also reveals their 

dedication to the airlines and their identity as flight attendants. Despite contestation and 

exploitation, when flight attendants achieved victory over the marriage ban and age 

ceilings in the late 1960s many women who had been terminated during the late 1950s and 

early 1960s sought reinstatement. Flight attendants' actions constantly challenged the 

assertion by United Air Lines (UAL) that the "vast majority" of flight attendants did not 

have "fixed career objectives" and that "the job [was] an interlude between girlhood and 
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womanhood centered around home and family."' 

Interestingly, in 1930 when the occupation was created, female flight attendants 

had clear career objectives. Airlines restricted the occupation to nurses because they were 

seen as professional, stable women. During the early twentieth century nursing had 

emerged as an important field dominated by women, but marked by limitations such as 

low pay, marriage bans, and paternalistic working conditions.^ Though the bar against 

marriage was not universal for nurses, working conditions did not facilitate the 

combination of marriage and nursing. A majority of nurses until the mid 1930s worked in 

private homes, and those who worked in hospitals often had to reside within the hospital."* 

The emergence of the flight attendant occupation fi-om the ranks of these workers, then, 

meant that airlines were following a pre-existing trend by hiring and employing only single 

women. Personal reminiscences by early flight attendants indicate that many women 

accepted a flight attendant job because it allowed them to combine their professional 

nursing training with adventure and excitement in the entirely new field of aviation, and 

^Statement of United Air Lines to the EEOC, submitted for hearing in 1967, 
ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 29. 

^Works on the nursing profession include: Susan Rimby Leighow, "An 'Obligation 
to Participate:' Married Nurses' Labor Force Participation in the 1950s," in Not June 
Cleaver: Women and Gender in Post-War America, 1945-1960, ed. Joanne Meyerowitz 
(Philadelphia: Ten^le University Press, 1994); Susan M. Reverby, Ordered to Care: The 
Dilemma of American Nursing, 1850-1945 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1987); and Darlene Clark Hine, Black Women in White: Racial Conflict and Cooperation 
in the Nursing Profession, 1890-1950 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989). 

^Leighow, "An Obligation to Participate," 39. 
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marriage policies did not concern them.^ 

Several fectors converged to create a marriage ban in the flight attendant 

occupation. Not only were the earliest flight attendants all nurses who had been subject to 

a widespread, if implicit, marriage bar in their field, the occupation also emerged in the 

midst of the Great Depression. Scholars of women's work contend that during the 

economic crisis of the 1930s women's status as legitimate workers was under siege. The 

concept of a family wage for male breadwinners, which was encoded and institutionalized 

in New Deal legislation, placed working women on the defensive.^ Though domestic 

carriers in the United States hired predominantly women, and therefore society did not 

demonize female flight attendants for "taking a man's job," the context of the Depression 

did contribute to the implicit enforcement of a marriage ban. Finally, and perhaps most 

importantly in the early years of the occupation, flying was difficult, exhausting, and 

physically debilitating, leading most flight attendants to abandon the occupation after a 

few months or years.' These conditions allowed the airlines to conceive of the flight 

'McLaughlin, Walking on Air. 

^Scholarly works that examine the effects of the Great Depression on women 
workers include Lois Scharf, To Work and To Wed: Female Employment, Feminism, and 
the Great Depression (Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1980); Susan Ware, Beyond 
Suffrage: Women in the New Deal (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981); Alive 
Kessler-Harris, Out To Work: A History of Wage-Earning Women in the United States 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982); Milkman, Gender at Work, and Patricia Cooper, 
"The Faces of Gender: Sex Segregation and Work Relations at Philco, 1928-1938" in 
Work Engendered: Toward a New History of American Labor, ed. Ava Baron (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1991). 

'McLaughlin, Walking on Air, 10-12. 
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attendant job as a temporary one, and to assume that women who married would not 

remain employed. The result was that both airlines and early flight attendants defined the 

job as one for single women, and though no airline created a written policy that flight 

attendants had to resign upon marriage until 1941, all enforced such a policy. 

The marriage bar limited the social and economic status of all women employed in 

industries that institutionalized it; it was one of the clearest signs of discrimination against 

women as wage workers. Claudia Goldin, in Understanding the Gender Gap, provides a 

careful statistical analysis of the effects of the bar on both women and businesses during 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Goldin, and other scholars, locate the 

creation of marriage bars in teaching and clerical work during the late 1800s and identify 

two types of bars, one against hiring married women and one against retaining women 

upon marriage. As Goldin points out, marriage bars existed primarily in occupations that 

were female dominated; as a result, the bars affected large numbers of women workers.® 

Goldin argues that the bar existed because it was a profitable policy, asserting that what 

employers lost by terminating skilled workers and limiting their hiring pool, they more 

than made up for by keeping salary and benefit costs low. Goldin's argimient, while 

contextualized by social phenomenon, is driven by her understanding of the economic 

marketplace. She argues that marriage bars against female workers were dismantled in the 

^Claudia Goldin, Understanding the Gender Gap: An Economic History of 
American Women (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 160. Goldin's research 
reveals that large firms were more likely to institute marriage bars. 
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post World War 11 period because they no longer created a profit for businesses.' Eighty-

seven percent of school districts, for instance, at one time in^sed a marriage bar, yet as a 

result of changing work force conditions by the 1950s, the bar had almost entirely 

vanished. 

Goldin asserts that economic Actors drove cultural constructions of women as 

workers. During the 1920s and 1930s, an overwhelming majority of women workers 

were single and under the age of 25. These young women "flooded the labor market" and 

employers embraced them because they were "docile, educated, and had few home 

responsibilities."'" The existence of the pool of "docile" workers (assumed to be docile by 

both their employers and Goldin), allowed employers to pay low wages, create exploitive 

conditions, and expect rapid turnover as these women married. By the postwar period, 

however, a fundamental demographic shift had occurred. Those young working women 

of the 1920s and 1930s had relatively few children, and the average age of women rose 

significantly." The result was that by the 1950s the largest pool of available women 

workers was now older and less likely to be single; it was no longer profitable to terminate 

or refuse to hire married women. Examining personnel notes, Goldin discovered a 

transformation in the language used to describe older women workers, who by the 1950s 

'Goldin, Understanding the Gender Gap, 161. 

'"Goldin, Understanding the Gender Gap, 175. 

"Goldin's research reveals that 31% of the adult female population in 1900 was 
between 16 and 24 years old, but only 20% of the aduh female population was between 
those ages in 1960. Goldin, Understanding the Gender Gap, 175. 
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were "suddenly praised for their maturity, reliability, neat appearance, and less chatty 

nature."'̂  

Goldin's examination and analysis of the marriage bars provides useful information 

concerning the position of women in the labor market, and undermines an older argument 

that had identified marriage bars as solely a phenomenon of the Great Depression. 

Additionally, her evidence that the marriage bars were economically profitable in terms of 

benefits and salary speaks to one fecet of the airline industry's use of the marriage ban. 

However, her assumption that discrimination was based in economic relations renders 

cultural assumptions and prejudices either invisible or unexplained. Her work does not 

explain why the airline industry was the only one for which marriage bans apparently 

remained "profitable" after World War 11, nor does she address the role of cultural images 

in the experiences of women workers. 

British scholar Alison Oram extends Goldin's argument in her study of sexuality 

and teachers in England and Wales between 1920 and 1939. Oram argues that women 

sought employment as teachers because it was one of the few arenas that allowed them 

personal and professional ftilfiUment at the same time that it ofiTered economic 

independence. However, as the idea that marriage was "a psychological as well as a social 

necessity" increased in the early twentieth century, the marriage bar for female teachers 

'̂ Goldin, Understanding the Gender Gap, 176. 
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created a contradictory set of ideologies for women.While a conflicting set of personal 

goals affected female teachers individually, national concern about "spinster" teachers was 

aroused as psychologists began to categorize lesbian sexuality. With media attention 

focused on the possibility that teachers were "predatory lesbians" and "man-hating 

feminists," women teachers' associations seized the opportimity to agitate for the 

dismantling of the marriage bar.''* Though the policy was not completely dismantled until 

after World War n, Oram's work illuminates the non-economic components of the 

marriage bar. In this instance, assumptions about female sexuality and the appropriate 

roles for women created a cultural ideology that influenced the policy. Oram's analysis of 

teachers provides insight to the situation experienced by female flight attendants in the 

United States because similar assumptions about sexuality perpetuated the marriage ban in 

the airline industry. 

Airlines assumed that the long hours and rigorous duties of flight attendants during 

the 1930s and 1940s made marriage and employment as a flight attendant impossible to 

combine. There are few explicit challenges to this assim^)tion in the remaining records, 

though certain signs indicated that at least some women disagreed. Ada Brown, a flight 

attendant hired by UAL in 1940, created the first flight attendant union in 1944. It was 

'̂ Alison Oram, "'To Cook Dinners with Love in Them;' Sexuality, Marital Status 
and Women Teachers in England and Wales, 1920-1939" in Telling Women's Lives: 
Narrative Inquires in the History of Women's Education, eds. Kathleen Weiler and Sue 
Middleton, (Philadelphia: Open University Press, 1999), 97. 

'̂ Oram, "To Cook Dinners with Love in Them," 104. 
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unlikely that a small group of flight attendants without afiOliation with a national union 

could organize and negotiate a contract ^ '̂ith a major airline, but Brown and her team of 

negotiators did so. The contract that they created did not mention the marriage policy, 

and in her interviews with Georgia Nielsen, who wrote From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant: 

Women and the Making of a Union, Brown did not mention dismantling the marriage ban 

as a union goal. She did state, however, that the flight attendants had to compromise on 

many important issues to gain their primary goals, which were shorter flying hours and 

wage increases. Brown was the driving force behind the first flight attendant union, yet in 

1947 she lost her job as a flight attendant and union organizer when she married. More 

than thirty years later, she claimed in an interview that she would have continued her 

"flying career as a married woman if the policy of the company had permitted me to do 

so.'"® Her statement reveals that though a young and weak union was unable, or did not 

even try, to end the marriage ban, certain women did not see marriage and flight attendant 

duties as impossible to combine. 

The marriage rule ended the careers of thousands of flight attendants between 

1930 and 1968, and airlines proudly utilized this fact as part of their marketing and 

recruitment image. The airline industry always portrayed its flight attendants as a 

domesticating influence on the cabin, and asserted that the same skills were needed to 

domesticate a home. However, during the 1930s, 1940s, and early 1950s flying was still 

'^Nielsen, From Sfy Girl to Flight Attendant, 46-47. 
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seen as an adventure and the popular media and advertisements portrayed flight attendants 

as participants in this adventure.'® In 1954, the Saturday Evening Post published a piece 

on flight attendants entitled, "Adventures of the Air-Line Stewardesses." Henry LaCossitt, 

the author, devoted the article to recounting "adventures" experienced by flight 

attendants, such as assisting in childbirths in mid-air, finding a man dead in his seat, and 

rescuing passengers fi-om survivable crashes. Despite telling of heroic deeds and skilled 

interventions, LaCossitt asserted that "almost any stewardess, very proud indeed of her 

high-flying profession, will be happy to state en^hatically that air-line girls make the best 

wives and mothers."" LaCossitt's statement characterizes the social construction of the 

flight attendant occupation, even during the years in which it was seen as an adventurous 

and elite job. Though the media acknowledged that these women were members of a 

profession, it also asserted that the skills and experiences gained were useful because they 

improved flight attendants' skills in marriage and motherhood. The airline industry 

perpetuated this image of flight attendants, reassuring the public, and the women 

themselves, that the occupation was excellent vocational training for women's "highest 

calling," domesticity. 

In the early decades of the occupation airlines could claim that it was legitimate for 

'̂ Kolm examined popular media representations of flight attendants and the airline 
industry and asserted that flying was a masculinzing adventure for passengers until the jet 
age, when it sin:q)ly became another aspect of the "rat race." Kolm, Women's Labor Aloft, 
226. 

"Henry LaCossitt, "Adventures of the Air-Line Stewardesses" in the Saturday 
Evening Post (June 26, 1954) 24-25. 
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a woman, during the brief interlude between the completion of school and marriage, to 

work at a dangerous and relatively unsupervised job, providing she attained the skills for 

domestic life. Airlines argued that marriage was the ultimate reward for flight attendants, 

and in fact, a vast majority of flight attendants left the occupation to marry. By 1958, 

however, the cultural construction of the flight attendant occupation revealed a significant 

transformation. Marriage remained the "ultimate goal" but increasingly it was defined as 

the only goal. A Life Magazine article published in 1958 was entitled "Glamor Girls of 

the Air: For the Lucky Ones Being Hostess is the Mostest." Gone were any tales of 

difBcult or dangerous situations in flight; in fact, the article focused entirely on the 

experiences of flight attendants in training school. Rather than concentrate on medical or 

emergency training, this article examined the training that women received to prepare 

them fi5r "situations fi-equently encoimtered by stewardesses" such as helping a "new 

mother by fiufSng pillow for her baby," showing respect for demanding passengers, and 

caring for "a pair of youngsters flying without their parents."'* Flight attendants, 

according to the article, received a valuable education on poise, charm, appearance, 

weight control, and service. The author believed that this training led necessarily to the 

quick end of the women's careers because, "being so attractive, they soon get proposals 

of marriage."'' 

""Glamor Girls of the Air: For the Lucky Ones being Hostess is the Mostest," Life 
Magazine ^August 25, 1958), 68. 

''"Glamor Girls," 68. 
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The popular media portrayed flight attendants as well equipped and eager brides, 

and the airline industry perpetuated this image through advertisements. Representatives 

from the airline industry were proud of the fact that the annual turnover rate for flight 

attendants was between thirty-five and fifty percent, and that the average length of 

employment was between eighteen and thirty-three months.^® Charles M. Mason, a senior 

vice president of personnel at UAL, stated that if UAL flight attendants' tenure "ever got 

up to thirty-five months I'd know we're getting the wrong kind of girl. She's not getting 

married" '̂ An ad for American Airlines read "In fact, one or another or you [passengers] 

had married practically every stewardess we've ever had ... You can't go on removing 

these girls from the premises and still expect to find them on the airplane."^ UAL took an 

even more direct approach in a mid-1960s ad campaign in which it jokingly referred to a 

flight attendant as an "Old Maid" because she had flown for three years. The airline 

reassured passengers that this flight attendant was not worried about her unmarried state 

because, after all, "how many girls do you know Who can serve cocktails and dinner for 35 

without losing their composure? And who smile the whole time like they mean it?" This 

^°Judy Klemesrud, "Keep 'em Flying! But How?" Exact statistics varied for each 
airlines, but UAL, which employed a large number of flight attendants, is illustrative of the 
trend in the industry. In 1965 the average ^e of UAL flight attendants was under 26, and 
the average length of service was 31 months. UAL did a study of almost 400 flight 
attendants, all of whom graduated from flight attendant training in mid 1962 and found 
that by 1965 63% had resigned as a result of marriage. UAL Statement submitted to the 
EEOC (April 1966, 29-30), ALPA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA. 

^^The New York Times, (April 26, 1965), 33. 

^American Airlines advertisement, ALPA S&S collection. Box 13, WSUA. 
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UAL advertisement assured passengers that the cabin space was domesticated by women 

who epitomized the cultural ideal of womanhood, asserting that "Everyone gets warmth, 

friendliness and extra care. And someone may get a wife."^ Ads of this nature 

proliferated in airline marketing campaigns in the 1950s and 1960s. These ads allowed the 

airline industry to sell something more than a seat on a plane; they allowed the airline 

industry to sell the sexuality (normative, white, heterosexual) of flight attendants. A 

fundamental key, then, to the success of these marketing campaigns was the guarantee 

that flight attendants' sexuality was available for sale— that they were unmarried women. 

Though flight attendant unions did not actively agitate to end the marriage ban 

until after the passage of Title VII in 1964, there is evidence that individual flight 

attendants contested the termination of their careers. Throughout the period before 1965, 

sporadic cases appeared before the System Board of Adjustment, the mechanism through 

which flight attendants grieved their termination as a result of the marriage rule.^"* In 1948 

Pan American Airways and the Transport Workers Union (TWU) went to the System 

Board to argue the merits of the marriage ban, and the Board ruled that the hostess who 

"UAL advertisement, Ely Daily Times, (January 17, 1967). 

^*The System Board of Adjustment was established by the Railway Labor Act of 
1926, and was extended to cover air transport in 1936. It is the final step in the grievance 
process and the Board is made up of an equal number of company and union members, 
with an appointed neutral arbitrator. 
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had married was not entitled to reinstatement." Interestingly, Pan American was the first 

airline to lift its marriage ban for flight attendants. In 1949 Pan Am ended the automatic 

termination of married flight attendants and negotiated with the TWU to create a 

probationary period of six months in which the airline could terminate a newly married 

flight attendant if it determined that her work had suffered.^® Two of Pan Am's three 

divisions never utilized the clause. The third, the Latin American division, did sporadically 

terminate flight attendants after six months of marriage, but in August 1965 Pan Am 

became a "single operating entity'' and no flight attendant after that date experienced a 

marriage ban." 

The victory at Pan American was not reflected in the policies of other United 

States airlines. In 1953, a flight attendant at Trans World Airways grieved the marriage 

ban, but the case was dismissed by the System Board of Adjustment for being without 

merit. The System Board dismissed or ruled against flight attendants in these cases until 

at least 1966 because it argued that flight attendants and their unions could only change 

the policy through negotiation, not through grievance. Flight attendant unions tried to 

accomplish this task at the negotiating table; for instance the Air Line PUots Association, 

"Memorandum on Behalf of Braniflf Airways, Inc., submitted to the System Board 
of Adjustment in the case of Betty Green Bateman and ALP A v. BraniffAirways, Inc., 
AFA Dallas Collection, Box 3, WSUA, 7. 

^^Harriss V Pan American World Airways, Inc., 437 F.Supp. 413 (D.C. Cal. 1977). 

'̂Opinion in the System Board of Adjustment decision in the case of Nancy 
Mayfield and the Transport Workers Union v. American Airlines, (October 12, 1966), 
ALP A S&S Collection, Box 4, WSUA, 13. 
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Steward and Stewardess Division (ALPA S&S) had tried to bargain the marriage ban out 

of its contract with Braniflf since at least 1961, but airlines refused to consider the point 

and union representatives always abandoned the marriage ban issue in order to gain other 

goals. Flight attendants who grieved the issue &ced a paradoxical situation. System 

Board decisions held that the Board could not "give the Hostesses by award what they 

&iled to win at the bargaining table," yet airlines refiised to even consider altering the 

policy in most cases, and the imion knew it would not have the support of other flight 

crew personnel if it resorted to a strike over the issue.^* The futility of a grievance against 

the marriage ban must have discouraged many women because only three cases went as 

fer as the System Board of Adjustment between 1948 and 1959, yet in later cases airline 

companies charged, and Boards often agreed, that the lack of substantial grievance 

charges based on the marriage ban proved the "widespread acceptance of the no-marriage 

rule." '̂ Nevertheless, by the early 1960s, and particularly after 1965, flight attendants and 

their unions challenged the marriage ban actively and enthusiastically, besieging the 

System Boards, state human rights commissions, the EEOC, and the district courts. 

The &st wave of contestation was initiated at the System Board level, where flight 

Betty Green, et al v Braniff Airways, Inc, (November 28, 1962), AFA Dallas 
Collection, Box 3, WSUA, 8. 

'̂System Board of Adjustment cases including Mrs. Terry Baker Van Horn v 
United Air Lines, (April 21, 1967), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 1, Folder United, WSUA, 
7; Betty Green Bateman and ALPA v. Brani^Airways, Inc., AFA Dallas Collection, Box 
3, WSUA; Nancy Mayfield V American Airlines, (October 12, 1966), ALPA S&S 
Collection, Box 4, WSUA. 
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attendants during the 1960s initially met with little more success than they had during the 

1940s and 1950s. One of the most inqiortant cases revolved around a Braniflf flight 

attendant named Betty Green, who was a union activist and whose case provided flight 

attendants with their first significant victory against discrimination by the airline industry. 

However, the road to her victory was blocked for several years by BranifiPs adamant 

defense of its policy. Betty Green, whose &ther was a pilot, was hired by Braniff as a 

flight attendant on June 15, 1959. The Air Line Steward and Stewardess Association 

(ALSSA) was the collective bargaining agent for BranifiTattendants at that time, and like 

all other flight attendants. Green signed a contract that stated: 

"For and in consideration of my en^loyment by Braniflf 
Airways, Inc., I understand and agree that I wiU not be 
permitted to fly or remain employed as an air hostess if and 
when I marry. If I do marry, I will voluntarily resign fi-om 
the service of BraniflT Airways, Inc."^° 

On February 3, 1963 she married Wayne Bateman, but concealed her marriage fi-om the 

company and continued flying. On November 12, 1964, Braniflf discovered that she had 

married and terminated her employment with the company. 

Betty Green Bateman knowingly violated the terms of her contract, perhaps 

because her active role in the union led her to believe she could change company policy. 

In March 1961, ALPA S&S was certified by Braniff flight attendants as their bargaining 

agent and immediately took over the 1961 contract negotiations. Betty Green was a 

^"Memorandum on Behalf of Braniff Airways, Inc., in the case oi Betty Green 
Bateman and ALPA v Braniff Airways, Inc., AFA Dallas Collection, Box 3, WSUA, 4. 
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member of the 1961 negotiating team for ALP A, and she signed the contract that was 

ratified in September of that year. '̂ Records do not indicate that the imion proposed an 

end to the marriage ban during the 1961 negotiations. In 1963, however. Green and the 

negotiation team proposed during contract negotiations that the marriage ban be lifted for 

Braniff flight attendants. Braniff re&sed and ALPA was forced to withdraw the proposal. 

It was during the 1963 contract negotiations that Green married Bateman. 

When Braniff terminated her in 1964, Bateman immediately filed a grievance 

through her union and began the hearing process. In its brief to the System Board, Braniff 

pointed out that all previous rulings on the marriage ban had been favorable to the airlines, 

and that the most recent, involving Eastern Air Lines in 1959, provided a precedent for a 

ruling on BranifFs behalf. In the Eastern case, the neutral arbitrator had argued that "in 

view of the long standing practice and in the absence of any challenge of the policy until 

the filing of this Grievance, it must be concluded that the Company has not violated the 

Agreement."^^ In both instances the airline conpanies reminded the Board that its only 

function was to determine if the company had violated a signed agreement, not to 

determine if elements in that agreement were objectionable. Braniff reinforced its position 

with respect to the decision in the Eastern case by asserting that while the 1959 case was 

'̂Memorandum on Behalf of Braniff Airways, Inc., in the case of Betty Green 
Bateman and ALPA v Braniff Airways, Inc., AFA Dallas Collection, Box 3, WSUA, 2. 

^^Decision in Eastern Air Lines and the Air Line Steward and Stewardesses 
Association, September 3, 1959 as cited in the Memorandum on Behalf of Braniff Airways 
in the case of Betty Green Bateman and ALPA v BraniffAirways. Inc., AFA Dallas 
Collection, Box 3, WSUA, 5. 
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the first grievance on the issue in ten years for Eastern, Bateman's was the first one in 

twenty-five years against Braniff. '̂ In this case, Braniflf did not even try to justify the no-

marriage policy for flight attendants. It simply depended on the fact that the contract 

prohibited married flight attendants, the union had been unable to alter that contract 

through bargaining, and the Board had precedents for upholding the position of the 

company. 

The neutral arbitrator's decision in this case was most likely as much a surprise for 

the flight attendants as it was for Braniff Airways. On September 14, 1965, the arbitrator, 

Walter L. Gray, ruled that Braniff had to reinstate Bateman as a flight attendant despite 

her marriage. A combination of influences, including the formation of the EEOC and 

hearings at the New York State Human Rights Commission, converged with flight 

attendants' increased agitation and activism to give them their first victory during the 

1960s.^ 

Just three days after the System Board ruling in the Bateman case, on September 

17, 1965, the EEOC released its first decision in a flight attendant case concerning 

According to the Braniff brie^ there were two other marriage related grievances 
filed against Braniff, but they were dropped by ALSSA before they reached the System 
Board. Memo on Behalf of Braniflf on Behalf of Braniff Airways in the case of Betty 
Green Bateman and ALP A v Braniff Airways, Inc., AFA Dallas Collection, Box 3, 
WSUA, 6. 

^^While the decision in the Bateman case was a significant victory, and certainly 
improved the morale of the unions and flight attendants, Braniff itself employed only 517 
flight attendants, whereas airlines such as UAL, Eastern, and American employed between 
1800 and 3000 each. 
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marriage, and ruled that the marriage ban did constitute discrimination based on sex. The 

EEOC case was ideologically important, but it did not change the status of any flight 

attendants. Because Bateman's victory came through the System Board of Adjustment, 

the only entity at that time that had binding power over both airlines and employees, she 

was reinstated. ALPA S&S achieved fairly significant progress after the Bateman ruling. 

Between September 1965 and May 1966 Braniff Airways, Western Airlines, Continental 

Airlines, Bonanza Airlines, and Ozark Airlines all negotiated new contracts that did not 

include a marriage ban.^^ Other signs of victory during 1965, however, &ded quickly as 

the EEOC and state human rights commissions became mired in legal challenges and as 

many airline companies reinforced their defense of the marriage ban. The Bateman case 

did not promise victory even for flight attendants pursuing a ruling with the System Board. 

Between 1965 and 1970, ALPA S&S processed thirty marriage ban related grievances 

(after 1968 these grievances largely concerned reinstatement), but received a favorable 

decision in only one.^ The Bateman case signaled the first time that a "neutral" body 

ruled that flight attendants did not have to be single and sexually available to perform the 

functions of their job, but it was a long three year road before there were significant 

changes in policies enacted by the airline industry. 

'̂Equal En^iloyment Opportvmity Commission Conference with Members of the 
Airline Industry and Union OfiBcials, May 10, 1966, 46. WSUA, ALPA S&S Collection, 
box 13. 

^®Letter fi^om Gary Green, Director of the Legal Department of ALPA to Charlene 
Simeson, Equal Opportunity OflBcer, (April 29, 1971), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 1, 
WSUA. 
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Flight attendants explored every available avenue in their struggle to end the 

marriage ban. In May 1966, the EEOC held public hearings on whether or not sex was a 

BFOQ for the flight attendant occupation. Flight attendants had filed a large number of 

sex discrimination charges during the year since the EEOC had opened its doors, and the 

EEOC was forced to respond with public hearings. Not content to limit themselves to a 

federal commission, in April and May of 1966, two commissioners on the New York State 

Commission for Human Rights (NYSCHR) found that four flight attendants who had filed 

charges of discrimination against American Airlines and Trans World Airlines (TWA) had 

probable cause and ordered a public hearing. '̂ The airlines immediately contested the 

jurisdiction of the NYSCHR, and it was not until December 15, 1966 that District Court 

Judge Frederick van Pelt Bryan ruled that the commission did have the power to rule on 

sex discrimination complaints. The airlines had good reason to challenge the New York 

State Human Rights Commission's right to rule on charges of sex discrimination because, 

at the time of the judge's decision, there were twenty-five other complaints against airlines 

charging sex and age discrimination. There were similar cases pending before the state 

human rights commission of California. 

Between 1965 and 1968 the airline industry, various state human rights 

commission, the judicial system, the EEOC, and flight attendants all debated the legal 

rights and moral claims of women as workers and the concept of sex discrimination in 

^^The two charges against TWA revolved around that airline's age ceiling. TWA 
was the second airline, after Pan Am, to lift its marriage ban, which it did in 1957. 
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employment. In these various forums, both flight attendants and the airlines struggled to 

articulate a defense of their definition of sex discrimination. Initially, airline 

representatives did not launch a fiill-blown defense of their policies because they did not 

feel particularly threatened by the development of antidiscrimination legislation. By the 

end of 1966, however, the airline industry and its legal representatives had created a 

con:q)lex and muhifaceted argument about the need to keep flight attendants single. Flight 

attendants, who had seized the opportunity created by Title Vn, had also learned that this 

would be a more dif5cult battle than originally thought, and that the passage of a law did 

not lead causally to an improvement in their situation. 

Airlines that faced challenges to the marriage ban during the 1950s and early 1960s 

knew that they had precedent on their side. In a nation that was reluctant to undermine a 

"freedom of contract" ideology on behalf of workers, the airlines understood that women 

workers were even less likely than men to have charges of discrimination taken seriously. 

Airlines in these years articulated no clear defense of the policy beyond an assertion that as 

employers they had the right to implement such policy, so long as unions agreed to it by 

contract. When charged with sex discrimination by four flight attendants in early 1966, 

TWA and American Airlines did not even send representatives to discuss the issue with 

Commissioners from the New York State Human Rights Commission. By May 1966, 

however, when the EEOC held its first public hearings on the issue, the airlines sent 

ofBcials and an attorney who represented the Air Transport Association (ATA) to the 
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meeting.^® At this hearing, and in subsequent legal briefe, the airline industry established 

its justification for a marriage ban and its understanding of the meaning and intent of Title 

Vn of the Civil Rights Act. 

Airline arguments in support of the marriage ban ranged from essentialist 

assumptions about the roles and capabilities of women to complex legal, medical, and 

psychological constructions supported by "experts" and statistics. At the heart of the 

airline defense was an assertion that flight attendants had to charm, serve, and appeal to 

customers, and therefore had to be single, young, and attractive. Jesse Freidin, the ATA 

attorney who represented the airlines at the EEOC hearings, argued that during flight 

attendant training school future flight attendants spent most of their time "learning how to 

be most appealing and most attractive to the passengers.. . The legal tactic taken by 

the airline industry was to prove that the duties of flight attendants could only be 

performed by women. Freidin atten:q>ted to convince the EEOC that because deference 

and attractiveness to men, which apparently only women had, were so critical to the job, it 

was acceptable to implement a marriage ban. 

The airline industry argued that it had to employ young, attractive, and single 

women in order to market itself successfully, but it also resorted to assumptions about 

women's domestic duties to justify the marriage ban. Airlines consistently argued that 

^*Present at this conference were representatives from the TWU and ALP A, 
attorneys and Flight Service personnel from Delta, Northwest, Allegheny, Eastern, Pan 
American, Continental, UAL, TWA, and American. 

'̂EEOC Conference, (May 10, 1966), ALFA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 89. 
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there "was an inevitable conflict between the regularity of normal marital responsibilities 

and the irregularity of flight routine.'*'" The "irregular pattern of living" that necessarily 

came with the flight attendant occupation was not seen as problematic for single flight 

attendants or male pilots (married or not), but once a woman accepted the role of wife the 

airlines assumed that her job performance would decline because she could not maintain 

that "irregular pattern." '̂ Airlines demanded complete loyalty from flight crews and 

believed that they should "subordinate all other obligations or preferences to the demands 

of their flight schedules."*^ The airline industry believed that a married woman could not 

be away from her domestic sphere during "irregular" hours, an assumption illuminated by 

the ATA's detailed list of possible scenarios in which a flight attendant could be delayed 

or called to duty unexpectedly. In its argument, the ATA asserted that these irregularities 

"no doubt add glamor and a sense of excitement to a young unmarried girl" who sought 

employment with the airlines, but made the occupation impossible for married women 

because "the contemporary habits of our society make a girl's first interest after marriage 

""Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Office of 
the Chairman: Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NA n, 19. 

""Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal Employment Opportimity Commission, Office of 
the Chairman: Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NA n, 19. 

''̂ Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal En^loyment Opportunity Commission, Office of 
the Chairman: Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NA 11, 20. 
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her husband and her home, rather than her job. 

The airline industry reflected, reinforced, and influenced the ways in which society 

defined womanhood in the mid-twentieth centxiry. During this period the pervasive 

cultural representation of women was designed to bolster the notion of a particular form 

of nuclear &mily structure in which women were designated the domestic care givers. It 

is not surprising that the airline industry resorted to an argument that had cultural salience 

to most of the actors in this debate. However, scholars must continue to acknowledge 

and illuminate the power that the cultural construction of womanhood as primarily 

domestic had to limit the identities and choices of women at least as late as 1968. The 

airline industry assiuned that its audience (district court judges, labor arbitrators, EEOC 

commissioners) would find it natural to think that "the vast majority of girls look upon 

their stewardess jobs as avenues to their status as wives."^ If the airlines could 

successfully argue that a majority of flight attendants had marriage as a primary goal, then 

they could also argue that flight attendants not only should, but actually wanted, to retreat 

into the home, or at least into a more "regular" work pattern, upon marriage. And many 

"•'Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, OflBce of 
the Chairman; Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NAII, 22. 

••^Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, OflBce of 
the Chairman: Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NA 11, 23. The possibility 
that young women from rural America did, during the 1950s and 1960s, accept flight 
attendant jobs in the hopes of "improving" their marital options will be considered in 
another chapter. 
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flight attendant agreed. Even Colleen Boland, one of the most outspoken and active 

proponents of civil rights for women, contended that she "did not know of any woman in 

the United States that would not prefer to stay home if she is married and has a femily."^^ 

The airlines, in constructing their defense of the marriage ban, took into account 

that some "misguided" flight attendants wanted to continue their flying careers after 

marriage. These women had to be restrained, according to the ATA, for their well being 

and the well being of the airlines. Marriage would lead directly, the industry argued, to a 

lessening of interest in the duties of the occupation, a "dwindling concern with 

passengers," and an increasing resentment toward her job."^ The ATA presented this as a 

straightforward argument, with evidence from Dr. Robert Laidlaw, a psychiatrist and 

marriage counselor, to prove that a flight attendant could not be successful at both 

domestic and occupational duties. The argiiment, however, is more complex than the 

airlines acknowledged. Through its fear that a married flight attendant would lose her 

concern for passengers, the airline industry illustrated its belief that women would only 

excel at flight attendant duties, which it had defined as ensuring the ease, comfort, and 

pleasure of passengers, if they were searching for potential mates. In other words, flight 

attendants would only smile, be deferential, and flirt with passengers if they were single 

and hoping to "advance" themselves to the role of wife. One that goal had been attained, 

'̂EEOC Conference (May 10, 1966), ALP A S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 66. 

"^Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal Enqiloyment Opportunity Commission, OflSce of 
the Chairman: Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NAII 23. 
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the airlines believed that a job that took women away from their children and husbands as 

often as the flight attendant occupation did, would necessarily resent the job. 

Airlines asserted that they had the best interest of flight attendants in mind when 

they created the marriage ban, and they did so through a discourse that naturalized 

women's domestic roles and identity. The conflict between marital duties and flight 

attendant duties meant that the occupation became "a burden which daily interfer[ed] with 

the full realization of her marriage." '̂ Popular magazines and flight attendant recruiters 

proudly noted that former flight attendants had a much lower occurrence of divorce than 

other women, supposedly only one in forty-seven flight attendant marriages ended in 

divorce. To keep that average, airlines believed that it had to ground the women."* When 

&ced with an obvious challenge because airline policy did not ground male pilots (or male 

flight attendants) upon marriage, American Airlines argued that the "absences of married 

females from home on business are more disruptive of family harmony than similar 

absences by males.""' While marriage would decrease women's success in their jobs, the 

airlines argued that "a married man's new responsibilities tend to increase his 

"'Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal Employment Opportvmity Commission, Office of 
the Chairman: Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NA11 24. 

"®Judy Klemesrud, "Keep 'Em Flying! But How?" 

Christian J. Neal v American Airlines, Inc., decision of the EEOC, June 20, 
1968, (Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1972), 4015. 
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determination to achieve success in his work."^° A man became a better worker after 

marriage because he was expected to be the primary breadwinner and because marriage 

freed "him from domestic concerns which it henceforth imposes on his wife." '̂ The ATA 

presented these ideas as "society's," and argued that airline policies flowed naturally from 

the expectations that "society" placed on men and women. 

Additionally, airlines argued that the employment of married flight attendants 

would cause operational and administrative problems. Husbands, they argued, would 

continually phone flight attendant ofi5ces to request the status of their wives' flights, 

making married flight attendants an annoyance for airlines. Married flight attendants, the 

airlines believed, would attempt scheduling changes and have less flexibility in schedule 

bidding because they needed to accommodate domestic requirements. An airline ofiQcial 

stated that marriage bans were a "business judgement decision which is to provide us with 

a stewardess corps which will operate most effectively."^^ 

The final argument presented by the airline industry, and the only one initially 

conceded by flight attendants, was that marriage inevitably led to the possibility of 

^°Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, OflBce of 
the Chairman: Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NA U, 30. 

''Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal Eiiq>loyment Opportunity Commission, OflSce of 
the Chairman: Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NA II, 31. 

'̂ Statement of Mr. Loomos, UAL witness in the case of Terry Baker van Horn 
before the UAL System Board of Adjustment (November 15, 1966), ALP A S&S 
Collection, Box 16, WSUA, 231. 
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pregnancy, a condition which the airlines adamantly sought to ensure would not occur 

among flight attendants. The ATA succinctly phrased the basic belief that all married 

couples would procreate when it stated, "married girls become pregnant."^^ The airlines 

feared that married flight attendants, who would undoubtedly become pregnant, might not 

realize they were pregnant or might conceal a pregnancy from the company, representing 

"dangers to themselves and sources of acute unpleasantness and embarrassment to their 

passengers and the airline [in the event of a miscarriage or morning sickness]." '̂' The 

image that flight attendants were young, sexually attractive, and sexually available could 

not have been disrupted more than by the presence of visibly pregnant or even potentially 

pregnant flight attendants, and the airlines sought to protect this image at all costs. 

Flight attendants and their unions carefully countered each of the arguments 

created by the airline industry on the issue of marriage bans. The basis of the flight 

attendants' argument against a marriage ban was that marriage in no way affected their 

ability to accomplish the physical tasks of the job, and therefore to terminate them was a 

form of sex discrimination. Colleen Boland, the president of TWU's Local 550 (its flight 

attendant union), presented the bulk of the flight attendant argument during her testimony 

before the EEOC on May 10, 1966. Boland began with the assertion that to terminate 

'̂ Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal En^loyment Opportunity Commission, OflBce of 
Ae Chairman: Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NA n, 28. 

^Air Transport Association of America, Appendix A, submitted to the EEOC 
(May 10, 1966), Records of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, OflBce of 
the Chairman: Stephen Shulman 1966-1968, Box 3, RG 403, NA n, 28-29. 
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flight attendants upon marriage was to create an unnecessarily high turnover rate that 

diminished the quality of service in the cabin. She pointed out that "99 percent" of job 

performance related grievances processed by her union involved "employees with less than 

ten years of service."^^ She felt that if flight attendants could marry and remain en^loyed, 

their experience would significantly inq)rove their ability to perform the functions of the 

job successfully. Her argument depended on her assumption that being young and 

sexually available was not a legitimate conqxjnent of flight attendant duties, a contention 

that the airline industry did not accept. 

Boland, unlike the airline industry, sought to historicize the marriage ban to 

illustrate its constructed and arbitrary nature. She created an opposing discourse that 

undermined the airlines' attempts to naturalize women's domestic duties and the marriage 

ban itself even though she was simultaneously constrained by the cultural ideals that she 

challenged. Boland pointed out to the EEOC that while it was true that airlines instituted 

the marriage ban during the earliest years of the occupation, it was a moment in time in 

which many other female dominated occupations had also experienced marriage bans, aU 

of which had been lifted by the 1960s. A significant element of the airlines' argument was 

that the marriage ban and age ceiling allowed them to remain economically solvent. 

Boland easily countered this argument by reporting to the EEOC that Pan American had 

'̂Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Enq)loyment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 17. 
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lifted its marriage ban in the late 1940s, and at that time it was the largest carrier in the 

United States, and it had not suffered a loss of business. TWA lifted its ban in 1957, and 

like Pan Am, had remained one of the largest carriers in the nation. Boland asserted that 

since "hundreds of married women satis&ctorily perform the job of flight attendant" the 

marriage ban was an unnecessary imposition of a discriminatory policy. 

Boland also provided evidence that airlines, who professed complete dedication to 

the ban as a "business necessity," were at least in some instance willing to bend their own 

rules. During 1963, American Airlines had utilized married flight instructors "on the line," 

flying as flight attendants. Records of the incident revealed that "American felt that these 

girls were very capable of performing the job, and seemed to feel that it was perfectly all 

right as long as these supervisors did not wear their wedding rings, or display their name 

plates using their married names." '̂ American needed to utilize the married supervisors 

because of a shortage of qualified flight attendants, and proved that there was nothing 

inherently inefficient about married flight attendants. However, the fact that the company 

made the effort to conceal the married status of these women illustrates its dedication to 

perpetuating the image, if not the reality, of sexually available flight attendants. 

Flight attendants who challenged the marriage ban rejected the argument that as 

'®Equal En^loyment Opportunity Commission, "Equal En^jloyment Opportimity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 17. 

'̂Equal Enq)loyment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 18. 
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wives they had a special attachment to the home that, if interrupted by flight schedules, 

would destroy a marriage. Boland refused to acknowledge that men and women had 

differing obligations to the "bands of matrimony," claiming that "many marriages have 

celebrated golden anniversaries where the participants have been separated for long 

periods of time."'̂  Many flight attendants, like Betty Green Bateman, had married and hid 

it from their employers. There are no concrete statistics on this phenomenon, but Nancy 

Mayfield Wheelcock, a flight attendant for American, believed that up to forty-five percent 

of flight attendants had secretly married. Though this estimate is most likely high, 

Bateman's assertion that "if all the airlines fired all of their stewardesses who are married, 

you'd have trouble getting a flight out of Dallas tomorrow" was probably true. '̂ While 

flight attendants could not prove that many were married and therefore the rule was 

unjust, Boland astutely defied the EEOC commissioners to determine, based on 

appearance alone, the marital status of any of the flight attendants and former flight 

attendants in attendance at the May 1966 conference. 

Despite the articulate and adamant challenges created by flight attendants to the 

marriage ban, these women could not conyletely emerge from a cultural ideal that 

identified marriage and domesticity as women's highest calling. Like other working 

^*Equal Enq>loyment Opportunity Commission, "Equal En^iloyment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 20. 

^^Los Angeles Times, May 26, 1967, part 11,1; The Dallas Morning News, 
September 25, 1965, ID. 
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women during the Cold War era, flight attendants often asserted that they did seek 

marriage and that if they continued to work after marriage it was because they needed the 

income. Boland argued that though most women wanted to return to the home after 

marriage, "many of them of necessity must continue to work," and that those flight 

attendants who wanted to continue flying "have some economic reason... either in 

support of parents or in assisting in the support of brothers and sisters, or, as in the case of 

those who are married now, who are assisting their husbands to complete college."^ In 

the midst of a strongly worded critique of the airline industry's discriminatory policy, this 

politically active woman felt the need to legitimate women's work based on ideas of self-

sacrifice and &mily support. '̂ 

Victory over the marriage ban was incomplete for several years, yet after the 

Bateman ruling, many airlines began to lift the ban. By 1965 three major airlines— 

Branifi^ Pan American, and TWA— allowed married flight attendants to continue 

working. Flight attendants and their unions knew that until American Airlines and UAL 

lifted the marriage ban, the battle was not won and any victories were vulnerable. In 

1966, UAL and American together employed almost 6,000 flight attendants, and both 

^EOC Conference, May 10,1966, 66-67. 

Susan Rimby Leighow, identifies a similar discourse surrounding the employment 
of married nurses after World War n. She quotes a married nurse who asserted that "I am 
sure there are times when I would not feel justified in leaving my home for a big portion of 
the day if I were doing so solely to satisfy my desire to continue my career." Leighow, 
"An 'Obligation to Partic^ate:' Married Nurses' Labor Force Participation in the 1950s," 
in Not June Cleaver, 36. 
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airlines adamantly refused to change their marriage policy. Despite rulings against the 

marriage ban by the EEOC and state human rights commissions, these two airlines felt 

confident that the legality of the Title VII based challenges was questionable, and 

decisions firom district courts seemed to confirm this view. As discussed in chapter three, 

only the judicial system had binding power to change discriminatory policies until 1972, 

and the liberal interpretation of sex discrimination embraced by the EEOC by 1967 was 

not reflected in the courts until later. By 1967 the TWU, riding on the wave of the 

Bateman ruling, had negotiated to end the marriage ban on Eastern, Southern, Trans-

Carribean, and Pacific Airways, but Delta and American stood firm.®^ ALP A, the second 

major flight attendant union, announced the end of the marriage ban on Continental 

Airlines in April 1966 and on National Airlines in August 1967, but could not shake 

UAL's defense of the policy. 

By 1967 flight attendants had received fevorable rulings from several agencies, but 

had realized that these decisions could not change the situation for thousands of flight 

attendants, and they turned to the judicial system. On October 19, 1967, District Court 

Judge J. Comiskey ruled on the case of Eulalie E. Cooper v Delta Air Lines, Inc. Delta 

terminated Cooper on April 1, 1966 when it discovered that she had married on October 

17, 1964. Delta required its flight attendants to acknowledge its marriage ban upon hire 

by signing a "condition of employment" contract. Cooper hid her marriage, but after it 

New York Times (May 27, 1967), 62. 
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was discovered and she was terminated, she filed a charge of sex discrimination with the 

EEOC. The EEOC issued a right to sue letter, which she did. Delta countered the claim 

of sex discrimination by asserting that its decision to hire only women and to impose 

marriage and age restrictions on them was legal because sex was a BFOQ for the flight 

attendant occupation." The judge in this case ruled in fevor of Delta, arguing that while 

Congress had made sex discrimination illegal, it did not "outlaw Delta's discretion to hire 

only stewardesses who are single and young, 20 to 26 years of age, average height, 5'2" 

to 5'6", slim, not more than 135 pounds, educated, at least two years of college." The 

judge accepted Deha's assertion that "single women are better stewardesses than married 

women.Ultimately, the judge held that in Title VII Congress did not outlaw 

discrimination based on marital status, and therefore he had to rule on behalf of Delta. 

Oddly, the judge never addressed the &ct that Cooper had performed her flight attendant 

duties so well (apparently so like an unmarried woman), that for almost two years after 

marrying she had remained an attractive and successful flight attendant. Cooper lost this 

case, at a significant financial cost to herself^ but its importance lies in the feet that it was 

the first marriage ban related case to go to court. The judge's assumptions about the 

nature of Title Vn and the rights of employers to dictate the personal lives and appearance 

of service workers illustrates the power of the cultural constructions that flight attendants 

had to challenge to change their work conditions. 

Cooper V Delta., 274 F. Supp. at 782. 

^Cooper V Delta, 274 F. Supp. at 782. 
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On January 21, 1970, flight attendants won their &st marriage related case, Mary 

Burke Sprogis v United Air Lines, Inc., in district court. This was several years after a 

majority of airlines had lifted their marriage ban, but it provided a strong legal precedent 

to ensure that marriage bans would not be reinstated. In June 1966 UAL terminated 

Sprogis because of marriage, and she filed a charge of sex discrimination with the EEOC. 

The EEOC did not rule on the case until August 30, 1968, at which time it asserted that 

UAL had discriminated against her based on sex, and in October the EEOC issued her a 

right to sue notice. UAL must have sensed the changing sentiment among district courts 

because it lifted its marriage ban almost immediately after Sprogis launched the case. 

Sprogis continued with the case, however, because UAL was reluctant to rehire 

terminated flight attendants and to provide back pay and seniority to those whom it did 

rehire. Judge Perry, when he ruled in fevor of Sprogis, accepted the EEOC's ruling that 

sex was not a BFOQ for the position of flight attendant. In his decision, the judge ordered 

the reinstatement of Sprogis as a flight attendant, and ordered UAL to credit seniority for 

the period in which she was unemployed, and ordered that she receive fiill back pay.®^ 

UAL was the last hold out of the major airlines, and even after it lifted the 

marriage ban it reftised to remedy past injustices. On November 7, 1968, ALPA and UAL 

agreed to reinstate flight attendants whom the company had terminated since March 1, 

1965 for marriage, but it did not provide for the reinstatement of flight attendants who had 

^^Sprogis., 308 F. Supp. 959. 
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resigned upon their marriage or accepted ground positions.^ When UAL lost the Sprogis 

case in district court, it immediately filed an appeal In its appeal it reiterated its belief that 

sex was a BFOQ for the position of flight attendant. The Court of Appeals certified the 

Sprogis case as a class action suit, a major victory for ALPA and the flight attendants 

because it meant that if the court found against UAL, the company would be forced to 

provide remedy to all members of the class. '̂ In 1971 the Court of Appeals ruled in fever 

of the claimants in the Sprogis suit and UAL was finally forced to redress the efiects of 

past discrimination against its female flight attendants. 

As the situation at UAL illustrates, and contrary to the airline industry's assertions, 

many flight attendants had a significant worker identity and sought reinstatement once the 

discriminatory policy was lifted. Flight attendants filed suits against specific airlines, and 

at times against their unions, to ensure that they received what they felt they deserved. 

When the marriage ban was lified, flight attendants achieved a significant step toward 

gaining public and industry acknowledgment that their occupation was a professional one 

and that they deserved to be treated as fiill time, permanent workers for whom flying was 

a career. The eflfort to lift the marriage ban also raised the consciousness of many flight 

attendants who had entered the profession with many of the assumptions that the airlines 

attributed to them, such as a belief that marriage and flying could not be combined. 

®^Letter from KeUy Rueck to ALPA membership (January 29, 1970), ALPA S&S 
Collection, Box 1, WSUA. 

®'John F. Crawford, "Title VU and Postjudgement Class Actions," Indiana Law 
Journal 47 (1972), 350-366. 
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Finally, the battle to end the marriage ban, fought on so many fronts against so many 

airlines, gave flight attendants and their unions critical legal and political skills that would 

serve them well in the struggle to end other forms of sex discrimination in the airline 

industry. 

Airlines created both the marriage ban and the age ceiling policies to produce a 

particular image of flight attendants that was then marketed to attracted customers. The 

marriage policy was designed to assure male passengers of the sexual availability of flight 

attendants, whereas the age policy was designed to insure that women hired as flight 

attendants, who had already met stringent appearance requirements, would not continue to 

fly after they had "lost their attractiveness" with age. Flight attendants struggled to end 

these two policies simultaneously, and had achieved their goals by the end of the 1960s. 

However, the history of the age ceilings, the nature of the policy's defense by airlines, and 

the arguments articulated against it by flight attendants all differ from those of the 

marriage ban. The remainder of this chapter will examine the details of the age ceiling and 

the attempt by flight attendants to define age discrimination as a phenomenon that they 

experienced. 

To flight attendants, the age ceiling was at once more onerous and less problematic 

than the marriage ban. Because of the cultural power of the idea of domesticity, many 

young women hired as flight attendants did intend to return to the home, at least for a few 

years, after marriage. The age ceiling was not the demise of most flight attendants' 

careers, the marriage ban was. Finally, most flight attendants were hired between the ages 
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of nineteen and twenty-one, and the age ceiling of thirty-two or thirty-five seemed very far 

in the future. The age ceiling, however, insulted many flight attendants because it 

simultaneously assumed that women lost their attractiveness after their early thirties and it 

was more obviously designed to ensure that male passengers could objectify female flight 

attendants, who were guaranteed to be young and pretty. Finally, unlike the situation with 

the marriage ban, there were a significant number of flight attendants on most airlines to 

whom the age ceiling did not apply, and these women ofien led the charge to end what 

they knew was an arbitrarily constructed rule. 

All airlines, when they began employing female flight attendants, imposed hiring 

qualifications that established parameters for ages at hire. However, no airline 

institutionalized an age ceiling during the 1930s or 1940s. The first age ceiling was 

imposed in 1953 by American Airlines. This policy established that flight attendants had 

to resign upon their thirty-second birthday. The bargaining agent for American flight 

attendants at that time, the Air Line Steward and Stewardess Association (ALSSA), 

managed to negotiate in a "grandmother" clause that protected all flight attendants hired 

before September 16, 1953.*^* The policy applied only to female flight attendants, and 

though American did not generally hire men as stewards, when it did so in 1965 it did not 

include the age ceiling in the men's en^iloyment contract. The age ceiling was never an 

^*Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal En^loyment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflScials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 21; Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight 
Attendant, 58. 
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industry-wide practice, though the ATA asserted that it was, but during the 1950s it was 

instituted on other airlines. Northwest Airlines created an age restriction in 1956. In 

1957, TWA (which abandoned its marriage ban the same year) instituted an age ceiling of 

thirty-five for its female flight attendants; Southern Airways adopted the policy in 1960, 

but for the first time applied it to present and future female flight attendants. Of the major 

airlines, UAL was the last to institute an age ceiling, which did not go into effect until 

September 1965.®' Almost nine thousand flight attendants were employed by airlines that 

had an age policy.^" Hired in their early twenties, flight attendants did not begin to 

experience the effects of the age ceiling until 1961. 

Despite this, flight attendants actively challenged the age policy during the 1950s, 

before they challenged the marriage ban. Flight attendant unions existed and had relative 

strength by the early 1950s when the age ceilings began, and so the earliest challenges to 

the policy came at the negotiating table. ALSSA strongly resisted American's creation of 

the policy, but was unable to block it. Nevertheless, the union did establish a trend. 

®'Of the thirty-eight U.S. airlines listed in the 1965 World Aviation Directory, 
fourteen had age ceilings; American (32), Southern (35), TWA (35), Northwest (32), 
BranifiT (32), Allegheny (32 then changed to 35 between 1962 and 1966), Bonanza 
AirUnes (32), Mohawk Airlines (32), Frontier Airlines (32), Trans-Texas (35), Slick 
Airlines (32), Ozark (32), Continental (32), and Western (32). UAL (32), was not listed 
because it had just instituted the age ceiling. National Airlines was negotiating in 1967 
with ALPA to institute an age ceiling. 

™World Aviation Directory, November 1965, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, 
Folder 1966, WSUA. Of the thirty-eight airlines listed in the Directory, those that had an 
age ceiling en^loyed 8,845 flight attendants and those that did not enployed 
approximately 6,000 flight attendants. 
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broken only by Southern in 1960, that protected flight attendants who already worked for 

each airline on which the ceiling was instituted. During the early 1960s, a small group of 

flight attendants who were active in the unions and some of whom had politically 

connected friends, began lobbying Congress for an age discrimination law that would 

protect flight attendants from being arbitrarily fired. It was these efforts, undertaken 

without the benefits of antidiscrimination law or the help of employment commissions, that 

introduced flight attendants to the process of political activism and legal action. 

During the late 1950s Dusty Roads, a flight attendant for American Airlines, 

became her union's unofiQcial lobbyist. Domiciled in Washington, D.C. and dating a 

Congressman, Roads was fortunate to have met and become friends with Congresswoman 

Martha GriflBths. Roads had always been concerned about the age ceiling imposed by her 

airline, though she herself was immune from its effects, but it was her politicization during 

the late 1950s that allowed her to name and actively challenge these policies as sex 

discrimination. Though she gained an audience with several members of Congress in an 

attempt to push through age discrimination legislation that would protect flight attendants, 

called by some the "old broads bill," she had no substantive successes.Roads and her 

colleagues did manage to draw significant media attention to their cause, which prompted 

a variety of responses, particularly from special interest writers, ranging from 

''Flora Davis, Moving the Mountain: The Women's Movement in America Since 
1960, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1991), 15-25. Davis interviewed a number of flight 
attendants who had been active during the early 1960s, including Dusty Roads. 
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condescending, to encouraging, to insulting. 

In 1964, flight attendants at American and TWA utilized a new tactic; they filed a 

charge with the New York State Human Rights Commission (NYSHRC). This case 

initiated a wave of legal cases and public hearings before federal and state commissions that 

would continue throughout the 1960s. Janice Austin Lamer and Amayat El Shall, flight 

attendants for TWA, filed charges of age and sex discrimination with the NYSHRC. The 

process was a slow one, but in December 1965, the NYSHRC held an informal hearing, at 

which the flight attendants were represented by their union's attorney and the airlines were 

unrepresented because they refused to attend. On March 23, 1966, compiling data from 

that hearing. Commissioner J. Edward Conway ruled that sex was not a BFOQ for the 

position of flight attendant and that there was no support, "under the New York State Law 

Against Discrimination ... [for] a claim that a bona fide occupational qualification based 

on age" existed for flight attendants.^ This ruling was a minor victory because the ATA 

immediately challenged the jurisdiction of the NYSHRC in district court and, though the 

court supported the jurisdiction of the commission, the case was appealed. The Appellate 

Court, in January 1968, held that New York's age discrimination law could not be used 

against the airlines' policy because it was designed only to protect workers between ages 

forty-five and sixty-five. Despite these setbacks, flight attendants responded exuberantly to 

Conway's original ruling, believing that the tide was turning in their fevor. As Margie 

^Press Release, New York State Human Rights Commission, December 18, 1966, 
ALPA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 2 
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Cooper, the Vice President of ALPA S&S, asserted in her letter to the membership in 

1966, the ruling was a "giant step in the direction of a national ruling concerning this same 

issue."" 

Unwilling to coimt on any one tactic, the flight attendants who had been actively 

challenging the age ceiling since the late 1950s seized Title VII as the best vehicle to 

victory that they had seen yet. Dusty Roads and another American Airlines flight 

attendant, Jean Montague, arrived at the Washington, D.C. EEOC ofiBce the day it opened 

in 1965. Roads recalled in a later interview that they had to help unpack typewriters 

because the office was not yet ready to receive complaints.'" Roads could not file a 

complaint, but Montague, who had been hired after 1953 and was about to turn thirty-two, 

did. Montague's charge of sex discrimination was the first flight attendant charge of sex 

discrimination received by the EEOC, and it was quickly rejected. Perhaps because she had 

not yet been fired, and therefore could not claim discrimination, or perhaps simply because 

hers was an early sex discrimination case, a category which the EEOC had not expected to 

have to enforce, the agency did not investigate her claim. Undaunted, flight attendants 

continued filing charges and by the end of one year there had been more than ninety filed. 

"Letter fi-om Margie Cooper to ALPA S&S membership (March 25, 1966), ALPA 
S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA. 

'''Davis, Moving the Mountain, 22. 
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only one other of which was rejected." 

Flight attendants continued to lobby Congress in an attempt to draw attention to the 

age ceiling. Their efforts to enact an age discrimination bill that would protect them were 

unsuccessilil, but they did in &ct draw a great deal of media attention. An analysis of the 

media representation of flight attendants and their cause reveals the deeply embedded 

assumptions that society held about flight attendants, and sheds light on why it took so 

long for these women to gain feir employment practices in their chosen field. The New 

York Times reported, on September 3, 1965, that "the cause of the over-age worker was 

considerably advanced in Congress today by some pretty airline stewardesses who face 

dismissal because they are nearing 32."^® Before reporting on the merits of the flight 

attendants' conplaints, or the nature of airline policies, the author of the story recounted 

the welcome received by the flight attendants. Representative James Scheuer, of New 

York, requested that the flight attendants stand up, so that "we can see the dimensions of 

the problem." The article went on to report that Colleen Boland, President of the TWU 

Local 550, testified, but it did not directly quote any of her testimony. The article did, 

however, quote Representative Scheuer once again, who argued that the age ceilings were 

'̂ Memorandimi to Aileen Hernandez fi-om Kenneth Holbert (October 18, 1966), 
Records of the Equal En^loyment Opportunity Commission, Office of the Chairman: 
Stephen Shulman, Box 6, RG 403, NAII. This memo lists every flight attendant case to 
that date, including the case number. Montague's was the earliest. The case numbers 
reveal that groups of flight attendants from particular airlines often went into the EEOC 
oflBce to file charges together. So, for instance, a group of six flight attendants from 
American Airlines received consecutive file numbers in June 1965. 

New York Times (September 3, 1965), 12. 
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wrong because women "were enhanced, as in vintage wine," with age.^ While particular 

Congressmen indicated their disagreement with the age policy, this article illustrated the 

condescending and comical nature with which the media and politicians often viewed the 

flight attendant issue. 

The New York Times again reported on the age issue during the NYSHRC hearings 

in an article in December 1965. This article, entitled "Unions Want Airlines to Break Age 

Barrier for Stewardesses," opened by immediately putting the union on the defensive. The 

reporter, Frederic Appel, asserted that "when the tired businessman climbs aboard the 

airliner, he looks forward with certainty to being greeted, served and cared for by a 

glamorous young stewardess."'® Appel noted that the policy was being reviewed by the 

NYSHRC as a result of a case brought by the two major flight attendant unions. The 

unions's case, he reported, was based on their contention that "a 55-year-old grandmother 

... can serve the tired businessman his cofifee or other beverage just as efl5ciently as the 

pretty young woman." Alistair Cooke, writing for the New York Chronicle's "Sunday 

Punch," was even more sarcastic about the hearings, reporting that "a flock of pretty chicks 

who might have been answering a chorus call, or one of Hugh He&er's periodic horn blasts 

for Bunnies," attended the meetings. According the Cooke, these flight attendants were 

the victims of the unions, who were vilifying them as "monopolists and robbers of old 

^The New York Times September 3,1965), 12. 

^^The New York Times (December 8,1965), 49. 
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ladies."'' Cooke asserted that the unions blamed the young flight attendants as "cozy 

accessories" to the airlines' policies that kept older women out of the occupation. Cooke 

jokingly argued that the revelation that Norwegian Airlines retired its flight attendants at 

age sixty-seven would pron^Jt "no one to rush out and buy stock in Norwegian." Cooke, 

in this comment, perpetuated the airline argument that the age and attractiveness of flight 

attendants had a direct impact on the financial success of a company. 

Some media personalities, particularly women, supported the flight attendants and 

reported positively on the struggle to end age ceilings. Virginia Graham, who hosted a 

show on ABC, received an honorary membership card fi"om the TWU for her help in 

publicizing the discriminatory policies enacted by the airlines. Nancy Collins, a fiiend of 

Dusty Roads and an American flight attendant who was protected by the "grandmother" 

clause, appeared on her show with four other flight attendants. The headline of a 

newspaper article recoimting this appearance was "Is a Woman Through at 32?" The 

author of the article, who is unnamed, asserted that the answer was a "resounding no." 

This reporter contrasted the airlines' policy with Hollywood by listing thirteen "sexy" and 

famous Hollywood actresses who were well over the age of thirty-two. The author 

questioned the airlines' business savvy by asserting that "most industries feel that a woman 

is only maturing into the fijUness of her attractiveness and ability" during her early thirties. 

It is important to note that the article does not condemn the airlines for wanting to present 

"'^Chronicle (December 19, 1965), 5. 
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attractive flight attendants, only for assuming that attractiveness in women "feded" as early 

as age thirty-two.*" 

The arguments that the airlines and the flight attendants presented on the age issue, 

in various forums, paralleled those of the marriage ban in many ways, particularly in regard 

to the legality of the policies. However, the age ceilings forced the airlines to justify their 

contention that the youth and vitality of flight attendants were essential to the financial 

success of the entire industry, and that women over their early thirties could not embody 

those characteristics. Unlike the social assiunptions surrounding domestic roles and 

women's work, airlines could not assume that a majority of Americans would agree that 

women were "washed up" at this early age. The following section will examine the 

development of arguments both for and against the age ceiling by the variety of actors who 

sought to influence the policy and the interpretation of sex discrimination law. 

Flight attendants had presented their arguments against the age ceiling at contract 

negotiations throughout the 1950s and 1960s, and during Congressional appearances in the 

early 1960s. In these early incarnations, the flight attendants' basic argument was that the 

rule was arbitrary and unnecessary, since it had been created so recently and so many 

women were not subject to its restrictions. Their words in these forums went largely 

unrecorded, and were often brushed aside or ridiculed by male airline o£5cials and male 

Congressmen. However, once the flight attendants began filing charges of age and sex 

*°"Is a Woman Through at 32?", no newspaper name. May 1963, ALPA S&S 
Collection, Box 13, WSUA. 
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discrimination with state and federal agencies, their arguments were preserved in 

commissioners' reports. By the mid to late 1960s, fighting the marriage ban and the age 

ceiling simultaneously, flight attendants and their unions became adept at manipulating 

media coverage and at utilizing the language of Title Vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

One of the earliest syntheses of the age ceiling issue was presented in J. Edward 

Conway's report of findings to the NYSHRC on March 23, 1966. The goal of his report 

was to "determine the policy and practice in this area of age ceilings for stewardesses on an 

industrywide and statewide basis ... and to report as to whether granting of an 

industrywide bona fide occupational qualification is warranted under the New York State 

Law Against Discrimination."*' During the course of the investigation, Conway 

interviewed officials fi-om American Airlines, TWA, and UAL, as well as officers from 

ALPA S&S and the TWU. He also sent questionnaires to the presidents of the seventeen 

other airlines that flew into New York. Finally, he conducted an informal hearing in 

December 1965 to which all people concerned were invited. Conway foimd, after 

gathering materials from the interviews and questionnaires, that while the average length of 

service for flight attendants was only two years, there were several hundred flight 

attendants who had flown between ten and thirty years and whose ages were between thirty 

and fifty. Conway also found that the first time the age ceiling that had resulted in the 

Report of Findings After Investigation, in the Matter of Airlines Industry— 
Maximum Age Requirements (Stewardesses), J. Edward Conway (March 23, 1966), 
ALPA SifcS Collection, Box 13, folder 1966, WSUA, 1. 
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tennination of a flight attendant occurred in 1963, but had continued unabated since that 

date. Conway ruled that the age ceiling was not a "general industry practice" because 

twenty-four of the thirty-eight United States airlines did not have the policy. Two airlines. 

Airlift International and Central Airlines, had dismantled their age ceilings in 1963, and "no 

similar age ceiling for continued employment for stewards exists on any airline." Conway 

used these fects to support his decision that age ceilings were not a BFOQ for the 

occupation.®^ 

Flight attendant representatives who chaUenged the age rule did so based on several 

arguments, which varied from self-interested reasoning to "for the good of society" 

justifications that were designed to destabilize the airlines' arguments that it was their 

"right" to determine employment criteria. The argiiments also varied by forum. Before the 

EEOC, state agencies, and the courts, flight attendants focused on proving the arbitrary 

and discriminatoiy nature of the age ceilings. Before Congressional subcommittees, flight 

attendants sought protection based on the idea that age discrimination could occur against 

young enq)loyees. In both instances flight attendants wanted to prove that the marketing 

success of the airlines did not depend on the youth of flight attendants. By 1967, flight 

attendants were becoming in:q)atient with the reluctance of Congressmen and agency 

officials to enact change, and their words reflect this attitude. Colleen Boland, while 

*^Conway, Report of Findings, 1-4. Conway's decision was supported by that of 
Commissioner Bessie A. Buchanan on May 2,1966, who ruled in the case of TWA flight 
attendant Amayat El ShalL 
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testifying before the Senate Labor Committee in March 1967, ended her testimony with the 

threat that "to us [flight attendants] a few more months of pleading, talking, or of pouring 

thousands of dollars into various courts may make a strike fer more feasible and practical." 

She also indicated that she knew what the government's response to such action would be 

when she asserted that "if we are forced to strike this industry to abolish this rule, I am sure 

proper binding legislation would be proposed immediately to prevent 'inconvenience to the 

public.'"*^ This threat reveals that flight attendants, by 1967, had tired of contemptuous, 

paternalistic responses to their complaints about the age ceiling, but also indicated that they 

had become savvy, unyielding players in the political and legal arena. 

In May 1966, before the EEOC, flight attendants laid out their earliest arguments 

against the age ceiling, which in their simplicity reveal that the women believed that the 

passage of Title VII and the creation of the EEOC meant victory against a policy that 

seemed so obviously to be discrimination based on sex. The union representatives, 

including Colleen Boland, who presented the flight attendants' case before the EEOC, felt 

that they had two irrefutable arguments in their favor: sex could not be a BFOQ for the 

position of flight attendant because many airlines, though not aU, employed men in the job, 

and age ceilings were a legally prohibited form of discrimination against women because 

men in the industry were not subject to them. To prove the first point, Boland pointed out 

"Statement of Colleen Boland before the Senate Labor Subcommittee of the 
Senate Labor and Public Welfere Committee on S.788 and S.831 (March 16, 1967), 
ALPA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 8. 
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that of the 10,000 flight attendants in the TWU, of which Boland was president, 6,000 of 

them worked for airlines that employed men and women in this capacity.*^ The second 

point depended on an EEOC decision that sex was not a BFOQ for the position of flight 

attendant, because an earlier EEOC guideline had stated that if sex was a BFOQ for an 

occupation, then other forms of discriminatory regulation, such as marriage bans and age 

ceilings, would be permissible/^ So for flight attendants, and the airlines, the most 

important issue was whether or not men could adequately perform the functions of a flight 

attendant. 

Boland, and other union representatives, felt compelled to defend their position on 

the age ceilings with practical arguments as well as social justice arguments. Boland 

asserted that about ten percent of the flight attendants represented by her union were over 

the age of thirty-five, and that there had never been "a case to [her] knowledge where the 

age of the individual employee was ever considered in assessing disciplinary action." She 

also informed the EEOC that the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) and the Civil Aeronautics 

Board (CAB), the two agencies charged with ensuring the safety of air transportation, had 

'̂Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union Officials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 16. 

®^Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union Officials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 1966, 77. The General Counsel of 
the EEOC released an opinion on September 22, 1965 that said other restrictions would 
be allowable if sex was a BFOQ because "these additional qualifications would be 
consistent with the original qualification that the employee be a woman." 
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"never ruled or even indicated any feeling that there should be an age limitation for flight 

attendants."*® The TWU argued that all flight attendants should continue to be held to strict 

physical and health criteria, monitored by annnal medical exams, but that it should not be 

assumed that all women over their mid thirties were unable to meet the health 

requirements. Flight attendants and their unions believed that so long as a female flight 

attendant continued to perform her duties successfiilly, including those necessary in the 

event of an emergency, she should be allowed to continue flying. 

In their arguments gainst the age ceiling, flight attendants constructed a definition 

of their occupation that differed from the one created by the airline industry. Flight 

attendants defined it as a professional job that required skills such as food preparation, calm 

responses to emergencies, and pleasant personal interaction with passengers. They argued 

that all of these skills in^jroved with age and experience. Flight attendants rejected the 

airlines' contention that financial success depended on the presence of young, attractive 

flight attendants. Colleen Boland asserted that age ceilings could not "assure the stability" 

of the airline industry "imless the future means trading in pure sex."®' She continued by 

arguing that the only defense for an age ceiling for flight attendants was if the airline 

industry "hoped for profit by selling flesh and sex," and she warned that if the airline were 

allowed to do this, then "this competitive minded industry will soon be pleading to throw 

*®Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S&S CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 16. 

'̂Statement of Colleen Boland, Senate Labor Subcommittee, March 16, 1967, 5. 
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out or be exempt from such prudish laws as might prevent topless or bottomless outfits for 

their stewardesses."** Roland's definition of flight attendant duties did not include the sale 

of sex for profit, and she argued that the purpose of the airline industry itself was to 

promote interstate commerce, not to provide a sex show for male passengers. 

The airline industry, represented at public forums by the ATA, argued that sex was 

a BFOQ for the position of flight attendant because onfy women could perform the 

"intangible" aspects of the job, and those intangible elements also mandated that flight 

attendants be young, attractive, and single. The airline industry tried to label flight 

attendant challenges to these criteria as absurd. The industry agreed with Wayne Parrish, 

Editor-in-Chief of American Aviation, a trade journal, when he asserted that "it should be 

clear to all sane and reasonable men that a stewardess is something special. She should be 

young and she should be attractive."*' Parrish went on to argue that "when organized 

stewardesses attempt to infuse seniority and security into their flying jobs, they are 

forgetting the 'show-case' position which the stewardesses have with the traveling public." 

Despite the "misguided" efforts of some flight attendants, Parrish most likely was not 

concerned that the "show-case" would end since men made policy, and "sane and 

**Statement of Colleen Boland, Senate Labor Subcommittee, March 16, 1967, 5-6. 

'̂Emphasis added. Wayne E. Parrish, quoted in "Equal Employment Opportimity 
Commission Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union OflBcials" (May 
10, 1966), ALPA S«feS CoUection, Box 13, WSUA, 35. 
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reasonable men" understood the importance of selling sex on the airplane.^° 

The airline industry argued that flight attendants symbolized the vitality of the 

industry, and therefore the popular image of a flight attendeint had to be of a yoimg woman. 

That the image could only be of a woman seemed self-evident to the airUnes, who argued 

that "stewardesses are effective because of their inherent female makeup."'' The airlines 

supported the age criteria by claiming that the feet that they invested almost $8,000 in 

training each new flight attendant, even though her average tenure would be only about 

twenty-six months, was a "compelling demonstration of the business worth they attach to 

the attributes of femininity, youthfiilness and attractiveness."'" Airlines claimed repeatedly 

that as a "trademark" of air travel, and as the "goodwill ambassadors" of airlines, flight 

attendants had to meet certain appearance and personality criteria, and that age was the 

clearest indicator that a woman would meet these criteria.'̂  

'"Wayne E. Parrish, no title, American Aviation, November 1965, quoted in Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission, "Equal Employment Opportimity Commission 
Conference with Members of the Airline Industry and Union Officials" (May 10, 1966), 
testimony of Jesse Freidin, ALPA S«&S Collection, Box 13, WSUA, 35. 

"UAL Statement to the EEOC (May 10, 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, 
WSUA, 37. 

'̂ UAL Statement to the EEOC (May 10, 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, 
WSUA, 30. 

'̂ Airlines defended their age, marriage, and appearance criteria without ever 
mentioning race, but it is clear that airline ofScials did not even feel they needed to 
mention "whiteness" as the most important criteria for ensuring the qualities they desired 
in flight attendants. Once airlines began hiring African-American women in small 
numbers, they consciously chose women who most closely resembled the "white" notions 
of attractiveness. 
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Airlines also tied cultural expectations about marriage to the age ceiling, claiming 

that older flight attendants would lose the youthfiil enthusiasm "necessary" for the job as a 

result of the marriage ban. Because the industry had determined that marriage and being a 

flight attendant could not be combined, an older flight attendant was by definition an 

unmarried one. These women, the industry claimed, "may experience emotional problems 

resulting from the absence of a permanent home and family relationship."^ Airlines 

believed that these emotional problems, combined with the "consciousness of their growing 

age disparity from the junior stewardesses" would prevent older flight attendants from 

enthusiastically performing their passenger related duties and from creating a "cooperative 

team spirit in the cabin.The definition of being a flight attendant, as created by airlines, 

demanded vitality, enthusiasm, and flirtation, and the airlines that enacted an age ban were 

convinced that older women could not measure up to young women in their twenties. 

Airlines designed their argimients for the age ceiling to appear to be in the best 

interests of flight attendants as well as the airlines. Sociologist Arlie Hochschild, in her 

study of flight attendants, asserted that the way in which airlines defined the flight attendant 

occupation forced flight attendants to "mentally detach" themselves from individual 

emotions so that they could smilingly meet all passenger needs.'̂  Airlines, during the 

^June Dodd v American Airlines, Inc., EEOC Decisions, (Commerce Clearing 
House, Inc, 1972), 4007. 

^^June Dodd V American Airlines, Inc., EEOC Decisions, (Commerce Clearing 
House, Inc, 1972), 4007. 

'̂ Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 17. 
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1960s, acknowledged and glorified this aspect of the job, and argued that not only did 

flight attendants have to be young to accomplish this criterion, they had to have relatively 

little seniority. Sherman Pearl, writing for American Airlines in-house publication, asserted 

that after thirteen years of flying (the total possible years of employment for a flight 

attendant who was hired at nineteen and did not resign to marry), flight attendants' 

"excitement wanes— and sometimes, after having served thousands of passengers over the 

years, so does enthusiasm."'' Rather than change the job to demand less of what 

Hochschild called "emotion work," airlines wanted to circulate young and enthusiastic 

flight attendants through the job quickly. Pearl also argued, and his argument was repeated 

by the airlines to the EEOC, that after thirteen years of flying flight attendants had "little 

more to leam as a stewardess, and no fiuther advancement in that position" and they 

should leave the job because "at 32, she is still yoimg— young enough to make an easy 

transition to a ground job." What Pearl and the airlines did not point out was that ground 

jobs were paid less and generally seen by all airline employees as less prestigious than flight 

jobs. American Airlines, and others, saw the age policy as "a continuation of its 

progressive traditions, of its concern for the welfare of passenger and en^iloyee alike."'* 

Finally, the airline industry appealed to "scientific" claims about the nature of the 

ageing process for women. The ATA argued that women between the ages of thirty-eight 

''Sherman Pearl, "For Stewardesses: Fine Age ft)r a Change of Course: 32" in 
Flagship News (January 24, 1966), OfSce of the Chairman: Records of Chairman Stephen 
Shulman, 1966-1968, Box 2, RG 403, NAQ. 

''Pearl, "For Stewardesses." 
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and fifty "undergo changes of body, personality and emotional reactions" that made it 

imperative that they be out of the flight cabin. Clearly a reference to menopause, airlines 

were convinced that menopausal women could not be effective flight attendants. To 

legitimate their fears, the ATA submitted a letter from Dr. Emerson Day, the Director of a 

New York City clinic, as evidence that menopause would negatively alter women's 

metabolism, endocrine, circulatory, digestive, and nervous systems. Dr. Day asserted that 

the "need for an age limit for airlines stewardesses is clear cut .. . certainly an age limit 

well in advance of the physiological and psychological changes of pre-menopause."^ 

Neither Dr. Day, nor the airlines, were concerned with the physiological and psychological 

effects of aging on men in the flight crew, pilots could work until a retirement age of sixty-

two. As further evidence that the age ceiling had medical roots, the ATA referred to a 

1959 ruling by the Pennsylvania Fair Employment Practices Commission that concluded 

that women over the age of forty could not complete the physical training required for 

flight attendants. The flight attendants, and ultimately the EEOC as well, argued that 

women had to be tested individually to determine if they could meet the physical 

requirements of the job. 

Flight attendants knew that they could accomplish all aspects of their duties after 

the age of thirty-five, they had the examples of all of the women who had benefitted from 

the "grandmother" clause. Colleen Boland, during both her EEOC testimony and her 

^June Dodd v American Airlines, 4007. 
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appearance before Congress, asked the flight attendants who were in attendance to stand, 

and then challenged all of those present to determine, based on visual assessment, the age 

and marital status of the women. The women who were over the age limit in these 

instances were generally in their late thirties, as was Colleen Boland. There were women, 

however, in the 1960s, who had flown since the late 1930s and 1940s and who were in 

their late forties. Western Airlines' senior flight attendant in the early 1970s was Nora 

Jeoue, who began flying in June 1946. In 1965, Braniffhad four flight attendants on active 

duty who had been hired before 1949. In 1966 no female flight attendant had flown to a 

normal retirement age of 65, but a number of flight attendants who had chosen not to 

marry and who had been hired before the age ceiling was instituted, seemed to have made a 

career out of the job that the airlines insisted was not a career. 

Despite the victory of a positive EEOC ruling on the age issue in June 1968, in the 

end it was the unyielding stance of the unions and their members that ended the age 

ceilings. In August 1968, the flight attendants at American Airlines, led by Boland and the 

TWU, prepared to enact Boland's 1967 threat of a strike. American had refused to honor 

the June EEOC ruling by removing the age restriction from the union contract, so the 

TWU membership decided that they would strike on August 12, 1968. On August 11"* the 

company agreed to remove the age restriction and the union ratified the new contract. 

There is no clear date on which the age ceiling was lifted for flight attendants. The 

most critical legal victory came in the EEOC decision of June Dodd v American Airlines, 

Inc., on June 20, 1968. The threatened strike against American and its ultimate dismantling 
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of the age ceiling created a domino effect, and by the end of the 1960s flight attendant 

unions had negotiated the age ceiling out of all airline contracts. Title Vn and the EEOC 

ruling certainly provided the legal impetus to force the airlines to end the age ceilings. 

Even more clearly than the marriage ban, the age ceiling had prompted activism on the part 

of a small group of flight attendants throughout the 1950s and 1960s. This activism had 

"politicized" these flight attendants, made them politically savvy, and prepared them to use 

new antidiscrimination legislation to challenge all &cets of airline policy that discriminated 

against women. Title Vn would not have changed the situation for flight attendants if they 

themselves had not been prepared to seize the opportunity it provided, often at great 

personal and economic cost. The flight attendants, particularly those active in the various 

unions, managed to end these two discriminatory policies during the early years of the new 

legislation, when it was unclear that this legislation would have any real meaning for 

women workers. 

The airline industry, prior to 1968, depended on the existence of the marriage ban 

and age ceiling to assure male passengers that attractive, sexually available, young women 

would serve them in flight. Once the policies were challenged and dismantled, the airline 

industry increased its surveillance of the bodies of female flight attendants to ensure that 

the marketing ideal could still be achieved. In part as a reaction to the lifting of the 

marriage and age bans, and in part as a result of the increased sexualization of the female 

body during the late 1960s and 1970s, the airlines began to market a more blatantly sexual 

image of flight attendants. As female flight attendants won victories against discriminatory 
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policies during the late 1960s, the airlines instituted new appearance rules, uniforms, and 

advertising campaigns that ensured the flight attendants would have to continue to struggle 

during the 1970s to convince the public and the airlines that they were professional, career-

oriented women who would not tolerate sex discrimination on the job. 
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Chapter V 
Fly 'Til You Know, Not 'Til You Show: Pregnancy, the Judicial System, 

and Flight Attendants 

Having won the right to make aviation an occupation, flight attendants during the 

late 1960s suddenly faced a problem that working women across the country had dealt with 

throughout the twentieth century, combining motherhood and employment. Airlines, like 

thousands of other employers, saw pregnant women as liabilities, a workforce who could 

not perform at maximum eflBciency and would likely not return to the job after the birth of 

their babies. Yet, in the Cold War period, mothers, even those with small children, entered 

the labor force in unprecedented numbers, forcing American employers and American 

society to adjust cultural attitudes and expectations of both work and the rearing of 

children. Despite an increasing acceptance of working motherhood, women who worked 

outside the home continued to assume primary responsibilities in the domestic sphere, and 

continued to be defined as mothers and wives foremost, and only secondarily as workers. 

The assumption that work fulfilled only the smallest components of a woman's personhood 

allowed employers and public policy makers to trivialize the workplace demands of 

women. The result was that workplace maternity policies in the United States severely 

discriminated against women, who experienced debilitating repercussions, in terms of pay 

and promotion, to their careers when they gave birth to children. Nevertheless, as their 

rising numbers combined with the development of antidiscrimination law, working women 

agitated to force employers to create feir maternity policies. 
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For working women, the struggle for nondiscriminatory maternity policies evolved 

over the course of the 1970s. In most cases, during the late 1960s and early 1970s, 

women's primary demand was the protection of their jobs when they took time oflf to have 

their babies. Later, working women sought equal access to conqjany benefits and the 

retention of accrued seniority. During the mid 1970s policy makers, women's 

organizations, and the business community developed a discourse for defining pregnancy as 

a legal category and fi'ameworks for analyzing it. Various actors debated whether 

pregnancy was a ten^rary disability, akin to any other physical disability, or if its 

voluntary and unique status made it unlike diseases and injuries. By the late 1970s, 

feminists themselves were embroiled in a fierce, ongoing debate about whether women 

should demand equal treatment under the law or whether there were instances in which 

women's differing biology and physiology necessitated "special" treatment. This debate 

had profound implications for a feminist analysis of pregnancy and employment policy. 

Despite the negative and divisive aspects of this debate and the very real setbacks caused 

by the development of fetal protection policies during the 1980s, the 1970s marked the first 

period in U.S. history in which working women could expect to have their needs as 

reproductive beings considered in conjunction with their lives as workers.' 

'The fetal protection policies of the 1980s enabled employers in particular 
industries, largely those that remained overwhelming^ male in their workforce 
conqwsition, to restrict the employment of fertile women. For an excellent analysis of 
these policies, see Sally J. Kenny, For Whose Protection?: Reproductive Hazards and 
Exclusionary Policies in the United States and Britain (Ann Arbor: The University of 
Michigan Press, 1992) and Suzanne Uttaro Samuels, Fetal Rights, Women's Rights: 
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The development of maternity policies and legislation during the 1970s affected all 

women workers; flight attendants stand out, however, because they represent the 

experiences of women who were "glamourous" service workers, whose workplace status 

was deeply connected to physical appearance and sexuality. Employer policies concerning 

maternity changed as a result of legal challenges and legislation. Perhaps because flight 

attendants had utilized Title VII since it went into effect in 1965 to gain basic employment 

rights, as a group they were prepared to utilize it again to agitate for maternity rights. 

While flight attendant cases did not become legal standards on the issue, they did flood the 

courts during the 1970s and provide an ample written history of both the personal effects 

of un&ir maternity policies and the continuing evolution of antidiscrimination law. The 

experiences of flight attendants stand out in another important way; unlike many other 

female workers during the 1970s, flight attendants did not achieve a con^jlete victory over 

airline maternity policies because the airlines successfiilly employed the BFOQ defense, 

based on passenger and fetal safety, in several instances. The experiences of flight 

attendants, then, predated and informed the experiences of women workers in the 1980s 

who would &ce exclusionary policies or forced sterilization by companies who claimed to 

be "protecting" a potential fetus. Airline arguments and judicial interpretations of Title VII 

and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 contributed to a weakening of what, in 

1978, had seemed such a promising development in the quest for women's equality: 

Gender Equality in the Workplace, (Madison, Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1995). 
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pregnancy discrimination codified as a form of sex discrimination, illegal under the law." 

Matemity policies varied widely among industries and individual companies, but 

most women workers during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s experienced one of two basic 

patterns: immediate termination upon knowledge of pregnancy, or mandatory maternity 

leave after which there was a promise of attempted re-employment, but no guarantee. A 

majority of U.S. con:q}anies did not protect the jobs of women on pregnancy-related leave, 

did not carry over women's accumulated seniority if they did return to work, and did not 

pay any pregnancy related insurance costs.^ A small percentage of firms, including Johnson 

& Johnson and United States Steel, offered maternity benefits before 1954, but these 

con^janies en^jloyed relatively few women. The sectors in which women were clustered, 

such as the banking industry, the insurance industry, and retail, overwhelmingly lacked 

maternity benefits as late as 1978.'* These industries were economically invested in a 

cultural construction of female workers as temporary, low skilled, and interchangeable. 

Companies in these industries had significantly increased profits by employing women in 

many occupations they had defined as unskilled and low paid. They adamantly opposed 

^Kenney, in For Whose Protection, argues that airline cases reflected the same 
blurring of Title Vn categories as the later fetal protection cases, or as she calls them 
exclusionary policy cases. 

^CIS 80-s542-10 Legislative History of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 
(PDA). 

^CIS 80-s542-10 Legislative History of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 
(PDA), 99. Women employees comprised 65% of the banking industry, 50% of the 
insurance industry, and 63% of the retail industry. 
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any legislative developments that would alter their relationship to their female employees 

and force them to offer maternity benefits. The airline industry, like many other industries, 

utilized a rigidly sex segregated occupational structure. Female employees in the airline 

industry, including flight attendants and ground personnel, did not receive maternity 

benefits or job protection. Faced with a newly empowered body of flight attendants, who 

had so recently won the right to be considered permanent, professional employees, airlines 

did not intend to fiirther the job security of flight attendants by allowing them to continue 

flying during pregnancy. 

By 1969, a majority of flight attendants had negotiated union contracts that allowed 

them to continue flying after marriage. Just as the airlines had feared, pregnancy soon 

followed as an issue to be resolved by unions and airline companies. In most cases, the 

new contract that guaranteed the protection of employment after marriage also contained a 

clause that allowed the company to terminate a flight attendant immediately if she became 

pregnant. So, for instance, when Braniff flight attendants, represented by ALPA S&S, 

negotiated out the marriage clause in 1967, they simultaneously agreed to the pregnancy 

clause. Very soon, however, flight attendants began to resist the policy of automatic 

termination. Perhaps because they had achieved huge in:^>rovements in their employment 

experience, and most likely because they were ^miliar with the legal concept of sex 

discrimination, flight attendants contested maternity policies through EEOC charges, legal 

actions, and vocal political activism. 

Aware that union negotiations were limited by the airlines' sense of the legal 
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atmosphere on any issue, flight attendants immediately turned to the EEOC as their first 

step in challenging the termination policy. On July 15, 1969, in accordance with her 

employment contract, Braniff Airlines terminated Jill Parker Snow when she informed the 

company of her pregnancy. Snow filed a charge with the EEOC and the case went to 

conciliation. On November 13, 1969, Branrfif agreed to place Snow on unpaid maternity 

leave, rather than terminate her, and to reinstate her to fiill-time employment sixty days 

eifter the birth of her child, providing she passed a medical examination and was released to 

return to work. A conciliation agreement meant that Braniff did not admit that its 

maternity policy violated Title VTI and Snow waived her right to sue, but the terms of the 

agreement were binding on Branifif. While this individual case may seem trivial, since it did 

not even provoke a ruling by the EEOC, it proved invaluable to BraniflF flight attendants. 

The day before the con^any signed the conciliation agreement, it signed a Letter or 

Agreement with ALPA S&S that fundamentally altered its maternity policy. Prompted by 

the negotiations with the EEOC, Braniff created a policy that placed flight attendants on 

immediate and mandatory unpaid maternity leave once pregnancy was established, but 

allowed flight attendants to continue to accrue seniority during the leave and protected 

their job up to ninety days after the birth of the child.^ 

Not all airlines followed BraniflFs lead on the maternity issue. Mohawk Airlines' 

'EEOC Conciliation Agreement between Jill Parker Snow and Branifif Airways, 
Inc., November 13, 1969; Letter of Agreement between ALPA S&S and Braniff Airways, 
Inc., signed November 12, 1969, WSUA, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 6, Braniff Legal 
Folder, 200.3. 
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maternity policy in 1969 was also that of immediate termination, and if the company 

suspected that a flight attendant was pregnant, she was rorced to submit to a doctor's 

examination to confirm or deny the suspicion. Kathleen Rush, a Mohawk flight attendant, 

for whom ALPA S&S was also the bargaining agent, was terminated in mid 1969 when she 

requested a maternity leave of absence. Rush was notified that if her pregnancy ended 

without a living child, she would be reinstated on July 1, 1970. however, her pregnancy 

resulted in a living child. Rush would be placed in ground employment if there was a job 

opening for which she was qualified. Rush filed a grievance with her union, which decided 

to bypass the grievance procedure and take the case directly into the courts of New York. 

Filing complaints with the EEOC and the New York State Commission on Human Rights, 

Rush endured almost two years of hearing and rulings. Mohawk, unlike Braniff^ refiised to 

alter its policy and negotiate a new contract with the union. Ultimately, the State of New 

York ordered Mohawk to reinstate Rush as of August 1, 1971Mohawk had not been 

unwise to fight the issue, however. Support for women fi-om human rights commissions 

and the EEOC on the pregnancy issue was tenuous at best in 1970. In that year the EEOC 

refiised to take action on pregnancy discrimination charges filed against American Airlines, 

Northeast Airlines, and Trans World Airlines. 

During the 1960s, the EEOC was reluctant to disturb established maternity policies. 

^Letter fi^om Deborah B. Tate, Administrative Assistant for ALPA S&S to Claire 
K. Cummings, MEC Chairman of Mohawk Airlines (July 20, 1971),WSUA, ALPA S&S 
Collection, Box 3, Folder: Maternity Leaves 1971. 
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and did not define pregnancy related policies as protected by the sex discrimination 

component of Title VH. In 1966, the Commission explicitly approved the exclusion of 

pregnancy fi-om disability programs, asserting that "Conmiission policy in this area does not 

seek to compare an employer's treatment of illness or injury with his treatment of 

maternity."' In effect, the EEOC opined that Title Vn did not cover pregnancy related 

issues, and to justify this stance they argued that "maternity is a ten^rary disability imique 

to the female sex and more or less to be anticipated during the working lives of most 

women."* The Commission analyzed pregnancy policies with a disparate treatment theory 

of sex discrimination, which meant that employers could create policies that negatively 

affected women's work experiences so long as there were no men in similar situations 

being treated better. While acknowledging that for employment purposes pregnancy was a 

temporary disability, the EEOC asserted that since it was a condition unique to women and 

because it was widespread and assumed to be voluntary, women did not have a right to 

Title vn protection in this area. With statements such as this on record, airline companies 

had reason to believe that the EEOC would not vigorously pursue flight attendants' 

charges of pregnancy discrimination. 

By 1972, the EEOC had revised its opinion about pregnancy and amended its 

Guidelines to include pregnancy related policies as possible instances of sex discrimination. 

'Quoted in Lise Vogel, Mothers On the Job: Maternity Policy in the U.S. 
Workplace, (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1993), 65. 

* Vogel, Mothers on the Job, 65. 
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As with many other women's issues, the EEOC was slow to see sex discrimination, but 

with education and agitation by women, including those who worked for the Commission, 

organized women's groups, and those who filed charges, it ultimately wielded its somewhat 

limited power on behalf of women workers. The new Guidelines stated that "disabilities 

caused or contributed to by pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions, for all job-

related purposes, shall be treated the same as disabilities caused or contributed to by other 

medical conditions." These Guidelines also explicitly prohibited policies if they caused a 

"disparate impact on employees of one sex." This was a significant improvement over the 

"disparate treatment" fi-amework because women could now successfully label a policy sex 

discrimination even if it was &cially neutral, without having to prove that the policy was 

designed to provide better treatment to men than women.' These changes were important 

even though EEOC guidelines did not have the weight of law, because theoretically the 

courts afforded them great deference, a situation that, as we have seen in the past, did not 

always occur. In January 1972, a district court judge for the United States Court of 

Appeals, Seventh Circuit, denied the EEOC the right to intervene in a pregnancy related 

case filed by flight attendants against American Airlines.'® Even when the EEOC sought to 

help, it was not always given the opportunity. 

'Equal En^jloyment Opportimity Commission Sex Discrimination Guidelines, 
published in Herma Hill Kay, Tex/, Cases and Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination, 2"^ 
Edition, (St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1981), 976-977. 

^°Air Lines Stewards and Stewardesses Association, Local 550, et al. and Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission v American Airlines, Inc., and Trans World 
Airlines, Inc. January 18, 1972, 455 F.2d 101. 
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Flight attendants had helped establish a legal language for sex discrimination during 

the 1960s and early 1970s with cases that challenged the myriad discriminatory policies 

enacted by the airlines. These cases, particularly Sprogis v United Air Lines and Diaz v Pan 

American World Airways, clarified the narrowing of the BFOQ defense and the rejection of 

"sex plus" defenses. In the area of maternity litigation, however, flight attendant cases did 

not clarify, but rather confused, the situation. The legal issues that seemed to faave been 

resolved were reintroduced and variously accepted by district courts and appellate courts, 

rendering maternity legislation, particularly ia regard to flight attendants, confused and 

distorted by the end of the 1970s. Even the passage of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act 

in 1978, which aided many pregnant workers, did not affect the employment experiences of 

flight attendants to a significant degree. 

In general, women who sued employers in the early and mid 1970s for pregnancy-

related sex discrimination received mixed results from various district courts. Some courts 

accepted the new EEOC guidelines and held that policies that treated pregnancy disability 

differently than any other temporary disability were illegal. Other courts held that 

pregnancy was a voluntary condition and employers could not be expected to provide 

benefits to cover pregnancy related disabilities. As with all other sex discrimination issues, 

there was no consensus about the legal definition of pregnancy discrimination, its inclusion 

under Title Vn, or even that it was a legitimate conceriL When cases raised important 

legal questions about sex discrimination, and presented varying interpretations of the law, it 

was the Supreme Court who made sense of it all. In our earlier examples of sex 
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discrimination issues, particularly the debilitating "sex plus" framework first presented in 

Phillips V Martin Marietta, the Supreme Court had expanded the coverage of Title Vn in 

ways that were positive for women." For instance, in Griggs v Duke Power Co, a race 

discrimination case decided in 1971, the Supreme Court had clearly articulated the concept 

of "disparate impact." Disparate inqjact theory was vital to sex discrimination cases, 

particularly for flight attendants who worked in a female dominated occupation, because it 

contended that a &cially neutral policy, one that did not seem to treat men better than 

women, could still be discriminatory if it was found to have an adverse effect on the 

employment status of women protected by Title VII.'̂  For several years, during the late 

1960s and early 1970s, the Supreme Court had expanded coverage provided by the sex 

category of Title VII, perhaps in ways not imagined by Congress, but on the maternity 

issue, the Court severely retracted its previously liberal position. 

During the mid 1970s Supreme Court rulings revealed that it had two basic 

positions on pregnant women workers. The first was that women's jobs should be 

protected when they took maternity leave and women should not be forced onto maternity 

leave if they were still physically capable of working. The second was that en^loying 

pregnant women should not cost companies money, the assumption at the heart of the 

"The lower courts in Martin Marietta held that discrimination under Title VII was 
not covered if it involved sex plus another category, such as marriage or motherhood. 
The Supreme Court held, in this case, that sex-plus did not shield an employer from Title 
vn. 

^^Griggs V Duke Power Co, 401 U.S. 424, 91 S.Ct. 849 
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Court's unwillingness to extend Title Vn coverage to benefit programs that treated 

pregnancy un&irly. The first point was illustrated by the Court's ruling in Cleveland Board 

of Education v LaFleur, in which three pregnant teachers sued the Cleveland school board 

for fi^rcing them to take mandatory, ui^aid leaves during their pregnancies. The Court 

decided in fevor of the teachers, asserting that the "stop-start" policy of the school district, 

which forced women to take maternity leave four to five months before their expected due 

dates, was in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. In this case, the Court relied on 

Constitutional law to argue that the policy, with its severe economic in^iact, impeded 

women's right to choose pregnancy fireely, a violation of the due process clause of the 

Fourteenth Amendment." 

The second point, which was that companies should be protected firom extending 

benefits to pregnant workers, became obvious in two landmark cases that fundamentally 

undermined any matemity-reiated progress that women workers had made to that point. 

The Court heard the first case, Geduldig v Aiello, in 1974. Like LaFleur, this case rested 

on an interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment. Female employees for the state of 

California experienced a disparate impact because the state's disability insurance system did 

not cover pregnancy related disabilities. The legal issue in this case hinged on an 

interpretation of the equal protection component of the Fourteenth Amendment, rather 

than the due process clause that had been considered in LaFleur. The Court held that this 

^^Cleveland Board of Education v LaFleur. 94 S.Ct. 791 (1974). 
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was not a sex-based case because the policy differentiated between two categories, 

pregnant people and non-pregnant people, but not men and women.''* The equal protection 

clause did not cover pregnant people as a class, and therefore employers were free to 

exclude pregnancy related coverage from disability plans. 

The Court's ruling in the second case. General Electric Co., v Gilbert in 1976, 

engendered hostility from Congress and women who were already concerned by the ruling 

in Geduldig, and ultimately led to the passage of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 

1978. In General Electric v Gilbert, the Court &ced a challenge based on Title VII, rather 

than the Fourteenth Amendment, and though this change did not affect the Court's ruling, 

it did allow Congress to counteract the effects of the Gilbert ruling explicitly. Congress 

could not amend the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, but it could 

and did amend Title Vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.'̂  In the early 1970s, General 

Electric's disability program allowed a temporarily disabled employee to receive up to sixty 

percent of his or her weekly earnings, up to one hundred and fifty dollars per week for a 

maximum of twenty-six weeks. The program covered all non-work related disabilities, 

including venereal diseases, vasectomies, and hair transplant surgery, except those relating 

^*Geduldig v Aiello, 94 S.Ct. 2485. The court laid out this analysis, on which the 
issue of sex based discrimination was thrown out, in the oft-quoted footnote twenty. The 
Court then expanded on this framework in its next major pregnancy related case, General 
Electric Co v Gilbert, 97 S.Ct 408. 

'̂ Several scholar have careftilly examined the legal imphcations of these two cases, 
including Herma Hill Kay, Texts, Cases and Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination', Lise 
Vogel, Mothers on the Job\ Sally Kenney, For Whose Protection. 
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to pregnancy. Additionally, under GE's plan, employees who took a maternity leave of 

absence immediately lost insurance coverage, whereas employees who went on personal 

leave, were laid off, or engaged in a strike, continued to be covered by their insurance 

policy for thirty-one days. The Court again claimed that "an exclusion of pregnancy from a 

disability-benefits plan providing general coverage is not a gender-based discrimination at 

all "16 Yijg goujt relied on an economic argimient in this case. By defining pregnancy as 

"unique," the Court held that employers and non-pregnant employees should not have to 

assume the additional cost of paying for pregnancy disability coverage. The Court relied 

heavily on statistics provided by GE that indicated it would cost as much as 1.3 billion 

dollars to bring all companies into conq)liance with a ruling that made pregnancy coverage 

a mandatory component of disability insurance plans. 

In both Geduldig and Gilbert the Court resisted any serious analysis of the physical 

and economic realities faced by women workers because they had the biological burden of 

pregnancy. The Court in these cases accepted the premise that "male is norm" and that 

insofar as women are Uke men, they must be treated exactly like men. But if there are ways 

in which women are not like men, they must still be expected to be treated like men. In 

effect, a woman would be covered for a hair transplant, because it was a condition that 

largely inflicted men and paying coverage premiums for it was considered an acceptable 

risk. The feet that women never benefitted from that coverage was not relevant, according 

^^Gilbert, 97 S.Ct. 408. 

"CIS 80-S542-10 Legislative History of the PDA. 
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to the Supreme Court. The idea, however, that women could have pregnancy coverage, 

from which men would never benefit (there is no indication that the Court thought of 

reproduction as a process in which men participated), was unacceptable. As scholar Lise 

Vogel contends, "the Court was declaring that for the purposes of equality analysis, men 

are the standards against which women are to be measured. Burdens created by 

characteristics not shared by men are extra and need not be picked up by employers."'* 

The Supreme Court's analyzes in these two cases explicitly rejected the EEOC's 

guidelines, and were in opposition to recent rulings in six appellate courts and eighteen 

federal trial courts, and created an intense vocal disapproval by many members of 

Congress, unions, and organized women's groupts. In reaction to the Gilbert ruling, both 

the Senate and the House of Representatives introduced and passed bills in 1977 that 

became the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978. In the Senate, a bill that mandated 

equal coverage for all disabilities was favorably reported out of the Committee on Labor 

and Human Resources, and widely supported. A similar bill in the House was cosponsored 

by ninety-three Representatives. People who testified on behalf of these bills at 

Congressional hearings included Ethel Bent Walsh, the Vice Chairman of the EEOC; Alanis 

Herman, the Director of the Women's Bureau; Susan DeUer Ross of the Americans for 

Civil Liberties Union; and Clarence Mitchell of the NAACP." Representatives of the AFL-

CIO also consistently and vocally supported the bill. Clearly, this bill received widespread 

"Vogel, Mothers on the Job, 70. 

"CIS 80-S542-10 Legislative History of the PDA. 
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support and almost guaranteed passage. Nevertheless, an examination of the terms of the 

debate, the issues raised, and the nature of the bill itself sheds valuable light on the cultural 

construction of working womanhood in the late 1970s. 

When Senator Harrison A. Williams introduced a bill to guarantee that pregnant 

workers would not be treated differently than other temporarily disabled workers, he 

explicitly chastised the Supreme Court for its ruling in Gilbert. That decision, he said, 

"constituted a serious setback to women's rights and to the development of 

antidiscrimination law under Title His rationale for the bill was genuinely and 

sincerely centered on a desire to improve working conditions for women and ensure 

women's equality. He followed this statement, however, with one that illuminates the 

deeply entrenched cultural idea that women act, and sacrifice, on behalf of family but rarely 

on their own behalf^ and it was this &mily integrity that had to be protected, not necessarily 

the personal needs and desires of women. "But fer more important," he asserted, was that 

the Gilbert decision posed a "serious threat to the security of the femily unit." '̂ Williams, 

and all others who spoke on behalf of the bill, assumed that a vast majority of women 

worked because they needed wages to sustain themselves and their &milies. Because the 

ruling in Gilbert allowed employers to treat pregnancy leaves differently than other leaves 

of absence, particularly in regard to the replacement of wages through disability coverage, 

Williams argued that the loss of wages for pregnant women would make it dif5cult for 

^°CIS 80-s542-10, CIS 80-s542-10 Legislative History of the PDA, 2. 

'̂CIS 80-s542-10, Legislative History of the PDA, 2. 
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many &milies to provide proper nutrition for both their living children and the unbom fetus. 

Senator Jacob Jarvits concurred, arguing that "we can no longer in this country legislate 

with regard to women workers on the basis of outdated stereotypes and myths. The facts 

are that women, like men, often need employment to support fiunilies... 

In the same vein as this economic argument was the argument that without the new 

law, women might choose abortion because they could not survive a loss of wages. During 

the debates about this bill, abortion was repeatedly mentioned, both as an argument for and 

against a pregnancy discrimination law. The supporters of the bill assumed that by labeling 

it, in a sense, a "pro-life" bill because it would provide benefits to poor, working pregnant 

women who might otherwise have chosen to terminate the pregnancy, they would appeal to 

a broad audience. Senator Thomas Eagleton of Missouri, took the pro-life stance fiirther 

when he argued that he would only support the bill if it contained an amendment that 

allowed individual employers to choose whether or not their company's insurance plan 

would cover abortion costs. He argued that no employer should have to pay premiums for 

a procedure that he considered morally wrong.^ Senator Bayh, of Indiana, adamantly 

opposed such a restrictive amendment because he was genuinely concerned that women's 

rights were at stake. He asserted that "a body composed of 100 males albeit conscientious, 

hardworking, intelligent, and well-intentioned males, is hardly in the position to make this 

^CIS 80-s542-10, Legislative History of the PDA, 67. 

"CIS 80-s542-10, Legislative History of the PDA, 114. 
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very personal decision for even one woman.These arguments, that working women 

worked because they had to and therefore deserved protection, and that if that protection 

dissuaded women from choosing abortion, so much the better, moved the debate away 

from the argument that women sin^ily deserved to be protected from policies that 

discriminated against them based on sex. 

Nevertheless, women's rights as workers were being considered and supported in 

Congress during the spring of 1977 to an unprecedented degree. Unlike the passage of 

Title VII with "sex" included as a category, the Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA) left a 

rich Congressional history that provided a mandate for strict interpretation. The bill that 

was signed into law in 1978 as the PDA ofBcially amended Title VII to include section 

701(k), which prohibited any employment policies that discriminated on the basis of 

pregnancy. The purpose of the new amendment was to redefine "sex" as encon:^>assing 

"pregnancy, childbirth, and related conditions," and to render any policies that 

discriminated based on this new definition of sex explicitly illegal." The PDA required 

employers who already had temporary disability programs and health care coverage for 

workers to treat pregnancy and childbirth as they would any other medical condition. 

En^loyers had 180 days to comply with the law, and the law stipulated that no employer 

could dismantle benefits that were already in place to avoid extending those benefits to 

^"^CIS 80-s542-10, Legislative History of the PDA, 115. 

"Title Vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Act of 1972, and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978, in Kay, Text, 
Cases and Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination, 955. 
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include maternity. 

The PDA was a positive development for working women, but its scope was 

limited by a reluctance to "interfere" in the capitalist system that has marked almost every 

worker/employer relationship in this country. Significantly, the law did not require any 

employer to develop a disabilities plan or provide any fiinge benefits if the con^any did not 

previously provide employees with those benefits. The law, in other words, was not a 

mandate to create a nationwide maternity policy that provided guaranteed benefits for 

women, it simply forced employers who already had benefits programs to include 

pregnancy related coverage. The practical result of this was that women employed by 

small firms, in part-time work, or in service industries, all of which had historically 

inadequate worker benefits, continued to experience severe economic deprivation in the 

face of motherhood. Finally, despite debate on the floors of the Senate and the House, 

Senator Eagleton's amendment limiting women's access to abortion coverage did pass. 

The law, in its final form, stated that it did not "require an en^iloyer to pay for health 

insurance benefits for abortion, except where the life of the mother would be endangered if 

the fetus were carried to term."^® Unlike men, who could receive unqualified coverage for 

their personal choices about reproduction (vasectomies), women's personal choice to 

terminate a pregnancy through a medical procedure was legally limited by the desires of her 

^^itle Vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Act of 1972, and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978, in Kay, Text, 
Cases and Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination, 955. 
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employer. Even within this "equality" framework, in which the law was designed to treat 

women as equal to and exactly like men, state policy continued to label women "diflFerent" 

and undeserving of full equal protection. 

Despite these setbacks, the PDA was a valuable weapon for the approximately 

thirty-nine million working women in the United States in 1978. '̂ And it was a weapon 

women willingly used, filing 25,599 charges of pregnancy discrimination with the EEOC 

between 1981 and 1985. This number reveals not only the agency of women who seized 

the opportunity provided by the new law, but also the pervasiveness of continued 

discrimination. The following section of this chapter examines the conditions &ced by a 

particular subset of working women who became pregnant both before and after the 

passage of the PDA, as well as the discourse with which employers and courts debated the 

status of these women as workers. The ejqjeriences of flight attendants represented, in 

general, the experiences of many white working women in pink collar, service work during 

this period. They considered themselves professional workers, arguing that they received 

training and performed vital tasks, but airline management and most of the public devalued 

their skills and the worth of their labor. As women who either emerged from the middle 

class or moved into the middle class through marriage and work, for the most part flight 

attendants sought to fiilfill the "dominant" cultural expectations of marriage and 

motherhood. Embodying multiple identities, as wives, mothers, and workers, flight 

Equal Employment Opportunity for Women: U.S. Policies, U.S. Department of 
Labor, OflBce of the Secretary, Women's Bureau, 1982, Appendix A, table 1. 
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attendants negotiated a difi5cult terrain, made all the more difficult because their worker 

identity was devalued by society. 

Flight attendants, however, were a unique body of women workers for several 

reasons. Perhaps because they had so recently won the right even to consider this 

occupation a lifetime career, flight attendants particularly valued their worker identity and 

professed a deep connection to their work. Flight attendants also had valuable resources to 

fight discrimination that many working women most likely did not have. Because they 

fought for almost a decade for basic employment rights, flight attendant unions had legal 

departments and pre-existing relationships with attorneys who kept United States courts 

filled with flight attendant related law suits. Flight attendants understood the possibilities 

and limitations created by the law and the courts that interpreted it. 

This advantage, however, was offset in regard to pregnancy issues by the nature of 

the flight attendant occupation. Under Title VII, employers had two possible defenses for 

policies that discriminated based on sex: the BFOQ defense and the "business necessity" 

defense. Essentially the same, these defenses differed only in the situations in which 

defendants invoked them. If a policy created a straightforward disparate treatment 

between the sexes, it had to be defended as a BFOQ to be legal. If the policy appeared 

gender neutral, but in actuality had a disparate intact on men and women, then the 

business necessity defense had to be proven in order to except the policy fi"om Title VII 

coverage. In maternity cases, courts often held that mandatory grounding of pregnant 

flight attendants was, though a prima facie case of sex discrimination, permissible under 
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both the "business necessity" and BFOQ defense. Flight attendants fought throughout the 

1970s and early 1980s to alter airline maternity policy, with mixed results. 

The first struggle for flight attendants was to gain job protection when they became 

pregnant. BraniflF replaced its termination policy with a "stop-start" policy in 1969 after a 

complaint was filed with the EEOC, but many airlines, like Mohawk, were not as willing to 

capitulate. By the early 1970s, however, flight attendants as a whole had become quite 

adept at negotiating legal procedures and at utilizing the media for their purposes. 

Harkening back to Colleen Boland's 1961 photo shoot of "old" flight attendants. National 

flight attendants launched a brief but powerfiil media campaign in 197x. National ended its 

marriage ban in 1967, but the pregnancy policy it instituted required flight attendants to 

resign immediately. On February 3, 1971, National flight attendants "marched for 

motherhood" at a press party for a National Airlines Golf Tournament in Miami.^® Flight 

attendants and small children carried signs with messages such as "Airlines claim mothers-

to-be are guilty of misconduct," and "Should we be forced to choose . .. My baby or my 

job?" '̂ The march received widespread media coverage in Miami, and embarrassed 

National officials who were hosting the golf tournament. A company spokesman asserted 

that "picketing is not one of the ways" to alter National's policy, yet by the end of March 

the company had signed a Letter of Agreement with the union giving National's flight 

^^"National Stewardesses Get Maternity Package," ALP A S&S News, (March 
1971), ALP A S&S Collection, Box 4, Folder; Flightlog, WSUA. 

'̂Photo m AFL-CIO News, (February 13, 1971), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 4, 
Folder: General Publicity, WSUA. 
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attendants a new maternity policy.^® The new policy replicated Braniffs, allowing a 

woman to take an immediate, unpaid leave of absence and to return to work sixty days 

after the birth of her child. 

By about 1972 most flight attendants had a union contract that protected their job 

when they went on maternity leave. Legal cases in the 1970s reflect the two major issues 

still faced by female flight attendants: discrimination in benefits and insurance coverage, and 

the financial effects of mandatory unpaid leave. Because union contracts stipulated that 

pregnant flight attendants would go on mandatory, immediate, unpaid maternity leave, 

women were without wages between six to ten months. In 1971, the base pay for a Pan 

American flight attendant with two years seniority was $689 per month, for a Braniff flight 

attendant it was $515 per month, and for a Hughes Air West flight attendant it was $460 

per month. '̂ For most flight attendants, the loss of thousands of dollars in wages and the 

cessation of health benefits during the period of their maternity leave was financially 

devastating. Flight attendants used various tactics to resolve this economic dilemma, fi-om 

trying to get a new job for the duration of their pregnancy to applying for state aid in the 

'""National Stewardesses Get Maternity Package," ALP A S&S News, (March 
1971), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 4, Folder: Flightlog, WSUA.. 

'̂Flight attendant salaries varied depending on the airline. Large airlines, such as 
Pan Am, UAL, and American, paid their flight attendants slightly more than did small, 
regional airlines. For instance, the Braniff figure above was based on fifty-five hours of 
flying, overtime up to eighty hours per month was paid at a rate of about $14 per hour, 
aUowing a flight attendant to earn as much as $725 per month. The maximum pay (eighty 
hours of flying) for a Hughes Air West flight attendant with two years seniority was $670 
per month in 1972. 
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form of unemployment compensation. Seemingly harmless, both tactics presented 

problems and provided little relief. A National flight attendant, Ms. Olhausen, went on 

maternity leave in 1973 after eleven years as a flight attendant. While on leave she worked 

at her husband's restaurant because, without her wages, he was unable to pay another 

enqjloyee. She not only lost her flight attendant wages and her right to engage in her 

chosen field of labor, she was forced to work a physically difiBcult job without pay so that 

her femily could economically survive her pregnancy. 

Records reveal that the immediate, impaid maternity policies employed by the 

airlines forced flight attendants to perform a delicate balancing act when they made the 

decision to have a baby. The policy required flight attendants to notify the company 

immediately upon knowledge of pregnancy, but most flight attendants were in their third or 

fourth month of pregnancy before they announced it to their supervisors. A small sampling 

of362 UAL flight attendants who went on maternity leave between 1972 and 1974 

revealed that forty-three percent of them reported their pregnancies at the end of their 

eighth week (by which time a vast majority of women have detected their pregnancies), but 

that left fifty-seven percent who waited until after the eighth week to go on maternity 

leave.^^ Some, like National Airlines flight attendant Marilyn White, waited until they 

could not longer physically hide the &ct of their pregnancy, but they &ced termination 

re National Airlines Inc, 434 F.Supp. 249, 258 (D.C. Fla. 1977). 

Karen Condit et al v United Air Lines, Inc, 12 EPD ^11195 (September 3, 
1976), 5498. 
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because they violated the company policy of immediate notification. White, a flight 

attendant with ten years of seniority, requested maternity leave in 1973 and in the letter 

stated her expected due date, which was necessary so that National could determine the 

approximate date a flight attendant would return to work. The date revealed that she was 

in her sixth month of pregnancy and she was terminated.^ 

The case of Helen Niles, a Branifif flight attendant, well illustrates the depth of the 

financial hardship caused by the airlines' maternity policies and the "catch-22" situation iq 

which women found themselves when they became pregnant. Braniff Airlines hired Niles 

on September 20, 1968. Niles benefitted fi-om the 1965 change in the marriage policy, and 

after marriage she continued to fly. By 1978 she received a base salary of $955 per month, 

and with overtime was earning in excess of $ 1000 per month. On January 31, 1978, Niles 

notified Braniff that she was pregnant and included a letter from her doctor in which he 

asserted that she should continue working and remain active throughout her pregnancy. 

Nevertheless, Branifif placed her on immediate maternity leave. According to BranifPs 

policy, flight attendants who became pregnant were not permitted to utilize accumulated 

sick leave, did not retain company-subsidized health care, and collected no disability 

benefits. With her ten years of seniority, Niles had an accumulated sick bank of 

approximately three hundred and fifty hours, which if she had been allowed to cash in 

would have replaced about four months of salary during her maternity leave. Braniff also 

^Barbara Ann Gardner v National Airlines, Inc and Susan Gail Leonard v 
National Airlines, Inc., hereafter cited In re National Airlines Inc, 434 F.Supp. 249. 
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did not allow flight attendants to take temporary ground positions with the company. This 

combination of Actors led Niles to apply for unemployment con^nsation with the state of 

Minnesota on February 5, 1978. For several weeks she received unen^loyment 

compensation, but on April 11a claims deputy reviewed her case and declared her 

ineligible for benefits.^^ The claims deputy ruled that "although the claimant did not 

oflBcially request a leave-of-absence, she accepted the provisions of the collective 

bargaining agreement . .. she is voluntarily imemployed."^^ 

Though Niles wanted to continue working during her pregnancy, her employer did 

not allow it. She tried, and ^ed, to get a temporary job during her pregnancy, but could 

not find work because no employer wanted to hire a pregnant woman who would only 

work for a few months. She turned to her state, but was denied unemployment benefits 

because she worked under a union contract that had ratified the maternity policy. Niles 

was fortimate in that she and her husband had the resources and willingness to retain a 

lawyer and fight what they understood as discrimination on the part of the airline and the 

Minnesota unemployment compensation policy. Niles filed charges with the Minnesota 

State Department of Human Rights, as well as the state Employment Department. She 

contested the unemployment compensation ruling, and by June 1978 she had filed a 

complaint of sex discrimination against Braniflf with the EEOC. In April 1979 her attorney 

^^Letter to Earl Dunn, Minnesota Department of Employment Services fi-om 
Kathleen M. Graham, attorney for Niles, (May 31, 1978), AFA Collection, Box 2, Folder 
BRANIFF-Niles, WSUA. 

'̂ Letter to Dunn, May 31, 1978, 3. 
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was preparing to sue Braniff in Minnesota. Ultimately, Niles had to repay the 

unemployment con^nsation payments she had received between February and April when 

she was on "voluntary," mandatory, unpaid maternity leave, and as of 1980 her lawsuit 

against Braniff was still pending. 

By the time Niles was fighting for her right to remain employed while pregnant 

there had been a plethora of maternity related lawsuits filed by flight attendants, as well as 

the passage of the PDA, yet Niles was by no means assured that her suit would be 

successful. Both before and after the passage of the PDA, the legal system was ambiguous 

about the rights of pregnant flight attendants. In 1977, a wave of contradictory decisions 

were released, proving once again that the "objective" nature of the law was doubtful and 

that judicial rulings were driven to a large extent by the gendered assumptions of judges. 

As one judge astutely observed in connection to flight attendants in 1980, courts 

considering virtually the same evidence had "reached such contradictory results that it is 

impossible to reconcile them."^^ Some courts accepted that pregnancy policies could be 

discriminatory based on sex, others rejected the discrimination paradigm and held that Title 

Vn did not provide protection for maternity related issues. Those courts that found 

discrimination then had to consider the various exception defenses, and in most cases held 

that the "stop-start" policy was legitimate. The result was that by the end of the 1970s, 

flight attendants still &ced mandatory maternity leave, the difference was that the 

^^Burwell v Eastern Air Lines, Inc., 633 F.2d 361 (1980), 368. 
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conditions of the leave were more fevorable to them than they had been in the early 1970s. 

The legal confiision about flight attendants and maternity stemmed in part from a 

reactive stance taken by many courts, in which the progress meide in liberalizing sex 

discrimination concepts was severely curtailed and in some instances retracted. A court in 

one of the earliest flight attendant maternity cases, Johnson v National Airlines, Inc., 

decided its verdict based on the disparate treatment framework, which could severely limit 

the remedies available to women employed in female dominated occupations.^* Barbara 

Baker Johnson was hired as a flight attendant at National Airlines on July 9, 1965. In 1969 

she notified the company that she was pregnant and was immediately terminated. In May 

1970, after the birth of her child, she contacted her union, ALPA S&S, to request help in 

being reinstated. ALPA asserted that it could not help her. In late 1972, Johnson decided 

to simply reapply, as a new employee, for a flight attendant position, was interviewed, and 

then never contacted. The airline later claimed that it had no evidence of her attempt to 

regain her position as flight attendant. Johnson filed a charge of sex discrimination with the 

EEOC when she was not called for an interview. The judge held that Johnson was not part 

of a disadvantaged class because there were no men in similar positions of employment. In 

this case. District Judge Roettger afOrmed the disparate treatment paradigm that conceded 

no discrimination imless members of the opposite class, men in this situation, were being 

treated better than the plaintiffs class. He firmly rejected Johnson's suit for two reasons; 

Barbara Baker Johnson v National Airlines, Inc., 434 F. Supp. 266 (D.C. Fla. 
1977) 
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men did not work as flight attendants at National Airlines and even if they had, men did not 

have a maternity policy that was more advantageous than women. '̂ Roettger based his 

ruling on the Appeals Court decision in Stroud v Delta Airlines, Inc., which had 

resurrected the disparate treatment issue previously resolved in Phillips v Martin Marietta 

and Griggs v Duke Power CoJ*° Because it revived the idea that Title VII protection 

applied only to discrimination resulting from disparate treatment, the defeat in Stroud was a 

significant loss for flight attendants. The case began when Etta Ruth Stroud, a flight 

attendant with Delta Airlines, filed a Title VII discrimination suit alleging several separate 

violations. Delta hired Stroud in 1956 and forced her to resign in April 1965 when she 

married. Stroud sought reinstatement with Delta on several occasions, but was rejected 

initially because of Delta's marriage ban and later because Delta would not hire women 

who were divorced. Delta did not lift its marriage ban until 1971, significantly later than 

most airlines, and it did not hire men as flight attendants until December 1972."' Stroud 

based her legal claim for reinstatement and back pay on the idea t continuing effects of past 

discrimination could be remedied under Title VII. Though Delta had since changed its 

policies, Stroud continued to sufier the effects of those discriminatoiy policies. Finally, 

Stroud claimed that Delta had violated her civil rights in 1973, when she had again sought 

''National Airlines hired its first male cabin attendant in April 1973. 

*^Stroud V Delta Airlines 544 F2d 892 (C.A. Ga. 1977); Phillips v Martin 
Marietta, 400 U.S. 542 (1971), 411 F.2d 1 (D.C. Fla 1969); Sprogis, 308 F.Supp. 959. 

Stroud, 544 F.2d at 893. 
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reinstatement. She claimed that Delta's refusal to hire her was retaliatory, because in 1972, 

she had filed charges of sex discrimination with the EEOC. 

Delta claimed a simple defense: Stroud had been terminated before the effective 

date of Title Vn, which was September 2, 1965, and therefore was entitled to no redress 

for the initial discrimination or any discriminatory results that emerged fi-om the initial 

discrimination.'*^ Delta also claimed that since she did not file a charge of discrimination 

with the EEOC until 1972, Stroud was not eligible for protection under the Act imtil that 

date. The court held that Stroud was not protected because sex discrimination did not 

occur in this instance, since Delta did not hire male flight attendants. The court held that 

Stroud "suffered a discrimination, but it was based on marriage and not sex. Men were not 

fevored over women, they simply were not involved in the functioning of the policy. 

The court acknowledged that policies defined as "sex plus" could be discriminatory, but 

only when men and women competed for the same employment opportxmities, which they 

did not in the case of Delta flight attendants. 

Clearly a defeat for Stroud, this case did not make it likely that marriage bans 

would be reinstated, but it did provide a dangerous language and fiamework that could be 

used in maternity cases. Many courts legitimated discriminatory pregnancy policies based 

on the assertion that "men were not fevored over women, they simply were not involved in 

'̂'Stroud, 544 F.2d 892. 

^^Stroud, 544 F.2d at 893. 
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the functioning of the policy."^ Stroud's untimely revival of a disparate treatment test for 

protection under Title VII, and a semantical avoidance of the Phillips rejection of the sex 

plus exception, did not bode well for future maternity cases. The lesson in both the 

Johnson and the Stroud case, then, was that sex-plus and the disparate treatment 

framework were not truly dead because judges had not abandoned all gender-based 

assumptions about proper employment and femily roles for individuals. While these two 

frameworks informed sex discrimination rulings. Title VII could not function fiilly to 

protect women from workplace discrimination. As a Fifrh Circuit appellate judge held in 

his dissent in Phillips in 1969, "If'sex plus' stands, the Act is dead."^^ The realization 

that, despite rulings to the contrary, these two frameworks continued to be invoked 

periodically in sex discrimination suits sheds light on the complex and contradictory 

development of sex discrimination as a legal concept in this country. 

Flight attendants sought two main goals in 1970s maternity cases: the elimination of 

mandatory, unpaid leave and the inclusion of pregnancy in sick pay programs and insurance 

benefits. Based on the Supreme Court's 1976 ruling in General Electric v Gilbert, flight 

attendants were unable to define pregnancy as a disability for benefits purposes. District 

and appellate courts consistently asserted that the Gilbert case controlled these suits, even 

after the passage of the PDA. But in the area of the "stop-start" policy utilized by a 

**Stroud, 544 F.2d at 893. 

Judge Brown in Phillips v Martin Marietta, 416 F.2d at 1260, quoted in Kay, 
Texts, Cases and Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination, 531. 
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majority of airlines, flight attendants who challenged the policy in court received mix 

results. In seven major cases, involving seven different airlines, the courts held on the issue 

in three significantly different ways. Even those rulings that had the same ultimate effect 

(to allow immediate leave), different courts relied on different interpretations of sex 

discrimination law to justify the individual decisions. The result was that, by 1980, there 

was no consistent legal discourse concerning the rights of pregnant flight attendants, and 

the major airlines had varying policies that governed the experiences of flight attendants 

who became pregnant. 

Four major airlines— UAL, Pan American, Western, and Delta— successfully 

defended their immediate leave policy, in different district courts, based on the BFOQ 

defense. The first of these rulings, Condit v United Air Lines, Inc, was decided on 

September 3, 1976."^ Though this case did not generate a lengthy or particularly deep 

analysis of the law, it was a precedent for most of the other airline maternity cases. The 

suit was brought by two UAL flight attendants, Karen Condit and Mary Oravec, both of 

whom had been placed on mandatory maternity leave by the company in 1972. The 

primary legal issue considered in the case was whether or not UAL's maternity policy was 

a prima facie violation of Title VU, and if so, whether or not the company was eligible for 

a BFOQ exception in this instance. In other words, was a maternity leave policy that 

placed women on mandatory leave while they were still physically capable of working a 

Karen Condit et al v United Air Lines, Inc., 12 EPD T[11195 (September 3, 
1976), 558 F.2d 1176 (Discrimination. Va. 1977), affirmed, 631 F.2d 1136 (4* Cir. 1980) 
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case of obvious sex discrimination? And if it was, was non-pregnancy a bona fide 

occupational qualification for the duties of the flight attendant occupation, which would 

exempt the policy from the protection provided by Title Vn? 

The district court asserted that Condit and Oravec had not proven a prima facie 

case of sex discrimination because the maternity policy was "based on an exclusively female 

condition— pregnancy." '̂ The court relied on a sex-plus analysis to invalidate the flight 

attendants' challenge to UAL's maternity policy. However, the court did not simply reject 

this as a Title VII case, it also contended that even if the maternity policy was sex 

discrimination, it would be protected by the BFOQ clause. This argument, that non-

pregnancy was a BFOQ for the position of flight attendant, was based entirely on nodical 

testimony that speculated that pregnant flight attendants could endanger their passengers 

during an emergency. As in all of the flight attendant cases that accepted the BFOQ 

defense, the court in this case held that "the law impose[d] on United the obligation of 

taking no chances when it [came] to safety," and UAL's maternity policy was "reasonably 

necessary" to continued operation of the airline. The Appellate Court, in its aflSrmation of 

the district courts ruling, asserted that "pregnancy could incapacitate a stewardess in ways 

that might threaten the safe operation of aircraft."^® 

This case, then, established a legal precedent for accepting the BFOQ defense, 

based on the need for passenger safety, to allow airlines to continue grounding flight 

Condit et al, 12 EPD If H195 (September 3, 1976), 5499. 

Karen Condit et al, 558 F.2d 1176. 
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attendants as soon as they reported a pregnancy. Condit and Oravec also challenged 

UAL's policy of restricting pregnancy from the sick leave program, but the district court in 

1976 stayed this point pending the Supreme Court's ruling on the General Electric v 

Gilbert case. Interestingly, this is the district court that decided in fevor of Gilbert 

originally, labeling GE's policies discriminatory. Yet in the Condit case, the court 

ultimately deferred to the Supreme Court's guidelines in Gilbert, and found that UAL's 

sick leave policy did not have to treat pregnancy as it did other disabilities. After the 

passage of the PDA, the flight attendants appealed this portion of the court's ruling and the 

Appellate Court afiBrmed the lower court's ruling. The Appellate court held that, despite 

the subsequent passage of the PDA, the alleged sex discrimination in benefit programs had 

occurred while the Gilbert decision was controlling, and that the PDA could not be applied 

retroactively."' Flight attendants lost on several levels in the Condit case. A legal 

precedent for mandatory, immediate maternity leave was established, the airlines' ability to 

call on a BFOQ defense was strengthened, and the court refused to retroactively apply the 

PDA to remedy pregnancy discrimination in benefits that had occurred during the 1970s. 

The legal articulation of these concepts only gained strength with the next major flight 

attendant case decided. 

On September 2, 1977, a district court in California articulated the strongest 

defense of airline maternity policies to date in the case of Harriss and Feather v Pan 

Condit et al, 631 F.2d 1136. 
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American World Airways, Inc^° In a lengthy opinion. District Court Judge Schwarzer 

expounded on his interpretation of sex discrimination, the Gilbert case, and the BFOQ 

clause of Title VII, providing fer more detailed evidence of the assumptions and argvunents 

that flight attendants &ced when they challenged maternity policies than previous cases 

had. The suit was filed by Ute Harriss and Margaret Feather, flight attendants with Pan 

Am, and the district court classified it as a class action suit for all flight attendants 

employed by Pan Am after October 24, 1972. The court accepted that Pan Am's 

pregnancy policy was sex discrimination because it had the effect of "excluding [a] 

disproportionate number of women fi-om employment," thereby creating a disparate impact 

on female workers. '̂ Pan Am, the court held, created a disparate impact on its female 

flight attendants by requiring them to begin unpaid maternity leave upon discovery of 

pregnancy, by refiising to allow them to return to work until at least sixty days after the 

birth of the child, and by denying female flight attendants on maternity leave sick leave, 

accrual of seniority, and other fiinge benefits. 

To "survive [a] showing of discriminatory impact," Pan Am had to prove that the 

employment practice in question was "necessary to [the] safe and efScient operation" of its 

business. To qualify for a BFOQ exception. Pan Am's policy had to meet three legal 

criteria designed to test the legitimacy of the policy as a "business necessity." The policy 

had to be "related to [the] primary purpose or essence of business operation," which meant 

Harriss, 437 F.Supp. 413. 

^^Harriss, 437 F.Supp. 413. 
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that it had to be an essential policy, not merely a convenience for the company. It also had 

to be "reasonably calculated to further asserted business interests" and there could be no 

discernible "alternative policy which satisfies asserted interests with lesser discriminatory 

impact."^^ To test Pan Am's maternity policy against these criteria. Judge Schwarzer 

closely examined Pan Am's employment history and the medical testimony provided by 

various medial experts. 

A review of Pan Am's employment history revealed that the airline had always 

treated pregnancy differently than other disabilities, and that the development of Pan Am's 

post 1971 pregnancy policy was "shrouded in mysteiy." '̂ The judge sought to determine if 

Pan Am's policy had a basis in researched, tested data because it would shed light on 

whether or not the policy had been "reasonably calculated." Before 1971, Pan Am's 

maternity policy had been that of immediate termination, but in 1971 Pan Am flight 

attendants, through their union, had negotiated a mandatory leave policy to replace the 

termination policy. The specific policy required flight attendants to notify a supervisor of 

pregnancy within twenty-four hours of knowledge, to present a medical certificate 

confirming pregnancy and expected due date within ten days, to begin unpaid maternity 

leave for the duration of pregnancy and for at least sixty days thereafter, and to notify Pan 

Am of the birth of a child or termination of pregnancy with a doctor's certificate. Pan Am 

ofiBcials who testified at the trial admitted that this maternity policy, which had been 

^^Harriss, 437 F.Supp. 413. 

"Harriss, 437 F.Supp. at 416. 
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proposed by the Medical Department, was not the product of "any deliberative process" 

and "none [of the company officials] knew of any studies, deliberations, or specific 

considerations which underlay the policy."®'' This policy, which affected approximately 

3,400 female flight attendants who worked for Pan Am, had apparently been created 

without any serious deliberation or medical analysis to support it.®® 

This policy affected Pan Am flight attendants both financially and in terms of 

employment status. Financially, flight attendants lost wages for almost one year, had to 

assimie the cost of maintaining their medical and life insurance benefits, were not permitted 

to utilize accumulated sick hours, and lost accumulated vacation benefits. At the time of 

her maternity leave, Harriss had two hundred and fifty hours of accumulated sick pay, 

which, if she had been allowed to use, would have replaced between three and four months 

of salary during her maternity' leave. The maternity policy also created long-term 

employment disadvantages because flight attendants were unable to accrue seniority during 

the leave. Seniority was the principle fector in determining schedules, pay, and inflight 

authority for flight attendants. Harriss and Feather had lost one hundred and thirty days of 

seniority during their maternity leaves, resulting in a drop of between twenty and forty 

positions on the seniority rooster. Other forms of leave did not impose the same 

restrictions. For instance, flight attendants on medical leave could first utilize their 

^Harriss, 437 F.Supp. at 416. 

®®Pan Am testified that it granted between two hundred and three hundred 
maternity leaves each year. Harriss, 437 F.Supp. at 416. 
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accumulated sick leave pay, then go on unpaid leave and throughout a medical leave of 

absence, a flight attendant continued to accrue seniority.^ 

The Court in this case held that Pan Am's treatment of pregnancy as distinct, in 

terms of its insurance and sick pay programs, was legitimate under the Gilbert ruling. The 

Harriss court, like the Gilbert court, found that because pregnancy was "generally a 

voluntary and desired condition," it could be excluded from a benefits package without 

violating Title Vn. '̂ Judge Schwarzer decided that the exclusion of pregnancy as an 

eligible "medical condition" for the use of sick pay was legitimate because "male and 

female employees [were] equally protected from wage loss due to the same categories of 

'sickness and injury.'"^* The Court did not accept that medical conditions that were 

confined to women could be "normalized" enough to demand coverage, and so women 

could be discriminated against based on the firamework of "male as norm." This analysis, 

and the legal decision that accompanied it, constructed female pregnancy as an aberration 

of the human condition. 

Given the legal interpretation of pregnancy as a voluntary condition unprotected by 

Title Vn that was prevalent during the 1970s, it was inevitable that the Pan Am flight 

attendants would lose on the benefits issue. Pan Am's stop-start policy, however, which 

resulted in months of lost wages, was the issue over which the BFOQ debate raged. Pan 

Harriss, 437 F.Supp. at 416-418. 

"Harriss, 437 F.Supp. at 436. 

Harriss, 437 F.Supp. at 436. 
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Am launched a defense of its policy that paralleled that of all other airlines that had the 

same policy, and therefore merits a close examination. The crux of Pan Am's argument 

was that "flight attendants are in the first instance safety oflBcers who must be physically 

and mentally capable of performing emergency duties at all times."^^ Just as in other 

airlines' defenses of the marriage and age policies. Pan Am in this case sought to create a 

historical narrative of the flight attendant occupation that supported its policy. Airlines 

stringently argued, in connection to maternity policies, that flight attendants were inflight to 

save passengers in the event of an emergency. Pan Am pointed to the F. A.A. regulation 

that mandated a minimum of one flight attendant per fifty passenger seats as evidence that 

flight attendants held a vital role in assuring passenger safety. The airline was correct on 

this issue; studies did reveal that the physical condition of flight attendants after a 

survivable crash was the primary indicator of the number of passengers who would, in fact, 

survive. However, the airlines' claim to this construction of the flight attendant occupation 

was dubious at best. 

For years, flight attendants had defined their role as members of flight crews as vital 

and professional, demanding the same status and recognition as other members of the flight 

crew. Airlines, and the public, had consistently resisted this construction of flight 

attendants, preferring to instead see them as unskilled and interchangeable. The airline 

industry's insistence in 1977 that it could not allow pregnant flight attendants to fly because 

^^Harriss, 437 F.Supp. at 419. 
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the job was focused on safety and emergency duties, was counteracted by airline 

advertisements that emphasized the sexuality of flight attendants, by its adamant defense, 

only a few years earlier, of policies that limited the occupation to young, single, attractive 

women, and by its focus on appearance, not safety training, during flight attendant training. 

In 1972, ALPA S&S launched, at its own expense, a thorough study of safety conditions 

on airplanes so that it could convince the F.A.A. to conduct its own investigation. It was 

not the airline companies, but the flight attendants, through their unions, who argued for 

in^roved seat belts and other safety equipment, tighter regulation of carry on baggage and 

liquor service, and an increased flight attendant per passenger ratio on airplanes.^ Though 

flight attendants had unsuccessfully called upon their importance in flight safety to agitate 

for increased wages, F.A.A. certification, and improved training, the airline industry quite 

successfully deployed the same discourse to defend its stop-start maternity policy. 

Pan Am had four major arguments supporting its position, each of which depended 

on the conception of pregnancy as a debilitating medical condition and the assertion that 

flight attendants were essential to passenger safety. Pan Am's first argument was that 

pregnancy was a medical state in which the risk of a disabling event was unpredictable and 

could, at any time, prevent a fUght attendant fi-om performing her duties. The second 

argument asserted that a "pregnant flight attendant would &ce a conflict of interest 

between protecting her unborn fetus and seeking to rescue passengers in the event of an 

^"Report of Vice President Kelly Rueck to the Board of Directors, Air Line Pilots 
Union, (November 1972), WSUA, ALPA S&S Collection, Box 16, WSUA. 
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emergency." Third, the airline pointed out that there was controversy among medical 

experts on the ability of pregnant flight attendants to perform their duties, and therefore the 

airline had reasonably decided to take a conservative position on the issue. Finally, Pan Am 

contended that it had a duty to protect both the flight attendant and her unborn fetus from 

the potential harm caused by a medical emergency inflight where there would be no access 

to rapid medical attention.®' 

Pan Am connected its maternity policy to the safety of passengers by focusing on 

the physical aspect of flight attendant duties. A Pan Am ofQcial, T. J. Townsend, testified 

that "the emergency performance of flight attendants has played a significant role in aircraft 

survival" and asserted that flight attendants' most important duties revolved around an 

unplanned evacuation of an aircraft. To complete these duties, flight attendants had to be 

able to exert considerable strength to open emergency doors, inflate life rafls, which 

weighed one hundred and twenty-five pounds, as well as evacuation slides, and to remove 

injured passengers physically from an aircraft.® The Court acknowledged that the 

occurrence of accidents and dangerous incidents on aircraft were slim; for instance Pan Am 

had five accidents between 1971 and 1977 and six life threatening incidents between 1974 

and 1977, but the unpredictable nature of such occurrences meant that flight attendants had 

to be prepared to perform emergency duties at all times. 

Critical to the case, both for flight attendants and the airline, was a medical 

^^Harriss, 437 F.Supp. at 420. 

^^Harriss, 437 F.Supp. at 420. 
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discussion of pregnancy and its effect on women's strength and mental state. In this case, 

and all other flight attendant maternity cases, the medical experts on both sides agreed that 

a normal, healthy flight attendant, experiencing an uncomplicated pregnancy, could 

physically perform her duties through most of the first two trimesters of pregnancy (until 

twenty to twenty-four weeks). Airline policy stated that a flight attendant had to go on 

leave immediately upon knowledge, and most women know they are pregnant within the 

first eight weeks, yet flight attendants generally waited until they were sixteen to twenty 

weeks pregnant before notifying the company. That airlines were apparently unable to 

detect pregnancy in flight attendants, through either physical appearance or a decline in the 

ability to perform duties, during the first two trimesters, supported the medical argument 

that most women could continue to fly through the first two trimesters. Nevertheless, Pan 

Am's Medical Department, and other doctors whom it called on to testify, argued 

adamantly that there were sufiBcient potential medical problems, even for healthy women, 

that mandated immediate grounding. 

Pan Am constructed pregnancy as an unmanageable, abnormal, unpredictable 

condition that would in^air flight attendants' job performance, even in routine duties, 

during the first two trimesters. Focusing on nausea, &tigue, and spontaneous abortion, the 

airline and its medical e}q)erts ruled out the possibility that women could feel healthy and 

strong during early pregnancy. Various doctors testified that morning sickness and fatigue, 

while mild in a majority of women, could occur with such severity that the afiOicted woman 

would be unable to perform any duties. True for any woman, flight attendants, they 
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argued, would be particularly susceptible because air turbulence and the "stress of 

emergency or even routine duties" would increase the chance that nausea would turn into 

vomiting. Pan Am ofiBcials asserted that the primary concern was an inability to perform 

emergency functions, but attention to the broader context in which airlines had defined 

flight attendant duties reveals that the utmost concern was more likely that a vomiting flight 

attendant could not be focusing her charm on passengers or her attention on food service, 

nor was she particularly sexy. 

The airline industry, when defending its marriage, age, and women-only hiring 

policies, had consistently argued that the essence of the flight attendant occupation was the 

psychological service that female flight attendants could provide to passengers in the 

uniquely enclosed and potentially dangerous space that was an airline cabin. In feet, during 

the Diaz trial. Pan Am had argued that men could not perform the "intangible," defined as 

"putting passengers at ease, creating a warm atmosphere and being sensitive to passengers' 

needs," aspects of the job. " Pan Am relied on a psychologist who argued that women 

were "psychologically better suited for the role [of flight attendant] than males."^ 

Nowhere, during the course of the landmark Diaz trial, did Pan Am argue that it considered 

safety functions an essential component of the job. In arguing that only women could 

Airline Passengers' Preferences Between Women Stewardesses and Men 
Stewards," conducted by the Opinion Research Corporation, Princeton, New Jersey for 
the Air Transport Association of America, (July 1966), ALPA S&S Collection, Box 13, 
WSUA, 6. 

^Diaz, 311 F. Supp. at 565. 
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accomplish the in^x)rtant psychological duties of the flight attendant job, the airline had 

explicitly disregarded a passenger survey that indicated that passengers felt that male flight 

attendants could perform safety fimctions during an emergency better than women.^^ In 

1977, during the Harriss case. Pan Am relied on another set of experts, medical doctors, to 

support their contention that pregnant flight attendants could not perform what it now 

defined as the essence of the flight attendant occupation, emergency safety duties. 

Medical experts did not know if early pregnancy would limit a flight attendant's 

ability to open emergency exits and remove passengers from a disabled airplane. There 

was very little concrete research because incidents and accidents were rare, and flight 

attendants often hid pregnancy throughout most of the first two trimesters. Nevertheless, 

in the course of this trial, and several others, both Pan Am and flight attendants called upon 

medical evidence to support their positions. Pan Am called nine doctors to testify on its 

behalf. These doctors emphasized that pregnancy was unpredictable and an uncontrollable 

variable in flight. In particular, they focused on the possibility of spontaneous abortion, 

ninety percent of which occurred in the first trimester.®^ The doctors argued that 

spontaneous abortion was completely unpredictable, particularly in a first pregnancy, and 

because it was a disabling condition, a flight attendant who experienced one in flight 

®®ATA Survey, 6. 

®^estimony of Drs. Cooper, Goetsch, and Winter; Depositions of Drs. Kidera and 
Scholten, Harriss, 437 F. Supp. at 423. 
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"would become part of the emergency rather than part of its management." '̂ Flight 

attendants, and the doctors who testified on their behalf, argued that most spontaneous 

abortions occurred before a woman even knew she was pregnant, and was beyond the 

scope of the policy. In another maternity related case, one medical expert testified that 

'̂ e risk of miscarriage, which he admitted could be disabling, was no greater than the risk 

of a male steward's suffering fi-om appendicitis or a heart attack while in flight."^* The 

airline in this case. Eastern, allowed flight attendants with controlled diabetes and 

controlled epilepsy to fly, even though those conditions were more likely to be disabling 

than pregnancy. The judge in the Pan Am case, however, rejected the flight attendants' 

argument and agreed with Pan Am that it had "acted reasonably and prudently in 

considering the disabling consequences of pregnancy in formulating the stop portion of its 

poUcy." '̂ 

Finally, Pan Am claimed that pregnant flight attendants could not be trusted to put 

the well being of passengers above the safety of an unborn fetus in the event of an 

emergency. This "conflict of interest" was given attention at each trial in which flight 

attendants challenged the stop-start maternity policy. The argument depended on 

assun^tions about the mental state caused by pregnancy, but had no basis in any concrete 

physiological or even psychological research. Two of Pan Am's medical experts claimed 

^^Harriss, 437 F. Supp. at 423. 

^Burwell v Eastern Air Lines, Inc. 633 F.2d 361, 375 (C.A. Va 1980). 

^^Harriss, 437 F. Supp. at 423. 
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that there was a "potential existence of such a conflict," but provided no examples in which 

this conflict of interest had occurred. Flight attendants claimed that individual personality, 

which had led some non-pregnant flight attendants to disregard the safety of their 

passengers in favor of their own during emergencies, and training would be more 

significant in determining a flight attendant's actions during an emergency evacuation than 

pregnancy. Based on very little evidence, the judge held that there was "good reason to 

infer from the record that a pregnant flight attendant might be hesitant or indecisive in an 

emergency because of her condition and her desire to protect her fetus."^° 

Ultimately, the Court in this case held that Pan Am had satisfied both the "business 

necessity" test and the BFOQ test as a defense of its stop-start policy. The same year, 

1977, Delta Airlines won a£Brmation of its immediate leave policy, just as UAL had in 1976 

and Western Airlines would in 1979. In all cases, the courts held that a state of non-

pregnancy was a BFOQ for the safety of passengers and the successful completion of flight 

attendant duties. Using evidence from the same doctors as was presented in the Pan Am 

trial, these courts agreed with the judge in Harriss, who asserted that "Pan Am's stop-start 

policy [was] based on judgements, reached in good feith and supported by fects 

demonstrating the operational and safety problems that c[ould] arise from the presence of 

pregnant flight attendants on board an aircraft."" The nature of Pan Am's "good feith" is 

questionable given its, and other airlines', lack of attention to the safety functions of flight 

'"'Harriss, 437 F. Supp. at 424. 

Harriss, 437 F. Supp. at 425. 
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attendants before pregnancy became a legally contested issue. The "facts" that proved to 

the court that pregnant flight attendants were, in feet, unsafe, seem hypothetical and 

conjecture. The only collected evidence that existed concerning pregnant flight attendants 

emerged from a somewhat unusual place: Northwest Airlines. 

Northwest Airlines had a series of egregious policies throughout the 1960s and 

1970s that had been designed to discriminate against female flight attendants and limit their 

economic and professional advancement. Well documented in a very lengthy case, Laffey v 

Northwest Airlines, this airline had created a series of job categorizations that limited the 

highest paid flight service bracket to men.^ In terms of maternity policy, however, 

Northwest Airlines had by far the most liberal policy among airlines in the United States. 

In 1973, Northwest changed its maternity policy from "stop-start" to a policy that allowed 

flight attendants to fly during the first trimester and to continue to fly through the second 

trimester with a doctor's permission. The policy seems to have emanated from 

Northwest's Medical Director, Dr. Earl T. Carter, who was also a Mayo Clinic physician." 

Carter and his obstetrics colleagues at the Mayo Clinic established a consensus about the 

abilities of pregnant flight attendants and the effects of flying on an unborn fetus. 

The consensus reached by these obstetricians, and presented at various trials by 

them over the course of the 1970s, was that a flight attendant could perform all safety 

functions during the first thirteen weeks of pregnancy. During the second trimester, 

^Laffey, 366 F. Supp. 763. 

^In re National Airlines, Inc, 434 F.Supp. 249 and Harriss, 437 F.Supp. 413. 
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through week twenty-eight, flight attendants needed to be individually examined for 

medical complications and the extent of abdominal distension, which would eventually 

result in a decreased ability to push, pull, and lift heavy objects. The doctors concluded 

that during the third trimester, flight attendants should not be on flight duty. Northwest 

utilized this consensus as its framework for a 1973 maternity policy. The airline 

unof5cially limited the number of pregnant flight attendants on each flight to one, and 

created a maternity uniform for flight attendants in their second trimester. Evidence 

presented in courts indicated that a majority of Northwest's pregnant flight attendants took 

an unpaid leave of absence at about four months, but many did continue to fly until their 

doctors ordered them to stop. There had been, between 1973 and 1977, no miscarriages 

on duty, and no passenger or crew complaints about the performance of pregnant flight 

attendants.^" Dr. Carter testified at the major airline trials about the success of his 

company's maternity policy, but the model was not adopted by any other airlines, nor was 

it accepted by many courts as valid evidence that pregnant flight attendants could continue 

to perform their duties safely. 

Though no airlines voluntarily instituted Northwest's model, some lost challenges 

to their immediate leave policy in court, and had to create programs that differentiated 

pregnant flight attendants by stage of pregnancy. The earliest case that was resolved in 

fevor of flight attendants, at least partially, was one against National Airlines. The ruling in 

^*In re National Airlines, 434 F. Supp. at 260. 
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this case resulted from the consolidation of several suits pending against National, and 

included challenges to the company's weight program, and its stop-start maternity policy 

for non-flying pregnant employees. The Court accepted that National's maternity policy 

was a prima facie violation of Title Vn, arguing that the policy had "disproportionate 

impact upon females both by terminating their income and impingii^ upon their choice to 

become pregnant."" The Court then had to consider whether or not pregnancy posed 

safety concerns that justified the airline's claim of a BFOQ. In a ruling that was paralleled, 

with slight differences, in two other cases, this Court foimd that a BFOQ did not exist in 

early pregnancy but did exist in later stages of pregnancy. District Judge Roettger, who 

held in the National case, found the medical evidence supplied by Mayo clinic doctors and 

the model provided by Northwest to be compelling evidence that flight attendants did not 

pose a safety hazard during the first trimester. He in^sed a more limited program than 

Northwest's however, ruling that flight attendants should not fly at all after the twentieth 

week. 

Judge Roettger held that though the stop-start policy only overtly affected pregnant 

flight attendants, the economic hardship it created forced all female flight attendants to 

consider the economic implications of pregnancy before becoming pregnant, thereby 

actually affected a majority of female flight attendants. The judge in this case also 

disregarded the concept of pregnancy as a sex-plus form of discrimination, as courts in 

re National Airlines, 434 F. Supp. at 251. 
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other cases had, by asserting firmly that pregnancy was sex-linked and a clear case of sex 

discrimination. Other judges had tried to draw a distinction between pregnant and non

pregnant groups, blurring and minimizing the fact that pregnancy only occurs in the female 

body, and then claiming that pregnancy related discrimination was not defined as sex 

discrimination under Title Vn. When Roettger put National's policy to the BFOQ test, he 

found, based on his interpretation of the medical evidence, that the company did not prove 

that pregnant flight attendants during their first trimester impeded the "essence" of its 

business, the most important component of the BFOQ defense. During the second 

trimester, he concluded. National had not shown why it should not be held to another 

component of the BFOQ defense, which demanded individual treatment whenever possible. 

National claimed that it had to establish a blanket rule because pregnancy was too 

unpredictable to allow for individual monitoring, but Roettger dismissed this policy as a 

"business convenience" rather than a "business necessity," making it a violation of Title 

vn. After twenty weeks, however, the judge held that a BFOQ was in effect and National 

could ground its flight attendants. 

The different rulings in the Pan Am and National cases reveal that the law, as it was 

interpreted by the judicial system, was far from objective or "natural." Two judges, 

reviewing the same evidence, bound by the same statues and legal precedents, interpreted 

points of law in diametrically opposed &shions. Though both agreed that no flight 

attendant should fly during the third trimester, as did all of the medical experts and a 

majority of flight attendants, these two judges understood sex discrimination, pregnancy. 
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and the BFOQ defense in fundamentally different ways. And these were not the only two 

interpretations of the medical evidence and legal arguments to emerge during the 1970s. 

While the Court in the National case found economic deprivation to be the 

controlling issue, interpreted within the context of medical evidence, the courts in the Pan 

Am case and a case against Eastern Airline based their decisions on the issue of passenger 

safety. Pan Am won because the judge found that pregnant flight attendants would place 

passengers at risk. Eastern, however, partially lost, resulting in a ruling that resembled the 

one in the National case.^® This case, brought by Eastern flight attendant Catherine 

Burwell and certified as a class action suit, began in 1972 and was not resolved until an 

Appellate Court ruling in August 1980. At the district court level Burwell and her 

colleagues won a significant victory, one that was partially undone by the Appellate Court. 

Both courts accepted that Eastern's maternity policy was a prima facie case of sex 

discrimination based on the disparate impact framework, and EAL had to defend its 

policies as a "business necessity" to gain an exception. To justify discrimination based on 

the "business necessity" test, EAL had to show that "its challenged practice bears a 

manifest relationship to the flight attendants' en^loyment— that it is related to their job 

performance."'' Both the trial and the Appellate court stringently tested Eastern's policy 

for its merits as a business necessity, and in the process presented one of the clearest 

articulations of the legal interpretation of sex discrimination in the late 1970s. Arguing that 

''^Burwell, 633 F.2d 361. 

^Burwell, 633 F.2d at 370. 
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lines that defined that necessity. The Appellate Court asserted that a business necessity 

could only be shown if a policy was "necessary to the safe and efficient operation of the 

business" and if there were "no acceptable alternative policies."'* Despite the narrowly 

defined concept of exceptions to the sex discrimination rule, the final ruling in this case 

hinged on the judge's subjective interpretation of the medical evidence. 

As illustrated in other cases, the interpretation of medical evidence on the 

pregnancy issue was deeply affected by the personal assun^tions and predisposition of 

individual judges. The Appellate Court in Burwell acknowledged this situation, asserting 

that the "medical opinion concerning characteristics of pregnancy both available to Eastern 

and offered at trial was clinical in part, but in large part subjective." '̂ The Court found 

medical testimony persuasive that flight attendants could physically cany out their duties 

through thirteen weeks of pregnancy. However, they found that the medical record was 

conflicted on the issue of safety between thirteen and twenty-eight weeks. Like the judge 

in the National case, these judges acknowledged that lost wages seriously affected flight 

attendants, but that though they did "not minimize the importance of that working time to 

individual women who may desire and need the income ... in choosing between the two 

critical values, however, passenger safety is sufficiently compelling to override this 

"^Burwell, 633 F.2d at 371. 

'^Burwell, 633 F.2d at 371. 
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in^)act."*° The district court had decided that flight attendants should be allowed to fly, 

with medical supervision, until the twenty-eighth week, but the Appellate Court reversed 

this decision and held that after the thirteenth week of pregnancy. Eastern could rely on a 

non-pregnancy as a defense for its mandatory leave policy. 

Even though Eastern's maternity policy had been found legal under the BFOQ 

defense, after the thirteenth week, flight attendants had another point of law with which to 

challenge the policy. Under the law, if there was a pretext for discriminatory intent, even if 

a policy is judged a business necessity, the policy was still a violation of TVII. 

Discriminatory pretext was a difiBcult concept to prove, because it involved convincing a 

court that a policy that had been found to be job related was erected not because of its 

relation to the job, but rather to "camouflage [the company's] discriminatory intent."®' 

Flight attendants argued that the airline industry's history of marketing flight attendants' 

sexuality, combined with its sparse regulation of flight attendant strength and safety 

training, proved that Eastern's maternity policy was a pretext for discrimination. The trial 

court agreed up to the point of 28 weeks, contending that EAL had a history of sex based 

discrimination against flight attendants. The Appellate court agreed that "the long history 

of sex discrimination by Eastern and airlines generally certainly makes suspect the claim of 

business necessity for any employment practice resulting in a prima facie discrimination."®^ 

"^Burwell, 633 F.2d at 372. 

^^Burwell, 633 F.2d at 372. 

^Burwell, 633 F.2d at 372. 
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However, the Appellate Court did not find that this history of sex discrimination led 

causally to a ruling of pretext, and disregarded the argument. 

By 1980, three airlines. Eastern, American, and National (which merged with Pan 

American in 1980 and became subject to its policies) had been forced by courts to establish 

a "stop" policy during the second trimester, rather than immediately upon knowledge of the 

pregnancy. Four other airlines had had their immediate leave policy afiOrmed in court. The 

result was that immediate leave maternity policy remained a problem for thousands of flight 

attendants two years after the effective date of the PDA and fifteen years after the passage 

of Title Vn. The seniority issue had been favorably resolved for flight attendants, largely a 

result of the Supreme Court's ruling in Satty, which meant that flight attendants continued 

to accrue seniority during their maternity leaves. Benefits programs, including access to 

sick banks and medical coverage, had been severely discriminatory against pregnant flight 

attendants, and courts did not resolve them in fevor of flight attendants during the 1970s. 

Even after the passage of the PDA, the Act was not retroactive, and therefore the cases 

reaching appeal during the late 1970s and early 1980s, which began in the early to mid 

1970s, were still losses for flight attendants. 

The airline industry successfully utilized medical testimony to manipulate Title Vn 

so that it could, for the most part, continue to ground flight attendants who became 

pregnant. The airlines had various reasons for adhering to these policies, some of which 

they openly stated and others they did not. Their foremost argument, passenger safety, did 

have a legitimate basis. It was unclear whether a flight attendant in an advanced state of 
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pregnancy would be able to successfully perform emergency evacuation duties. As a 

number of witnesses pointed out, the combination of a pregnant flight attendant and an 

airplane accident was rare enough that there was no direct evidence. However, medical 

evidence and the experiences of Northwest indicated that at least through the second 

trimester this was not an overriding concern. Airlines stood to profit fi-om their 

discriminatory maternity policies, particularly in regard to benefits. Though airline 

companies did not overtly declare this concern as a defense, the cost of incorporating 

pregnancy in medical plans and disability packages was a major component of the debate 

over the PDA. The airline industry employed an immense number of women of 

childbearing age, and it would cost a significant amount to alter its concept of maternity as 

voluntary and uncovered. 

Airlines fought to keep pregnant women out of the cabin for many of the same 

reasons they defended their marriage bans and age ceilings. In an era of heightened 

commercial sexuality, a trend that the airline industry both helped to create and sustained, 

airline marketing had turned to "selling sex" as its primary technique. As evidenced by the 

transformation in uniforms during the 1960s and sexually explicit advertising in the 1960s 

and 1970s, airlines had an overriding interest in controlling the bodies of flight attendants. 

Besieged by flight attendants who challenged the marriage ban and age ceilings, airline 

companies during the 1970s were on the defensive, and not about to allow visible 

pregnancy on airplanes. Even when certain airlines had to accept an ofBcial maternity 

policy that allowed flight attendants to fly through most of the second trimester, they 
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enforced a weight policy that was detrimental to pregnant flight attendants and forced 

many to take maternity leave. Women workers in general benefitted from the PDA and 

accompanying transformations in conceptions of pregnancy and worker identity, but flight 

attendants, for the most part, did not. 
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Chapter VI 
Thin and Beautiful: Weight Standards, Sexual Imagery, 

and Female Flight Attendants 

When Jenny became a flight attendant in 1965, she proudly donned her "little 

cheerleader skirt" and told her &ther that when she walked through the airport people 

looked at her "like I'm a goddess.'" Twenty-three years later, after her termination for 

weight violations, Jenny found the flight attendant image that she had once embodied to be 

"really, really intimidating and degrading to the women... it's made people sick."^ Jeimy 

loved her job as a flight attendant, but after giving birth to two children, the weight 

program imposed by her airline led her to abuse her body so that she could maintain the 

image that the airline sought to sell. She asserted that she and others like her often flew 

after taking diuretics and laxatives, rendering them so weak that they would have been 

ineffective in the event of an emergency. Jenny fought her weight and the weight program, 

but ultimately lost the liattle and was terminated in 1988. Devastated, she contended that 

"part of her identity was being a flight attendant" and her termination was "like a divorce."^ 

Jenny was only one of thousands of flight attendants whose careers, emotional stability, and 

physical health had been compromised by restrictive weight policies. 

Airline recruiters explicitly hired young women who embodied a middle class, white 

'Pollard, "Sky Goddesses; The Cost of an Image," 105. 

^Pollard, "Sky Goddesses; The Cost of an Image," 123. 

^Pollard, "Sky Goddesses; The Cost of an Image," 123 
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cultural ideal of attractiveness and chami, and increasingly in the 1960s and 1970s, 

attractiveness depended on thinness." Though airlines had always utilized weight criteria in 

the hiring process, until the late 1960s weight policies were loosely structured and 

sporadically enforced. By the early 1970s, airlines clearly linked weight programs with 

image control. In 1974, Braniflf Airways, for example, asserted that their goal was to 

create a weight program that could be "consistently and &irly administered so that the 

image of all Branifif flight attendants can be upgraded to the level it should be."^ This 

chapter summarizes weight/appearance criteria in the first three decades of the flight 

attendant occupation, examines the restructuring of airline weight policies in the context of 

political and social change in the late 1960s and 1970s, analyzes the complicity and 

resistance of flight attendants as airlines manipulated their bodies, and illustrates the 

economic and psychological effects of the strict weight policies for flight attendants. 

Any analysis of the weight issue for flight attendants depends upon theories of 

bodily control and representations illuminated by scholars such as Michel Foucault, Sandra 

Bartky, Susan Bordo, and Judith Butler. Airline companies blatantly manipulated the 

physical bodies of flight attendants to ensure corporate profit through the sale of gendered 

service, but this experience was simply an intensification and commodification of the 

hegemonic power that appearance regulation has over all women. Because gender is 

''Wolf, The Beauty Myth; Bordo, Unbearable Weight; Seid, Never Too Thin; and 
Foucault, The History of Sexuality Volume I. 

^Brief of the Association of Flight Attendants in ALP A and AFA v Braniff 
Airways, (1978), AFA Collection, Box 8, Folder BRANIFF Weight Case, WSUA, 4. 
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materialized and performed through the body, disciplinary control over the body has played 

an in^rtant role in the maintenance of gendered systems in the twentieth century.*^ 

During the twentieth century, women's social and economic status in the United States 

came to depend on an internal discipline of their bodies so that they reflected a "normative" 

(Anglo, middle class) femininity. 

Weight control was an increasingly iiiqx)rtant element in normative femininity for 

middle class, white women, and because flight attendants were glamorous cultural icons, 

their thinness became an integral part of their identity. Throughout the 1950s, popular 

media and the airlines themselves referred to flight attendants as "glamor girls," women 

who were both beautiful and adventurous.^ For the thousands of American women who 

applied for the position of flight attendant every year, pay and professional opportunity was 

not the draw, the chance to join the ranks of these glamorous and beautiful workers was. 

However, as glamor and beauty came to depend almost totally on weight control in the late 

twentieth century, hundreds of individual flight attendants waged a war on their bodies that 

left them physically and emotionally exhausted. Like all women, the ability of flight 

attendants to produce femininity was central to social status and acceptance, but for them, 

®Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of 'Sex' (New York: 
Routledge, 1993); Foucault, History of Sexuality Volume /; Bordo, Unbearable Weight, 
Bartlg^, "Foucault, Femininity, and the Modernization of Patriarchal Power" in Diamond, 
Feminism and Foucault. 

'"Glamor Girls of the Air," Life, (August 25, 1958), 68-76 is just one example of 
the ways in which £Ught attendants were portrayed in the 1950s and early 1960s. By the 
late 1960s this portrayal became more sexual in nature and was represented by books such 
as Coffee, Tea, or Me? 
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economic and professional success was inseparable from that production. The voluptuous 

Victorian figure that represented the cultural ideal of beauty in the nineteenth century 

began to give way to a thinner, straighter figure in the early twentieth century. Changes in 

feshion and medical discourse rendered the slender body more desirable, particularly for 

women. This new, slender body, represented not only beauty, but eflBciency and 

increasingly, morality, and the present day prejudice against &t was bom.^ By the 1930s 

the medical community argued that people could control their weight through caloric 

reduction and physical exercise. Though physicians later cautioned against excessive 

weight loss and reclaimed to some extent an earlier discourse that asserted a genetically (or 

Providentially) determined body structure, in the middle decades of the twentieth century 

doctors were in the forefront of the new idea that women who were overweight had only 

themselves to blame. The fi^mework for defining weight norms and ideals changed 

dramatically over the course of the twentieth century. In 1942, for instance, a woman who 

was 5'5" tall and twenty-five years old was advised to weigh between 121 and 141 pounds. 

In 1959, the same woman would have been advised to weigh between 111 and 119 

pounds.^ By the late 1960s the cult of thinness had progressed to a point that women's 

*For an in-depth discussion of this transformation and the importance of thinness 
for the female body see Seid, Never Too Thin', Schwartz, Never Satisfied: A Cultural 
History of Diets, Fantasies and Fat; Bordo, Unbearable Weight, Brumberg, The Body 
Project, Caterina Brown and Karin Jasper, eds.. Consuming Passions: Feminist 
Approaches to Weight Preoccupations and Eating Disorders; Bartky, "Foucault, 
Femininity, and the Modernization of Patriarchal Power" in Feminism and Foucault. 

'Seid, Never Too Thin, 97. 
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sexual appeal in popular culture, personified by Twiggy who was 5' 7.5" and 91 pounds, 

was dependent on extreme slendemess. Airline con^anies were well aware of this cultural 

ideal and, since they were dedicated to selling a sexualized image of their flight attendants, 

the increased en:q)hasis on weight charts in the 1960s was no surprise. 

When United Airlines (UAL) began hiring women as cabin attendants in 1930, it 

established that the women had to weigh 120 lbs. or less. By the 1940s, most airlines 

published weight charts in flight attendant manuals that outlined appropriate weight 

maximums and minimums. In the 1940s and 1950s, airlines had varying policies, though all 

airlines monitored and regulated female flight attendants' weight. Prior to 1972, Braniff 

Airlines, for example, had only one weight requirement: that aU flight attendants, regardless 

of height, weigh between 110 and 130 lbs. Clearly this restrictive system favored short 

flight attendants, but there were no recorded terminations for overweight. The company 

had no mandatory weigh-ins, but a supervisor could require a flight attendant to weigh-in 

at any time. Braniflf allowed flight attendants to be five pounds over the maximum weight 

before taking any action, at which time progressive discipline consisting of an oral warning, 

a written warning, and finally a suspension. UAL, as another example, published 

maximums and minimums for flight attendants, but allowed weight exceptions for medical 

reasons. No company-wide weigh-in schedule was enforced at UAL, and flight attendants 

at different domiciles had different experiences. The result was a weight policy that was 

enforced subjectively by flight supervisors. 

After World War II, in the wake of a decline in fi-eight and mail contracts, airlines 
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needed to attract a passenger base as their primary means of economic viability and the 

industry increasing^ did so by marketing the physical attractiveness of flight attendants. 

By 1950, United States airlines were carrying more than nineteen million passengers.'® The 

success of this marketing depended upon the ability of flight attendants to embody 

normative Anglo standards of attractiveness, which included an ideal of thinness, but did 

not focus exclusively on weight. An impeccable uniform and a permanently fixed smile 

were the most important &cets of on-the-job physical presentation, but as flight attendants 

learned in training schools, airlines could and would regulate any &cet of their minds and 

bodies to attain the idealized image created in the late 1940s and 1950s." 

Airlines manipulated the bodies of flight attendants through disciplinary procedures 

that punished women whose uniforms, hair, smiles, or weight did not meet company 

standards. Though it was not until the late 1960s that this discipline focused almost 

exclusively on weight, there were earlier instances in which airlines humiliated and 

disciplined female flight attendants for weight inflations. United Airlines (UAL) 

discharged flight attendant Susan Johnsen on July 22, 1958 for "being continuously 

overweight and not meeting appearance standards."'̂  In February 1954, when Johnsen 

"^.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1958, 79"' 
edition, Washington D.C., 1958, 575. 

"Kolm, Women's Labor Aloft, 148. 

'̂ Opinion and Award in Grievance No. 58-6, (1958), AFA Collection, Box 2, 
WSUA. Airline of5ciaIs and union representatives use the term "overweight" to describe 
any flight attendant who exceeded the weight maximum established by an airline's weight 
policy. Though I use this term, I do not concede that flight attendant were, in &ct. 
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was hired, she weighed 120 lbs. and was 5'4" tall. UAL's weight guidelines at that time 

established a maximuni weight of 125 lbs. for a flight attendant Johnsen's height. Johnsen 

had apparently forced herself onto a strict diet before her hiring interview, because almost 

immediately after graduating from the training program her weight increased to 139 lbs. 

The conqjany placed Johnsen on a weight program, which stipulated weekly weigh-ins and 

mandatory weekly weight reduction, but her weight never dropped below 131 lbs. At the 

date of her termination Johnsen weighed 134 lbs. 

UAL enforced its appearance standard through the regulation of a flight attendant's 

personal appearance. At this time, UAL's definition of an "attractive appearance" 

depended only in part on weight. The company claimed in Johnsen's grievance hearing 

that it utilized the weight charts "solely as a guide forjudging whether appearance 

standards [were] being maintained and [were] not absolute specifications."'̂  Other 

relevant factors that tested attractiveness were personality and grooming, facial 

expressions, and personal presentation. Individual Flight Attendant Supervisors (both men 

and women) inspected each flight attendant before a flight and made a judgement based on 

his or her interpretation of these appearance standards. UAL sought to employ "attractive" 

flight attendants, and attractiveness was a subjective category that was based on middle 

overweight in either the colloquial or the medical sense of the word. Even "overweight" 
flight attendants generally weighed less than the average American woman, and very few 
met the medical criteria of 30% over normal body weight. 

'̂ Opinion and Award in Grievance No. 58-6, (1958), AFA Collection, Box 2, 
WSUA. 
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class, American, Anglo assimiptions. 

UAL asserted that it had the right to control flight attendants' appearance, and until 

the mid 1960s both the union and flight attendants themselves usually acknowledged the 

legitimacy of this assertion. Susan Johnsen and her union representatives did not challenge 

the company's right to regulate appearance, only the subjective nature in which it was 

accomplished. Other than the weight issue, her record with UAL was impeccable, and she 

won the grievance hearing. The System Board of Adjustment, which ruled on union 

grievances, found that though the "company's appearance rules ... are reasonable and 

necessary, considering the nature of its business and demands of its customers (especially 

the male ones)," the weight chart had been too strictly enforced in Johnsen's case.''* UAL 

reinstated Johnsen, but the airline's argument that attractive flight attendants were essential 

to business success was accepted and defended. That this argument was well entrenched in 

the airline industry by the late 1950s, and widely accepted by airline passengers, played a 

significant role in the creation of and challenges to new weight programs in the late 1960s 

and 1970s. 

Chapter three explored the in^rtant role that female flight attendants played in the 

marketing themes of airlines, and revealed that airlines portrayed flight attendants as young, 

sexually available women. As airlines lost the legal battle to sustain marriage bans and age 

ceilings, the industry intensified its overt manipulation and sale of flight attendants' bodies, 

'̂ Opinion and Award in Grievance No. 58-6, (1958), AFA Collection, Box 2, 
WSUA. 
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and increasingly accomplished the task through strict weight regulations. Airlines claimed 

that weight regulations were for both the good of the industry and the good of the flight 

attendants. In 1972, as his conqjany increased its surveillance of the female body, a Branifif 

official claimed that "proper weight, in addition to affecting your appearance, is also a 

&ctor in maintaining good health.'"^ The company's version of "proper weight" and 

"good health" reflected its marketing goals rather than, as critics would later point out, a 

medically based ideal The airlines' new weight programs must be examined in the context 

of late twentieth century cultural assumptions about women, particularly the increased 

emphasis put on extreme thinness as a sexual ideal for women. 

The ability of airlines to sell a sexual image resulted from the convergence of 

several cultural threads in the mid-twentieth century. Despite the "domestic containment" 

of post war culture that glorified housework and motherhood for women, women made 

their way into the public workplace in increasing numbers."^ The protest movements of the 

1960s enlarged women's public space and led some to assert a strong challenge to the 

oppression and exploitive gender system. Politicized women of every class and race 

mobilized the state in this battle and the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was an unprecedented 

weapon that allowed women to achieve victories against legal discrimination, which in turn 

contributed to the possibility of social and cultural empowerment. Susan Bordo and Naomi 

''Brief of the Association of Flight Attendants in ALP A and AFA v Braniff 
Airways, (1978), AFA Collection, Box 8, Folder BRANIFF Weight Case, WSUA, 4. 

'®Elaine Tyler May, Homeward Bound', Alice Kessler-Harris, Wage-Working 
Women; and Karen Anderson Wartime Women. 
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Wol^ scholars who have examined cultural representations of women in the late twentieth 

century, contend that a subtle cultural attack was launched against women, in the form of 

increased manipulation and control over physical appearance.'' Weight was only one 

element of this attack, but it was a significant one and a powerful one, in part because the 

trend had begun much earlier. That this was not a rationally engineered, well-coordinated 

attack planned "fi'omabove" does not minimize its power and importance.'̂  Bordo 

contends that the nature of the assault, located on the bodies of women, was not surprising 

since at least a century earlier the "social manipulation of the female body [had] emerged as 

an absolute strategy in the maintenance of power relations between the sexes."" 

Disciplinary power over women's bodies takes a variety of forms, and is essential to the 

maintenance of male dominance within social, economic, and cultural power structures. 

The body as a site of contestation, oppression, and exploitation is nowhere more 

obvious than in the relationship of flight attendants and airlines to the female body. The 

body is simultaneously a cultural construction and a physical reality.^" Airlines increasingly 

manipulated the physical reality of the body in the early 1970s by emphasizing sexuality 

''Wolf and Bordo assert that the increased emphasis on women's appearance and 
weight in the mid-twentieth century was in part a reaction against legal and social 
empowerment. 

'̂ Michel Foucault contends that power relations that are clearly weighted in one 
groups' &vor are not necessarily created through a "rational game plan of some presiding 
'headquarters." Foucault, The History of Sexuality, 95. 

"Bordo, Unbearable Weight, 143. 

^"Bordo, Unbearable Weight, 142. 
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through weight control. Flight attendants experienced stricter weight regulations that 

punished the female body for satisfying the basic physical sensation of hunger. Records 

reveal a tortured eflfort by some flight attendants to meet appearance standards. Prior to 

1965, airlines terminated few flight attendants as a result of weight infi^tions; after this 

date, however, companies increased their surveillance of female flight attendants' bodies. 

Airline conq}anies harassed, humiliated, and ultimate^ terminated women who could not 

sustain an "acceptable appearance." '̂ 

On March 1, 1972 Branif^ in an effort to standardize the appearance of its flight 

attendants, formally altered its previous weight program, which had utilized supervisor 

ordered periodic weigh-ins, progressive discipline, and reducing schedules to enforce its 

weight standards, in favor of a policy that immediately suspended overweight flight 

attendants from duty. Previously, flight attendants who weighed in at one to five pounds 

over their maximum allowable weight were placed on a reducing schedule, usually of two 

to five pounds per week, and if it was met, the flight attendant lost no wages. Outraged 

flight attendants filed a grievance that forced Braniff to reinstate its original policy. In 

'̂Materials for the weight issue were taken fi'om AFA grievance proceeding—flight 
attendants grieved almost all disciplinary actions taken against them through their union. 
Weight grievances files primarily contain company letters of charge to overweight flight 
attendants, con^any mandated "reduction" programs, and the pleas of the women 
themselves. The AFA wants to protect the identity of flight attendants who were 
disciplined for weight and therefore I have changed the names of all of the flight 
attendants involved in weight disputes. Material for weight issues was taken from the 
boxes 1-3, AFA Chicago Field OflBce collection, accession date 2-11-86, Wayne State 
University Archives of Labor and Urban Af^s (WSUA), Detroit. 
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January 1973, still hoping to force more flight attendants to comply with the weight 

standards, Branifif appointed Lynn Townsley as Hostess Counselor. Her job was to work 

directly with flight attendants on "grooming problems," including but not exclusively 

weight. The goal of the new appearance program was to use positive incentive approaches 

to convince flight attendants to comply with conq)any standards. 

In the first few months of the new program both Braniff and Townsley felt that 

they were engaged in an experiment with overweight flight attendants. Could flight 

attendants be helped if they were overweight, or were they simply lost causes, too la2y to 

have pride in their appearance and BranifiFs image? Townsley, perhaps in an attempt to 

legitimate her new job, sent an update on weight related issues to a Braniff executive on 

June 5, 1973. In it, she defended the positive reinforcement technique by pointing out that 

the "emotional stress £ictor plays a major role in the success of dieting." Unlike other 

airline ofiQcials, Townsley acknowledged that draconian techniques to force weight loss 

created psychological stress that prevented it. To reduce that stress, Townsley set out to 

determine "specific problem areas of each hostess" and then to employ "positive 

reinfijrcement and techniques of behavior modification" to help "motivate the girls to stay 

on their diets."^^ Townsley accepted the idea that Branifif could and should regulate its 

flight attendants' appearance, and that the weight standards were reasonable (motivated 

^Memo fi'om Lynn Townsley to Dean Dahlin, (June 5, 1973), AFA Collection, 
Box 8, WSUA. 
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"girls" could surely stay on diets and meet these standards).^ After these flight attendants 

met their ideal weights, a second phase of the program would be put to the test— 

maintenance. 

Townsley presented Braniff ofiBcials with a nimiber of "success stories," all of 

which illustrate the degrees to which the company felt it could intrude on flight attendants' 

lives to ensure the maintenance of a particular image. Attitude adjustment was a major 

component of the program. Sarah Burk was the "greatest success story" because she had 

lost twenty pounds in one month. The source of her success, according to Townsley, was 

several discussions between Townsley and Burk "regarding the importance of positive 

thinking while dieting." Through these discussions Burk became aware that "caring about 

yourself and others who love you is an added incentive to weight loss."^"* In this section of 

the letter Townsley summed up the airlines' opinion that flight attendants required 

emotional guidance to fulfill their duties as good women and good workers; apparently 

Burk needed Townsley to remind her of her fundamental duties— loving herself, her 

family, and her employer— so that she would lose weight. This emotional "adjustment" 

aside, the physical reality of losing twenty pounds in one month was overlooked by 

Townsley and Braniff, but probably not by Burk. Caroline Frost attained "marvelous 

"Flight attendants were routinely referred to by everyone as girls. In legal 
depositions and media interviews airline ofiScials, interviewers, and even union ofiBcials 
used the term "girl" to identify and define flight attendants. 

^^Memo fi-om Lynn Townsley to Dean Dahlin, (June 5, 1973), AFA Collection, 
Box 8, WSUA, 2. 
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results" with a cabbage diet, prompting a glowing commentary from Townsley, but 

absolutely no comment about the medical or nutritional repercussions of such a diet. 

The seriousness with which airline companies took weight related issues and the 

assimiptions they held about women's bodies were indicated in the final lines of Townsley's 

letter. Townsley ended her letter by claiming that "the concern management [had] shown to 

help hostesses in reaching their desired weights [was] obviously a successful approach to 

solving the problem." She felt that overweight resulted from personal problems, including 

stress and a lack of self-worth, which individual flight attendants needed to solve. 

Townsley painted Branifl^ the creator of an arbitrary and oppressive weight standard, as a 

benevolent patriarch, who simply needed to help delinquent women attain a standard that 

was desirable not just for the company, but "obviously" for the women themselves. 

Neither Braniff nor Townsley, nor perhaps many flight attendants themselves, were 

prepared to articulate a challenge to the very notion that women needed to attain an "ideal" 

weight, one that was clearly too low for many women to reach comfortably. Femininity 

and weight control had been too closely linked, for far too long, to allow women to 

challenge comfortably the legitimacy of weight restrictions. These themes gained increased 

salience in the 1970s as flight attendants did begin to articulate that challenge and weight 

related cases went into courtrooms, where the medical and psychological aspects of weight 

loss as well as legal definitions of sex discrimination would become important. 

On April 1, 1970, UAL created an "appearance revitalization program" at its 

Washington, D.C. domicile. UAL designed the program to ensure a greater degree of 
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compliance among its flight attendants to the company appearance standards. The program 

allowed spot checks and pre-flight weigh-ins, and mandated the removal of a flight 

attendant from a scheduled flight if her appearance was in any way unsatisfactory. The 

sudden and arbitrary nature of this change in weight policy had profound economic and 

psychological effects for individual flight attendants, such as Margaret Baker, whom UAL 

removed from four flights between April S"* and April 13"'. Though Baker had had 

previous disciplinary actions taken against her for being overweight, the very public 

embarrassment of four consecutive removals, combined with a sizable loss of income for 

that month, depressed Baker and made weight loss even more difficult. Baker had 

struggled to maintain an acceptable weight throughout her employment, but her weight 

fluctuations in the spring of 1970, ranging between 147 lbs. and 134 lbs. in March and 

April, reflected a desperate attenq^t reach a maximum that was clearly difficuh for her to 

obtain-

The new enqjhasis on weight had profound physical and psychological 

repercussions for many flight attendants, and the two were not mutually exclusive. 

Records reveal that though airlines claimed that the weight standards were beneficial for 

both the company and the flight attendants, the structure of those standards and their 

enforcement were devastating to hundreds of individual flight attendants. Flight attendants 

often had to torture their bodies through deprivation to meet the standard, and the deep 

^^Letter to Margaret Baker from G. Fred Boyd, Stewardess Service Manager, 
(May 14, 1970), AFA Collection, Box 2, WSUA. 
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sense of humiliation and desperation that came through in the records indicates that for 

many it was an emotional battle as well. 

The case of Cathy Harper, a UAL flight attendant, strikingly reveals the power of 

this attack on women's bodies and minds. Her supervisors sent Harper a letter of warning 

in early 1971 because she weighed-in five pounds over her maximum allowable weight of 

125 pounds. She took the warning and the humiliation of being reprimanded for her weight 

to heart and by July 1971, weighed only 100 pounds. By October, she weighed eighty 

poimds and was removed fi'om the schedule because her supervisors claimed she did not 

look good in uniform. She attempted to reach ninety-eight pounds because UAL promised 

to reinstate her if she did, but she was unable to reach and sustain that weight. Harper had 

taken company policy to extremes, and UAL terminated her for it. Yet there was, at that 

time, no minimum weight chart for female flight attendants at UAL. In May 1971, UAL 

had revised its weight program slightly to drop the weight minimums. In a flight attendant 

newsletter published in June, the company excitedly reported this change, saying that 

"weight minimums are GONE. You can now be 5'9" and weigh 89 pounds.""^ Though it 

glorified thinness, UAL had not envisioned that a grievance hearing would result fi'om 

dropping weight minimums. Nevertheless, this 5'4" woman was fired for weighing just less 

than 89 pounds. Interestingly, UAL defended itself in this case by claiming that specific 

weight did not matter as much as overall appearance, the very policy that they had 

^^Tlane Talk," San Francisco domicile, (June 1971). 
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eliminated for "overweight" flight attendants in fevor of strict enforcement of particular 

weights. Though records do not reveal her fate after termination, it is conceivable that 

Harper's eating disorder aSected her entire life. 

Harper's experience should not be minimized as unique by assimiing that perhaps 

emotional instability or psychological problems were at the root of her eating disorder. 

Airline con^anies, the unions, and doctors debated the physical results of weight loss, 

which will be discussed later in the chapter. Just as important was the psychological battle 

that airlines and flight attendants were waging. Airlines sought to place blame for being 

over the weight standards on the flight attendant, and told the women to lose weight, no 

matter how it had to be accon:^)lished. One flight attendant received a letter from the Flight 

Supervisor that told her to "do whatever is necessary" to eliminate her weight problem; her 

weight at the time was 136.75 pounds, not quite three pounds over her maximum allowed 

weight. Margaret Baker, mentioned above, could not achieve her maximum weight 

without becoming anemic, which then led to illness. To lose weight she put herself on a 

500 calorie-a-day diet and her doctor prescribed diet pills. Baker took several unpaid 

leaves of absence, in addition to her suspensions, to focus on her diet and appearance. 

These drastic measures allowed her to lose four pounds, taking her to 134.5 pounds, but 

the emotional trauma of "constant Conqjany harassment," and the physical toll on her 

body, made it impossible for her to stay under her maximum weight. After her second 

suspension in 1970, UAL sent Baker a letter in which it asserted that she had not extended 

"suflBcient effort to reach and hold the established weight of 134 pounds which was 
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required for you to fulfill appearance standards."^^ With these words, UAL dismissed the 

personal trauma that Baker was experiencing, and firmly established its belief that work 

ethic and employee loyalty were inextricably linked to bodily discipline for female flight 

attendants. 

Airlines assumed that female flight attendants owed the con:^)any loyalty, which was 

to be exhibited by maintaining a marketable image (low weights) and a positive attitude. 

Airlines positioned themselves as patriarchs, owed deference and sacrifice by female 

employees. Flight attendants understood company expectations, and mosi women 

testifying in a weight related grievance hearing assured the company that they were aware 

of their problem and seeking to solve it. As Baker explained to her supervisor, she did not 

dispute her first disciplinary letter of warning because she did not want the "company to 

think of [her] as a troublemaker."^* UAL flight attendant Carrie Janowitz, in her own 

defense at a grievance hearing, insisted that she was trying to comply with the company by 

listing the various activities that she had tried to help her loose weight, fi:om spas, health 

clubs, hospitals, and psychiatrists. Although she asserted that the weight related discipline 

is "un&ir and demeaning," she also agreed with the company's basic position that she 

should lose weight. In a tone that seemed panicked, she appealed to the con:q)any, 

asserting: "I don't want you to think that I am not aware of what could happen to me if I 

"Letter to Margaret Baker fi-om Flight Service Supervisor G. Fred Boyd, (May 
14, 1970), AFA CoUection, Box 2, WSUA. 

^*Letter to Flight Supervisor by Margaret Baker, (no date), AFA Collection, Box 
2, WSUA. 
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don't get the weight off. I am concerned and I have tried and tried very hard. I will 

continue to try and hope that you will allow me to continue to." '̂ 

The case of Sandra Stevenson, who waged a four-year battle with her weight and 

was ultimately terminated in 1974, was an example of the &te of flight attendants who 

resisted. Stevenson, after several years of weight loss attempts and disciplinary actions by 

the airline, was one of relatively few flight attendants who articulated a challenge to the 

airline's manipulation of her body and asserted to her supervisor that she "did not agree 

with any weight program for flight attendants." The letter of termination that UAL sent 

her stated that "the maximum weight requirements had become for you [Stevenson] a 

psychological 'hang-up' and has created emotional problems you found exceedingly 

difficult to tolerate. You added your unwillingness to correct your weight problem for this 

reason." A review of Stevenson's record reveals an unusual number of customer 

appreciation letters, and an exemplary evaluation history throughout her career; her only 

in^jediment to her career was her inability to keep her weight below the maximum allowed 

for her height. Stevenson's unwillingness to comply with the weight standard confused and 

infuriated UAL, and her termination letter indicates that she was fired as much for her "bad 

attitude" as for her weight infractions. Stevenson's actions challenged not only the airline's 

belief that it could and should maintain strict appearance standards, but also its belief that 

'̂Letter by Carrie Janowitz (submitted as evidence in grievance hearing on October 
15, 1979), AFA CoUection, Box 1, WSUA. 

Letter from Peter Burfening, Jr. Manager of In-flight Services to Stevenson, 
(April 29, 1974), AFA Collection, Box 1, WSUA. 
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flight attendants were a docile workforce. 

The case of Gina Cherin provides an exan^le of the arbitrary and demoralizing 

effects of the weight program. She experienced weight related disciplinary procedures for 

two years and was considered a problem case by UAL. The airline established Cherin's 

weight maximum at 118 lbs. in 1971, a weight she coiild not consistently sustain, though 

her actual weight never went above 122 lbs. in 1971 and 1972. In those two years, 

however, UAL suspended her from duty four times, for a total of two months of unpaid 

suspension. In May 1973, the company re-measured Cherin and found that her maximum 

weight should have been set at 122 lbs. in the first place. Despite a company error that had 

been psychologically and economically costly for Cherin, UAL extended no apology, and in 

1974, it again disciplined Cherin for being overweight— by one pound. In the 1974 Letter 

of Charge to Cherin, a UAL of&cial suspended her for thirty days for weighing 123 lbs., 

and asserted that during her suspension Cherin had to "establish habits of eating less and 

getting [her] weight down." She was also told that if she was above her weight maximum 

again the company would terminate her. 

Cherin's defense of herself represented the degree to which many flight attendants 

had internalized the company's interpretation of their "weight problem." Cherin claimed 

that her weight was a problem because she "liked to eat" and because the "thought of 

weighing in monthly makes [her] nervous." '̂ UAL berated and punished Cherin for the 

'̂Letter of Charge from Louise Legris, Inflight Services Chief to Gina Cherin, 
(Jime 11, 1974), AFA Collection, Box 1, WSUA. 
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"crime" of enjoying eating. Airlines blamed weight problems on flight attendants' own 

inability to discipline themselves, claiming in one instance that "the girls eat junk food— 

desserts. Cokes, and hor d'oeuvres. It's crazdness."^^ What the airlines refiised to note 

was that they did not provide meals for flight attendants on long domestic trips, who had to 

piece together a meal from whatever was available. Odd sleep patterns and travel through 

multiple time zones had an effect on flight attendants metabolism rates. Few flight 

attendants presented these arguments as a defense; more often they "admitted" that eating 

was pleasurable and that flight times caused them to eat irregularly and at inappropriate 

times of the day. Flight attendants, even while challenging the discipline that an airline 

inflicted upon them for weight infractions, often conceded that they themselves had the 

weight "problem" and that the airline carried no responsibility. 

Flight attendants who e?q)erienced continual weight "problems" were suspended, 

terminated, and harassed until they retired. Often the flight attendants who experienced 

weight related discipline were relatively experienced, indicating that they were somewhat 

older, often in their late twenties and thirties. Despite their skill and service, once these 

flight attendants could no longer fulfill the appearance criteria established by airlines, the 

company had no use for them. During grievance hearings for disciplined flight attendants 

the airline affirmed that all of these women had excellent service records and that they had 

been disciplined for nothing other than weight. By relying extensively on suspension and 

^^Quoted in Pollard, "Sky Goddesses," 40. 
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termination, airline companies removed many of the most skilled and experienced flight 

attendants, who were most likely to perform well in the event of an inflight emergency, 

from their airplanes. The stricter discipline of the weight programs in this period served to 

compensate to a small degree for the lower turnover rate that had accompanied the end of 

the marriage and age policies by 1968. 

Airline conqjanies claimed that it was reasonable and necessary to monitor and 

regulate flight attendants' weights, insisting that low weights were both a physical 

necessity, because of limited cabin space, and an economic necessity because the industry 

depended on appearance standards to ensure an attractive group of flight attendants. 

Simultaneously, eiirlines argued that the weight charts reflected normal weights for women. 

Most airline weight charts were loosely based on the Metropolitan Life weight charts that 

had been developed for insurance companies in the early twentieth century. Historian 

Roberta Seid has carefully examined the process by which the insurance industry developed 

these weight charts, and argues that the charts contained flaws from their inception. Seid 

traced the cult of thinness as it developed in twentieth century western culture, and claimed 

that the insurance industry was one of the main mechanisms by which thinness came to 

dominate discourse about the "ideal" body. Louis Dubin designed the Metropolitan Life 

weight charts in the 1920s, and claimed that they reflected the weight/height relationship 

that correlated with optimum life expectancy. These charts were not based on average 

weights, in fiict they were based on the assumption that a healthy person would weigh less 

than the average for his or her height. Within this framework, anyone who weighed ten 
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percent more than the ideal weight was considered "overweight," which meant that a 

majority of the population, who were technically of an average weight, were o verweight. 

Dublin did not take age and the physiological changes that occur with it into account, and 

neither did the airlines.^^ Despite the imscientific nature of the Metropolitan Life charts, 

they provided a basis as the airlines conceptualized the category "overweight." 

Airlines sought to create weight charts that would ensure an attractive group of 

women, measured increasingly by weight management. The result was that airline 

company weight charts mandated low maximum weights for women (see charts below). 

Companies organized these charts in various manners, but essentially all of the charts were 

very similar. Continental Airlines, for example, established a weight chart that set the 

maximum weight for a 5'0" woman at 104 lbs., then added five pounds for every 1 inch 

increase in height. Northwest Airlines, in 1972, had in place a weight chart to "monitor 

and control female cabin attendant appearance" (underline in original) that mandated 

different weight maximums based on height and age. All weight requirements had to be 

met while in fiill uniform, with clothing estimated to weigh approximately two pounds. 

"Seid, Never Too Thin, 116-117. 
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Northwest Airlines Weight Chart 
27-2S 2»-30 31 «td 

5'2--5'3" 105 
5*3"-5*4" 108 
5*4--5'5- 111 
S'S^-ST 114 
57"-5*8" 121 
5*8--5-9- 123 
5-9- 125 

Flî  Aoendu Manual. -VZO/ll 

Weight Chart *9* 21-24 25-26 

Ideal Weight Max. Weight Height [ 

109-114 118 
yr 112 113 

112-117 121 
y3" 116 117 

125 
5-4" 121 122 

115-121 125 
5-4" 121 122 

128 
5-5- 124 125 

118-124 128 
5-5- 124 

118-124 
s-e- 128 129 

125-132 136 
5-7" 132 

125-132 
5-7" 131 132 

127-136 140 
5*r* 135 136 

129-136 140 yr* 139 140 
s'ltr 143 144 
5*11- 147 148 
vtr 151 152 

hrfiliiw t tn ill#* •rimrtiW mm SMI. \2I\VT2 

114 
118 
123 
12S 
130 
133 
137 
141 
146 
149 
153 

115 
119 
124 
127 
131 
134 
135 
142 
14< 
150 
154 

116 
120 
125 
12S 
132 
135 
139 
143 
147 
181 
155 

Figure 2 

United Airlines claimed, in defense of its policies, that less than three percent of 

flight attendants ever had trouble complying with weight standards.^"* Seen by the airlines 

as an indication that the weight regulations were reasonable, the general compliance with 

the weight standards reveals how pervasive a hold the beauty myth had on flight attendants. 

The Metropolitan Life weight charts that were the foundation for airline weight policies 

established "ideal" weight ranges that were below the average actual weight of American 

women.^^ Airlines created their weight charts using the lowest "ideal" weight in proportion 

to height as the maximum weight that a flight attendant could be. Assuming that a small 

number of flight attendants had high metabolisms and petite frames and that another small 

group could not in fact maintain the weights, we can assume that a large portion of flight 

attendants had to be extremely diet conscious so that the airlines could argue that most of 

the flight attendants had no weight problem Flight attendant newsletters and union 

"Seid, Never Too Thin, 116-117. 

^^Seid, Never Too Thin, 117. 
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publications throughout the 1970s reflect some concern over the prevalence of diet pill use 

by female flight attendants, and doctors were often willing to prescribe drugs that aided 

weight loss.^^ Flight attendant and nurse Beth, who was interviewed by scholar Carol 

Pollard, worked in the medical department of her airline during the 1960s before "returning 

to the line" as a flight attendant. Beth reported that "there was a lot of unrecognized 

anorexia, and possibly bulimia too," and that she knew "people who came in to medical and 

quite easily got Dexedrine prescriptions ... afterwards, Dexedrine became speed." '̂ 

Though airlines attempted to claim that the prescribed weight standards were both 

normal and healthy, and that noncompliant flight attendants were overweight because of 

psychological problems, medical analysis often revealed that these weights were too low 

for many women. The experiences of Anne Haly reveal that though airlines claimed weight 

programs were designed to help "in maintaining good health," the actual health of a flight 

attendant was the least of company worries. Throughout her employment with Braniflf 

Airways beginning in August 1974, Haly was consistently over her weight maximum. Her 

weight maximum was established as 125 lbs., but she weighed between 130 and 142 lbs. 

during her first two years of employment. In May 1976, Braniff sent her to a doctor to 

determine what her medically reasonable maximum weight was. The doctor found that 

Haly was of medium build, but unusually muscular because she had been a competitive 

swimmer. Her weight, the doctor found, was normal for someone of her build, and 

^^Flightlog. 

'̂Pollard, "Sky Goddess" 124. 
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asserted that her maximum weight should be set at 138 lbs., which it was. However, in 

June and July her weight reached 142 lbs., and Haly was suspended one day in July, again 

in September, and again in October. In May 1977, UAL sent Haly, who weighed 136 lbs. 

at the time and was under her maximum, to another company doctor who asserted that her 

weight "should be approximately 128 to 130 pounds, but that 126 pounds 'would be an 

ideal weight for her'"^* It is unclear why this doctor would argue that a woman's ideal 

weight was at least two pounds below her expected weight in comparison to height and 

body structure, but Brani£f accepted his findings and immediately put Haly on a weight loss 

schedule of one pound per week, requiring her to reach 126 lbs. by October. 

By October, Haly was nowhere near her new weight maximum of 126 lbs., and she 

was sent to yet another company doctor. This doctor claimed that Haly was "slightly 

overweight" but advised that her weight maximum should be 136 lbs. When she weighed 

in on October 24, she weighed 142 lbs. and was suspended from duty. The last doctor, 

who had argued for a 136 lb. maximum, sent Haly a series of highly contradictory letters, in 

which he indicated that attaining a weight of 126 lbs. was "entirely feasible" and would not 

be detrimental to her health. To reach 126 lbs. the doctor told Haly that she would have to 

reduce her body fet to 10.5%, but it was, at that time, about 18%. Oddly he seemed to 

imdermine his own argument about feasibility when he claimed that "even well conditioned 

'̂Opinion and Award of the System Board of Adjustment in the case of 
Association of Flight Attendants and Braniff Airways, Inc., (January 19, 1979), AFA 
CoUection, Box 9, WSUA, 5. 
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athletes seldom have a body fet composition below 12% and it is a very rare trackster 

whose body fat composition fells below 10%." '̂ The con^jany asserted that the doctor had 

proven that Haly could reach the 126 lb. maximum without jeopardizing her health, and 

refused to reinstate her until she had done so. Haly did reduce to a weight of 133 lbs. 

(below her second maximum), but she was not taken oflf suspension until January 1979, 

when the System Board of Adjustment that heard her grievance ruled in her fevor and reset 

her maximum at 138 lbs. The company would not accept that their weight standard for 

Haly was unreasonable, and only outside intervention from the System Board of 

Adjustment, a neutral body that mediated disputes between the union and companies, 

forced Braniff to revise its policy in regard to Haly. 

Concerns for flight attendant health could not have led this company to demand that 

a female flight attendant have the body composition of very few male athletes, which for 

Haly (who certainly could not spend her days running track) would have meant a minuscule 

caloric intake and a rigorous fet burning program. When flight attendants and their unions 

took the weight issue into district court, they depended on analyses by the medical 

community to reveal the arbitrary and harsh nature of the weight standards. Different body 

structures, ages, fet compositions, and genetics meant that not aU flight attendants could 

meet the maximums that airlines tried to claim were "normal" and reasonable. The flight 

'̂Opinion and Award of the System Board of Adjustment in the case of 
Association of Flight Attendants and Braniff Airways, Inc., (January 19, 1979), AFA 
Collection, Box 9, WSUA, 5. 
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attendants who struggled with this issue asserted that no matter what their body type or 

weight, they were competent and skilled professionals who were valuable employees in the 

air. Airlines disagreed, service and skill in the air meant little if the desired image could not 

be maintained. 

Though weight regulations intensified and solidified in the airline industry in the late 

1960s and early 1970s, airlines had learned fi-om legal encounters with the Equal 

Enqjloyment Opportunity Commission, the enforcement agency for Title Vn of the Civil 

Rights Act, that they had to defend their policies carefully. Continental Airlines outlined a 

new weight program in February 1973 that was in direct response to a fear of sex 

discrimination charges. Continental revised its weight program in response to the 

increasing number of weight related grievances and pending litigation against several 

airlines. Under their new program, the issue of weight became part of an overall 

"appearance control" procedure that officially shifted the focus off of flight attendants' 

weight and onto the women's overall appearance. Continental assumed that flight 

attendant appearance was vital to the company's economic survival, but also knew that 

flight attendants would utilize whatever legal means possible to challenge the appearance 

standards. In its memo Continental asserted that appearance was a "very sensitive subject" 

and that the new program would be of "significant benefit in alleviating some current 

attitude problems." Continental rewrote its "Host/ess Appearance" section of the flight 

attendant manual to emphasize that "body weight in proper relationship to height" was the 
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key to "trim and attractive appearance."^" A flight attendant who did not meet the 

appearance standard was placed on a weight reduction schedule and allowed to continue 

flying if she lost weight on schedule. Continental enacted this policy to reduce the number 

of grievances, but the feet that the airline would allow "overweight" flight attendants to fly 

illustrates the arbitrarily constructed nature of the weight standards. 

Airlines attempted to punish overweight flight attendants through disciplinary 

procedures such as suspension and to humiliate overweight flight attendants by accusing 

them of being unreliable. Airline ofiBcials often argued that flight attendants who were 

overweight had mental problems, rather than acknowledging the physical difficulty that 

some women experienced in attempting to meet the weight standards. Letters sent by 

flight supervisors to overweight flight attendants continuously asserted that the problem 

was with the flight attendant, who for whatever reason was being "noncompliant." In a 

letter to Jan Long, a UAL flight attendant, the Administrative Services Manager detailed 

Long's weight history, provided "advice" as to how Long could meet her company 

obligations, and finally suspended her for five days without pay. Between April and 

September 1975, Long's weight fluctuated between 137 and 142. Her maximimi allowable 

weight was 134 lbs., though she was given a medical exception to 137 lbs. in August. 

Long experienced progressive discipline including oral and written warnings, and attended 

numerous "counseling sessions," meetings in which she had to prove that she felt remorse 

""Continental Airlines memo, (February 2, 1973),AFA Collection, Box 15, WSUA. 
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for her weight, with her supervisor, Mr. Zeh. Long stated that she was "fiilly aware of 

[her] weight problems and [was] trying to overcome them." The letter detailed Long's 

medical issues, which included medication that caused bloating and birth control pills. 

Long claimed that she tried to take exercise classes to reduce her weight, but the irregular 

nature of her flight schedule made it impossible to attend consistently. The Administrative 

Service Manager began by en^athizing with her medical problems, and then asserted that 

because she had been overweight before her medical problems it was obvious that Long 

"needed a change in mental attitude and a more conscious effort on [her] part to keep 

within [her] acceptable weight range." UAL would not acknowledge that irregular 

schedules and individual body types made meeting the standard diflScult.'" 

Airlines routinely questioned overweight flight attendants as to the "steps" they 

were taking to correct their "problem" and then critiqued those efforts, despite the fact that 

in most cases airline ofQcials had no medical training and were not qualified to create 

weight reduction plans. Peggy Baclaw, another UAL flight attendant, received a letter 

similar to Long's on November 21, 1975. Baclaw weighed between 131 and 127 lbs. 

between May and November of 1975; her maximum permitted weight was 127 lbs. The 

company gave her an oral warning in July and though she was one pound over her 

maximum in September, UAL did not discipline her. When she attempted to weigh-in on 

her appointed day in October, after a flight, the Supervisor was at dinner, so she left, and 

• '̂Letter from William E. DeRohan to Jan Long, (November 25, 1975), AFA 
Collection, Box 1, WSUA. 
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the company reprimanded her as delinquent for that month because she did not wait for him 

to return. Finally, in November, she weighed in two pounds over her maximum and the 

airline suspended her for four days without pay. Baclaw claimed that she tried to reduce 

her weight by eating only one meal a day and by taking water pills. These eflforts had not 

been fully successful and the In-flight Supervisor asserted that she needed to "give more 

serious attention to [her] weight situation." Baclaw, he argued, had "foiled to demonstrate 

a total commitment to meeting" UAL standards. Baclaw asserted that her weight was 

never high enough to be detrimental to her appearance, and that her overall work 

evaluation should not depend almost solely on her weight, but the Supervisor disagreed. 

Though he acknowledged the "excellent service [Baclaw] performs on the airplane," he 

believed that "appearance is a critical part of job performance, and the height/weight 

standard becomes an important aspect of total appearance." UAL felt that no matter how 

well a flight attendant performed her inflight duties, her appearance, particularly her 

weight, was the key fector determining her worth to the company."*^ 

The simultaneous resistance and complicity to the appearance and weight 

regulations by flight attendants underscore the con^ilexity of this issue. Many flight 

attendants affirmed the right of airlines to establish appearance standards. In a grievance 

brief the imion representing flight attendants stated that the United weight policy was 

"unreasonable in terms of its conception and implementation [but] that the weight/height 

""^Letter from Jon Lovette to Pam Baclaw, (November 21, 1975), AFA Collection, 
Box 1, WSUA. 
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chart was not unreasonable in itself."^^ Flight attendants, as middle class, white women, had 

internalized the concept of thinness as beauty, and also accepted that the dominant notion 

of beauty was one that they could and should fulfill. As a result, they did not challenge its 

power over them to the degree that might have been expected from a group of workers 

who had achieved legal successes over other manifestations of sex discrimination. 

Testimony by flight attendants in grievance hearings reveals that the women were deeply 

embarrassed by their inability to meet this beauty standard."^ 

Flight attendants considered themselves professionals and took pride in their airlines 

and their jobs, and this worker identity, combined with an internalized notion of beauty as 

thinness, led many flight attendants to feelings of inadequacy and humiliation when they 

could not meet the appearance standards of their airline. UAL flight attendant, Cheryl 

Schmidt, was so embarrassed by her weight "problem" that she &lsified company records 

to hide it. Throughout 1974 and 1975 Schmidt had been a "no show" for at least six 

monthly weigh-ins, and the company charged her with being both overweight and an 

undependable worker. Her employment records reveal that between April 1974 and 

November 1975 Schmidt received verbal warnings and one written warning, and UAL 

ordered her to attend numerous counseling sessions. In May and June 1975, Schmidt 

''̂ Opinion and Decision, Board No. 71-46. 

""Evidence from the grievance records of women such as Margaret Baker, Cathy 
Harper, Carrie Janowitz and many others indicates that though they may have challenged 
company discipline, they asserted their desire to be able to reach the "desirable" weight 
and invested tremendous time and money in an effort to do so. 
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&lsified her weight card, and in October she neglected to weigh-in at all. At a conference 

with the manager of In-flight Services, Jon Lovette, Schmidt "agreed again that the 

Company has the need and the right to establish specific limits with regards to the 

height/weight relationship of employees."^^ 

Despite being "visibly upset and embarrassed" at being over the maximum weight, 

Schmidt argued in her own defense that her doctor had prescribed a new, stronger 

medication that caused her to gain four pounds. As evidence of her desire to comply with 

company standards, Schmidt asserted that she called her doctor and he wrote a new 

prescription for a milder medication and for water pills to help bring down her weight. 

Though the medication remains unnamed in the ofQcial record, it was almost certainly a 

prescription for birth control pills, which were notorious among flight attendants because 

they caused weight gain. Schmidt also asserted, in her own defense, that she had been put 

on a low carbohydrate/ high protein diet by a physician who specialized in weight control. 

Schmidt subjected herself to extreme diets, severe mental stress, and spent considerable 

amounts of money seeing doctors so that she could maintain the company appearance 

standards. In a letter suspending her for 10 days without pay in November 1975, a UAL 

manager asserted that Schmidt's failure to weigh-in and inability to stay below her weight 

maximum, "amounted to a betrayal of your supervisor's confidence." Schmidt did not 

challenge the right of the airline to enforce appearance standards, in fact she claimed that 

"'Letter to Cheryl Schmidt from Jon C. Lovette, (November 26, 1975), AFA 
Collection, Box 1, WSUA. 
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she was "deeply embarrassed" that she could not meet them, and she willingly sought 

medical help to reduce her weight. Nevertheless, UAL officials felt they had to inflict 

fiirther punishment, through a suspension, and informed her of the punishment in a 

condescending, accusatory letter, quoted from above, that detailed her "infractions."  ̂

Flight attendants who challenged weight policies asserted that maximum weights 

were too low and that the rigidity of the system did not allow for normal variations among 

women. They pointed out that the weight regulations "failed to take into consideration age, 

bone structure, [and] medical problems .. . [and] that not every girl of the same height 

looks her best at the same weight." '̂ In making this argument, flight attendants accepted 

the corporate and cultural standards of beauty that had been defined as a requirement of 

their work. However, by the early 1970s many flight attendants began to question the 

"thinness as beauty" model that had gained ascendency in American culture. By this time 

flight attendants had gained the right to continue flying after marriage and at older ages, 

and they sought to re-inject their occupation with a sense of professionalism, which had 

been lost after World War II. Part of this process of re-professionalization was to 

undermine the airline industry's and society's focus on flight attendants' "beauty." Some 

flight attendants were influenced by the political climate of the 1960s and formed 

"consciousness raising" groups, one of which led to the creation of Stewardesses for 

''̂ Letter to Cheryl Schmidt from Jon C. Lovette, (November 26, 1975), AFA 
Collection, Box 1, WSUA. 

'''Opinion and Decision of System Board of Adjustment in the matter of 
Controversy between ALP A, S&S and UAL, AFA Collection, Box 2, WSUA. 
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Women's Rights (SFWR). SFWR explicitly critiqued weight standards and the advertising 

techniques of the airlines. A vast majority of flight attendants, however, simultaneously 

resisted and complied with airline policies, and most did not articulate a critique of 

women's cultural position in late 20''' century America-

Why did weight standards divide flight attendants and prove so diflBcult to 

undermine? The interaction of resistance and internalization among female flight attendants 

became clearer when viewed within the theoretical frameworks provided by scholars of 

gender and power. Judith Butler's assertion that sex is a regulatory ideal whose 

materialization is compelled through rigid practices speaks to the nature of the control over 

female flight attendants' bodies.''* Butler and Bartkey reveal that ideals of femininity are 

not "natural," but instead are discourses that must be recreated and compelled through 

constant regulation of women's sexuality. Success depends on internalization of the 

specific notions of femininity. Women's internalization of discourses about femininity and 

sexuality, combined with the physical ability to meet appearance ideals, have been 

economically rewarded within both the marriage and the labor market. Resistance to these 

discourses often occurred when individual women no longer successfiilly "performed" their 

gendered and sexualized roles. 

These theoretical frameworks provide insight as to why women simultaneously 

resist and comply in the objectification of their own bodies. Beyond the individual 

""^Butler, Judith, Bodies That Matter, Bartkey, "Foucault, Femininity, and the 
Modernization of Patriarchal Power" in Feminism and Foucault. 
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internalization of social norms about beauty and awareness of that internalization, however, 

we must consider the structural barriers and institutional aids that women encoimter. How, 

then, did female flight attendants resist airlines' weight regulations, and what explains their 

successes and feilures? The primary mechanism for resistance was through the process of 

grievance. Flight attendants filed grievances against the airline at which they were 

employed and unions represented them at their grievance hearings. That this form of 

resistance was widespread becomes apparent when looking at the hundreds of weight-

related grievances held in the AFA's records. A flight attendant filed a grievance after she 

was disciplined for a weight infi-action, and the goal was to have the infi-action removed 

fi-om her permanent file. Flight attendants filed grievances and the union supported them 

only when it appeared that the airline had acted in an arbitrary manner or in opposition to 

the union-negotiated contract. Hundreds of weight infi'actions likely occurred that never 

made it to the grievance stage. Female flight attendants who did not have a chronic weight 

"problem" likely did not file a grievance if they were occasionally reprimanded for weight, 

and many others probably stayed just below the weight maximum and therefore did not 

oflBcially resist the airlines' weight policies. Nevertheless, these grievance files provide 

evidence of the emotional and physical trauma caused by weight standards, and provide 

access to flight attendants' individual resistance to the objectification of their bodies. 

Grievances were usually settled in a hearing and the decision affected only the 

individual flight attendant, but occasionally flight attendants and the union seized the 

opportunity to challenge the concept of weight policies or the ways in which these policies 
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were defined and enforced. Both the EEOC and flight attendant unions filed charges in 

civil court against various airlines in the early 1970s, contesting the weight policies then in 

efiect on the major U.S. airlines. Unlike grievance records, legal cases provide limited 

insight into the thoughts and emotions of individual flight attendants, but these cases do 

provide both flight attendant unions and airline companies the opportunity to present their 

arguments in clear and concise language. These arguments, and the way in which the law 

was ultimately interpreted by a judge, reveal much about social and institutional 

assumptions concerning women's bodies, labor/industrial relations, and sex discrimination 

law. 

From a legal perspective, flight attendants had two possible courses of action. They 

could argue that airline weight standards created an instance of disparate treatment, which 

was discriminatory under Title VII of the CRA, because weight standards were not applied 

uniformly to all airline employees, male and female. Alternatively, if airlines did impose 

weight restrictions on male flight attendants, the flight attendants could argue that the 

weight standards were still discriminatory because they had been applied in a manner that 

created a disparate intact upon women. Airlines, of course, defended both pxjsitions by 

claiming that weight standards, even if discriminatory, enjoyed protection under the bona 

fide occupational qualification (BFOQ) clause. Flight attendants and their lawyers had to 

persuade the court that any attempt by the airlines to regulate flight attendants' physical 

appearance constituted discrimination because physical appearance was not "necessary to 

the normal operation" of the airline business. 
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Airlines quickly saw their vulnerability in the &st instance and in the early 1970s 

made adjustments to their weight policies to fend ofiF charges of sex discrimination. UAL, 

for example, altered their weight program several times to ensure that it was objectively 

enforced on the bodies of all flight attendants. In February 1969, UAL created a new 

"weight in relation to appearance standard" to ensure that all flight attendants met the UAL 

appearance standard. The weight chart in this program established maximum and minimum 

weights, but the "emphasis of the new program was on the responsibility of each girl not to 

exceed the maximum weight for her height." Discretion for weigh-ins and appearance 

judgments was left to Appearance Counselors, former flight attendants and flight 

supervisors who were charged with maintaining UAL's image. In 1971, as a result of the 

"discretionary feature" of the former program, which gave "rise to a number of grievances 

protesting what was alleged to be the subjective and hence discriminatory application of the 

guidelines, UAL's weight policy became more rigid."*' The new policy mandated monthly 

weigh-ins and abolished individual exceptions, which had previously been granted by the 

company physician if he determined that a particular flight attendant's bone structure or 

medical problems made it impossible for her to meet the weight mandated by the weight 

charts. UAL established a disciplinary guide that outlined uniform disciplinary actions to 

be taken against noncon^liant flight attendants. The union representing UAL flight 

attendants immediately filed a grievance protesting the new height/weight program as 

'̂Opinion of the Referee in the Matter of Dispute between ALP A and UAL in the 
Grievance of Cathy Harper, (Aug 30, 1972), AFA Collection, Box 3, WSUA, 3. 
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unreasonable and in violation of the contract, which was heard by the System Board of 

Adjustment. The Board upheld most of the components of UAL's new program but 

reinstated the possibility of medical exceptions and ordered the company to establish a 

centralized procedure for processing individual requests for weight exceptions. The 

System Board of Adjustment and UAL sought to ensure that the company was protected 

from charges of discrimination by creating a weight policy that was as administrative and 

procedural as possible. 

UAL addressed a similar concern when, in 1972, it established a weight program 

for its male stewards. The weight chart in the male program differed from that of the 

women because UAL based the specific maximum weight for each height on the large 

frame ideal weights from the Metropolitan weight charts. UAL began employing men as 

flight attendants in 1949, exclusively on Hawaii routes. All of the 184 male flight 

attendants at UAL in 1972 were Hawaiian, and they severely resented the new weight 

program. The male weight policy was similar to the one for women in form, but it was 

rarely enforced. Nevertheless, the possibility of disciplinary action was enough to drive one 

male steward to assert that the company had hired him as a Hawaiian to provide 

"atmosphere" inflight, and now expected him to look like a "thin-hipped Norwegian."^® 

Although UAL had intended to ward off accusations of sex discrimination through 

the creation of a male weight chart, the company ̂ ed a class action suit filed in 1973 by 

^"Nielsen, From Sky Girl to Flight Attendant, 99. 
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the union. In Air Line Pilots Association, Int'/ v United Air Lines, Inc, the outraged male 

stewards joined with female flight attendants to protest the weight-based appearance 

requirements. The decision in the case, issued on June 12, 1979, was both a victory and a 

defeat for flight attendants. The judge in the case asserted that "United's enforcement of 

its weight program has not been even-handed, but instead has discrimination against 

females both in the frequency and severity of discipline imposed." '̂ The legal defeat of 

UAL was based on its treatment of male stewards; the court found that weight exceptions 

for male stewards had been awarded more often and with less disciplinary action than those 

of female flight attendants. This was one of the few weight related suits that could be 

considered a victory for flight attendants at all. UAL was ordered to award back pay to all 

flight attendants who had been disciplined through suspension or termination, and ordered 

to reinstate any terminated flight attendants. The court asserted, however, that height-

weight charts were not in violation of Title VII. The result was that in one of the last class 

action suits filed against airlines on the issue of weight regulation, the federal court upheld 

the right of an industry to regulate the bodies of its employees so that it could sell the 

sexuality of those en^iloyees. 

Legal cases that sought to challenge weight policies by arguing that appearance was 

not a BFOQ for the occupation of flight attendant fared far worse than those, like the UAL 

case, that were based on discriminatory enforcement. In an era that combined a "sexual 

Air Line Pilots Association, Int'I v United Air Lines, Inc. 480 F. Supp. 1107 
(New York 1979) 
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revolution"with an increased sexual objectification of women's bodies, and a capitalist 

system that prized free enterprise, the argument that business should not be able to buy and 

sell a woman's sexuality was rarely upheld in courts. In 1972 the New York State Human 

Rights Appeals Board (essentially a state agency with goals and powers similar to that of 

the EEOC) held in St. Cross v Playboy Club of New York that beauty was a BFOQ for 

employment as a Playboy Bunny. The Playboy Club fired St. Cross for losing her "Bunny 

Image," and the Appeals Board ruled that the employer had the right to determine the 

standard of beauty for the workplace. If an employee could no longer meet this standard, 

then the employer was justified in terminated her. The decision in the case of Willingham v 

Macon Telegraph Pub. Co. fiirther weakened the importance of legal remedies in grooming 

and appearance cases. In this case the company's right to deny employment to a man with 

long hair was upheld, and the judge argued that "if an en^loyee objects to a grooming 

code he has the right to reject it by looking elsewhere for employment, or alternatively he 

may choose to subordinate his preference by accepting the code along with his job. The 

key point of law established by the Willingham case was that an "immutable" 

characteristic, a trait that cannot be altered, was protected by Title VII, but mutable 

physical characteristics, such as hair or weight, were not protected under the law. The 

judge in this case adhered to a non-interl&rence standard that severely weakened the 

reforming potential of Title VII to end the sexual objectification of bodies for employment 

^^Alan Willingham v Macon Telegraph Pub. Co. 507 F.2d 1084 (1975) quoted in 
Hill, Text, Cases, and Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination. 
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purposes. Like the Playboy clubs, airlines were protected in their desire to establish and 

maintain weight standards for appearance purposes that applied only to flight attendants. 

The double-edged nature of legal interpretation on this issue is illustrated in the 

case of Carole E. Gerdom v Continental Airlines, in which flight attendants again won a 

small victory, but lost the war. Gerdom and her union, ALPA S&S, initiated the case in 

September 1972 by filing a charge of discrimination with the EEOC. The original charge 

claimed that Continental engaged in unlawful employment practices of sex discrimination 

imder Title VII of the 1964 CRA by "maintaining and enforcing arbitrary and 

discriminatory weight standard requirements for female flight hostesses."^  ̂ In October 

1973, the EEOC notified the union that it had forwarded the complaint to the Illinois Fair 

Employment Practice Commission and that ALPA had the right to sue in U.S. District 

Court, which it immediately did. In the course of the district court trial, ALPA launched a 

critique of not only the implementation of Continental's weight program, but also of the 

very concept of weight programs. 

ALPA sought to undermine the right of airlines to regulate appearance and weight 

by challenging the supposed "need" for weight restrictions on airplanes. To do so, the 

union called Theodore B. Van Itallie, a Professor of Medicine at Columbia University and 

the Associate Director of the Institute of Human Nutrition at Columbia. Van Itallie's area 

of specialty was human nutrition, and he was an expert on the creation of height/weight 

"Gerdom v Continental Air Lines, 8 FEP Cases 1235, (C.D. Cal. 1974). 
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charts and in the area of weight reduction. ALPA introduced Van Itallie's testimony to 

challenge the testimony of Dr. Josiah Brown, physician for Continental, and the proposed 

weight standards that Brown deemed reasonable. Brown asserted that the weight 

standards in place at Continental, reflected in the weight chart below, were of a reasonable 

nature and necessary for the flight service industry. Brown claimed that his weight chart 

was "a rational, reasonable and attainable program of appearance standards with a scientific 

basis." However, he failed to highlight to the court the source of this empirical data, which 

was not reflective of the general population, but rather was based on data taken fi'om a 

1971 survey of American Airlines flight attendant trainees. Brown, and Continental Air 

Lines, attempted to present the weight chart as reasonable, easily attainable, and reflective 

of "normal" weights among American women. ALPA and Van Itallie sought to prove the 

arbitrary nature of this weight chart. 

Van Itallie challenged the Continental weight program on five fi-onts. He asserted 

that the standards were "arbitrary and ungenerous," that they were "not easily complied 

with by many females," that the prescribed weights were "not easily attainable and 

maintainable by many females," that the effect of maintaining the weight standards "could 

result in psychological and physiological stress," and finally, that the charts were based on 

"data fi-om studies which [were] biased in fevor of the standards the airline [sought] to 

implement." He added that the weight standards "discriminate in favor of males, and have 
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not been showoi to bear any clear relationship to the duties flight attendants perform." '̂' 

Van Itallie questioned the scientific basis of the weight charts, challenged the airline's claim 

that low weights were a health benefit to flight attendants, and questioned the idea that 

appearance related to job performance. 

'̂ Affidavit of Theodore Van Itallie in the case of Gerdom v Continental Air Lines, 
Inc, ( March 3, 1976), AFA Collection, Box 15, WSUA. 
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The airline industry in general sought to defend its weight regulations with claims of 

reasonableness. UAL argued that very few flight attendants had problems meeting the 

standards, and all airlines admonished individual flight attendants who went over their 

weight maximums by reminding them that they had, at one time, met the standard and 

could therefore do so again. In the suit against Continental, the union and their medical 

expert emphasized the biased nature of the airlines' assun^Jtions. The American Airlines 

survey, which formed the basis of Continental's weight chart, reflected a self-selected and 

pre-screened group who already met the airlines' conception of the "ideal" flight attendant. 

The average age of this group was 22.08 years and women at that age had a different 

height/weight relationship than that of an older population. Even the general population of 

flight attendants, who were not an average of22.08 years in age, may not have found these 

weight standards "easily attainable." Van Itallie found that when he 

con:q)ared the maximum weight/height standards of Continental with the average weight of 

American women as reported in the 1960-1962 United States Public Health survey, the 

Continental maximum for each height was less than the averages.(See Figure 3) It became 

clear from Van Itallie's comparisons that older flight attendants were distinctly 

disadvantaged when the maximums were compared with average weights of women 

between 35-44 years of age. Van Itallie's testimony rendered the arbitrary nature of the 

weight standards imposed on the bodies of female flight attendants quite clear. 

A key aspect of the legal case was ALPA's assertion that the weight standards 

discriminated in fevor of male flight attendants, upholding the charge of sex discrimination. 
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Continental did not employ men as flight attendants until November 1972, but no male 

employee of Continental before 1972 had been subject to weight standards. Continental 

created a separate male weight chart when male flight attendants began flying for the 

company. Continental claimed that the existence of a "reasonable and attainable" chart for 

both men and women mitigated the sex discrimination charge. ALPA sought to illustrate 

not only that the weight charts were not "reasonable and attainable," but also that the charts 

were constructed in a discriminatory fashion that advantaged male flight attendants. Dr. 

Van Itallie found that in defending its weight charts Continental compared the male chart to 

actuarial charts that plotted male weights for ages 30-39, while the female charts were 

compared with actuarial charts that plotted female weights for ages 25-29. Additionally, 

the maximum weights established for male flight attendants almost always exceeded the 

average weights of American men as charted in the Public Health survey, whereas women's 

average weights were significzintly higher than the airline maximums. (See Figure 4) 

The court accepted Van Itallie's argument that the weight charts discriminated in 

favor of men, and that prior to 1972 Continental had engaged in sex discrimination because 

the nature of its weight chart. However, the court asserted that "Continental [had] made 

progress in connection with remedying the discrimination" and that "an appearance program 

which does not apply disproportionally to one sex is not in violation of Title VII." '̂ This 

case, and others like it, afiBrmed that companies could regulate the appearance of 

^^Gerdom v Continental Air Lines, Inc., 8 FEP Cases 1237. 
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employees, as long as they were careful to avoid punishing or regulating one sex 

significantly more than the other. 

A third important case. Air Line Pilots Assoc, Int V and Association of Flight 

Attendants v Braniff Airways, Inc., provided another small victory for flight attendants, but 

did not fundamentally undermine the airline's ability to regulate the appearance of its flight 

attendants. In March 1977, ALPA charged Braniflf with sex discrimination in violation of 
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Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as a result of its weight standards. The complaint 

was initially filed by Betty Boyer, a longtime flight attendant and union activist, but soon the 

case became a class action suit for all flight attendants employed by Braniff on or after July 

14, 1978 and all present and former flight attendants employed by Braniflf who lost wages 

after October 13, 1971 as a result of the weight policy. Braniflf had precedence on their 

side— the con^any reminded the court that the company had required all flight attendants 

since 1960 to sign an Employment Understanding contract at the time of hire, which 

indicated an acceptance of the obligation to conform to prescribed weight standards. 

Braniflf claimed that since the union had never brought a group grievance or sought a class 

action suit previously, there was no history of discontent with the jx)licy. 

More pervasive discontent among flight attendant did emerge in 1972 when Braniflf, 

for six months, suspended all overweight flight attendants immediately, but a ruling in a 

grievance hearing forced the company to rescind that policy. Several months later the 

company formulated the Hostess Counseling program, led by Lynn Townsley. Townsley 

attempted positive reinforcement techniques to encourage noncompliant flight attendants to 

lose weight, but if she was unsuccessful she referred the flight attendant back to the 

supervisor, who imposed disciplinary sanctions. Townsley's position as appearance 

counselor ended in February 1974, at which time Braniflf resumed the use of individual flight 

attendant supervisors to provide grooming counseling, weight checks, reducing schedules, 

and discipline. On September 15, 1975, Braniflf fundamentally restructured its weight policy 

to remove enforcement from the subjective hands of supervisors to a structured, centralized 
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program.̂ ® It was the inflexible nature of this new program, combined with increased 

awareness on the part of unions and flight attendants that weight related policies could be 

covered by Title VII, that led the union to file sex discrimination charges in 1977. The 

resolution of this case came through a settlement, rather than a judgement, indicating that 

the flight attendant unions knew the final judgement would not be fully in their favor and 

that both the unions and the airlines felt that weight-related sex discrimination had reached a 

costly stalemate in the courtroom. On January 28, 1980, a series of compromises ended this 

case. 

Braniff maintained a weight standard as a mechanism to monitor and control its 

flight attendants' appearance, but the specifics of the policy were more amenable to flight 

attendants after the settlement of the case. The settlement retained weight maximums, but 

the maximums were revised slightly upward and individual exceptions based on age or 

medical need were allowable. Flight attendants who sought a medical exception needed to 

obtain a note fi-om a physician that indicated the weight that the doctor felt the flight 

attendant should be expected to weigh. This request for a weight exception was then 

forwarded to a company appointed doctor and if he agreed, the exception was granted. If 

he did not, the airline chose a third doctor to review the case and make a final decision. 

Flight attendants won a buffer of two pounds, so that the progressive disciplinary process 

^•^Proposed Finding of Fact and Conclusions of Law in the case of Betty Boyer vs 
Braniff Airways, Inc., before the Braniff Air Line Pilots Association Three Member 
System Board of Adjustment, AFA Collection, Box 8, WSUA, 1-3. 
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did not begin until they were two pounds above the maximum weight. The settlement 

codified an age allowance, providing maximum weight three pounds above the established 

table for flight attendants above the age of 40. This was an important concession for flight 

attendants, many of whom were flying longer as a result of Title VTI victories that ended the 

age and marriage bans, but who had been expected to maintain the physical appearance of 

twenty year olds. 

The new program was designed as a structured five-step system, in which flight 

attendants were subject to a prescribed schedule of discipline and reduction. Step one 

occurred when a flight attendant exceeded the two pound buffer. The company counseled 

the flight attendant, who was ordered to report for another weight check two weeks later. 

The program required a flight attendant to lose weight at a rate of three pounds per two 

week period. This step was continued as long as the flight attendant was losing at the 

required rate but was still above the maximum. Step two began if a flight attendant did not 

lose weight at the three pounds per two week rate at the first scheduled check after he or 

she was found to be overweight. Flight attendants in this step were required to return for a 

third weight check in two weeks, at which time they should have lost weight according to 

the schedule. Step three was essentially the same as step two. If a flight attendant had not 

lost three pounds in a two week period at the fourth weight check, generally eight weeks 

after the first check that was over the maximum, the company sent the flight attendant to a 

company-designated doctor who was to determine if the weight reduction schedule was 

physically appropriate for that individual. The doctor could set a weight reduction schedule 
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that haH to be met every two weeks. Finally, if the flight attendant still did not lose weight 

at the scheduled rate, a written notice was followed by a fact finding hearing. The fact 

finding conference could determine that the flight attendant should be put on involuntary 

leave without pay because of weight, and this suspension was to continue until the 

Tnaximiim weight was met. If a flight attendant remained on weight suspension for three 

years, he or she would be terminated. 

Though this agreement did not accomplish the fimdamental goal of ending weight 

standards, it was a significant improvement for flight attendants who had been subject to 

repeated suspensions and termination for what were often minor weight mfractions. BraniflF 

still regulated and monitored its flight attendants' weight, but its ability to do so was 

curtailed at the resolution of this case. The agreement also stipulated that the company 

provide back pay in the sum of $10,500 to be allocated among flight attendants who had 

suffered monetary loss after 1971 as a result of BranifF s weight policy. This sum was 

significantly less than the back pay awarded to flight attendants throughout the 1970s by 

courts deciding sex discrimination cases, so Braniff probably knew that it was cutting its 

losses by taking the agreement.®' 

This case was indicative of the weight issue by 1980. Flight attendants had not won 

a resounding victory against the airlines as they had with the mamage, age, and pregnancy 

issues. At a moment when their unions had become exceedingly adept at the use of Title 

"Proposed Agreement in Settlement of ALP A andAFA v Braniff Airways, Inc., 
January 28, 1980. 
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VII and other legislative aids, a backlash within the EEOC and the courts minimized the 

power of that adeptness. Weight and appearance related issues continued to be fought 

through contract negotiations, grievance hearings, and legal cases through the early 1980s, 

but the basic premise that the legal system could not interfere in an industry's right to 

regulate the appearance of its employees was imchanged throughout the period. Flight 

attendants themselves, though often outspoken about the objectification of their bodies for 

company profit, were culturally and socially invested in maintaining the "attractive" 

appearance that had gotten them hired in the first place. Nevertheless, a basic pattern 

remained— when a flight attendant exceeded the weight maximum and was disciplined, he 

or she often sought individual redress through a grievance hearing. The union remained the 

most important mechanism in protecting individual flight attendants fi-om restrictive 

company policies. Though flight attendants were unsuccessftil at eliminating weight charts, 

by the mid-1980s maximums had been slightly elevated, and greater flexibility based on body 

structure and age implemented. In challenging weight regulations some flight attendants 

recognized that the physical presentation of their bodies was of paramount importance in the 

construction of sexual imagery. 
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'*Chaos*' in the Sl^ 

During the 1980s, the Replacements sang a song that rejected the efforts of flight 

attendants, and other similarly situated workers, to professionalize their jobs.̂ ® Like many 

other people in American society, the Replacements, perhaps, longed for the days in which 

flight attendants were "stewardesses" who understood their role as sexy, young, "people 

pleasers." But whether they like it or not, most people who board an airplane in 2001 will 

find a diverse group of flight attendants, some men, some women, many clearly in their 

forties or fifties, who are there as safety ofiBcers and who see themselves as professionals. 

These men and women still smile as passengers enter the plane, they still serve meals, and 

they are still the number one factor in saving lives if an airplane crashes. They do not, 

however, wear miniskirts, go-go boots, or buttons that say "love at first flight." Flight 

attendants continue to have many grievances against airline policies, but they are an entirely 

different group of people, with vastly different expectations of their employment experience, 

than were the pioneers of the occupation seventy years ago. 

By the late 1970s flight attendants, both within the context of their unions and 

without, had become more comfortable with the idea that their job was a career. One result 

of this new attitude was that flight attendants began to address the emotional, physical, and 

^®The Replacements, "Waitress in the Sky,"r/m (Sire Records, 1985). 
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psychological toll that the occupation had on them. Drawing from sociological sources, the 

Association of Flight Attendants (by fer the largest flight attendant union by the 1980s) 

produced a series of £irticles in its journal, Flightlog, designed to educate flight attendants 

on ways to cope with the cost of the emotion work that the airlines demanded from flight 

attendants. The union established an Employee Assistance Program that could provide 

support in ways that the airlines themselves were unwilling to do. The series presented by 

the AFA also reflected the pride that the union, and its flight attendants, took in the amazing 

transformation of their occupation since the 1960s. One headline extolled the new diversity 

and longevity of flight attendants by asserting, "Yesterday: Female, White, and Young .. . 

Today: No Such Thing as Typical." '̂ During the 1980s an increasing number of flight 

attendants were male, were married, had children, and were significantly older than the 

1960s average age of around twenty-two. 

On January 15, 2001, Frances Hall Craft died.®" In 1945, she had been pivotal in the 

creation of the ALSA, the first flight attendant union, at UAL. Hall was part of a tiny group 

of women who fought to create a union for the most unlikely of workers—^young, 

temporary, low paid women—^and won. The union that she helped create was the 

predecessor of the largest flight attendant union, the AFA, which today represents over 

Flightlog, Summer 1983. 

^"Media Release, Association of Flight Attendants, AFL-CIO, (January 17, 2001). 
Http://www. afanet. org/ 
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46,000 flight attendants.̂ ' Serving first as vice-president under Ada Brown, and then as 

president for several years. Hall laid the foundation for the struggles that consumed flight 

attendants during the 1960s and 1970s. Though she was no longer aflBliated with UAL or 

the union. Hall must have looked on with bated breath as her union and her former 

colleagues fought the airline industry to dismantle the discriminatory policies that had for so 

long limited the nature of the flight attendant occupation. Slowly, flight attendants and their 

unions won many legal battles and created a new relationship with the airline industry. By 

the 1990s, Hall's union was not only an accepted element of the airline industry, it was 

among the most militant unions of the late twentieth century. 

In 1945, Hall and Brown bluffed the ofQcials at UAL into believing that they could 

bargain until they received the slight pay increase that flight attendants so desperately 

needed. The fledgling union almost folded for lack of financial support before it negotiated 

its first contract. In the 1990s, the AFA no longer feared financial woes, and it was a 

significant force that airline companies knew could create CHAOS if it so desired." 

CHAOS, an acronym for Creating Havoc Around Our System, is utilized by flight 

attendants to literally keep the airline industry on its toes. Members of the AFA resort to 

wildcat strikes, or CHAOS as they call the strikes, whenever an airline is unresponsive to 

flight attendant needs. Clearly, flight attendants are no longer (and never really were) the 

'̂Media Release, Association of Flight Attendants, AFL-CIO, (September 9, 
1999). Http://www.afanet.org/ 

"CHAOS is a registered trademark of the Association of Flight Attendants. 
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docile workers that airlines envisioned when the industry began hiring women in 1930. 

Flight attendants struggled successfully, with the help of their unions and Title VII of 

the 1964 Civil Rights Act, to dismantle the marriage ban and the age ceiling. They were far 

less successful in redressing appearance and maternity issues, however. The judicial system 

interpreted Title VII as protecting classes of people from discrimination based only on 

immutable characteristics, such as race, sex, and age. The antidiscrimination legislation did 

not protect any characteristic that was mutable, that someone could ostensibly change. So 

while flight attendants did manage to win lawsuits to force the airlines to implement and 

enforce weight and appearance programs that did not clearly target and punish only women, 

they never achieved a victory that would disallow the marketing of appearance. 

Airlines modified weight programs to make them more amenable to women, 

particularly for older women who could now expect to fly however long they wanted, but 

whose metabolisms simply would not allow them to maintain the weight of twenty year olds. 

In 1980 UAL, in the wake of the decision xnALPA v. United Air Lines, raised the weight 

maximums for all flight attendants, instituted a weight program for male flight attendants, 

and adjusted the weight requirements for flight attendants over the age of 40." It provided 

back pay and offered reinstatement to those flight attendants who had been suspended or 

teiminated in connection to weight violations. The district court in that case, however, 

made it clear that UAL could enforce a weight program, so long as it did not have a 

Line Pilots Assn. Intl v. United Air Lines, Inc., 26 F.E.P. Cases 607 
(E.D.N.Y. 1979). 
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disparate impact on female flight attendants. A majority of airlines, UAL included, did not 

abandon the concept of weight maximums, and flight attendants continue to experience the 

psychological and economic ramifications of the need to maintain relatively low weights. 

Flight attendants have not given up trying to moderate, if not eliminate, these weight 

and appearance programs. In 2000, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals re-examined UAL's 

weight policy and held that it was still being applied in a manner that discriminated against 

women." The court determined that UAL's weight program between 1980 and 1994 was 

discriminatory on its &ce because weight maximums for women were based on a medium 

fi'ame and those for men were based on a large fi^ame (and for men over 5'H " the weight 

maximum was off the chart). In 1980, UAL had lost a weight related lawsuit because it did 

not have a weight chart for male flight attendants. When it rectified this situation, it turned 

to the large frame weights determined by the Metropolitan Insurance weight charts. UAL 

based its weight maximums for women, however, on those established by Continental 

Airlines. The result was that women had to maintain a comparatively lower body weight 

than men.®  ̂ Once again, in 2000, a federal court ordered UAL to stop discriminating against 

female flight attendants. 

Female flight attendants became political, legal, and labor activists in their eflbrts to 

remold their occupation. Today, flight attendants receive relatively high pay and good 

benefits, and experience fer less overt sex discrimination than did their predecessors. 

^Frank V.  United Air Lines, 9816687 (9'''Cir. 2000). 

Frank, 9816687, 6666. 
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However, like all workers, and particularly women workers, in the United States, flight 

attendants must diligently and continuously utilize their unions and political connections to 

restrain an increasingly embattled airline industry from eroding the rights that the flight 

attendants worked so hard to achieve.̂  The highly organized structure of flight attendant 

unions has enabled flight attendants to continue to make strides in improving their 

workplace experiences. 

All female flight attendants, from the earliest in the 1930s to the young women being 

hired in 2001, represent the complex status of working women in twentieth century 

America. The legal, economic, and emotional battles fought by female flight attendants 

illustrate cultural assumptions about race and gender that have negatively affected women in 

the United States. The story of the flight attendants, however, should also inspire current 

women workers because these women, thought to be silent and docile, proved to be vocal 

and angry. Their story is an alternative history of the "feminist movement" to that 

commonly told, one that clearly reveals the internal contradictions felt by women who could 

not divorce themselves from their cultural context, but who also wanted to create a world 

that treated them more fairly. 

^As a result of deregulation in the early 1980s, the airline industry and the culture 
surroimding it has changed completely. Forced to compete in a post-regulation world, 
airlines turned to cheaper tickets and shorter flights, which caused the industry to lose 
much of its cultural "prestige." Economic failure and devastating crashes have rendered 
the industry very unstable in the last two decades. 
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